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FOREWORD
 

This book is the record of an ambitious innovation. The goal of 
the Kenya Radio Language Arts Project was to show that serious 
improvement is possible in the teaching of a second language in 
primary schools. It was to do so through radio-deiivered teaching, 
instead of through conventional classroom instruction. 

At the outset, it seemed ludicrous to some to expect that radio 
teaching could play the central role in language teaching which 
requires guided practice in speaking and writing, is well as in 
comprehension. That the schools of Kenya draw students speaking 
more than 40 different native tongues increased the skepticism. 

Why then did we in AID's Science and Technology Bureau be
lieve enough in the activity to conceive it and then support it over a 
five-year period? We did so because we believe that, for most devel
oping nations, classroom radio can offer the most practical way to 
rapidly improve primary school instruction. Radio is a remarkably 
inexpensive instructional delivery medium. That fact permits tore 
resources to be directed toward the really important work of good 
instructional design. Our prior experience with the Radio Mathe
matics Project in Nicaragua had shown that the character of radio 
teaching could be dramatically improved-that, in fact, the medium 
could carry into a classroom some of the most instructionally so
phisticated techniques yet developed to teach basic intellectual 
skills. Testing in the mathematics project had shown extraordinary 
gains in learning, gains that held true even in the poorest rural 
schools. Could this basic methodology, grounded in recent re
search on student learning, be adapted from mathematics to the 
very different domain of language? We believed that it could. The 
potential outcome warranted a major research and development 
investment to devise and test a system that, if successful, could 
serve as a prototype for other nations. 

The results are now in. They show important gains in student 
achievement, and enthusiastic acceptance by both students and 
teachers. Costs are low and cost-effectiveness is high. The Kenya 
project provides another step in the revitalization of educational 
radio as a central tool of educational development. 

We have labeled the methodology "interactive radio instruction" 
to convey the active, feedback-rich nature of learning with this 
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approach. The interactive radio approach has now shown majorstudent gains in nations as diverse as Kenya, Nicaragua, and Thailand, and in subjects as different as language and mathematics. A"community school" model is also successfully in operation in theDominican Republic, teaching students late in their work day withradio classes organized by community aides. 
This powerful new instructional tool is becoming available at atime when the search for improvement in primary education isgaining increased attention. While developing nations have made enormous strides in increasing educational access, both quality andefficiency have suffered. Failure, repetition, and dropout rates areastonishingly high, and many children fail to move beyond the firsttwo or three grades. The skills of those who do complete the entireprimary cycle are often belo).% ciefired norms. And with population

growth continuing, the prospects for improvement using conventional educational means are grim-in fact, educational quality may
well decline further. 

The vigorous, systematic use of instructional radio now holdspromise for breaking out of this cycle of decline. Interactive radio isnot designed simply to do educational radio a little bit better, but tomake possible a set of new educational strategies supporting teachers in the basic school subjects, as well as reaching out to areaswhere fully trained teachers are not available. The approach now 
seems ready for wider adoption. 

Now that the research and development has been done (work i.science education continues), adoption of these techniques represents one of the lowest-cost interventions available. 
Adoption can involve varying levels of adaptation. Some nationswill wish, initially at least, to ise the actual radio tapes for the entirefour- to five-year primary school curricula in English, mathematics,or Spanish language training (and later in science). These are available through AID. Others will want to revise the tapes, to put theminto the local language and culture or to introduce local examples.For these nations, the scripts, supporting written materials, and theunderlying instructional designs are available. Still others may wishto apply the instructional principles developed through these projects to create entirely nev: instructional series. 

There mav be great potential for expanded adult educationthrough interactive radio instruction. In countries where these programs have been broadcast, thousands of adults have become regular listeners. Ifcombined with newspaper supplements or distribution of associated written materials, a useful tool for adult literacy
and numeracy might be at hand. 
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Interactive radio, we believe, now stands ready to serve as a 
powerful tool for educational development. Radio instruction can 
now be used with assurance to improve teaching quality, to in
crease educational access, and to introduce new subject matter. The 
incorporation of these approaches into the mainstream of education 
is the next step, and we look to readers of this volume as both 
partners and constructive critics in this effort. 

Clifford H. Block 
Office of Education 
Bureau for Science and Technology 
U.S. Agency for International Development 
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PART I 
CONCEPTS AND OPERATION 

Underlying concepts of the Radio Language Arts Project. 
What we learned about how to create and judge effecti ie radio. 
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CHAPTER 1 
THE CONTEXT FOR COLLABORATION 

Maurice Imhoof and Mary Karue 

Forty children look expectanly at th2 radio. 'hevhave just finished
 
singing a lively "good morning" song with tile radio. To these rural
 
Kenyan third-graders, it is perfectly naltural to sing along with the
 
radio, speak to it, and follow the instructions of their friends on tile
 
radio.
 

"Good morning, children," says the radio voice. The children in the
 
classroom respond en!huV:iasticallv and wait for the next cue frolmtile
 
radio. They are learning English b, radio. and it is time for instruction
 
to begin.
 

'I David and Anna are going4 to,the coast," says Safiri, one of the
'lea. 

radio characters. 

"Yes, they're going to visit their grandparents," says ['iia, another 
character. 

"Children," Safiri asks, "whv are David and Anna going to the coast?" 

"To visit their grandparents," the studeIts respond loudl', in English. 

The children are animated and eager although they have walked a long 
way from isolated rural homes to reach their school. Their modest 
classroom has been built by tilecommunity and is typically a dirt
floored room lit only by sunlight through sm1,all windows or tileopen 
doorway. A few handmade posters and some drawings decorate tile 
walls. Prominent on the teacher's desk is a radio. The children sit 
crowded together three or"tou r to a bench at rough desks and listen for 
the next question. 

Tina says, "One child, where are David and .\nna going?" 

At the signal of a bell on the radio, the classroom teacher points to one 
child who stands and an swe rs, " o tile coast." 

Tina reinforces tilecorrect answer, '"othe coast.' 

For several linutes, the students co6ntinLe listening and speaking in 
English with the radio chara.ters whm they have learned to know 
during the three years t radio illstruction. During the remainder of 
the 30-minute Elnglish lesson, the children alist read siltent 'Valld an
swer comprehension questions posed by the radio. They read aloud, 
with the radio speaking tilesame sentences to coi tirm c(Orrect pronu
ciation and intonation. Under tiledirection o the radio, thev begin a 
writing exercise which theyV will finish with the classroom teacher's 
help after the broadcast. 

"Teacher," directs Safiri on the radio, ''point to sentence one oilthe 
blackboard." The classroom teacher points. "Children," Safiri contin
ues, "read sentence one alotud.' 
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"AlthouglLh I was tired, I couldn't sleep," the children read as the 
teacher points to each word. 
The teacher, untraini,.d and of limited English-speaking ability, works
with the radio instruction, encouraging and helping during the broad
cast and in complementary lessons later on. The teacher is confident 
and comfortable with the activities suggested by the radio. 
"Although I was tired, I CoLdin't sleep," repeatsV Safiri. "Good read
ing, children. Now let's look at Worksheet noumber ten.' 
The children work hard at their reading. IleV al'edi know that
English is very important to theni, even in this remte 'cool near the
shore of Lake Victoria. In grade tour, the children will study all ot their
school subje'cts in English, und their success in school WillIIdepend on 
their ability to read their te\tbooks written in English. 
Just when the very young children might be getting re;tles, Safiri 
suggests a game, this tiue some physical eX'rci,'. "Bend to the right,
bend to the left. Touch Votir toes, tIch your nose." 
During the 30-minute radio let.,sson, only Elnglih ha, been uSed bv the
radio characters and by the stuidents. [he Children have responded to
the radio more than a hundred times during the broadcast, and they'
are still eager and attvntive as Satir and in sa\y godbYe. 

On the basis of' the production of three years of broadcasts and
the evaluation of pupil Ichievement, the Radio LangUage Arts Pro
ject (RLAP) can now provide e\'idence that radio can be used in
partnership with teachers to teach basic language skills. This project
further confirns the experience of an earlier project in Nicaragua,
the Radio Mathema tics Project, that radio is a low-cost tech ology
that can indeed improve th qunality of instructii,n in primary
schools (Friend, Searle, and Snuppes I )80). 

The U.S. Agency for International De'elopment (AID), which 
funded these projecs, recognizes that many rural children are not
receiving quality education, sometimes because of poor instruction,
but often because of poor distribution of material and human re
sources. In looking at alternate delivery systems, AID identified
radio as a potentially powerful, cost-efficient medium for rcaching
isolated, disadvantaged populations. Of course, radio was not itself
responsible for the success of the English lessons in Kenya. But it 
was a tood for go Id instructional delivery. AID's goal in sIpporting
further research and development in ilnstructional radio is to test
the ability of radio to assist in providing greater access to eCLucation 
and higher quality in teaching basic skils. 

This book (describes our experience in Keny'a in developing a
radio-based instructional system fo' teaChiig English in grades one
through three. Radio was the catalyst for all our activities which 
included: 
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* Adapting the Kenyan English curriculum for use in 
teaching by radio 

•Designing an instructional systeir. 
•Writing and producing quality radio lessons 
" Using feedback from classroom observations to im

prove upcoming lessons 
" Measuring student achievenient to ;udge project 

success. 

Each of these activities, and each system that these i:ctivities pro
duced, was the result of intense collaboration among Kenvan and 

American institutions and individuals. This boo)k describes the de

velopment ot each of these activities and the systems they led to, 

and summarizes the resulits of teaching English to Kenvan children 
by radio. 

Our focus is on Drvcs.cs.During the planling and deVelopment 
phase of the project, we ofte-'i felt like explorer in unmapped 
territory. Although we had solid previous expcrience in instruction
al radio to build on, we had to develop a number of unique systems 
to launch the project and to carr' it through to its educational and 

research objectives. Naturally we faced a number -of problems in 
doing so. We hake documented here how we solved these problems 
and have described at length the processes dcvelped to carry out 

the work of the project. We hope that other educators can benefit 

from our experience by neither duplicating ineffective approaches 
Our book outlines thenor recceating those already developed. 

route which the RILAP followed in creating a workable organization 
for the design, developmeiit, and testing Of English as a second 

We do notlanguage (ESL) radio lessons in the Kenvan context. 
intend to suggest that these processes and the s'stems they pro

duced are the only ways of organizing work Or that they are tle best 
ways, but thev do represent good operational decisions that 

worked for is. 

The remainder oif this chapter describes the contexts in which the 

project was developed and f,-om which the processes emerged. The 

most important include: 

" The particular kind of instructional radio used in 
the project-iiih'raclive radio instruction 

* Previous AID-funded efforts to improve education 
in rural areas though the use of radio 

" Kenvan educational institutions, particularly those 
involved in radio-assisted education. 
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INSTRUCTIONAL RADIO CONTEXT 
The radio lessons developed for teaching English in Kenya areunlike those usually associated with educational radio. They are,

however, very similar in educational methodology to the Radio
Mathematics lessons developed in Nicaragua and subsequently
adapted for use in Thailand and the Dominican Republic. We call
this particular methodology interactive radio mn.;trucfioii (IRI). IRI is
tile kind of educa.tional radio described in this book. 

We are not suggesti. g that interactive radio is the only use ofradio for instruction or that IRI is completely new. Educational
radio of varying kinds has been a significant innovation throughout
the world. Some developing countries have been broadcasting to
schools for more than 25 years. Others, through distance teachingunits, have taught adults a variety of skills and infoirmation, and
continue to do so. Public and private radio has effectively educated
whole populations on health, agricultural, community, and family
issues. Participatory radio has been featurea of two-way radio
instruction in Australia and Alaska. In most cases, however, we donot know how effective these radio applications have been, since 
many projects hive not been carefully evaluated. There is some
evidence, nevertheless, even if only anecdotal, that children andadults have gained from radio instruction in the past. IRI builds on 
these beginnings, and goes further. 

We use the term interactive radio instruction to distinguish this
kind of instruction from the more conventional Schools Broadcasts
in Kenya that are usually supplementary and sometimes only inci
dental to classroom instruction. The IR methodology is at the coreof the RLAP's development process and is described in detail in
subsequent chapters. Two characteristics will illustrate, at this
point, how IRI is difterent from other educational radio. 

Firft, the IRI methodoloy fosters tn'quci ithractioni L'etween the
radio character. and the children-once every few seconds in most
lessons! One of the strengths of the Radio Mathematics project was
its roots in pre\'ioLIs work in mediated instruction and the inLrac
tive t'.echniques of omputer-assisted instruction. Overcoming someof the assumed limitations of radio, IRI has discovered ,le~vways
for getting pupils to participate in their lessons. The key word: 
interaction. 

Second, interactive radio instro ction is more iih'pi'sizv. IRI carries
the major instructional burden, tusually by means of daily radio
lessons. Radio Language Arts lessons, for'example, were 30 min
utes every day. Conventional Schools Broadcasts are typically only
20 to 30 ninutes a week fo, a subject, clearly meant to supplement 
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the curriculum, not to be the main carrier of the curriculum. Indeed, 
normal language classrooms are usually not very intensive either. 
Observations of conventional English lessons, without radio, 
showed that teachers spend very little time using, or hazving their 
pupils use, English. Lessons were often conducted in the native 
language, time was wasted on tasks that could not lead to language 
learning, and children were seldom asked to speak the lanlguage. The 
RLAP radio lessons, on tile other hand, effectively structured tile 
30-minute daily lessons so that children were actually involved 
every minute. 

We have found that interactive radio instruction works. Radio, 
long considered a constraint in teaching language because of its 
apparent one-way nature, challenged the project team to go beyond 
those appearances in order to teach the communicative, hence in
teractive, nature of language itself. Interactive radio instruction 
represents a breakthough in educational radio and has permitted 
the development of lessons for teaching all language skills, with 
reading and writing being the most challenging to teach by radio. 
The significance of the IRI methodology, in the Kenya project and 
beyond, is fully described in subsequent chapters-designing the 
instructional system, adapting the curriculum, writing and produc
ing the lessons, evaluating the lessons, and, the heart of the matter, 
measuring pupil achievement. 

AID CONTEXT 
The Radio Language Arts Project is an integral part of a program 

within AID's Office of Education, Bureau for Science and Technol
ogy, to develop and validate models that provide innovative solu
tions to educational problems through the use of modern technol
ogy-in this case radio. 

Since there are newer, more glamorous media for educational 
assistance, why was radio selected as a delivery system for innova
tion? These reasons are summarized by Block et al. (1984). 

" Radio is widespread and democratic. 
• Radio is still a novelty in many classrooms. 
* Radio can entertain and teach at the same time. 
" Radio can establish a uniform standard of 

excellence. 
* Radio instruction can be based on the best of edu

cational methods. 
* Radio is cost-effective.
 
"Radio is a familiar technology.
 

Recognizing the widespread availability of radio and confident 
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that this simple and cost-efficient technology can be used to deliver 
better classroom instruction, AID has committed resources over a 
15-year period to test radio's use in teaching basic skills. In addition 
to the Radio Mathematics and Radio Language Arts projects, AID 
has supported a radio project (RADECO) in the Dominican Repub
lic to provide basic education for children who live in areas where 
there are no schools and a Radio Science project has been developed 
to teach primary school science. 

These efforts are in response to critical educatiolal problems in 
developing cou ntries. More than 600 million adults remain func
tionally illiterate in tie world todav. I-:ducational opportunity is 
unequally distribu ted between urban and rural, rich and poor, male 
and fenale. StUdent performance in developing countries, com
pared to that of similar age groups in developed countries, is often 
low. Elducational infrastructure, schools, teacher training, materi
als, and administralion are inadeIua te to meet presen t needs. Rap
id population growth is outpacing ha rd-camed pr(ogress. Ien 
though more children are being educated today, the actual nuLber 
of unschooled individoas ilncreases each year in man,1 developing 
cOUn11tries. 

The RLAP syinthesizes research in the field Of language and read
ing instruction ald he x periences of p rCi('iOiS projects rising radio 
for instruction. Itis in tended to provi'e a model that can be ada pted 
and Lsed in coultrie tllat haVe siCmilar educational problems. Al
though the project was tested in Ken\a, we believe Hat the svstems 
developed for teach inig English as a sectid lallglag{e can be adapt
ed in IIIan COutltries where faci it\' in Enlish is critical to SLiccess in 
schools. The lessons learned in Ken\a 1l1OLlld nlake easier the modi
fica tion o1 the model ilece.ssarY forl se ill otlIer cn itirieJs. 

KENYAN EDUCATION CONTEXT 
In many ways, Kenya provided an1 ideal setting for ediucational 

innovation andC collaboration. On the one hand, tle,ial)idlv 'expand
ing educational sV\'tenl faced, pa rticuIaIl'V in the rul areas, some 
of the problems ofl inel ouitv and poor qualiV characteristic of other 
developing countries. Ontle other ha1d, Klen va had a highly de
veloped edIuca tiona I il lrastrLctuor, i cidluding2 an1cxperienCL' tedu
cational media unit within the Millitry Of 1docali(on, Science and 
Technology, and a partici pa toryvsf'em for developing and testing 
newy CUeTrricIa, textbLLoks, anid radio lessoil5. Undera nilindg some 
()i he basic featies of KenyaniI cidlucatioil, anid revievWing the recent 

' i-v of CdiucationaI devehpiloplent, will help in exa in iirg the 
.ject activities and il juigi ng thl resolts Of the project. 
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Universal Free Primary Education 

Restrictions on access to education for Africans was characteristic 
of colonial educational policy in Kenya. Consequently at Independ
ence, there were serious shortages of indigenous high and middle 
level manpower. For these and other reasons, the post-Indepen
dence government gave high priority to the expansion of educa
tional opportunities for Africans. The government pledged to pro
vide universal free primary education and to train Kenyans to take 
over all posts held by noncitizens. One of the repercussions of this 
pledge was that primary enrollment started to rise by about 10 
percent a year. 

In light of some of these educational issues facing the country, the 
late President Jomo Kenvatta appointed the National Committee on 
Educational Objectives and Policies in 1976. Inits report, the Com
mittee noted that like any other developing country, Kenya contin-
Lied to experience relative shortages of the resources required to 
meet all national development needs. The resources the country 
possessed therefore had to be used to maximum benefit. The Com
mittee recommended two things: that an educational system be 
developed that provided universal free primary education and that 
raised the quality of primary education by providing trained teach
ers and suitable instructional materials. With regard to technical 
and physical facilities, the Committee pointed out the need for the 
production of educational materials that were culturally relevant, 
reasonably inexpensive, and expeditiously delivered to those who 
need them-for example, to Standard I classes where the teachers 
are generally not fully trained. In addition, these teachers faced the 
problems of poor buildings, few or1 no supplementary materials, 
few or no textbooks, and few desks and benches for the children. 

Today in Kenya, 10 vears later, nearly 20 pLcrcent of school-age 
children still find no piaces in Standard I. Kenyan schools do not 
have adequate classrooms or teachers to handle the demand for 
learning among a rapidly increasing popuLItion. 

Language Policy and Implementation 

The policy debate most relevant in recent years to the RLAP has 
concerned language use in the Kenyan multilingual environment. 
Current policy states that in the lower primary grades (Standards 1 
to 3) English is taught as a subject and appears alongside other 
subjects such as mathematics, while other curricltLmI content is 
conducted in a suitable language of instruction-that is, in the 
area's mother tongue, in Swahili, or in English in schools with 
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cosmopolitan recruitment. In the lower grades, English is taught as 
a subject for an average of five hours per week to prepare the 
children for the Lipper primary grades (Standards 4 to 8) where 
educational language policy requires that English be used as tile 
medium of instruction. At this level all the books that are used are 
written in English. 

Although administrative structures are in place to serve educa
tional requirements, the need for school expansion strains both
 
economic and human resources. The percenlage of untrained
 
teachers at the primary level remains high, in some regions well
 
above the national 45 percent average. Kenya maintains a very
 
enlightened policy of placing its experienced primary teachers at
 
the lower grades, but for those teachers of limited training and
 
experience, the teaching of English is difficult. Yet for the children,
 
English is One of the most critical skills. Con tin ation in school
 
absolutely depends on it.
 

Kenya Institute of Education 
The Kenya Institute of Ed ucation is a curriculuInm development 

and research institute which develops educational materials for 
radio, television, and fiIi1. Ihe Radlio language Arts I roject was
 
ho0used at the Institute (Kll) and functioLCd in a fashion similar to
 
other adrl in istra tikC Units within KIIL [he Kenya n RI.A\P professionalIs were regular em ph v'ees of Kiiunder the su pervisi mn of the 
project Field Coordinat r who reported to theIL)irector )'fKIE. 
Although the project en jOVed more au ton1%' than the regular 
units because Of it', prOject Status, the RLAI fit within the organiza
tion of KI II,anI carried Oiit its recaedrch anl developrient in cooper
ation with other KIlL units aind under the guidan1ce of KItl leader
ship, including not only the 1)irecto0r but the advisory committees as 
well. Along with dher metII)dCH . pr )bleIfs ofs addresing t(h 
teachingLu Iish being trdld 1aildt esteld bY Kenvan edLctorS, thel 
RLAIP was ,een as&an iim rUta<n t tel Of appIed ral-dCi techllology by 
the Kenya Institute Of Ed uca ti( n. 

The original impetus for fo0rma1tion of the Keny'd Insti.tut of ECil
cation was the neid to ii prI'et teachinlg f lnfglish, science,, 
a nl mathema tics, ind to c ,orili nate teaLchT educLiL in.Thi, need 
was ralIizeid nst rngI htby teachers inlhea Nirobi area, where 
seVeai1I spCcial itel/ centers w're etablis1hed beltVeen I57aid 1965. 
In 1966 these centers were merged to form the Curriculum Develop
ment and Research Celter, which latei joined with the Institute of 
Education to eventually become KIE. KIE is administered under the 
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Kenya Education Act of January 1968 and is subject to the provi
sions of this Act. 

Committees overseeing the work of KIE include a wide represen
tation from the education community, including members from the 
Association of College Principals, Kenya Heads of Secondary and 
Primary Schools Association, Kenya National Union of Teachers, 
voluntary agencies, churc i organizations, the University of Nairo
bi, and the Ministry of Education (MOE), as well as other co-opted 
persons. The KIE Board has an Executive Committee which imple
ments its policy decisions, and a Professional Committee, which 
discusses and advises on matters, pertaining directly or indirectly to 
the professional activities of the Institute, its member institutions, 
and its Subject Panels. 

The Subject Panels are the largest and most active of the working 
committees. They were formed for each content area (math, sci
ence, English, etc.) and consist of subject teachers from several 
schools and teacher training colleges. Their ,esponsibility is to 
write, field-test, and recommend materials for the schools. The 
regularly held panel meetings are chaired bV th :Ministry Inspector 
of the particular subject of that panel; the Secretary of the panel is 
the KIE member in charge of the subject. It is ir.iportant to note that, 
through these panels, teachers are instrumental in making deci

sions pertaining to the curricula in the schools, as well as making 
these decisions work in the classroom. 

Once materials are field-tested, and revised if necessary, the' are 

turned over to the Ministry of Educ.ation for implementation at the 
national level. The exception to this procedure is the implementa
tion of non-print media; KIE actually implements the radio materi

als throu,h the Educational Nedia Services (EMS) and therefore 

controls the distribution process. 

Educational Media Services 

Education by radio is not a new activity in Kenya. In fact, the 
Schools Broadcasts Service was started just before Independence in 

1963, although this service was at that time the Radio Section inder 
the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. In late 1965, the 
Schools Broadcast Service became the Schools Broadcasting Divi
sion of the MOE. In 1976, the name as changed to Educational 

Media Services and it became a division of the K1enya InsItitte of 
Education. 

This administr.tive ambivalence regarding instructional radio is 
typical of many cuntries. In Africa, where broadcasting is usually 
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highly centralized, educational broadcasting may fall under a vari
ety of ministerial units: broadcasting, information, communica
tion, education, etc. 

In its present situation at KIE, EMS is responsible for the develop
ment and evaluation of instructional media in close cooperation
with the subject matter specialists and Subject, or Curriculum, Pan
els. Once tile curricula and the media support system are appro'ed,
EMS is in charge of gaining air time tle Voicefrom of Kenya,
developing the Schools l3roadcasts schedule, and liaison with tiheschools. It provides educational progiLamming to schools for the 
entire school day, five days a week. 

Fhe RLAP fit in under the umbrella of this EMS division, and on 
many occasioiis we relied on its advise and contacts with the Voice
of Kenya, where our lessons were produced until the last few
months of tile project. The air time provided by VOK for the project
lessons was 30 minutes, fr()ma 9:3t0 to I():() a.1n., Monday, through
Friday, for tie whole school term. 

The RLAP operated as an independent section of EMS, parallel to
the Radio or lil-11 sections, but of course in cooperation with theother sections when appropriate. Although tile RLAIP maintained
separate project status, it was expected that project activities would
be integrated into the Radio section once the project ended. 

Getting Started in Kenya
 
On September 26, 1979, 
 the AcademV for Educa tiOnal Develop

ment (,\ED) was contracted by the Agencv for International Devel
opment to deveiop a raidlio-ba sed instructional progra in for teachingEnglish-to carry out 1he Raiod I.ci nguage Arts Project. TIe first
activity was to assist All) in selecting a1 African site for the project. 

Not all couin tries are Ippr. priate for a radlio research andclIleVelopmen t project. A,.ltl ugh tl, ICtpudetial toadd ress seere idLTca
tional problems anid L. :paritie" istInpting in n1an11 different colln
tries, the complexitv Of the devt h pnlme phaseic of aft prJject rIl resCui 

a sLIpportive p licv aind in fratrLIct lure. lhiIl C es Ilot i'eCn e\v'rv
thing has to be plcLIe, but it J', IlllYifl thit perstlinel Ind 
facilities mLust L,i availablh dlevelcct iltt n t put thIpUWjeCt at
risk of fciuire \lthuih t'rsuilni ia be, ,ci part I project, 
trained in wrioskills, ind Idciilitie , cil be ctigmnltld, to Meet
research anid ie\ehi j /nld_:,C)t sC iteftectivelv, certi liii ei' p
mell t, orgalli/atioil, 'i1nd peoil'm cit1-CiiLSt lYvbe il place. 
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To assess a country's suitability, a site selection team used the 
following criteria in evaluating potential sites (Imhoof 1979): 

* The stated intention of host country officials to 
incorporate into their educational system the inno
vations included in this project, if they, proved 
successful. 

" The willingness of the host country to enter into 
partnership in the planning and operation of the 
project. 

• The commitment of flhe host country to cooperate 
by contributing personnel and materials to the 
project. 

" The technical capabilities of host country 
personnel. 

" The stated intention of the appropriate host coun
try ministries to establish, implement, and see to 
completion the planned operations of the project. 

" The stated intention of host country education ad
ministrators and ';eachers who would be connected 
with the project to cooperate in the stated purposes 
of the project. 

" The stated intention of the host country Ministry of 
Education to ensure a male-female balance of stu
dents and staff insofar as practicall" possible. 

" Tihe existence of a host country language arts cur
riculum that permits the development of a primary 
language arts instructional program which uses 
children's first language during the beginning 
stages and includes the skills of speaking, listen
ing, reading, and writing, and the cognitive objec
tives related to literature avid the nature of 
language. 

On the basis of site visits and discussions with host country 

educators and AID Mission officers, Kenya was chosen as the pro

ject site. The interest in the project shown by EMS at KIE, coupled 
with the production facilities then being built and the experienced 
personnel, easily convinced the site selection team that Kenya pro

vided a good context for the project. 

Time-Line 

The contract between AID and AED governed project activi

ties and schedule. One significant feature of the contract was the 
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--

spelling out of the collaborative nature of the project. (Grant Agree
ment 1980) 

Tile Contractor and host country project staff will cooperate indeveloping a detailed and specific implementation plan ....This design will be tailored closely to the specific operational
location. 

Although the Rodio Mathematics Project had provided a modeland generated expectations for the developnent and research components, we also expected that all efforts would be collaborative
and that the project would serve the needs of Kentyaii education. 

The contract outlines the project according to five phases, rough
ly corresponding to the years of the project, as shown in Figure 1. 

FIGURE 1
 
Project Phases
 

Phases Activities 

Select site. 
[-ielt project team.
 
Develop i plet'nta tion plan.
 
Dev0lop aind prU-test instructional radio format.
 

2 	 Operational Year One: I)evelop, broadcast, and evaluat 
first ear radio esson'. 

3 	 Operational Year IwVo: S1cond trial ot )(ear One lessons;
develop, broadcast, and evah ate sOond Yea r,radio 
Iess oIs. 

4 	 Operational Yea r l'hree': Im1plt, Y,ear' (JOe and l'wo

lessons ill tile Kenvan classroomlis; deveh :p, br'oad,;ast,
 
and evaluate 
 Year :lhree lessons. 

Impleent lessons 1)r all three Staldards. (ollect, ana
h'ze, and diSSellinadtL' So mlIlalhtiV 1ahievel1ent dat,lbasd L1 tilt, cml IatiV'e result, threeot vrears of 
broadcasts. 

For a number of reasons, revision of the activities and of thesuggested time-line was necessary. (Althougl there was some timeslippage, the chronology remnained essentially the same.) Long du.lays in getting a signed Project Agreement resulted in a \'ear's delayin fielding the Americall team, with resultant delayvs in KenVa nstaffing and first-year study and preparation. In addition, becausethe Kenvan school ycar coinicides with the calendar year, the project 
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team could not prepare itself for school broadcasts in the two and a 
half months lead time that they had available. This delayed broad
casts until the next school year of 1982. 

Essentially, however, the delays resulted in a more practical im
plementation plan and the developnent of various evaluation in
struments that we feel strengthened the project. They permitted a 
more careful analysis of tasks and strategies for completing these 
tasks, a more thorough understanding of the Kenyan curriculum 
and schools, and a more collaborative style of decision making. 
Much of the discussion in subsequent chapters describes the strate
gies and processes we developed during this planning and early 
implementation stage of the project. 

Staff ing 
The formal Project Agreement between AID/Kenya and the Gov

ernment cf Kenya was signed on August 14, 1980. The agreement, 
based on the contract between All) and AED, identified the execut
ing agencies for the project as AED and the Kenya Institute of 
Education, as authorized by the Ministry of Basic Education, now 
the Ministry of Education, Science and 'echnology. 

It also specified the field staff in Kenya. The staffing of the project 
illustrated the range of experience necessarv to carry out anl educa
tional experiment of this magnitude.. A larger staff, with even more 
varied backgrounds, would have enabled the project to accomplish 
other research and development goals, but the staff described brief
ly below were able to carry out the day-to-day work in producing, 
broadcasting, and evaluating 585 30-minuteI ,lessonsand accompa
nving teacher and pupil materials. 

In accordance with the agreement, AED provided a field staff of 
four: 

" A field coordinator, whose responsibility was to 
coordinate site activities, including supervision of 
the tean and liaison with KIt. This position was 
held by Philip Christensen whose technical train
ing and experience was in instructional systems 
design and evaluation. 

"	Two language arts specialists, whose major re
sponsibilities were curriculum analysis and devel
opment and materials writing. One of these posi
tions was held by Philip Sedlak whose training and 
experience included linguistics and teaching Eng
lish as a second language. lie had previously con-
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ducted linguistic field work in the coastal areas of 
Kenya. 
The second language arts position was held for two 
years by Morris Cutler, a public school teacher and
administrator with previous overseas experience in 
language arts curriculum development. Later, Cut
ler was replaced by David Edgerton, al experi
enced ESL teacher and instructional materials 
writer. 

- A broadcaster, whose major responsibilities were 
development of radio lesson design and produc
tion. The broadcaster position was held for 19 
months by Pamela Brooke, a children's nonformal 
educator and an experienced radio writer-pro
ducer. Brooke was repiaced by Kurt liein, seaa 
soned educational radio writer-producer with 
previous overseas experience in radio and develop
ment and training in educational technology for 
development. 

The Ministry, in collaboration with the project provided through 
KIE: 

" Two lanlguage arts speciaiists, whose major re
sponsibilities were curriculum analysis anC de'Vel
opment and materials writing. The Ken\,an lan
guage arts specialists were Ma ry Ka rue and John 
Muituzngu. Both had many of teaching andvears 
administrative experiencc in the schools. 

" One broadcaster, whose major responsibilities 
were development of radio lessons and produc
tion. The broadcaster was Ma rga ret Oj ua ndo, a 
proven radio writer-prod ucer already working at 
KIE in the Educational Media Services. 

" One project feedback coordinator, working with 
the field coordinator, to be responsible for all feed
back collection, analysis, and reporting activities. 
This position was held by Greg Owino, previously 
a specialist in the evaluation unit of KIE. 

" Twenty part-time formative evalua tors/observers 
to work on formative and summative evaluation. 
The observers were experienced primary school 
teachers assigned to the educational district re
source centers, who in their regular duties provid
ed assistance to less-experienced colleagues. 
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The Ministry also provided, or caused to be provid
ed, logistical and other support, and elicited tile 
cooperation of educational personnel within the 
country as necessary for execution of the project.

The project office was built by KIE specifically for the project and 

rented by the project. KIE also helped to recruit support staff and 
provided some minimal office furnishings and equipment until 
project materials arrived from the U.S. or were purchased locally. 

When the four American team members arrived in Kenya, the 
process of selecting the Kenyan professiomal staff members was 
underway. From the start, two team members were assigned from 
KIE staff, and subsequently, a language arts specialist with experi
ence as both a teacher and headteacher was recruited. The fourth 
team member was not recruited until nearly one year later. As a 
result, it took longer than anticipated to establishi the necessary 
team approach to the tasks to be performed. 

KIE paid the salh]ries of the Kenvan professional staff as part of 
the project agreement, but the project provided an additional small 
housing allowance to help in part m the relocation necessary for 
staff members. 

Salaries of the observers also were paid by the Ministry, but the 
project paid tra\'el costs in connection with project activities both in 
the districts where ,bservcrs ,isited radio lessons and for periodic 
meeting:; with the project staff in Nairobi. 

SUMMARY 
The Radio language Arts Project succe';sfullV deo.nstrated that 

interactive radio instruction can be adapted to teach English as a 
foreign language by radio. Not solrprisingl',this outcome parallels 
the resu lts of the Rad i Ma thematics Iroject in teaching a critical 
school skill to primary scho0ol children. 

Student achievement clearly shows that radio leaers dCColl
plish higher scores than learners in conventimal classrooms. Per
haps more importantly, children in the radio classrooms are highly 
attentive and participate eagerly in the English lessons. Ileadmas
ters and independent Kenvan evallators have commented oin the 
English language fluency Of the radio students, comparing them 
with fifth or sixth graders in their oral language skills. 

The project won the enth usiastic support of teachers, too. Al
though skeptical in the beginning, most teachers came to enjoy 
teaching with the radio and welcomed the help broadcasts F "ovided 
in teaching a difficult subject. 
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The RLAP intended to develop a radio-based model of broad
adaptability for teaching English in other Countries with similar
educational patterns. Though tile model which evolved over the
three-year effort in Kenya had its origins in Radio Mathematics, 
a number of newer techniques developed over tile course of the
project which strengthened the interactive radio instruction
methodology. On the one hand, we were able to increase theamount and frequency of class participation in the lessons. On the
other hand, we were able to provide more individual pupil partici
pation by addressing single children in the classroom and asking
them to speak. 

Though designed for wide applicability, the RLAP was clearly
influenced by the context in which it was developcd and tested. The
strategies worked out in day-to-day collaboration were in response
to local issues, situations, and resources, within the framework of
Sound educatimal principles and eff-ctive use of radio. The pro
cesses which finally resulI ted through the in terplaV of a theoretical
implementation model and tie reality of Kenani Cducatio," form
the major discussion of the chapters which follow. 

Part I1describes tile results of the entire project, based largely on
student achievement It discusses the research design and the eval
uation process. It tries to answer the questions: how well did you do
it, and how do you know that? PartIII provides an overall surmary 
of the project. 
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CHAPTER 2 
DEVELOPING AND MANAGING THE 
INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM 

Philip R. Christensen 

INTRODUCTION 
Effective instructional radio requires the systematic ajlication of 

an appropriate set of instructional principles to produce a workable 
methodology for teaching by radio. Although the RLAP's guiding 
principles had been tested previously their application in Kenya to 
language was new. AID wanted to learn whether the instructional 
model developed to teach mathematics in Latin America could be 
adapted successfullV for teaching a new subject area, English, in a 
new reg:on, Africa. The project, therefore, first looked at the con
tent. It started with the Kenvan lower primary English curriculum, 
as specified in the syllabus (Ministry of Education 1978) and articu
lated in The Prox,ressive Peak series of primers and teachers' books 
(Kenya Institute of Education 1975-77). 

The figure below illustrates how the R\)L\1' instructional system 
translates curricular objectives into student behavior. It also shows 

FIGURE 2 
The RLAP Instructional System In Context 

OBJECTIVES INS FRUCTIONAL STUDENT 
SYSTEM BEHAVIORS 

Kenya 
English 
Syllabus 
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RADIO 
Listening 
Speaking 
Reading 

4 Scheme ofA" Writing 
Work 

FORMATIVE AI'.UAi'ION R'SUifS 
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tile role of formative evaluation (explained in Chapter 5) in modify
ing objectives and teaching methodology on the basis of student 
performance. Most important, it dernonstrates that the purpose of 
the RLAP was to implement Kenya's English curriculum1, not to 
design it. 

Starting from the Kenyan cutrriculum had significant implications
for the instructional system. Our initial a:naksis of the syllabus
suggested that it would be very difficult to o''vvr all of its content in 
the three years available. Informal comments from some KIE professionals who had been involved in writing the syllabus indicated 
that they themselves were skep'tcal about teachers being able to 
reach all the objectives by Standird 3. These early impressions were 
later confirmed by the RLAP's own evaluation results, which 
showed relatively low scores on tests covering the entire syllabus in 
both radio and conventional classes. 

Had we developed a new English curriculum for Kenya, the 
instructional system: would have attempted to achieve fewer"objec
tives. This would have a!lowed more thorough instruction focused 
on the most important aspects of the English language, and might
well have resulted in larger achievement gains bt covering fewer 
linguistic items. Contractual and practical conside-ations dictated 
that we make every attempt to teach the entire syllabus, flrom 
Standards I to 3 using instructional radio. 

To meet this goal, we had to design ai appropriate instructional 
system that would take advantage of' radio's educative power to 
translate the Kenvan English syllabus into reality. Our starting
point was the Radio N'lathematics model. It was not possible to copy
this mnodei exactly, however, because of several significant differ
ences between th, two subjects. Teaching English by radio requires 
new approaches to analyzing and organizing the curriculum, speci
fying objectives, tracking student progress, provlindg reinforce
ment, and agreeing on co'rect usage. Teaching children in a foreign
language puts severe constraints on lessons that might not be felt 
when teaching anot,-,em subject ir' tihe chiidren's mother tcngue. 

This chapter describes the resulting instructional system, as de
signed and implemenwed byv the RLIAP. Its firt section summarizes 
the system and its components. The second section explains how 
the system was developed. The third section docunInts how the 
system was managed. Keeping in mind the reader interested in 
replicating this work elsewhere, this final section explains ill some 
detail the required rcsOurces and the steps in the production 
process. 
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THE INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM: AN OVERVIEW 

The RLAP instructiona! system is a radio-based system. It is often 
described as interactive instructional radio. The unique element of 
the approach pioneered in Nicaragua and Kenya is the fact that so 

radio is used, enough to cover virtually the entire curriculum1.•,,Ncl 
lhe system is both intensive and interactive. 

The instructional system depends on radio to carry the primary 
pedagogic burden. This does not mean, however, that radio is the 

sole delivery method. The teacher also plays an important role, and 
printed materials and classroom aids offer additional support. This 
section briefly describes each of these conponents that other chap
ters in this book treat in more detail. 

Radio Lessons 
The core of the RLAP instructional system is its radio lessons. 

Following a rigorous set of instructional principles and methods, 
these lessons are carefully designed to teaich as much of the curricu
lum as possible. Each hailf-hour broadcast teaches al! four language 

radioskill areas: listening, speaking, reading, and writing. The 
lessons are not supplementary; theN are central. The design calls for 

the same teacher to teach first a control class and then, in the 
refollowing year, an experimental (radio) class. Tihe design also 

quires that students stay in eitlier the radio groutp or the control 
group across all years of the project. 

The Kenvan primary school year normally contains 40 weeks 
divided into three terms (usually, 13, 14, and 13 weeks, respective
ly). Under the series title yilishI in cti1, the RLAPV lessons were 

,ear except thebroadcast five days a week, every week of the school 
first (when teachers and students were busy opening ,chools and 

schedules freiiuentlV were disrupted). Most radio lessons provided 

a combination of new and review material. Special review weeks 

were broadcast at the end of each term to help consolidate student 
achievement. Each review week was repeated once st) that any 

lessons missed in the confusion of opening or closing a terIll could 

be heard again. 

Figure 3 shows th' annual broadcast s.chedule. Each year. 195 

a total of 97.5 instructional nou rs at eachlessons were aired, for 
grade level. Of these, 15 lessons were repetition" (7.5 hours) and 

the rest were unique (165 lessons with new material and 15 review 

lessons, totaling 90.0 hours). Broadcasts began in Standard I and 

continued through Standard 3. In other words, the RLAP had 585 
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radio lessons, or 292.5 hours, in which to teach the Kenyan Englishcurriculum and give children enough competence in this foreignlanguage to permit its exclusive use from Standard 4. Each week, anadditional 50-90 minutes in the English schedule was used for postbroadcast activities. These are discussed below in relation to theteacher. The broadcast lessons were the only instruction over whichwe had absolute control, both in the design and delivery. It is a verylimited amount of time for teaching the English language to young
children. 

FIGURE 3
 
Annual Broadcast Schedule
 

NUMBER OF
CONTENT LESSONS TIME

TERM 1
 
Week I 
 No broadcasts
Weeks 2-12 
 New lessons 55 
 27.5 hrsWeek 13 
 Review Ist term 5 
 2.5 

TERM 	2
 
Week I 
 Review 1st term 

(repeated) 5 
 2.5Weeks 2-13 
 New lessons 30.0Week 14 Review 2nd term 
60 


5 
 2.5
 
TERM 3
 

Week I Review 2rid term
 
(repeated) 
 5 
 2.5Weeks 2-11 
 New lessons 50 
 25.0

Week 12 Review 3rd term 5
 
Week 13 Review 3rd term
 

(repeated) 
 5 
 2.5 
ANNUAL New lessons 165 
 82.5

Review lessons 1.5 
 7.5
 
Repeated review 
lessons 15 
 7.5
Total 195 
 97.5 

During the project, Englisi in Action lessons were aired as a part ofthe normal Schools Broadcasts schedule on the Voice of Kenya,except that they started earlier and ended later each term than otfhereducational radiio programs. The lessons opened the daily broadcasts to schools, from 9:30 to 10:00 a.rm. Monday througl- Fridav.Project schools adjusted their own timetables so that the participating Standard was assigned to English during the broadcast time. 
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English in Action is designed for broadcasting. The instructional 
system is radio based, not cassette based. Although cassette tapes 
were used during the project to provide lessons from earlier years to 
participating schools, this was done in response to requests from 
the headmasters and not &s part of the research design. Poor radio 
reception can make broadcast lessons more difficult to understand 
than taped lessons, and tapes can be replayed when something is 
missed or not understood by the children. But cassettes are sub
stantially more expensive than radio, with costs for the tapes them
selves, their distribution, and increased battery usage all playing a 
part. Furthermore, several headmasters reporied that teachers did 
not keep to the normal schedule when they had lessons on tape, 
thus negating the advantage offered by radio of forcing thorough 
curricular coverage. (See Oxford and lmhoof 1986 for results from 
the cassette experiment.) 

The Teacher 
Although radio lessons are the central component of the RLAP 

instructional system, the classroom teacher plays an essential role, 
too. She has three levels of responsibility. First, she manages the 
radio instruction, preparing materials and the classroom before the 
broadcast and making the transition to a new subject after it. Se
cond, she serves as co-teacher with the radio, following its cues to 
give directions, explanations, and corrections to students during 
the broadcast. Third, she extends the radio lessons beyond the 
medium's limits, during the lesson with additionil prompts and 
explanations to the children and, most important, after the lesson 
during special "complementary lessons" without the radio. 

Such an instructiona! system must be designed to take into ac
count widely differing skill levels among classioom teachers. On 
the one hand, a major rationale for 1iiing radio-based instruction is 
the high percentage of untrained and inexperienced teachers in 
countries whose schools are expanding as rapidly as Kenya's. Effec
tive radio lessons must help children even where the teachers' 
assistance is limited. On the other hand, some teachers have good 
pedagogic skills. They can help children in areas where the radio's 
potential is limited (for example, in individualizing instruction). 
Effective radio lessons should take advantage of these strengths 
where they exist. 

The approach we took was to design an instructional system that 
benefits from as much good pedagogy as a teacher is ab'le to offer, 
but that can be successful even when the teacher's contribution is 
limited. The Eniglish in Action radio lessons lay a solid educational 
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foundation; the teacher builds on that foundation to the best of her 
abilities. 

The primary vehicle for tile teacher's extra contributions is the 
complementary lessons. In Standard 1,these are 10-minute follow-
LIp lessons immediately after each daily broadcast. In Standards 2 
and 3, they are two separate lessons, 3) to 45 minutes long, which 
are given each week. 

Lesson plans for each complementarv lessonI fIllow tile curricu
lum and take into account what material is covered in tile week's 
radio broadcasts. 'hev suggest what should be accomplished and 
how it might be achieved. Thi'ir objectives emphasite aspects of the 
curriculum that cannot be taught easil by tile radio alone. One 
example is practice in reading and writing. A,,not hr is ini iid nal
ized assistaIce for children who are moving slowe.r or faster than 
the radio's pace. 

File More effective tile teacher is d u ring these complementary 
lessons, tile mIOre the children can rI.ogress beLond tile btOLl iS of 
the radio lessolln. [ie svstem is designed, however, so that even if 
complementarv lessons are not offercd at all (which may have been 
the case in one or two project sclols), the rad h lessonsthemselves 
will offer adeCuate basic instruclit on 'verv part of the syllabus. 

In practice, virtualhlV all the teacher s in the proj ect schools per
formed well as managers,. liev prepared the blackboard, distribut
ed printed ma terials, turned on the radio, anId so on1.'\lostteachers 
also did well as co-teachers with tiW raidio. Fhe most C0oim mon11 
probleml the\' had was not allowing ihe stLidents to trV to alsver ol 
their own. Ma nv teachers almost alI\ways gav'e the 'class the right 
answer if the children hesitated. IPoorer teacler>: ,)ccasionallv 
would give wrong answers when trying to help, all.i.this would 
overshadow the radio's correct in del. Most teachers taught tile 
coimplementary le sOIS. Some taught them \'erv Well, helping the 
class advance beyond what the radio lessens could offer. Overall,
because of tile special needs Of teaching Language, the teachers' role 
iltile Radio language Arts I'roject was greater than in Radio Math
ematics (Christensen Ii ;). 

For teachers to be able to play successullV their part in the in
structional svsteI, Some in-service training is reqcu ired particularly 
becatise tile interactive radio model is so unlike con\ entionalI school 
broadcasts. 13Lut an i!m1porta nt ra tionaIe fior ising instr:ctionaI radio 
was to provide an alternative delivery meItod to teacher-centered 
approaches for situations where the requ ireCl national level of teach
er training was not feasible or was too costly. If tile RILAP sy'stem 
had relied on expensive in-service training component, it would 
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have ignored this rationale and, most likely, begun to fail when 
external funds supporting the training ran out. 

We felt strongly, therefore, that our instructional system had to 
be designed so that teachers could play their part with minimal 
special preparation. 'o meet this criterion, we designed a one-day, 
in-service program which could be carried out at the local level by 
field personnel (such as inspectors or area education officers) for 
national implementation. The seminar explained the technical de
tails of using the radio (such as broadcast scheduies, tuning, setting 
volume and tone controls), the rationale behind the radio lessons, 
and the expected role of the teacher. Teachers then listened to a 
sample lesson on cassette and again while volunteers from their 
midst practiced teaching with the radio. Using this strategy, all 
Standard I to 3 teachers in all seven provincial capitals could be 
trained to use Ellglish in Action for less than $5,000. Thin cost could 
be borne easily by the Ministry of Edtication's opt,rating budget. 

Many teachers indicated that they would have liked more tr'in
ing. Ob~servers noticed a bit of u ncertaintV for the first two or three 
weeks each 'eai on the part of some teachers new to the method. 
Their radio lessons did not run as smoothly as others and they were 
hesitant about the interactive radio method's viability. After three 
weeks, however, even these teachers were working without major 
problems and expressing confidence' in the method. To a large 
extent, this is because the Lnilisi in Actioln lessons themselves pro
vide substantial cues and support to teachers, explicitly and implic
itly. Even the minimum training that we were able to offer was 
enough to get teachers started. Once th gan, they learned as 
they taught with the radio. 

Of course there are other ways to provide in-service training 
besides face-to-face workshops. A radio-based instructional system 
obviously could take advantage of a radio-based, in-service ap
proach-a logical enhancement for future replications of the model. 

Printed Materials 

The RLAP instructional system incorporates two types of printed 
materials: teacher's notes and student books. While these do not 
play the central role of the radio or the complementary role of the 
teacher, thev do provide important support for the system as a 
whole. 

Ideally, a radio-based instructional system would not depend on 
any printed materials being sent to schools. This would reduce 
costs to a minimulm and insure that remote schools had equitable 
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access to educational services. In practice, this ideal is difficult to 
achieve. For one something, teachers need guidance about their 
responsibilities in each leson. For a nother, students may need 
printed materials to support their learning. 

RLAP teacher's notes include two different types of lesson plan, 
one for the bre idcast lesssons and another for the complementary 
lessons. A full set of Standard 3 teacher's notes, for example, con
tains 18() broadcast lesson plans and 60 complementaryv lesson 
plans. (Broadcast lesson plans are not needed 10r tile three repeated
review weeks each year, and no counplemer-tarv lessons are pre
pared for either the initial review weeks or their repetitions.) 

()ne of tile earv decisions we ta-1..d Was ll%%' 1twiLCil inforllation to 
give to teachers. ()Ile possibility, t',' give thel copies of each les
son's script, was rejected as being too expeIsive and counterpro
d uctive, since it likelyv would ovrwhelinl teachers with too much
informatiOn and divert their attention firm helping to teach the 
class. 

Instead, broadcast lesson plans Were designed to accomplish two 
things. First, the' give tile teacher a general idea (Ifwhat tile radio
lesson will cover. (in the "Content," "New \Vords,' and "Songs'"
sections). Second, they tell the teacher precisely how to prepare for 
and rn the lesson (in1the "You Vill Need,"'''"The Childrei Will 
N,'ed," "11'., 1 Cre the BI'roadcast,' ")n the llackboard" and "lDuring
the Br adcast'" sect ions). The cornlplelen tar' less on plans lave a 
siMilar foil Mat, with expla nations Of ''bjectives,'" "Class Orgalniza
tion," 'NlatIrials Needed," "'reparation," "Introduction," and 
"DevelopnL'lt.'" 

Student hooks pr wide materials for the children to read. While 
the radio can handhl oral lIngl ish ver\y wcll witlion t reVI ng on print
at all, children cannot learn to read without reLding something.
Another earhv design decision was not to assume that classroom 
textbooks woU Id always be available. While tile P'roiressiv'e Peak
primers ari' useful, manyV K,-Invan exp'rts felt that there would be 
too nai class ro(t)Is without adeJunate copies and some xwithout 
any copies at all. This is a pa rticulIai prob'em in tile rural areas,
precisely the ocations tile RLA was designed to Serve. So the
Lnllish: in lc 01 lessons incorporated si i pIe printed sheets vith
reading exercises and gaines. To i'ed uce costs the\' used text and
black-and-white i0ne drawings, but !no Colt' or halif-tone pictures.
(See the AppenI ix at the end tOf this b)tok.) 

During the project these pages were called worksheets. They 
were designed and distributed a few at a time, to allow for forward 
revisions specified bY tile formative evaluation system. They were 
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reusable, however. Students did not write oil them directly. Stan
dard 1 used 19 pages. Standards 2 and 3, because of their increased 
emphasis on reading, used 48 pages each. 

The Progressive Peak books represented a valuable resource for 
those schools with access to them and were not overlooked in our 
planning. Teachers were encouraged to :,se these books, and all 
other available materials, as much as possible. The complementary 
lessons, in fact, took advantage of regular English textbooks when 
they were available. 

At the conclusion of the RLAP's de\elopmental phase, the teach
er's notes and student materials were revised and consolidated into 
books. Each Standard now has a teacher's book of ail the lesson 
plans and a student book of all the worksheets. Because they are so 
simple and short, these books are relatively ine2xpensive to print 
and distribute. Estimated costs for the student books range from 
$.11 to $.21 each, and for the longer teacher's books, $.47 to $.80 
each. 

Classroom Aids 

The final component of the RLAP instructional system is a variety 
of classroom aids. Like the printed materials, their general purpose 
is to support instruction that is delivered by the radio with the help 
of the teacher, More specifically, these aids are designed to com
pensate for radio's lack of a visual channel by providing visiblh cues 
to children to accompany the aural cues from the radio. 

The most conventional aid, and perhaps the most useful, is the 
blackboard. We made maximuml possible use of the blackboard for 
two reasons. First, anything that can be drawn or written by the 
teacher on the board does not have to be printed, thereby reducing 
costs and distribuLtion problems. Second, by using a pointer and the 
board a teacher can focus the entire class' attention on some specific 
item cr task much more easily tbhn if each student is looking at a 
separate printed page. 

Most Entlish in lrioni lessons require the teacher to write a few 
words or simple sentences on the blackboard. Some also ask for 
simple diagrams or stick drawings. The only constraints on black
board usage are the time required to prepare the board each day and 
the limited drawing abilities of some teachers. In other countries, 
the availability of blackboards would need to be assessed. 

In addition to the blackboard, the radio lessons make liberal use 
of props that are likely to be found in classrooms or around rural 
schools: chairs, tables, books, chalk, pencils, grass, milk cartons, 
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etc. Not only can such realia be used to teach simple vocabulary
directly (using grass to teach "grass"), it also can be used for intro
ducing more sophisticated concepts (using grass and chalk with 
books and pencils to teach mass and count nouns). 

Perhaps the most unusual classroom aid in the RLAP instruction
al system is the students themselves. Many radio lessons ask the
teacher to select student participants ahead of time. These children 
are then assigned a standard name (Juma and Rosa, for example)
and given a name tag showing it. During the broadca,,t, tile radio
asks them to say or do certain things ("Juma,walk around the
table." "Rosa, ask Juma to give you his bo'ok."). This st rategy is 
necessary to teach many things that require individuals, rather then
the entire class, to act or to be addressed. This step tow,11 d individ
ual participation is a standard element of daily instruction not 
found in the earlier mathematics project. 

DEVELOPING THE INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM 
The instructiOnal system described above was developed during

the field phase of the Radio llanguage Arts Project. From the time
the RLAI3 Kenvan office opened in September 1980 LIntil it closed in
June 1985, three major activities were carried out: designing the 
instructional system, operating the system, and evaluating the sys
tem's effectiveness. Figure 4 shows the timing of these activities. 

Design 
Our initial challenge to design an instructional s\'stem for teach

ing English by radio in Kenya occupied the project team from the
beginning of field work in September 1980 through the end of 1981.
Individual Kenyan and American team members contributed dis
tinct knowvledge and skills that were blended into the system that 
evolved d tiring this period. 

First, we had to devise a basic strategv and 2 time!i::e for putting
that strategy into effect. The key deadline was Ja nuiary'1982, when
broadcasts to Standard I were to begin. Our starting point was to
familiarze ouIrselves with the work done by Radio Ma thema tics in
Nicaragua through the literature and with consultants. We had to
become equally familiar with tihe situation in Ken'a. At one level
this involved review of the CutriclUm11 dld its supporting materials. 
At another it required field work to observe conditions in rural
primary classrooms and to assess children's abilities and problems.
Standing with one Central Americafoot in and anotlher in East
Africa, we could begin to see possible approaches to accomplishing 
our task. 
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FIGURE 4 
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Next we began a more formal analysis of the Kenyan lower primary English curriculuml in order to produce the instructional design document, called the Scheme of Work, which would guide thepreparation of each lesson. This turned out to be one of the mostdifficult jobs of the design phase, requiring intense efforts by flulltime staff and three consultants over several months before suCCeSs 
finally was achieved. 

In practice, it was qilite difficult to, articulate a language curriculum with the precision necessar'v for an effective, media-based instructional system. 1nglish cannot be organized into a neat hierarchy of categories appropriate to a subject such as mathematics.Also, the open-ended nature of language makes it difficult to specify instructional objectives for each linguistic behavior with the precision necessary for meaningful evaluation without producing anunmanagcably long document. ConseqLuntlV, we had to developalternative approaches to preparing an instruIctioial plan that was
appropriate to our subject area. 

Once the curriculUm analysis was underwav, we could begindesigning the rest of the instructional system. We started by identifying possible changes to the Radio N/lathema tics model, such as anexpanded role for the classroom teacher. We also began to focusmore precisely on the radio lessons, developing hypotheses aboutwvha t might work and what maight not. These hypotheses weretranslated in to prototVpe lesson segments, often just a few minuteslong, that were tested in actual Standard I classrooms. As theresults of those tests accumulated, we began to articulate a body ofinstructional design principles which, conj unctionin with theScheme of Work, would guide project writers. DIring 1981 ourprototype lessons became longer and, in general, more successful. 
By this point wL had a clearer picture of each team member'sresponsibilities as well as of the instructional system itself. To testour ability to work together at the speed re(.111ii rd in creating radiolessons and suIpporting materials that tauight English, the final aspect of the design phase was a lii Il-scale pilot test. W\U produced
four Weeks of instruction, including daily half-hour radio lessons,
starting at the beginning of the Standard 
 I curricul tim. Since the
actual school y'ear was in its last term, we tested these lessons on
cassette tape in nursery schoois with students who soon wouldbegin Standard I themselves. This provided one more chance torectify any problems with our instructional and production svstems. The ii it was tilme to begin olr work Inl earlest. 

As regular lesson production began in October 198 I, the majorpart of the design phase concluded. -lowever, formal design activi-
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ties were required again in 1982 and 1983 to produce tile Schemes of 
Work for Standards 2 and 3. For each year, this involved a detailed 
analysis of the curriculum followed by a planning workshop attend
ed by the project director, the entire field team, and consultants. 

For the benefit of those undertaking similar ventures, it should be 
emphasized that the initial design phase in 1980 and 1981 was not as 
neat and linear in practice as it appears from this description. The 
steps listed here are clear enough in retrospect, but our view at the 
time was far murkier. Often we were uncertain precisely where we 
were going, let alone how to get there. Sometimes the lack of 
progress in one area hindered our work in another. For example, it 
was difficult to develop pilot lessons when the instructional design 
document was not yet available. Nevertheless, by trying to follow 
good instructional development principles, by combining common 
sense and creativity in applying those principles, and by persever
ing, we arriv'd i .h,cod of 1981 with a system that could be tested 
in practice. 

Operation 
The primary project activity after October 1981 was the prepara

tion of 585 radio lessons with accompanying teacher's notes and 
student materials. Each year 195 lessons were developed at a rate of 
five lessons for every school week, according to the schedule ex
plained in "Managing the System," below. Standard I lessons were 
broadcast in 1982 beginning in January, the start of the school year; 
Standard 2 lessons began in 1983 and Standard 3 in 1984. Because of 
the lead time built into our production schedule, work on one year's 
lessons began in September of the previous year, as soon as the 
Scheme of Work was ready and the overall instructional strategies 
had been determined. 

It is important to note that the operational phase also had design 
implications as a result of formative evaluatioms. Evaluation results 
continuously were being fed back to the lesson planners and script
writers, who accordingly modified their activities. Thus, the overall 
instruct;inal system and its instructional design principles evolved 
in practice. Lesson 195 of Standard 3 and the process that pro
duced it were substanitially more sophisticated than Lesson 1 of 
Standard 1. 

After the last lessons for Standard 3 were prepared in September 
1984, our attention turned to re\'isions. Formative evaluation had 
identified changes that needed to be made to specific lessons before 
they were used again. Some of these were to correct outright mis
takes. Others were to make substantial improvements in the meth-
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odology. Because limited time and resources had prevented us from
carrying out most of the revisions while we were developing tile 
lessons themselves, tile concluding months of our field work con
centrated onl making these changes retroactively in the scripts and 
tapes and in the associated printed materials. It should be empha
sized that we did not substitute an untested methodology for a
failed one. Rather, x%,. replaced segments that failed with those that 
we knew worked from previous experience. By June 1985, the task
had been completed. The entire instructional syVstem had been de
veloped, tested, revised, and accepted by the Government of 
Kenya. 

Evaluation 
The final component of our system development was evaluation. 

Its design and operation paralleled the design and operation of the
instructional system itself. To simplify our presentation, the re
search and evaluation activities and results are discussed in Part II.
It should be remembered, however, that the project deve!opment 
process included overlapping strands of design, operation, and
evaluation. The activities of one strand a wayvs inflenced tile
choices and decisions in another and sometimes suggested modifi
cations in the entire instructional system. Formative eval atioriin 
particular resha ped many of our ,riginal ideas and changed tile 
way we worked. In brief, the following evaluation plan was carried 
out. 

During 1980 ald 1981 sever'al steps wVere reqju ireld in preparation
for the project's operational phase. The sch )ols to be included in tile 
summa tive and formative evaluation samples were chosen. The
summative and formative evalua tion s\'sterls had to be de;igned. A 
sociolingu istic survey was carried out. A pretest to assess entr\,
leVel Engli sh language abilities was developed and administered. 
Results of pilot tests of sa iii pIe lessons aid ma terialIs were analvzed.
 
At the end of 1981 the initial final sLIm mati\e evaluation test for
 
Standard I was developed and administered.
 

From 1982 to 1984, as the radio lessons were written and broad
cast, the formative evaluation system \'W. in operation, providing
details about successes anid fail iures. lihis inlf ri tion, in turll, re
sulited in changes to the instructi i1aI s\'stem': shape and objec
tives. At the same time, final si mma ti ye eval Ia tion tet,;'vwere 
developed by the Center for Applied I.iiguistics, AL's surbcon
tractor (Oil this project, anrd admriinistered at the end of each yea:.
The last test was given to the Standard 3 radio groLIp ini Noveniber 
1984. Final analysis and reporting of tile data was begu ii ir 1985, 
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and extended beyond the field office's closing in June of that year. 
By the time the instructional system was ready for handing over to 
the Kenyan Ministry of Education, all of the information necessary 
to assess its effectiveness had been collected and the system's over
all success demonstrated. 

MANAGING THE INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM 

Oesignirng and operating the Radio Language Arts Project's in
structional system was not only a pedagogic challenge, it was a 
management challenge. To develop and test three years of radio 
lessons and supporting materials required many resources, human 
and material, and a means of supervising their use. This section 
describes how we met the management challenge. 

Human Resources 
Including Kenyan professionals seconded by the Ministry of Edu

cation, American professionals from the Academy for Educational 
Development, and support staff hired by the project directly, 15 
full-time and 25 part-time persons (the equivalent of 10 full-time 
staff) worked with the RLAP field office. 

At the project's core were eight professional staff members: four 
Kenyans and four Americans. Unlike many foreign aid projects that 
deploy advisors to train unqualified local personnel, the RLAP 
assumed that each country would have significant contributions to 
make. It was clear from the start that every professional had valu
able experience and skills, but that no professional had all of the 
answers. We began from the premise that none Of us knew precise
ly how to teach English by radio in Kenya. Therefore, all of us had to 
work together to discover how to succeed and to find our individual 
roles in that success. 

The result of this process was an eight-person team, in spirit as 
well as in name. The system we produced was neither Kenyan nor 
American; it went bevond the limits of either context, drawing from 
the strengths of each. This team building was one of the most 
important achievements of the Radio Language Arts Project. 

The precise role assigned to each team member evolved as the 
instructional system evolved. Furthermore, for professional devel
opment reasons, many team members rotated among different po
sitions during the course of the project. By Standard 3, a fairly 
consistent staffing pattern had developed. It is summarized in Fig
ure 5. 
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FIGURE 5
 
RLAP Professional Field Staff
 

PRO.ECT AGREEMENT 
POSITION 

JOB 
TITLE 

MAJOR 
RESPONSIBILITIES 

1) Field Coordinator Field Coordinator Field team management 

2) Language Arts Specialist Linguist 
Instructional systems design 
Curriculuji planning 
Lesson planning 
Scriptwriting 

3) Language Aiu, pecialist Scriptwriter I 
Reviewing 
Scriptwriting 
Lesson planning 

4) Language Arts Specialist Scriptwriter 2 
Reviewing 
Scriptwriting 

5) Broadcaster Scriptwriter 3 
Reviewing
Scriptwriting 

6) Language Arts Specialist Materials Writer 
Song writing 
Broadcast lesson plans 
Complementary lesson plans 
Reviewing 

7) Broadcaster Producer 
In-service training
Studio production 
Reviewing 

8) Feedback Coordinator .valuator 
Revisions 
Summative evaluation 
Formative evaluation 

Of the eight professionals, six were involved full-time in lesson 
development: one linguist, three scriptwriters, one materials writ
er, and one producer. About half of the field coordinator's time was
devoted to instri 'ional systems design (although this percentage 
was much higher at the beginning of the operational phase and
lower towards its end when production was smoother). More than 
half of the evaluator's time was devoted to formative evaluation,
which is an integral part of the overall instructional system. 

The professional team was assisted by a full-time support staff of 
seven people-a studio engineer, an executive secretary, three sec
retaries, a materials distribution supervisor, and a driver. Five part
time staff members worked in the studio-four actors and one 
musician. In the field, 20 education professionals, mostly heads of
teacher resource centers, worked part-time as observers. These staff
members were supported in part by the MOE and in part through
project funds. 

In addition to this core staff, of course, there were many other 
people whose association with the project was vital to its success.
Chief among these were the headteachers and teachers at project
schools, along with District Education Officers and their staffs. 
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Equally important was the staff of the Kenya Institute of Education 
and other agencies of the Government of Kenya. 

Given our assumption that all personnel were basically compe
tent, no external training was provided to any full-time staff mem
ber. On the other hand, all of us benefited through substantial 
on-the-job training from other team members as well as from con
sultants. The actors and musicians also received on-the-job training 
in instructional radio from the project's professional staff. Special 
training sessions were organized for the field observers as their 
specific tasks warranted. 

The consensus at the beginning of the project was that our full
time professional staff was too small. Though colleagues at KIE did 
not expect Lis to be able to keep to our production schedule, or 
anything close to it, we did succeed. Every single lesson was pro
duced in time for broadcast, and the only lesson not aired (although 
it was ready) was on the day of an attempted coup d'etat. 

But it should not go without saying that the costs of this were 
high. As explained below, slippage added to the production sched
ule. The quality of our lessons and materials was sometimes less 
than we were capable of achieving because we did not have the time 
needed for improvement. Supplementary activities that would 
have been very useful to the project had to be left undone. Finally, 
our accomplishments required an extraordinary level of effort from 
the staff. One or two additional professionals could have made a 
noticeable difference in our work without leaving anyone too little 
to do. 

Facilities 
The RLAP was housed in a prefabricated block of offices at the 

Kenya Institute of Education, consisting of three small rooms for 
the field coordinator, the executive secretary, and the secretariMl 
pool; a small duplicating room; and a large central room housing 
seven professional staff members. Later in the project, KIE assigned 
us an additional office, divided into three sections, that was used 
for tape copying and storage. Other facilities at KIE were available 
when needed for larger meetings and workshops. 

Office equipment was also simple-furniture, five typewriters, a 
programmable calculator, and a photocopier. The most important 
item lrissing was a word processing system. When the RLAP was 
designed in the late 1970s, of course, no one would have considered 
such an esoteric option for a project in Africa. But today, sophisti
cated microcomputer-based systems are more common on the con
tinent. Their power and flexibility would have been perfect for the 
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kind of writing and rewriting, carried out by several people, that we
faced. Ancillary programs could have made jobs such as vocabulary
record-keeping and proofreading much easier. 

We had hoped that studios in the new EMS center at KIE would 
be available to the RLAP in time for Standard I production, but they
were not ready until we had started work on Standard 3 two years
later. For the first two years, therefore, we used one of tile produc
tion studios of Voice of Kenya (VOK). They were basic, but 
adequate. 

As with office equipment, the RLAP's studio equipment needs 
were fairly simple-at least three microphones, a simple mixing
board, two or three tape recorders, and a turntable. All were avail
able at VOK (thanks in part to supplementary equipment pur
chased by the project), and most of them worked most of the time.
Nevertheless, maintenance was a problem, and working at a site a
few kilometers from KIE posed communications difficulties. We 
were pleased, therefore, to move in 1984 to the newer, more sophis
ticated and more convenient EMS center at KIE to produce the
remainder of our Standard 3 lessons. The most important piece of
studio equipment that we lacked was a cartridge machine. It would
have been very useful for frequently repeated themes, musical 
bridges, and sound effects. 

Some additional equipment was purchased by the project to sup
port its work outside of the offices and studios. Four vehicles were
used mainly for materials distribution and evaluation. A tape-copy
ing machine was ne2ded to prepare cassette tapes of previous
years' lessons to meet t,, fervent request from project schools that
they be allowed to continue with the radio method. A broadcast
quality field tape recorder ,vaS supplemented by some inexpensivecassette recorders. Severav radios were supplied to project schools
and used for tasks such as summative evaluation testing. 

Whereas the human resources fell short of our needs in reaching
the full project potential, the facilities and equipmle,, available were
adequate, though limited. With the exception of a word processing
system and a cartric;e machine, few material resources could have 
been added to makL dhe work go better or faster. 

The Production Process 
Anyone who has ever produced programs for broadcasting

knows the extraordinary pressure imposed by the clock and the
calendar. If a program is to be aired on January 10th, itmust be aired
that day. If it is to begin at 9:30, it must begin that minute. If it is to 
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last for 30 minutes, it must last that long. Failure means dead air, or 
a rerun, or scheduling problems for other broadcasts. The medium 
accepts no excuses, no matter how valid, and every failure is a 

public failure which can destroy an audience's trust. 

Anyone who has ever developed instructional materials in a 

group knows a different set of pressures. How are the tasks to be 

divided among the various people? How can jobs be sequenced so 

that each person works at a steady, constant pace without having to 

pause because some necessary component has not been completed 
by a colleague? How can differences of style and approach be recon

ciled so that a group designing horses does nof produce elephants 
instead? 

Anyone who has faced these challenges simultaneously, who has 

worked in a group preparing broadcast materials, knows how diffi

cult the task really is. For those RLAP team members who had not 
was a shock. To organizeexperienced such a situation before, it 

ourselves as an effective production group and to meet successfully 
was a major challenge that oftena relentless series of deadlines 

our patience.threatened to exhaust our ideas, our energy, and 

Figure 6 summarizes our production process. Starting from the 

Kenyan curriculum and the Scheme of Work derived from it, the 

process followed four main tracks: writing scripts, producing radio 

lessons, writing teachers' materials, and carying out formative 

evaluation. These tracks culminated in the daily radio lessons. The 

formative evaluation results from each instructional week w.re 

used to modify the Scheme of Work, scripts in process, and teach

ers' materials. 

To produce an instructional sy.;tem with 585 i'adio lessons and 
a tangible representation of theaccompanying printed materials, 

thi, with our productionprocess was necessary. We achieved 
board, known to the team simply as "The Board." Hanging promi

nently at one end of the large staff room, it governed our lives for 

more than three years. 

We did not bother with an expensive magnetic planning board. 
press-Our "Board" was a four-by-eight-foot sheet of varnished 

board nailed lengthwise to the office wall. It was divided horizon

tally into 20 rows, each representing one major production task. 

Vertically it was marked off into 60 columns, in sets of five, each set 

of five columns represented a working week. 

A cup hook was placed at the intersection of every row and 

column. Labels were written on paper price tags and hung from the 
row of tags showed calendar dates.appropriate hooks. The top 
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FIGURE 6Radio Language Arts Production Process 
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Tags in the remaining rows showed what lessons and materials had 
to be completed by those dates. A simple code was used. Different 
colors were used for different standards. A Roman numeral indicat
ed the term. This was followed by a stroke and an Arabic numeral 
showing the week of that term. Underneath were the lesson num
bers. For example, a black 111/13 meant Standard 2, Term 3, Week 
13. Underneath that, a 190-195 meant lessons 190 to 195. Such a tag 
would mean that some task pertaining to these final five lessons in 
the second year had to be completed by the deadline shown at the 
top of that column 

When a task was compieted, we would turn over its tag so that it 
showed its blank white side. Known as "turning the tag," this 
simple step became the never-ending preoccupation of every team 
member. With this system, a quick glance at the production board 
clearly showed how much work had been completed (rows of blank 
tags), what tasks were outstanding (rows of tags with numbers on 
them), and what tasks were late (tags not vet turned under dates 
that had already passed). 

Figure 7 shows a section of the actual production board-Septem
ber 10 to 21, 1983. Looking at each row gives a step-by-step over
view of the production process that we used. Key tasks on the 
critical path are indicated by capital letters. 

Following Figure 7, each step, or activity, of the produ(ction proc
ess is described briefly. 
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1. Lesson plans prepared. The production process began with tile preparation of a 

plan tor each radio lesson. Following thie guidelines in the Scheme of Work and 

working within tile standard lesson format, one writer would specify what content 

should be taught in each lesson segment. The plan was posted in the office for all 

writers to follow. 
the process, this meant that all2. SEGMENTS 	WRITTEN. The first key task in 

segments had been written for the series of five lessons in question, following the 

specifications in the lesson plans and tile Scheme of Work, and that those seg

ments had been assembled into a complete script with all necessary transitions. 

were prepared simultaneouslV. Turning this
Accempanving student worksheets 

tag meant that five draft scripts were ready for :eview.
 

3. Draft scripts reviewed. Each script was reviewed by several people for congru

ence with the instructional objectives, adherence to our instructional design princi
ral context, and production feasibility.ples, appropriateness for the Kenvan cult, 

writer had agreed to any suggested4. Segments revised. Once the original 
changes (or, in the case of unresolved conflicts, once the writing group as a whole 

had reached a decision) the affected segmentS were revied. The final draft of the 

script was then approved by the chief reviewer. 

the writers who 	had5. Content records updated. Working from the final draft, 

prepared the lesson plans recorded objectives taught in a working copy of the 

Scheme of Work, and listed vocabularv taught on special record sheets posted in 

the office. 

Teacher's materials written. Teacher's notes were written for each lesson fol6. 
lowing approval of the final draft of its script. In Standard I these notes included 

In Standards 2 and 3, two compleIentarvguidelines for brief follow-u p lessons. 

lesson plans were preparec indiiduall' for each week, following the Scheme of
 

Work objectives and taking into consideration what the radio lesM;onS had covered.
 

7. Teacher's materials reviewed and revised. One writer reviewed thr draft teach

er's materials following tile same criteria used for draft scripts. Any necessary 

changes were then made by the original writer. 

observation8. Formative evaluation materials written. The evaluator prepared 

sheets for each lesson based on the final draft of its script. At the same time, the 

linguist developed a test to be administered at the end of the week, covering 

objectives taught that week and other material of interest to the team. 

9. 	 Formative evaluation materials reviewed. Observation sheets and the forma

test for eCch week were reviewed by the intrucLtional systenstive evaluation 
designer for accuracy in relation to the final scripts and the Scheme oIf Work 

obj tives. 

10. 	 Script to actors. Scripts were distributed to actors and the musician by the day 

was to begin, to give them time to prepare their roles.before production 
to11. Pre-production. The producer and tIle studio engineer worked together 

prepare sound effects and other needed materials prior to the recording session. 

12. PRODUCTION COMPLETED. The second key task in this process was stuLdio 

production. For three mornings each week scripts were recorded in sessions that 

combined rehearsals and final prod uction. 

13. Production reviewed and post-production completed. Aiy necessary editing 

to the recordings was carried out. One of the writers listened to each tape 'is a final 

review. 
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14. Printing cumpleted. Ieacher's notes, student worksheets, observation sheets,and formative evaluation tests were dulplicated in sufficient quantities for project
schools. 
15. Tapes and scripts copied and filed. Duplicate copies of tile entire instructional 
package (tapes and written materials) were made for storage.
16. DISTRIBUTION COMPLETED. This was the third key task in the process.
Teacher's notes, copl],ernentar v It ssol plans, and student worksheets were distributed to projeci schools bv our drivers once every other week. After the first yearof broadcasts, cassette tapes of previous lessons also were distributed. 
17. BROADCAST. The central element of the entire prodcction System was thedaily lesson broadcast. The scriptwriting, materials writing, and distribution componu,nts all prepared for this broadcast. All other deadlines were derived from this 
deadline. 
18. Formative evaluation analysis completed. Project drivers brought back completed observation sheets and tests from their distribution trips. These were analyzed bI' the evaluator, two weeks at a time, for discussion by the entire team.lesulls of the formative evalultion review, in turn, affected the scriptwriting,
materials writing, production, and revision components. 
19. Revisions completed to lessons already broadcast. When possible, revisiolsto lessons already broadcast, ret] uired on the basis of formatiV4e e\ aluation results,were made in the tw)-Week pe'iod prior to the next set of' results becomingavailable. When this was not possible (s was generallY the case), the revision work 
was deferred. 

Every Monday lorning the team met to revi ,w the production
schedule. (Every other Monday these meetings also included arevOiew of lorlative evalutatioll r sults.) Tasks were examined one at 
a time. Team members reported on their progress, and the appro
priate tags w\\ere turned. Tasks that were falling significantly behind
schedul, were identified, the reasons for the delay disclssed, and 
compensatory strategies developed to avoid other work being de
laved too significantly. During the week, the production board
 
served as a visible reminder of the work necessary to meet 
 the
 
deadlines.
 

As we became more and more comfortable with this productiol
system, "The Board's" reminder was sufficient to keep the process
moving fairlyv smoothly. (iven our manpow1er situation we wereoften somewhat behind schedule, but we rarely fell so far behind
the built-in time reserves that we risked missing a critical deadline. 

In the project's early stages, however, team member's had less
experience with the system. Consequently, they\were less certain ofthe steps they had to take to meet the produCtion board's deadlines.
To supplement "The Board,' therefore, we deVeloped daily checklists ("ticking lists" in Kenvan English). Posted p-mlinent\V in the 
office, this list showed each team member what had to be accom
plished each day for specific lessons, and who stood next in the 
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process to receive the completed work. A large sign at the exit 
reminded staff members to "tick the ticking list" ever, day before 
leaving work. After months and months of living with this process 
these details became second nature and the checklists were 
dropped, but they provided an important self-training function 
until then. 

Figure 8 replicates the June 1983 ticking list when work was being 
done for the latter part of Standard 2. 

We used the three term breaks in each year's school calendar for 
catching tIp to schedule and for staff vacations. The routine produc
tion cycle operated only when school was in session and our lessons 
were being broadcast. This meant that for every week of school we 
had to produce a week of lessons, a rate of one lesson per day 
during regular production. Yet Figure 7 showed that the work on 
one week's lessons was spread over 15 weeks, not one week. Why 
was such a long timespan requiled? 

The first part of the answer involves the fact that one cannot 
write, broadcast, and evaluate one lesson in one day. Some se
quencing is mandatory. For the RLAP the minimum timespan 
would have been seven weeks (with a five-week lag in applying 
formative evaluation results), as follows: 
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Writing scripts Week 1 I 
Writing other materials Week 2 
Studio production Week 2 
Printing Week 3 (5 weeks) 
Distribution Week 4 
Broadcasting Week 5 
Formative evaluation Week 6-------

Week 7Revisions 

Five radio lessons and their accompanying student worksheets 

had to be written in one week to keep tip with the pace, and they 

were. Teacher's notes and complementary lesson plans, however, 

were written from those scripts. Since one lesson built upon anoth

er, changes to one script could mean changes to others in a given 

week. Work on teacher's materials, therefore, had to wait until the 

next week, when all five scripts had been approved. So did studio 

production and editing. 

materials (teacher's notes, student worksheets, forma-Written 
tive evaluation tests and observation sheets) could not be printed 

until after the tapes had been completed, since changes that affect

ed the lesson plans and worksheets sometimes were made in the 

studio and the editing room. These mateials could not be distribut

ed until they had been printed, and the lessons could not be broad

cast until schools had received the support materials. Formative 

evaluation results were not available until after the lessons had 

been used, and revisions could not Le made until after the results 

were available. Ali of these factors combined to make the seven

week cycle the minimlum that was realistically possible. 

A production cycle of more than seven weeks was a result of too 

few resources. Project scheduling became complex when the same 

were needed for different, interrelated tasks. For examresources 
the project, oneple, transportation was a major expenditure in 

which went tar over the budget. The cost of distributing materials to 

31 schools in an area more than 600 miles wide was significant. To 

limit the number of vehicles needed, their operating costs, and the 

required staff, we decided to distribute on a biweekly schedule. 

This added a week each to the distribution, collection, and revision 

tasks, as follows: 
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Writing scripts Week 1--------
Writing other materials Week 2 
Studio production Week 2
Printing Week 3 (7 weeks)Distribution Weeks 4-5
Broadcasting Week 6 
Formative evaluation Weeks 7-8 ------Revisions Weeks 9-10 

The other resource factor pertained onlr to tile writers. In order toplan, write, review, revise, and review'again five lessons in oneweek, there is absolutely no room for delay. A deadline missed by,minutes mealis that someone else is held up in his or her work, andthe effect cascades down the line. What happens when a certainlesson segment turns out to be particulal Vdifficult to write, requiring more than the usual amount of discussion anid revision? \Whathappens when the Minister of Education Visits and evervoneleave their normal duties to hear him? 
must 

Vhalt about powerou tages orillnesses? A schedule vith no room for unexpected delays is aschedule that cannot be kept in the real world. 
To protect the production schedule's critical path, \e added fiveadditional weeks to the cycle. First, we inseited a week for planning. Next, we spread the scriptwriting task (incluiding planning,writing, review, and revision) over three weeks, followed by another week as a "built-in holi.d." This helped us to cope with uLnexpected delays, to synchronize more easily the activities ,of differentwriters and to get an early start on other tasks involving the writers,such as preparing the teachers' notes, without jeopardizing studioproduction. Finally, we added another week's, hold after printingand before distribution, so that any delays in preparing materials,revising them after production, Or- duplicating them Vould notdelay distribution. The result was a 15-week schedtiule as follows: 

Lesson planning Week I---------
Writing scripts Weeks 2-4
HOLD Week 5

Writing other materials Week 6
Studio production 
 Week 6 (12 weeks)
Printing Week 7
HOLD Week S
Distribution Weeks 9-10 
Broadcasting Week 11Formative evaluation Weeks 12-13 --..

Revisions 
 Weeks 14-15 
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The RLAP team in Kenya was barely large enough to keep up 
with the workload. If anything unexpected occurred, we fell be
hind. We always caught up during the three school term breaks 
each year, but most of the extra time built into the schedule almost 
invariably had been consumed by then. Had it not been for this 
extra time, we would have missed production, distribution, and 
broadcasting deadlines. 

The major cost for this extra time was in lengthening the feedback 
loop. In the ideal seven-week cycle, by the time formative evalua
tion results from one week suggest script revisions, writ,-rs already 
are working on scripts five weeks later. In the 10-week cycle, the lag 
increases to seven weeks. For the 15-week cycle used by the RLAP, 
12 weeks separated the evaluated scripts and the set then being 
planned by the writers. 

Our experience suggests additional personnel would have result
ed in greater efficiency, but it is not completely clear to what extent. 
In the beginning, a larger team might have been less efficient. When 
we were familiar with our jobs, we felt that with one or two addi
tional staff members, we might have shortened the cycle by two or 
three weeks. 

We could shorten the feedback loop when necessary, and we did. 
For example, if a particularly significant problem suddenly ap
peared in the formative evaluation results, we could intervene after 
the lesson planning phase. Scripts in the process of being written 
could be modified (reducing the loop to nine weeks), scripts in 
production could be altered (seven weeks), or, in real emergencies, 
scripts already produced couid be corrected and the associated 
printed materials changed just before they were distributed (five 
weeks). This final option reduced the feedback loop to its ideal 
length, but at the cost of significant disruptions to the normal 
production schedule. In most cases, corrections to our methodolo
gy and attempts to reteach unmastered materials waited up to 12 
weeks. 
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SUMMARY 
The Radio Language Arts Project developed a four-part instruc

tional system to teach English by radio in rural Kenyan primary
schools. The system's core was 195 half-hour radio lessons each 
year. These radio lessons were complemented by the contributions 
of the classroom teacher, and by printed materials and classroom 
aids. 

After spending more than a year designing this system, we began
operation in 1982 with broadcasts to Standard 1. The operational
phase concluded after broadcasts to Standard 3 in 1984. Formative 
ani Summative evaluation activities were carried out parallei to
project broadcasting. A master production board was used to man
age the activities of eight full-time professionals and a variety of 
support and part-time staff members as they worked through the 
production process. 

NOTES 

I 	For example, in tle test given at the end of Standard 3, control students (who
were exposed to conventional English classes without the RLAP radio lessons)
answered 38.2 percent of reading questions and 43.2 percent of listening ques
tions correctly when questions were drawn from the entire syllabus. 

2 For a more thorough discunsion of the specific reasons for altering the Radio
Mathematics model to make it more suitable for teaching English as a foreign
language, see Philip R. Christensen, "The Radio Language Arts Project: Adapt
ing the Radio Mathematics Model," Development C(mmnunication l?epor. 49
(Spring 1985). Details of curriculum and in,;.ructiOnal design considerations 
affecting the RLAP are treated inChapters 3 and 4 of this book. 
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CHAPTER 3 
INSTRUCTIONAL PRINCIPLES AND 
METHODS 

Philip R. Christensen 

INTRODUCTION 
Effective instructional radio methodology should be based on a 

close study of relevant research and experience. From the repertoire 
of the best available pedagogic principles can be drawn those which 
are suitable for the radio. An understanding of successful radio 
teaching techniques will show how these principles ca-. be appro
priately applied, and suggest additional educational approaches 
not usually found in classrooms. 

One of the most important aims of the RLAF was to test further 
the interactive radio methodology successfully developed by Radio 
Mathematics, and to adapt it to the teaching of English in rural 
primary schools. The foundation for this work was laid during the 
year of research and development which preceded the start of 
full-scale production in October 1981. As taped lessons were tested 
in classrooms, our original hypotheses about effective radio teach
ing were modified and expanded. 

When the first radio lessons were written for Standard 1 they 
were based on the instructional methodologies which had proven 
effective during our field tests. After that, we used the results of the 
formative evaluation process, described in Chapter 5, to refine the 
important principles for teaching by radio and our ability to apply 
those principles successfully. When pedagogic problems were not
ed we tried to determine whether they originated from a good 
principle improperly applied, or from a principle which was not 
valid in a particular context. When achievement problems were 
noted we tried to identify new methodologies which might be more 
effective in teaching certain content. 

Once the curriculum had been articulated for teaching by radio, 
as explained in the previous chapter, the scriptwriters and review
ers worked towards its effective implementation in a given segment 
or lesson. They were guided by the instructional principles and 
methods that are summarized in Figure 9 and explained in the body 
of this chapter. 
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FIGURE 9

Summary of RLAP Instructional Principles and Methods
 

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CURRICULUM 
Systematic instructional design. A three-step process ensures that the entirecurriculum is covered methodically while retaining the flexibility to respond toformative evaluation results as instructional materials are developed. 
Distributed learning. Instruction in each competency is divided into many briefsegments and spread over time to improve learning and retention. 
Cyclical review. Initial instruction on each competency is followed a few weekslater by a review of that competency. Readiness and addijional review cycles are
added when necessary. 

INTERACTIVE RADIO INSTRUCTION
 
Intensive radio. 
Daily radio lessons, one-halt hour each, allow the medium to 
assume a primary instructional role. 
The radio as a "door." Rather than having the radio imitate a classroom teacher, itis conceived as a door which permits interesting characters to enter the classrooi 
and pupils to enjoy drama in other settings. 
Frequent pupil response. Radio lessons call on pupils to respond in a variety ofways more than five times a minute. This high level of participation greatly
enhances learning. 
Model of good English. Each radio lesson exposes children to a model of proper
Kenyan English which might otherwise be lacking for them.
 
Immediate reinforcement Everv time children are asked to respond in English,

they are immediately presented with a corect answer.
 
An engaging instructional pace. Each lesson varies the style and tempo of component segments to hold pupils' attention and enhance their learning. Over the year,

lessons move through the curriculum as quickly as possible without risking leaving

children behind.
 

Maximizing time-on-task. Radio lessons are conducted 
 entirely in English tomaximize children's exposure to the target language. 
OTHER INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA 
The radio/teacher partnership. The radio provides a basic instructional foundation 
upon which teachers can build according to their skills. 
Printed materials. Radio lessons use simple, reusable worksheets and teacher'snotes which are cheaper to print then conventional textbooks. 
Non-print materials. Using the blackboard and readily available materials reducesthe radio lessons' dependence on printed materials as well as offering some peda
gogic advantages. 
Cost conrol. Costs for printed materials and teacher training are minimized. 
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CURRICULUM 

The Radio Language Arts Project was not a curriculum develop
ment project. Instead, it sought to improve pupils' mastery of an 
established curriculum through the use of interactive radio instruc
tion. This required that the existing curriculum be methodically 
implemented. The material specified by the syllabus had to be 
taught in such a way as to maximize the children's mastery and 
retention of the instructional objectives. The effectiveness of this 
teaching had to be monitored so that corrective action could be 
taken where necessary to ensure that the specified content had 
been learned as thoroughly as possible. Three pedagogic principles 
were designed to meet these requirements. 

Systematic Instructional Design 

One of the mo;e difficult skills for classroom teachers to learn is 
how to pace effectively their coverage of a set curriculum. Even 
when the required content is clearly specified, there is a strong 
tendency to overteach those objectives which fall at the beginning 
of the year and, consequently, to shortchange those objectives 
scheduled towards the end of the year. Furthermore, some areas 
may be overlooked because the teacher feels w\ck in then. and 
(often unconsciously) hurries past them or perhaps simply ignores 
them altogether. 

For these two reasons, instructional system designers have al
ways paid much attention to front-end planning. Content is clearly 
specified and scheduled before the lessons are recorded, in the 
same way that a film director may use a storyboard to plan a movie 
before shooting actually begins. 

The RLAP's feedforward evaluation system, oil the other hand, 
meant that the instructional package was developed continuously, 
responding to results from the use of previous materials with 
changes to future materials. A rigid lesson-by-lesson plan for a full 
year of radio lessons would not allow such ongoing development. 

The RLAP used a three-step instructional design process to en
sure that the entire curriculum was covered systematically while 
retaining the flexibility to respond to formative evaluation results. 
The first step was development of the Scheme of Work based on the 
existing syllabus. The Scheme of Work set a pace which covered the 
entire curriculum as thoroughly as possible. It established an appro
priate instructional sequence in advance. Finally, it divided the 
content into units, or frames, each requiring approximately one 
week of instruction. 
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The second step was the preparation of a weekly script or lesson 
plan, which assigned the content required by one frame of the 
Scheme of Work to specific segments within specific lessons. Writ
ers used the lesson plans to determine what their script segments
must teach. This ensured methodical coverage of the curriculum as 
articulated in the Scheme. 

Since the lesson planners were free to determine tile exact 
amount of time (number of segments) allocated to each competency
specified in the frame, the system also added tile degree of flexibili
ty necessary to make "in-flight" corrections according to formative
evaluation results. When additional instruction oil certain material 
was required, the lesson planner could insert it into a given week by
reducing the time spent ol tile frame originally scheduled for that 
period. 

The third step was the feedforvard aspect of the formative evalu
ation process. The project's formative evalualion design is de
scribed in Chapter 5, and the way in which formative evaluation 
was integrated into the instructional design process is explained in 
Chapters 6 and 7. This system resulted in a regular flow of data on
pupil achievement, which gave information about pedagogic effec
tiveness. This was used to modify future frames and lesson plans as 
well as to specify backwards revisions. 

Distributed Learning 
Psychologists demonstrated decades ago that skills which are 

practiced regularly are retained better, and that learning spread 
over time (distributed practice) is more effective than learning con
centrated in only one period (mass practice) (Underwood 1961). 

A more common mode of instructional organizaition, however, is 
the "topic"-one lesson devoted to one subject. In English lan
guage instruction the topic is usually a grammatical topic, such as 
"forming noun plurals" or "objective pronouns," or the like. Topi
cal organization promotes mass learning, not distributed learning.
It stems horn and reinforces the traditional, teacher-centered view 
of instruction. Something has been taught when the teacher has 
covered it. 

Unfortunately, many topics are taught but never learned. And 
even those which are learned today most probably will be forgotten
tomorrow (or at least within a fewv weeks) if they are not properly
maintained. 

The way to judge the success of a teaching methodology is by 
pupil outcomes. Hence, we wanted children to be able to use Eng-
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lish successfully in their classrooms. The substantial level of English 
language skill required by this goal and the relatively limited time 
available in which to achieve it meant that organization of instruc
tion by topics had to be rejected as ineffective. 

Distributed learning was a workable alternative. It could maxi
mize initial learning and subsequent retention while minimizing 
the time required for adequate mastery of the objectives. One rea
son for adopting the RLAP's segmented script organization was to 
facilitate this instructional methodology. Rather than devoting one 
English in Action lesson to one grammatical structure, each lesson 
included instruction on several different cornpetencies, from tile 
four skill areas of listening, speaking, reading, and writing, and 
from different frames in the Scheme of Work. A given competency, 
on the other hand, was taught over several consecutive lessons. 
Then, as the next principle explains, after a few weeks it was main
tained over several more lessons. 

Besides facilitating efficient instruction, distributed learning en
hanced the ability of tile radio lessons to involve pupils. The rela
tively short attention span of lower primary children was much 
better served by a few minutes of concentration on one topic than 
by 15 or 30 minutes on tile same topic. Children's interest could be 
,maintained more effectively through the presentation of a variety of 
material and through the quicker pace such variety promotes. 

Distributed learning can create a public relations problem, how
ever. Topical organization is so common that most people expected 
to find it in our radio lessons, too. This meant that they might 
become concerned after hearing that one lesson devoted only a 
portion of the necessary tine to mastering a certain objective, not 
realizing that the objective would be taught several times over 
several days. Although this point was stressed in the in-service 
teacher orientation, it was inevitably expressed as a concern by the 
same teachers over tile first few weeks of radio lessons. Fortunate
ly, the concern diminished and eventually disappeared as the 
teachers saw for themselves that their pupils were mastering more 
material more quickly than ever before. 

Cyclical Review 
Learning was not only spread over time, but previously taught 

material was also periodically reviewed, expanded, and integrated. 
In cycles of approximately four to six weeks after the conclusion of 
the initial teaching process, material from the same Scheme of Work 
frame was taught again. 
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Instruction was distributed over a period of about one week (i.e.,
the same amount at time devoted to initial instruction). For the
second cycle, however, writers assumed that the children had re-.tained some familiarity with tile content, if not actual mastery.
Maintenance segments, therefore, tended to be denser than initial
teaching segments, covering more material in the same amount of
time, but doing so in an integrated fashion by focusing on several
frame components simultaneously rather than concentrating
just one or two at 

on 
a time. As with the first cycle, we sought a

minimum mastery level of approximately 70 percent as measured 
by weekly tests. 

The cyclical review goes beyond review, or simply re-teaching the 
same content. Obviously, one intent is to jog the memory of thelearner. Without the Support of an English-speaking environment,
the radio and classroom must provide regular practice and use of 
previously taught content. 

In addition, teaching a competency again allows for expansion of
the language useful in that competency. For example, an early
competency was "talking about family members." Over the Course
of three years, the children periodicallv "talk about their families"
but in each cycle they learn new vocabulary and structures in order 
to talk (or read and write) at a more sophisticated level. 

At the same time the students are adding to their language, they
are integrating it into what the\, already know. The cyclical review

helps them do this by tying the new material to the old and practic
ing them together.
 

Formative evaluation results sometimes indicated 
an unaccept
able level of achievement for a given frame component, requiring
an additional instruction cycle. Whenever possible, this extra in
struction was incorporated into initial teaching or maintenance seg
rnents already assigned to other frames. Since language uses many
integrated skills simultaneously, this was often possible to accorn
plish without significantly reducing the amount of instruction origi
nally planned. Alternatively, a second maintenance c'cle could be 
scheduled for remedial purposes. 

Lesson 102 from the middle of Standard 2 illustrates the comple
mentary principles of distributed learning and cyclical instruction. 1
Its first four instructional segments maintain competencies 2 from
Frame 13 which were originally introduced six weeks previously in 
Lessons 71 to 75: 
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A. 	Listening 1. Understand descriptive words related to morning and getting 
up. 

2. 	Begin to hear the difference between verb forms (e.g., "She 
looks in the room." "Ilook in the room."). 

B. Speaking 1. Talk about getting up and describe the situation. 
C. 	 Reading 1. Comprehend narration of a series of events based on habitual 

order. 

Within these competencies, six words from the list of 15 vocabu
lary items specified in Frame 13 are maintained: dark, down, light/ 
lit, night, put (on), wake/woke (up). Several other words from the 
syllabus which related to the segment stories are also reviewed (for 
example, "somebody" and "nobody"). The instructional strategies 
include simple didactic segments, oral and written stories with 
related comprehension questions, a drill contrasting "light" and 
"lit," and a song, as well as one segment which provides a change 
of pace through brief physical activity (a clapping song). Thirty
eight percent of Lesson 102 is devoted to maintenance segments. 

Initial teaching segments, taking up 48 percent of the lesson, are 
spent on four initial teaching segments. In Lesson 102, Frame 19 
included the following competencies: 

A. 	 Listening 1.Understand comparison of size and shape. 
B. Speaking 1.Compare familiar objects and people by size and shape. 
C. Reading I. 	Comprehend comparisons. 
D. 	 Writing 1.Write the names of five animals found on the shaniba (small 

farm). 
2. 	Write from dictation, "This tree is bigger than that one. 

Nine words from the specified vocabulary were included in the 
five segments devoted to Frame 19: bucket, dry, grass, shorter, 
taller, than, thicker, thin, and thinner. These are supplemented 
with other comparatives from the Standard 2 syllabus, such as 
young/younger and old/older. Instructional methods again include 
didactic segments, a story, a drill, and a song. A sixth segment, for 
change of pace and entertainment, also contributes to this instruc
tion since it is a song built around the structure "It's too heavy." 

In this manner, Lesson 102 mixes introductory and review work 
from frames separated by five weeks. The same lesson demon
strates how the Radio Language Arts Project distributes learning 
over several days. This particular program is planned for a Tues
day, the second lesson in the week. Each segment is one of a series 
of five teaching a specific competency that week. Generally, one 
segment of the series is used each day, so the instruction for that 
competency stretches from Monday through Friday. In the case of 
maintenance listening competencies, however, two of the five seg
ments are used together, so that the review will be finished earlier 
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in the week and tile children will be able to move on to other 
material. 

Thus, tile RLAP distributed instruction in two complemrentary
ways: in cycles separated by several weeks, and within each cycle 
over several days. The effect was to increase learning and retention,
and to make easier the process of systematic curricular implementa
tion modified by feedforward formative evaluation results. 

INTERACTIVE RADIO INSTRUCTION 
Radio offers several advantages t, those seeking cost-effective 

educational strategies. Instructional radio has been used for teach
ing languages in many, countries over imana\ years. Yet its potential 
as a tool for formal classroon instruction is still questioned by
experts, and there is little systematic proof of its effectiveness for 
language instruction (I1i11hoof 1981). 

Ole reasol for the lack of clear evidence in support of formal 
instructional radio's value is the way in which the medium is gener
ally employed for broadcasts to schiools. By far the most common 
approach is to use short radio programs to supplement regular
classroom instruction. Prior to the Radi( Llanguage Arts Project
there were no descriptions in the litera tu re of radio language in
struction in which the broadcasts were designed to serve theas 
prime means of instriction. lEv\'en within the context of' supplemen
;uwv radio lessons the pedagogy tends to mininic conven tioial class

room instruction or textbooks rather than ca pitllizing on the medi
tIm's unique characteristics. 

From its outset, therefore, the task Of the 1LA ,was to make the 
best use of instructional radio's strengths wliile inii mizi ng its 
weaknesses as much as possible. The instructional principles con
sidered here are intended to realize the fuli potential of radio for 
language teaching. They are, therefore, among the most important
aspects of the Radio Ladguage Arts Project's pI:edagogy. 

Intensive Use of Radio 
The difference between the RLAIP's intensive use of 'adio and 

more conventional, supplementary, radio lessons is the difference 
between a teacher and a wvall chart. The wall chart can assist a good
teacher in some aspects of his or her work, but it ca1not accomplish 
very much by itself. Withou t the wall charit, a good teacher can still 
succeed. Without the teacher, the wall chart is worthless. Even with
the teacher's cooperation, the wall chart only helps with a small part
of the total instructional job. 
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Supplementary radio lessons are very much like aural wall charts. 
They can be of significant help to teachers in the limited curricular 
areas on which they focus. But for most of the time, for most 

stand alone. Intensiveinstructional objectives, the teacher must 
radio lessons such as Englisi in Action, on the other hand, are 

designed to carry a major portion of the instructional burden. They 
cover as much of the curriculum as possible, without leaving the 

teacher alone. In fact, the radio itself becomes a teacher. 

This is not to say that radio becomes the only teacher. Einglish in 
Action lessons did not replace the classroom teacher. !nfact, they 

rely on the teacher's cooperation during the broadcast, and they are 

planned in recognition of the fact that some aspects of English are 
more efficiently practiced without any radio assistance at all. For 

those parts of the curriculum where radio can help teach more 
effectively, however, it is used to the greatest possible extent. It is a 

foundation, not an addition. 

What is the greatest possible extent? In Kenya, radio has been 

used for many years to supplement classroom English instruction. 
There, lessons are approximately 15 minutes long. They are broad
cast for eight weeks in each of the three school terms, for a total of 24 

weeks, beginning in Standard 2. One new lesson is broadcast each 
week, altllough it is generally repeated at least once. 

In comparison with this normi, the 30-minu te ln,\,lish in/ACion 
lessons are longer. They are much more trequent, since a new 
lesson is broadcast every day, not every week. They begin earlier, at 

the start of Standard 1, and cover 39 'weeks of the 40-week school 

year. Tile result i:; that, over the first three years of primary school, 

RLAP children will listen to 292.5 hours of radio English lessons, 

compared to the 12 hours of radio which children in conventional 
period.classrooms would receive in the same 

In other words, RLAI' children are exposed to 25 times more 

instruction bv radio than children in conventional classrooms that 

use radio as a supplement. It is this le''el of itensity that permits 

radio to assume a major pedagogic rol-'. In such a situation it is no 

longer merely an occasional aid for the teacher. It becomes a strong 
partner. 

The Radio as a "Door" 

Conventional instructional radio tends to mimic a teacher as well 

as a teacher's methods. The Radio Language Arts Project adopted a 

different concept of the radio's role to avoid slavishly imitating a 
see the radio net as a substiclassroom teacher's nethodology. We 

door into another world.tute for the classroom teacher, but as a 
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This world is inhabited by chamcters who become well known tothe children-Ju ma, Rosa, Safiri, Tina, etc. They are fhiendly adults
and children who often walk through the radio door to visit the 
classroom. 

While in the classroom the radio characters can, in fact, act as
teachers. In formal didactic segments they explain things, model 
correct patterns, and drill the children. During other segments they
lead the children in songs, games, and physical activities. 

A door is a two-way passage, however. As the radio characters 
can walk through the radio door into the classroom, so can thechildren use the same door to leave their school. If they cannot
physically do so, they can at least peek through the doo: and seewhat is on the other side. Many segments, therefore, are not set in
the classroom, but in the rural village where the characters live and
work. These parts of the lesson provide dramatic interludes which
not only capitalize on the medium's ability to engage the children's 
interest, but also extend or reinforce instruction. 

Lesson 102, for example, begins (as do all lessons) with Tina andSafiri coming into the classroom to s;ng the Good Morning Song
with the children and quickly introduce tI e next section of the
lesson. The followingm lines are spoken under the drama theme, a
musical cue to the children that they will soon be looking through
the door tlhemselves: 

Saliri: (hildrt'n, tOdlIV I'm going to t 'lI%otla stor'V aOUt
Sara",and Notillt 

Tila: But fisllt's pacticI'thiewordsL ' "'smrbo d' and 

Now Rono and Sara come into the classroom to lead several
exercises about "somebody" and "nobody," using children in the
classroom as well as words which the teacher has written on theblackboard. Safiri and Tina then lead the children in a song using
Some of the vocabulary items being taught, after which Rono and
 
Sara take the children through a drill.
 

After the drill the drama theme reappea rs, and Safiri says to the
children that he is going to tell them a story. While Safiri continues 
to talk from the classroom, the children peeCr through the radio door
into Sara and Rono's home, to Which the two characters have 
retu rned: 

Safiri: last night Sara mid Rolo \\t' 1L't'p. It was dark. 
Sara woki' ip. sadd....}Lt'

Sara'I: Rono! Vaikt' tip!! 1lert''S So 1t'od V in th,, room! 
Safiri: Rono wokeiup. IIL'lit thu, lamp. 

(Soutnd of match striking.) 
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Rono: No, Sara. There's nobody in the room. 
Sara: Then what is it? 

(Sound of cat meowing.) 
Rono: It's a cat! 
Tina: Now, children ... let's talk about the story. 

By using the radio as a door and the actors as characters who can 
walk through it at will, we gain access to the full potential of 
instructional radio and escape the danger of merely imitating the 
methods of a classroom teacher. Not only does this concept allow 
dramatic and entertaining alternatives, it simultaneously frees writ
ers from related assumptions, such as automatically sequencing 
lessons according to tile textbook with no regard for the medium's 
special advantages. 

Frequent Pupil Response 

Children learn better when they are actively involved in the 
learning process physically, intellectually, and emotionally. This is 
a major challenge in conventional classrooms, where pupils often 
sit listening to their teacher talk for extended periods of time. 

Tile problem is even more severe for radio. Any one-way broad
cast medium tends to encourage passivity among listeners. An 

exclusively aural rnedium also risks losing the attention of its audi
ence because the absence of visual messages allows easy distraction 
by extraneous stimuli. Any adult who has ever tried to listen to a 
cassette tape of a professional lecture will testify to this fact. It is a 

still greater concern for children, with their shorter attention spans. 
Unless careful steps are taken to promote active responses from 
young learners, the effectiveness of radio lessons will be significant
ly reduced. This is a central instructional design principle of the 
Radio Language Aits Project. 

The first key to success in this area has just been described: 
getting children to accLpt the radio as a door into another world, 
whose characters can communicate with the pupils in the class
room. The primary objecti-s of the first Standard 1 lessons cen
tered on this task. Children learned to respond directly to com
mands and questions from the radio characters during carefully 
timed pauses in the broadcasts. 

Because those characters, in turn, seemed to reply to the chil
dren, a sense of two-way comnlunication was created. By Standard 
2 this interaction became a strong foundation for the instructional 
message. With no hint of self-consciousness, pupils learned to ask 
and answer questions of the radio characters, sing songs with them, 
play games with them, and travel with them in the realm of imagi-
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nation to a
variety of locales where functional English can be acquired and practiced. 
Once this two-way relationship was established, it was possiblefor the radio to stimulate pupil participation. RLAP writers tried notto let more than 10 to 20 seconds lapse without requiring some sortof response from the children. The exact type of rcsponse dependedon the instructional objectives being treated. For example, pupilscould be asked to answer a question, ask a question, iepeat apattern, work through a transformation drill, read a sentence, find aword, write a phrase from dictation, or copy a sentence from the

blackboard. 
To hold the pupils' attention effectively, the lessons had to beinteresting as aswell participatory. Besides asking questions orposing problems, the radio characters might ask Ihe children toperform a song or chant. They might have the class play a shortgame requiring physical activiiy. They could ask a riddle, or havethe children act out a story. Oten these activities are linked in someway to the formal curriculum, but the',' can be employed for their 

own sake, too. 
Figure 10 shows the pattern of responses for Lesson 102, Stan

dard 2. 
During Lesson 102 every pupil in the class is required to respondto the radio in some way 155 times. (Some individaal pupils also areasked to do other thing;, but these activi'ies are not incIuded inFigure 10.) Since the lesson lasts 28:30 r.Iinutes, pupils respondmore than five times per minute on the average. This is roughly oneresponse every II seconds. The longest time between pupilsponses in this lesson is 

re
1I 1 minutes, when Safiri is telling a storyto the children in segment C2-3. During the drills, on the otherhand, sometimes less than a second elapses between responses. Inall, 39 pe[cent of the lesson (11:12 minutes) is iised for pupil partici

pation of some type. 
Besides demonistrating the high frequency of pupil responses inthe Eniglisi in Action broadcasts, Lesson 102 shows the wide varietyof such interactions. By far the most common is repeating a reiniforcement given by the radio (for the reasons explained below).Fortv-one of the 155 responses (261;") aie of this type. Repeatingsomething modeled orally (15 responses), reading aloud (15), andwriting from a model (2) represent notlher 21 percent of the totalnumber of responses. There are 26 responses (17%) as part of twooral drills, and 15 responses (10V) requiring oral or reading

comprehension. 
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FIGURE 10
 
Pattern of Pupil Responses in Lesson 102, Standard 2
 

Segment 

Al-Standard 
opening 

(1:09) 

Cl-Continuity 
(:25) 

C2-3--Oral 
Maintenance 

(8:13) 

Dl- Continuity 
(:12) 

D2-Enhancement 
(1:(12) 

El-Continuity 
(:13) 

E2-3--Reading 
Maintenance 

(4:29) 

E4-Reading, initial 
(3:33) 

Fl-Continuity 
(:17) 

F2-Enhancement 
(:58) 

Gl-Continuity 
(:16) 

G2-Oral, initial 
(4:46) 

Ill-Continuity 
(:16) 

H2-Writing 
(1:46) 

JI-Standard close 
(:51) 

Totals For 
Lesson 102 

Response Type Number Length 

sing 1 :20 

conversation 1 :03 
subtotals: Al 2 :23 

none 

drill 14 :52 

repeat model 
repeat reinforcement 
oral comprehension 
sing 
look 

8 
8 
1 
3 
3 

:31 
:22 
:04 
:51 
:06 

subtotals: C2-3 37 2:46 
non-! 

physical activity 
conversation 

10 
1 

:25 
:03 

subtotals: D2 11 :28 
none 

read aloud 9 1:04 
repeat reinforcement 
repeat poem w/actions 
look 

11 
2 
2 

1:05 
:24 
:04 

subtotals: E2-3 24 2:37 
read aloud 6 :40 
repeat reinforcement 
reading comprehension 
look 

12 
6 
1 

:34 
:14 
:02 

manipulate materials 
subtotals: E4 

4 
29 

:09 
1:39 

none 

sing 
subtotals: F2 

3 
3 

:30 
:30 

none 

drill 12 :36 
repeat model 
repeat reinforcement 
oral comprehension 
sing 
look 

7 
10 
8 
2 
2 

:28 
:24 
:15 
:18 
:04 

subtotals: G2 40 2:05 
none 

write 2 :22 
look 4 :08 
manipulate materials 

subtotals: 112 
1 
7 

:33 
:33 

singing 
conversation 

1 
1 

:19 
:02 

subtotals: )1 2 :11 

155 11:12 
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Pupils are called upon to sing or chant (11 times) and engage insome physical activity (10 times) for 14 percent of the lesson. Theyare asked to look at something 12 times, manipulate objects such aspencils and worksheets 5 times, and answer conversational questions (for example, "Ready?") 3 times. 
All of these techniques, and many others, involve pupils activelyin each radio lesson. In this manner, the children's attention is heldfirmly, they are better able to acquire new skills, and they are morelikely to retain those skills. One result is that teachers and headmasters frequently comment on how much the children enjoy and areinterested in the Eniglisi in Action lessons. 

Modeling Good English 
The extraordinary challenges Kenya faces in teaching English toevery primary school child have already been noted. In particular,there is an increasing number of teachers who lack the skills necessary to model and teach English effectively. Yet rural children probably need better instruction than those in the city. The linguisticenvironment in rural areas is very different from urban centers suchas Nairobi. Children in urban schools hear English regularly outsideof their classes; rural children rarely encounter the language except

in an academic context. 
One of the particular advantages of radio in teaching foreignlanguages is that it can provide a good oral model for learners, anin .portant aspect of the Radio Language Arts Project instructional 

methodology. 
The standard model of English provided by the Eiglisi in Actionlessons is very important. The goal is not only correct English, butEnglish which is natural and useful within the Kenvan academicand social contexts. The four regular actors for the series included
two professional announcers from the Voice of Kenv-ay'a well-educated housewife who is now working full time with Schools Broadcasts, and a college student. They worked closely with the writers toharmonize each lesson's pronulHciation and intonation with standard Kenyan English, as defined by British usa i
vocabulary and educated Kenvaniusage in vocaglar and intona

tion. Lessons were designed to compensate for types ofsomebroadcast problems by stressing clarity in the actors' speech without sacrificing naturalness. 
The result of these combined strategies is one of the importantinstructional design principes used by the RLAP. Stated simply,the radio lessons sought to expose children to English of much 
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better quality than they would otherwise hear. Without the radio, 
many teachers would have difficulty providing consistently high 
standards of grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation, and intonation. 
Without the radio, rural children have little exposure to good Eng
lish beyond what their teachers can offer. With the radio, however, 
all lower primary children can hear the same high quality model of 
the target language. Whether they are in an English-rich urban 
environment or an English-poor rural environment, the English in 
Action series ensures that they are exposed to the linguistic model 
which they need to learn well. 

When this principle is combined with the complementary strate
gy of maximizing time-on-task, the radio can provide increased 
quantity as well as increased quality of English. Together, these two 
factors undoubtably account for much of the achievement gain in 
children exposed to daily radio English lessons. 

Immediate Reinforcement 
Another important lesson for education is that learning is en

hanced by immediate feedback to the learner. This is also an area 
where the one-way nature of broadcast media can cause problems 
unless appropriate care is taken. 

The Radio Language /\rts Project lessons are designed to serve 
teachers who may be weak in English, as well as those with good 
English skills. Therefore, each segment must be planned so that the 
pupils will benefit from everything that the classroom teacher can 
contribute, but will not suffer if this contribution is limited. 

For this reason, the radio gives pupils correct answers to prob
lems as often as possible witheut assuming that the teacher will 
participate. If the pupils have already responded correctly, the 
radio's answer reinforces their success. If they have responded 
incorrectly, or have not responded at all, the radio's answer shows 
them a proper response. Almost every time the radio provides this 
kind of reinforcement with new material, the children are asked to 
repeat it with the cue, "Again." 

There are, of course, reinforcement strategies other than repeat
ing the correct answer. The other iogical possibility for radio broad
casts is generalized approval (for example, "good" or "well done"). 
These are used sparingly in English in Action lessons, however, 
because it is impossible for the writers to know for certain whether 
the children's response will in fact be good. Giving one right an
swer, on the other hand, automatically provides posilive reinforce
ment or corrective feedback as appropriate. 
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As noted above, 26 percent of the pupil responses called for inLes'.on 102 were repetitions of a radio-supplied reinforcement, atota, of 41 repetitions in all. Comparing this to the number of responses requiring children to repeat an oral model (15), readaloud (15), and answer oral or reading comprehension questions
(15), one sees that pupils heard academic reinforcement 45 timesduring the lesson and repeated more than 90 percent of these 
reinforcements. 

The following excerpt from an oral maintenance segment illus
trates the simple technique involved. 

Sara: Look, Rono, I can touch the top shelf!
 
Rono: You're tall, Sara!
 
Safiri: Children, is Sara tall?
 

(Pause 3 seconds for pupil resonse.)

Rono: "Yes, she is." Again.


(Pause 2 seconds for pupil response.)

Sara: Rono, try to touch the top shelf. (teasing)
Rono: I can't, Sara. I'm too short.
 
Safiri: Children, is Rono short or tall?
 

(Pause 3 seconds for pupil response)

Sara: "He's short." Again.
 

(Pause 2 seconds for pupil response.)
 

The open-ended nature of language makes such reinforcement
difficult to implement for English. In the case of reading exercises,the problems are minimal. If the child has been asked to readsomething, the radio can repeat it correctly. If a comprehension
question has been asked, the radio can model an appropriate 
answer. 

In the case of writing, on the other hand, it is very difficult for theradio to provide effective reinforcement. The pupil's attention can
be drawn to a model of the correct response, but his or her actual
written work can neither be judged nor corrected by the radio. This

remains the teacher's responsibility.
 

Oral language falls between these two poles. In the first year ofbroadcasts it was fairly simple to anticipate the correct response to aquestion, since the p'upil's English was relatively limited. As thechildren's language ability increased, however, so did tile difficulty
of reinforcing correct responses. In the above example, there can beseveral good answers to the question, "Is Rono short or tall?"Appropriate responses include: "He is short," "Fle's short,"
"Short," "I think he's short," "Short, of course," etc. 

Fortunately, classroom observations suggest that the pupils arenot confused by hearing the radio offer one correct answer after
they have given a different one. Sometimes they will change their 
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next answer to follow the radio modei, and sometimes they will 
continue with their own chosen pattern. 

The important thing seems to be to demonstrate the correct con
cept ii, one of the appropriate linguistic contexts. Most children can 
then compare their answers to the one modeled and verify or cor
rect it as necessary. If they are certain that their response was 
linguistically correct they will continue to use that pattern. Other
wise, they will switch to the one modeled by the radio. This allows 

the continued use of the important instructional technique of imme
diate reinforcement during the broadcast. 

An Engaging Instructional Pace 

One of the earliest challenges faced by the RLAP team was to 
establish an effective instructional pace. How long should each 
lesson last? What should be its tempo and timing? How should 
different types of programming be selected and mixed? How quick
ly should the curriculum be covered? 

Probably the most significant decision in this area was to divide 
each lesson into discrete segments, or pieces. It was based on two 
major considerations. First, the curriculum itself breaks neatly into 
three separate areas: listening and speaking, reading, and writing. 
Second, the attention span of a child of six or seven years who is just 
entering Standard 1 is closei to three minutes than to 30 minutes. 
Even Standard 3 children are limited in their ability to focus on an 
academic task for any extended time. 

The segmented lesson format was chosen, therefore, as a way to 
accommodate distributed learning by allowing each broadcast to 

in both initial teaching and maintenanceaddress all skill areas 
modes, and as a method of holding pupils' attention for a relatively 
long time. The Radio Mathcnatics experience showed us that 

possible. Even so, there was considerable30-minute lessons were 
skepticism among our colleagues at the Kenya Institute of Educa
tion that Standard 1 children could endure a 30-minute broadcast. 
The re ,ular Schools Broadcasts from the Educational Media Serv
ices do not begin until Standard 2, and then they are only 15 
minutes long. Even the Standard 3 broadcasts last for 20 minutes at 
most. 

Some of our earliest field tests, therefore, investigated the possi
bility of a 30-minute segmented lesson. We were pleased to discov
er that there was no problem in holding children's attention, even at 
the late nursery school level, as long as the segments were short and 
varied enough and the learners were actively involved. 
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Striking a balance among different types of segments was a somewhat more difficult job. The need to establish an effective andvaried pace is limited by the sheer bulk of the curriculum. The entire
curriculum, including all of the major structures of the Englishlanguage and 2800 vocabulary items, is allotted 256 hours of new
radio instruction. The Scheme of Work and the lesson plans distribute this content. It takes the creative ingenuity of the writers to
make the lessons engaging. Chapter 6 discusses the ways in whichlanguage teaching methocology was coupled with various radio
techniques to develop lively lessons. 

One of the u.c-dvantages of the radio medium, however, is thefact that it must set one pace for all children. It is not able toindividualize instruction, as can a competent classroom teacher,
because writers cannot assess the needs and performance of partic
ular children in particular schools as English in Action is being broadcast. Tile clear danger is that the pace set in an effort to meet thedemands of the syllabus will be too fast for some children. 

Pace was a constant concern of project staff from the beginning of 
our work. Early in our planning we made a basic decision. Insuring
that the children learn what we morepresent is important than
thoroughly covering every single item in the syllabus. The prioritized sequencing of the Scheme of Work is designed 
so that, if tiletempo must be slowed, tile least important material will be omitted.

Within this context the lesson planners attempted to set a pace that

would allow slow and average children to keep Up without boring

the faster children.
 

One of tile most important tasks of the formative evaluation 
svstem was to indicate how well this objective was being met.When problems arose, appropriate steps were taken to correct tile
situation. For example, in the middle of Standard 2, test results andobservation reports indicated that a group of children at many

schools was falling behind the class leaders in reading skills. On the
basis of supplementary investigations by project staff, it was decid
ed to review certain reading skills, such as word attack, even if thismeant slowing down the introduction of new material from the
Scheme of Work. 

In brief, the principle of appropriate instructional pace is appliedin two ways for the Radio Language Arts Project. First, each lesson
is designed to teach effectively as much material as possible byvarying tile style and tempo of' the component segments. Second,
the lessons for each year are planned to cover as much of tilecurriculum as possible without risking leaving a large group of
children hopelessly behind. 
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Maximizing Time-on-Task 
One of the most powerful predictors of student achievement is 

time-on-task (Strother 1984) The more time children spend study
ing something, the more they are likely to learn. 

The consistent application of such obvious principles in practice, 
however, can be elusive. In the case of time-an-task, the concerns of 
most teachers and curriculum developers center on the total 
amount of time allocated to a given subject in one year. Less fre
quently examined are the amount of time actually spent teaching 
that subject within the allocated time, and the amount of active 
learning taking place in response to that teaching. Simple arithmetic 
shows that if only half of each class period is used for learning 
activities related to the target instra.ctional objectives, pupils will 
learn only half as much as they migiht have learned. 

This is certainly a concern for foreign language instruction. A 
surprising amount of the average EFL class is conducted in some 
language other than English. The situta ion worsens when teachers 
are not comfortable in English, for they are then even more likely to 
retreat to discussions about English cond:icted in a vernacular lan
guage. One way to improve learning by pupils in rural schools with 
less qualified teachers, therefore, is to ensure that the lessons are 
conducted in good English to the greatest extent possible. 

The centralized control offered by instructional radio offers an 
obvious solution. For the two and one-half hours each week that 
Radio Language Arts Project pupils listen to English in Action, we 
can make certain that they hear as much English as possible. 

During the early stages of the Standard 1 broadcast, teachers 
were asked when necessary to speak to the chiJdren in mother 
tongue, serving as intermediaries between the poipils, who had 
virtually no English at that point, and the lesson:s, which were 
conducted in English only. Once pupils gained some initial lan
guage skills, however, this type of mother tongue intervention was 
substantially reduced. Teachers were asked to explain something in 
mother tongue only when required to ensure mastery of some 
lexical item difficult to teach successfully. Most lessons cailed for no 
use of the vernacular at all. 

Given the restricted amount of time available for English lessons 
during the first three years of school in Kenya, maximizing tihe 
actual time-on-task within each lesson is even more important It is 
the only way to permit effective teaching of all of the critical comnpo
nents of the curriculum. The lrinciple also has two secondary 
benefits. 
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First, the decision to conduct radio classes exclusively in English
solved another problem facing the project team. In a coUntry with 
more than 40 languages, how can broadcasters communicate effec
tively with children? Since it is not practical to produce multiple
versions of each lesson without astronomically increasing the costs 
involved, the Use of only English in the broaicasts was all important alternative. 

Second, the intensive use of English in the RLAP lessons served 
as a useful model for teachers and pupils. In the com1plementary,
teacher-led lessons that augment the radio lessons, teachers were 
encouraged to use more English and less vernacular, further in
creasing the time on task. feam members noted that project teach
ers tended to use English immediately after the broadcasts for tran
sitions to the next class. -leadmasters have reported that RLAP 
pupils use English outside of their English classes (for example, on 
the playground) far more frequently than children from conven
tional classrooms. This multiplier effect enhances the results of 
maximizing the amount of English used in each broadcast. 

EFFECTIVE USE OF OTHER INSTRUCTIONAL MODES 
There is no such thing as the perfect teaching technology. No one 

should argue that radio is a panacea for the many challenges facing 
an educational system hke Kenya's. The purpose of the Radio Lan
guage Arts Project was to explore its potential for cost-effective 
instruction by capitalizing on its strengths and compensating for its 
weaknesses. 

The 10 principles already described primarily address the ques
tion of capitalizing on radio's strengths. The next three principles, 
on the other hand, focus on compensating for its weaknesses by
supplementing the broadcast lessons with help from the teacher, 
printed materials, and non-print materials. 

It should be noted, however, that these compensatory strategies
introduce problems of their own. The extent to which an inssruc
tional radio system relies on supplementary modes to enhance its 
effectiveness limits, in turn, some of the major advantages offered 
by the radio medium itself. In particular, relying on teachers too 
heavily can reduce the ability of radio to offer an alternative to weak 
instructors. Relying too heavily on printed material,; and other 
props can increase the cost of radio-based instruction awd reintro
duce distribution problems. 

Generally, the Radio Language Arts Project has sought a moder
ate approach, compromising between an exclusive We of unsupple
mented radio and a heavy reliance on alternative instructional 
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modes. The goal has been to ameliorate some of radio's problems 

without introducing major new disadvantages. 

The Radio/Teacher Partnership 
The basic goal of the English in Action radio lessons is to enhance 

the classroom teacher's effectiveness. This is accomplished by 
bringing into rural classrooms instructional techniques that might 
not otherwise be available: systematic coverage o the curriculum, a 
strong model of correct English, sophisticated pedagogy, maximum 
exposure to the target language, and lessons that can capture chil
dren's attention and motivate them. 

As the pupils' English improves, it becomes neither realistic nor 
efficient to expect the radio to be able to teach everything. It can 
carry a major instructional burden, but the greater the teacher's 
contribution, the more the children will benefit. On the other hand, 
if the radio's potential to compensate for specific weaknesses in 
specific teachers is to be realized, the programs cannot depend too 
heavily on the teacher's contribution lest children in classrooms 
with teachers of limited English ability and/or language teaching 
skills suffer. 

Some things are virtually impossible to teach without the help of 
a hurnan being in the classroom. The radio alone is inadequate to 
these tasks. Other important components, such as reinforcing feed
back io pupils, can be made far more effective with the teacher's 
competent help. The radio can tell children what one good answer to 
a question is. Only someone in the classroom can tell the children 
whether their answers were good." Finally, the all important chal
lenge of individualization requires a teacher. The radio can deliver 
effective instruction to most pupils, but it cannot respond to the 
particular needs of individual children. 

The RLAP team developed three principles on which to base the 
relationship of the teacher to the radio in the LEilish in Action series: 

1. 	 The radio lessons should offer some benefit to children 
who have no help at all from a teacher in their classroom. 
This means that some parts of each lesson mtust teach 
without relying on printed materials, blackboard %. rk, or 
teacher intervention. The regular inquiries from schools 
which indicate that they are using English in Action with
out benefit of teacher's notes or worksheets, and reports of 
adults such as taxi drivers and housenmaids listening to the 
lessons each morning, suggest that there is some value to 
the RLAP broadcasts by themselves. 

2. 	 Minimally adequate learning in each of the four skill areas 
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(listening, speaking, reading, writing) must take place
with limited intervention by the teacher. If he or she only
prepares the blackboard, distributes the worksheets, and 
selects children required to assist in the lesson, pupils must 
be able to master the major foundational objectives of the 
curriculum. 

3. To the extent that the teacher can go beyond these rnini
mum requirements, his or her pupils must benefit. The 
lessons must augment the teacher's abilities, and take ad
vantage of whatever contributions he or she can make to 
the educational process. 

In other words, the radio is a foundation, not an equalizer. Its 
purpose is to ensure some minimal level of learning on the part of 
every participating pupil. Those children lucky enoug h to be in
classrooms with strong teachers, however, will learn more than 
those with weak teachers. 

The most effective use of the English in Aclion lessons, therefore,
requires cooperation between the teacher and the radio. This part
nership is implemented in two ways. First, in the process of prepar
ing the Scheme of Work for each year, a careful analysis is made of 
every objective to determine the most efficient way to teach it.
Some objectives are assigned primarily to the teacher's area of
responsibility, with the radio offering support. Lesson plans are
piepared by RLAP staff for such areas, so that these competencies 
can be covered systematically, too. 

These teacher-led lessons are called "complementary lessons" to
emphasize the fact that they are intended to augment the radio
lessons. They are ';che. iled in the time available for IEnglish be
yond the two and one-half hours devoted to broadcasts. In Stan
dard 2, for example, the current natknal timetable calls for four
hours of English each week. Five 30-minute Englis in Action broad
casts leave one and one-half hours for additional ,,struction. The
project's teacher training specialist, therefore, prepared detailed 
lesson plans for two complementary lessons per week in Standard
2. Each of these lessons is designed to last between 30 and 45 
minutes.5 

A good example of this teacher/radio partner,;hip is written work.
Only two minutes out of 30 in each Standard 2 En,'sli in Action
lesson are devoted to writing. This time is used to introduce the
children to new skills (such as writing from dictation). Practicing
these skills, on the other hand, is left to non-radio class periods
Linder the guidance of the teacher. Devoting half of the radio lesson 
to writing practice, however, with dead air in the background while 
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children execute tasks for which the radio can give little useful 
feedback, would be inefficient and ineffective. 

Second, teacher's notes are prepared for every radio lesson to 
provide teachers with a clear picture of what will be covered and 
how they can work effectively with the radio. These notes summa
rize the content ol the lesson, outline the preparation required, and 
give specific suggestions about what the teacher should do during 
the broadcast. The broadcasts themselves contain guidance for the 
teacher whenever necessary, to supplement the most important 
points in the teacher's notes. The in-service training workshop held 
at the beginning of each year emphasized how teachers could help 
make the broadcasts more effective as well as how the radio could 
enhance the teachers' effectiveness. 

Printed Materials 
One of radio's strongest advantages when compared to the more 

conventional technology of textbooks is that it can avoid the costs of 
printing and distribution. Kenya, for example, benefits from the 
good primary English textbook series, ThiI ProgressivcPeak. Even in 
the small sample of 31 Radio Language Arts Proiect schools, howev
er, few had enough copies of these books for every lower primary 
pupil, and some had almost no copies at all. 

Part of the problem is supply. Books are not always available from 
the publisher when needed, and they represent a major expense. 
Even more significant is the distribution problem. Many project 
schools had funds available to purchase the Progressive Peak books 
they need. The books can be obtained in Nairobi, but they are 
absent from the district school equipment supply centers which 
serve rural areas. 

Completely avoiding the need for printed materials to supple
ment English in Action would solve this problem. Unfortunately, 
this was not practical. Language teaching benefits strongly from 
visual perception. Printed materials play an important role in any 
EFL program, particularly foi reading. One cannot learn to read 
withoUt having something to read. 

Rather than trying to eliminate all printed materials completely, 
then, the RLAP sought to reduce the amount of series-specific 
material to a minimum while allowing schools to take advantage of 
whatever textbooks they might have. This parallels the philosophy 
that lessons do not require, but can benefit from, strong teachers. 

To achieve this goal, the radio broadcasts themselves make no 
mention of TeiL ProgrressivePeak textbooks. A school without a single 
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English book would still be able to use the English in Action series 
fully. Instead, guidelines are provided for using the Peak books, if
they are available, during the complementary teacher-led lessons. If 
these textbooks are not available, the teacher can substitute other 
books or, if necessary, rely solely on the materials used during the 
radio lessons. 

The minimal print material supplied by the project was the pupil
worksheets. RLAP worksheets used typewritten text and simple,
black-and-white line drawings, primarily to support reading work. 
When oral segments required such worksheets, writers used or 
modified the ones already designed for the reading segments rather 
than developing new ones. 

The number of these worksheets was held to an absolute mini
mum. Nevertheless, this figure tended to increase as the pupils
moved to higher grades and the reading component assumed great
er importance." Nineteen worksheets were developed for Standard 
1, 48 each for Standards 2 and 3. Their simple design made them 
relatively inexpensive to prepare and print. Simple offset printing 
or even mimeographing is adequate. 

During the project's pilot phase these worksheets were continu
ously developed in conjunction with the lesson scripts, and distrib
uted (with the teachers' notes) to project schools every other week. 
This was required by the feedforward formative evaluation system,
which assessed the entire instructional package, including printed
materials. For national implementation, however, the worksheets 
could be compiled as small booklets, which would be cheaper to 
print than textbooks ($. 11 to $.21 per booklet, depending on the

number of pages and the quantity ordered) (Kemmerer and Friend
 
1985).
 

Non-print Materials 
The strategy for reducing printed materials to an absolute mini

mum relies in part on substitutes which can be provided by the 
teacher. Two major alternatives were used: the blackboard and 
simple props. 

Every set of teacher's notes had a section entitled "On the Black
board," and most lessons called for at least some use to be made of
this most basic of all educational technologies. The obvious advan
tage of the blackboard for the project was that it could replace some 
printed material. Whatever the teacher could draw or write on the 
board did not have to be distributed in a book. 
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A second advantage was pedagogic. One difficulty of radio in
struction is providing cues to direct the pupils' attention. A teacher 
helping the class to read a short paragraph can easily get the chil
dren to look at a specific word by holding up a copy of the book and 
pointing to the proper place. The radio, oil tile other hand, must 
guide the children through a complicated series of steps. For exam
ple, "Find the third line. (Pause) Touch the third line. (Pause) Now 
find the fifth word. (Pause) Touch the fifth word. (Pause) Read the 
fifth word. (Pause)" This can be shortened somewhat by using 
numbers or other symbols to cue the children, but only at the 
expense of creating a somewhat artificial format for written English. 
Even the most sophisticated approaches to the radio's guiding the 
children through suclh tasks have proven to be time-consuming and 
difficult for pupils to follow. 

Using the blackboard is an excellent alternative. Once the teacher 
has written a few words or sentences there, he or she can focus the 
children's attention as necessary simply by pointing with a stick. 
The same pointer can help younger children master skills like read
ing from left to right, or moving from the end of one line of text to 
the beginning of another. It can help pace older children as they 
move through the body of a paragraph. This proved to be a power
ful instructional technique in Eniglish in Action. 

There are, of course, constraints on this method, namely black
board space and teacher time. RLAP blackboard work sometimes 
had to coexist with material from other subjects which was compli
cated enough to be saved from day to day. Even when Lniglislh in 
Action had sole claim on the blackboard, too many drawings or too 
much text could exceed the available space. Tlhe teacher had a 
limited amount of time to write large amounts of text on the board. 
Some teachers lack the skills to do anything more than the simplest 
of drawings. 

For these reasons, scriptwriters had to pay careful attention lest 
the demands of several segments written by several people con
pletely overload the blackboard and the teacher. A special planning 
chart was used for this purpose. As segments were developed, the 
writer made a note on it every time board work was required. Each 
writer checked this chart before adding anything to the blackboard 
in a given lesson, to ensure that no unreasonable demands were 
made. 

The other way of reducing printed materials is by using simple, 
easily available props. There is no need to show children a picture of 
a pencil when the real thing will teach the vocabulary word "pencil" 
more effectively. 
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The teacher's notes list those props that had to be acquired ahead 
of time. Great care was taken not to request things that are too 
expensive or too difficult to find. This was another aspect of the
radio methodology which was carefully monitored by formative 
evaluation, so that corrections could be made when unobtainable 
props are requested. 7 Even given this limit, however, the use of 
props has become an important component of English in Action. 

Cost Control 
As with any educational technology, instructional radio involves 

expenses against which iti achievements must be measured. Start
up costs can be high, particularly for a new series such as English in 
Action. Operating costs are a significant factor, particularly for the 
air time required by the broadcasts. 

lecause of the inherent expenses of developing and broadcasting
radio lessons, ii is important to ensure that no additional costs are 
unnecessarily associated with the methodology if the total package
is to remain economical. Furthermore, pilot projects such as tile 
RLAP too often depend on resources (human and temporal, as well 
as material) which cannot be supported by normal operating budg
ets. In such cases, Of course, no matter h(ow impressive the results,
the new methodologies can never be properly implemented. 

The goal of the Radio Language Arts Project was to develop an 
effective radio-based instructional package which could be used
nationally with minimum additional expense. The basis thisof 
package Wvas three y'ears of radio English lessons which are "on the 
shelf," ready for use with no additional investment other than the 
broadcast time itself. Two additional components, however, re
quired further expenditures: printed materials and teacher training.
A primary objective of the RLAP, therefore, was to hold down these 
two costs. Since this had pedagogic implications, cost control be
came an instructional design principle in its own right. Cost guided 
our decisions about pupil worksheets and in designing teacher's 
notes. Major cost issues are discussed at length in Chapter 11. 

CONCLUSION 
None of the instructional methods described in this chapter are 

partirularly revolotionarv. Most are based on principles which have 
been recommended in tle literature for some time. Their potential
for establishing an effective, innovative approach to teaching Eng
lish by radio rests on two facts. 
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First, the RLAP integrated these methods into an instructional 
package. For example, the active participation of the children was 
enhanced by the engaging pace of the instruction, while the proper 
pace was maintained in part by the pupils' participation. The sys
tematic instructional design process facilitated the distribution of 
learning in cycles of days and weeks, while these same cycles 
provided a natural structure within which to design the series of 
lessons systematically. 

Second, the RLAP applied these principles in practice. We worked 
hard to identify, validate, and use, on a daily basis, an instructional 
methodology based on the principles elucidated in this chapter, 
principles which often required us to change our previous ideas 
about designing mediated learning packages. 

This is not to suggest that the pedagogy described here was either 
perfectly conceived or perfectly executed, The formative evaluation 
results consistently identified areas where new principles had to be 
developed or old principles applied more consistently. English in 
Action evolved as the project team gained more experience and 
knowledge. The important point, however, is that this evolution 
was guided as much as possible by the powerful instructional prin
ciples explained above. 

NOTES 
1 	This chapter draws on Lesson 102, Standard 2, for several spetific examples of 

the application of the instructional principles being discussed. Lesson 102 was 
produced at the Voice of Kenya studios on May 18, 1983 for broadcast on June 28, 
1983, halfway through Standard 2. 

2 	 Competencies from three skill areas, listening, speaking, and writing, are gener
ally maintained in each lesson. The fourth skill area, writing, involves primarily 
psychomotor skills which can be practiced in concert with a wide variety of 
speaking/listening and reading objectives. For this reason, the specific writing 
competency from a given frame usually is not assigned special maintenance 
segments. 

3 	 The actual running time of these Schools Broadcasts is always somewhat 
shorter than what is shown on the timetable to allow for continuity announce
ments between programs. Each English in Action lesson, for instance, runs 
approximately 28:30 minutes. These global calculations, however, are based on 
the full 15- and 30-minute periods, respectively. 

4 	 On the other hand, problems arise when the radio and the teacher give conflict
ing feedback. Every time we havc observed this situation, the pupils have 
followed the teacher's lead. lFur o wious reasons, he or she is a far more irnpor' 

tant classroom influence than the radio. The consistent use of one correct answer 
to reinforce every - ipil response assumes additional importance in this context. 
It helps to guide some teachers as well as their pupils. 

5 	Most teachers take a few minutes each day to prepare for the radio lesson. In 
order that FEnglish in Action not interfere With other subjects on the timetable, 
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headmasters are instructed to reduce the complementary lesson periods tocompensate for this time. Furthermore, during the project's pilot phase it isimportant that the time spent teaching English with the radio methodology notexceed the time spent at each school the previous year teaching English withoutthe radio. Project schools are told, therefore, to reduce the time alloted to
complementary lessons as necessary to keep the total English class time constant
in schools which deviate from the official tmetable. 

6 	 The Radio Mathematics Project in Nicaragua was abie to reverse this trend. Noindividual pupil worksheets at all were distributed after the last third of the firstgrade course. They were replaced by a set of 14 posters for each classroom in the
second year, and pasteboard rulers and inexpensive copies of arithmetic tablesin the third and fourth years. This is one area where mathematics instruction isbetter able to take advantage of radio's potential than language instruction. SeeJamesine Friend, the Radio"Shaping Mathematices Curriculum," in Radio
Mathematics in Nicaragua,eds. Jamesine Friend, Barbara Searle, and PatrickSuppes. Stanford, California: Institute for Mathematical Studies in the Social 
Sciences, Stanford Univ:ersity, 1980, p. 50. 

7 	 Formative evaluation results in this area occasionaliy surprise the team. Forinstance, a series of Standard I lesso.;s used books to teach colors. Teachers 
w.,ere asked to obtain books with different colored covers for use during theb,oadcasts. These props were very effective, except that many teachers could
not ebtain a book with a black cover. By chance, none of the textbooks normally
available in a typical Standard I classroom met this criterion. 
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CHAPTER 4 
ADAPTING A CURRICULUM TO RADIO 

Philip Sedlak 

The principal objective of the Radio Language Arts Project, to 
improve the quality of basic English instruction offered to children 
in the first three years of the Kenyan primary school system, also 
stipulated: 

" The primary medium of instruction ror the 
three-year instructional package was to be radio. 

* This radio-based package was to be delivered at 
minimal cost. 

* The radio language arts curriculum was to be the 
same curriculum taught in the schools of Kenya. 
These constraints then affected the way the curric
ulum was implemented; that is, the way it was put 
into the hands of the teachers and students. 

This chapter describes the process of adapting the curriculum to 
interactive radio instruction. The first section discusses the work of 
translating the Kenyan text-based curriculum into a radio-based 
curriculum and interpreting it for the scriptwriters. 

ADAPTING THE KENYA CURRICULUM 

Specification of curriculum content followed three developmen
tal stages. First, the Kenya English syllabus was analyzed. This 
content was reorganizd as the yearly Scheme of Work, and on the 
basis of the Scheme of Work, daily lesson plans were developed. 

The Kenya English Syllabus 
The Ministry of Education booklet, Kenya Syllabus for Primary 

Schools: English, specifies the curriculum content of the English in 
Action radio lessons, as it does for all English classes in Kenyan 
public schools. For Standards 1-7, the syllabus summarizes the 
objectives as follows: 

All children should acquire a sufficient command of English in 
spoken and written form, to enable them to communicate freely, 
follow subject courses and textbooks, and read for pleasure in 
the language (Ministry of Education, 1978:1). 
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It further staies that students who complete Standard 7 should 
have: 

(a) a pronundation of international intelligibility, (b) a good ear
for language, (c) a working command in the necessary skills of
words and phrases (including idioms) of general serviceabi!ity,
and (d) working command in the necessary skills of grammati
cal items (often referred to as "Sentence Patterns") of general
serviceability . . (1-2). 

On the basis of the generalized objectives cited above and the
specific content to be taught listed as "words" and "sentence pat
terns" in the Kenya syllabus, the RIAP team, in consultation with a
curriculum development specialist, developed a series of behavior
al objectives for the skill areas, of listening, speaking, reading, and
writing. A typical behavioral speaking objective might be stated, for
example, "to talk about getting up in the morning and describe the
situation." Program developers used this series of behavioral objec
tives as guidelines for the design of our Scheme of Work and the 
daily lessons. 

The syllabus lists two sets of vocabulary items, one for listening
and speaking, and another for reading for each of the seven years of 
primary English. It specifies a total of 1600 oral (listening and speak
ing) and 1200 reading vocabulary items, and a subset of the oral
items, for dhe first three years of English instruction. It also lists 45"sentence patterns" for the first year, 45 for the second, and 30 for
the third. The syllabus does not state, beyond the content of the
brief quotation above, what level of mastery is expected of the 
vocabulary or structures. 

The syllabus is essentially a set of lists for each Standard: a list of
listening and speaking vocabulary, a list of reading vocabulary, and 
a list of sentence patterns. This linguistic content is realized in The
ProgressivePeak English Course, the textbook series which sequences
the language, gives guidance to the teacher on methodology, and 
provides the exercises, stories, and examples that are intended to 
bring the language to life. 

One suspects that the syllabus-at least the vocabulary lists-was
written after the texts and simply listed everything in the books. The 
vocabulary seems rather arbitrary and frequently irrelevant, partic
ularly to Kenyan rural children. 

Sentence patterns, on the other hand, are very much like those
covered in other beginning-level texts. Given the density of the 
sentence patterns, however, it is unlikely that very many pupils 
even approach mastery of the more complex structures. For exam
ple, the pattern suggested for the Standard 2 level: Sentences 
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with anything, something, nothing, anybody, somebody, nobody; 
e.g., Is there anything in the bag? There's something/nothing in the 
bag. Is there anybody at the door? There's somebody/nobody at the 
door. This pattern-really a set of structures-is especially compli
cated, and when it is combined with negation becomes even more 
so. Since we were responsible for teaching the structures specified 
in the syllabus, we in:roduced them in our instructional program 
with modest expectations as to tile level of mastery. 

Although the syllabus for Standard 3 level consists of only 30 
additional structures, they include those which would comprise a 
complete syntactic inveptory of the English language, if the implica
tions of each of the suggested structures is taken into account. 
Again, these structures can only be introduced, but with only 256 
hours of radio instruction to cover all the complex structures, such 
as relative clauses, as well as simpler ones, mastery is unlikely. The 
content of Standard 3 appears to increase in complexity compared 
with that of Standards 1 and 2. Tile aim seems to be to cover all the 
major structures of English before the children enter Standard 4, the 
year during which English replaces mother tongue as the medium 
of instruction. 

The Scheme of Work 

To develop a curriculum guide for each Standard, we looked at 
both the Kenya syllabus and the set of overarching language-beha
vioral objectives. We developed these objectives and checked them 
against the objectives of the PeakCoursealthough these books do not 
state objectives for each lesson in behavioral terms. From the lan
guage content of the syllabus and the rather universal objectives, 
we devised a systematic series of curriculum units-the Scheme of 
Work. The Scheme of Work, developed through the collective labor 
of various team members and consultants for each of the three years 
of primary instruction, formed the basis for lesson planning, radio 
methodology, and script development, and was the standard refer
ence point from which formative evaluation test items were de
rived. It was, in effect, a restated version of the Kenyan English 
curriculum. 

The Scheme of Work is divided into a number of "frames." The 
number of frames per year corresponds roughly to the number of 
weeks in a vear. Most frames require one week for initial teaching; 
more compiex ones require more time, less complex ones less time. 
Each frame has a unity through the relationship between vocabu
lary, sentence patterns, and the topic or situation suggested for 
using the language. The sample frame below shows how each 
frame is organized. 
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00 
ST R 2FIGURE 

STANDARD 2 
11 

Sample Frame 
Scheme of Work 

FRAME 13 

Version A 10/1/82 
Begin Term11 

Topic Skills Competencies Structures Vocabulary Additional
Notes 

Getting 
up 

A. Listening 1. Understand descriptive words related 
to morning and getting up. 

2. Begin to hear difference between
verb forms, e.g., 
She looks in the rocm. 
I look in the room. 

1. It's dark at night. 

2. It's raining. 

3. Is there somebody in the room? 
Yes, there is. 
No, there isn't. 

4. There's somebody in the room. 

1. light (n) 

2. turn on 

3. turn off 

4. call 

5. leg 

W 

B. Speaking 

r)C. Reading 

D. Writing 

1. Talk about getting up and describe 

tile situation, 

1. Comprehend narration of series of 
events based on habitual order. 

1. Write answer to question: Is theresomething in -_ 's room? 
2. Write from dictation: 

She wakes up. 
1 wake up. 

5. There's nobody in the room. 6. shoe 
7. put away 

8. down 
9. neck10. night 

11. asleep 
12. safe 

13. woke up 
14. dark 

15. light 

Use first
person
narrative-like 
work sheet to 

show verbs. 

Follow up: 

RWU, 1-17 

Worksheet I 
2-3 famsily 
members 
getting up 

mother, 
daughter 



Topics. The topic is a suggested setting for the dramatic action of 
the script. It is a situation or activity requiring communication 
around which vocabulary and sentence structures can be used in a 
realistic manner. The topics provided the context for introducing 
new language, but when topics were repeated they enabled the 
writers to integrate and expand the language at a more sophisticat
ed level. Topics were those familiar to children; many are also found 
in the Peak materials. 

Skills. It is an advantage to scriptwriters to be aware that certain 
objectives, or competencies, can best be achieved through the prac
tice of one skill rather than another although they frequently over
lap in real life. Listening and speaking are usually paired in practice, 
but we expect learners to be able to understand much more than 
they are able to speak. For purposes of instruction, each skill can be 
isolated and emphasized. 

Competencies. One way of 2td ing objectives in language teach. 
ing is to stress the linguistic items, particularly the forms of those 
items. Exercises point out and practice the formal differences. For 
example: 

She looks in the room everyday.
 
She looked in the room yesterday.
 

Consistent with current language teaching trends, however, we 
took a different approach. Basically, we stated the objectives for a 
frame as somewhat general competencies, indicating what we ex
pected students to be able to do with the language. The relationship 
between sentences used in an exercise is based more on meaning, 
therefore, than on formal differences. The student might be expect
ed to speak three sentences like the following: 

I get up at 7 o'clock. I wash my hands and face. 
My mother makes my breakfast. 

Naturally we want students to knok the correct forms, the differ
ence, for example, between "I wash/She washes." The focus here is 
on communication, however, not on grammar for its own sake. The 
design of the RLAP curriculum was eclectic, sometimes focusing on 
particular grammatical structures and sometimes focusing on func
tional-notional categories. In terms of language teaching, "compe
tency" therefore referred to the knowledge of a rule or set of rules of 
grammar or to the knowledge of a rule or set of rules of 
communication.1 

Structures. The essential structures specified by the syllabus had 
to be covered. They were grouped, as much as possible, into clus
ters that related to the topics and provided the basic grainmar 
necessary to achieve the competencies identified for the week. 
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Vocabulary. The vocabulary also was grouped to relate to thetopic. The scriptwriters tried to use the vocabulary listed in the
required syllabus. They had the freedom to delay teaching those
words that were not appropriate, however, and to introduce words
from later frames if they were more usefuil. They also used previ
ously learned words, as discussed in the previous chapter. 

Additional Notes. The additional notes, for tile production team,referred to miscellany related to the frame. As in the sample frame,
the notes often indicated follow-up activities (here a reading selec
tion in Read With Us, pp. 28-29 "Emma, Jim, and tile Goat,") and
suggested topics for worksheets devoted to a given frame to accom
pany the radio scripts written during the week. Notes also indicated
integrative activities, messages for the teacher's notes, etc. 

Sample Frame 13 is representative of the type used in Standard 2.Standard 3's emphasis had two notable differences. First, tile Stan
dard 3 Scheme of Work focused more on "notional" and "topical"categories 2 and less on specific language structures. Second, each
frame contained a number of suggested settings, structures, andvocabulary items which were not all covered within one frame.
Settings, structures, ano vocabulary could appear in more than oneframe. Although the foctu was on notional and topical categories,
throughout the cours. of the year all of the vocabulary and struc
tures specified by the Kenya syllabus for Standard 3were used. The 
reason for suggesting rather than requiring vocabulary and structures was to give the writers greater flexibility in designing broad
cast segments and to achieve more natural language. 

The earlier Radio Mathematics Project used a "strands structure"
form of curriculum organization (Searle, Ci a., 1976:70-71). Six basic 
strand&, were defined: 

" Basic concepts • Subtraction 
* Numeration - Applications
* Addition - Measurement 

The RLAP curriculum ha#s some parallels. The basic concepts in alanguage curriculum are the sentence patterns and vocabulary.
Some traditional language programs stop instruction here, and testachievement by knowledge of the grammar and words mastered. 

Normally, however, learners are expected to do something withthe language, to communicate with others or to read works in the
language. Since a language curriculum is only a sampling of thelanguage appropriate to the learners' stage of development and tothe learners' use of the language, another strand is context for use. 
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These were the "topics" of the RLAP frames. This is what the 
students do with the language. 

The specific receptive skills of listening and reading and the 
productive skills of speaking and writing are similar to the math 
strands of addition and subtraction. 

In practice, the Scheme of Work worked quite well for managing 
the teaching of generalized pupil competencies and specific gram
matical structures. It was more difficult to apply this approach to 
managing the teaching of specific vocabulary, primarily because of 
the large number of words that the syllabus required be mastered in 
three years. 

The problem was essentially one of recordkeeping. It was a fairly 
simple matter to assign these words required by the syllabus in a 
given year across the frames of that year's Scheme of Work. The 
writers made every effort to provide adequate initial instruction for 
a given frame's specified vocabulary. Keeping track of the actual 
use of every target word in every lesson of every week, however, 
exceeded the limits of available resources. Systematic review of the 
vocabulary taught in previous frames was difficult to achieve, de
pending on the accuracy of the writers' memories and their ability 
to incorporate items from one frame into the instructional setting of 
another. It was easy, for example, to introduce the word "bus" in a 
series of lessons written about a journey, but quite difficult to 
review the same word in a series set on someone's shamba, or small 
farm. The same problem made it far more difficult to test any more 
than a small sample of specified vocabulary for formative evaluation 
purposes. 

To improve this situation, the vocabulary for Standard 3 was 
prioritized according to the importance of each word in relation to 
what is required of pupils in Standard 4. High priority words, those 
that occur frequently in no:mal academic contexts, were not given 
much attention within the vocabulary tracking system since they 
would probably occur naturally thtroughout a year's lessons. Low 
priority words, those listed in the syllabus but not commonly used 
in academic settings, were covered in at lea;t one series of seg
ments, but not tracked, on the assumption that they are not as 
important to master. 

Middle priority words were given the most attentioi, in the vo
cabulary records. These words were important enough that they 
had to be learned and retained, but without special attention they 
might not have been used by writers frequently enough to accom
plish this. By focusing resources on tracking and testing these mid
dle priority words, and assuming that the high priority words 
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would automatically receive adequate instructional time, the pro
ject team was able to cover the vocabulary specified in the curricu
lum more systematically. 

Development of Daily Lessons 
Our essential aim in the curriculum design was to preserve the

linguistic content of the Kenya syllabus, to sequence individual 
items differently to take advantage of the radio medium, and to 
specify measurable objectives in order to evaluate the success of the
teaching. The next step then was to convert tile curriculum into
daily lesson or script plans, including suggested teaching methods, 
to make it more usable for the scriptwriters. 

A few general language teaching principles guided the develop
ment of the daily lessons. It might be more accurate to say that these 
principles emerged gradually during our early experimentation,
but they became important considerations in the development of
the lesson plans. (Beyond these principles, many other factors af
fected lessons. They are discussed later in this chapter.) 

First, throughout the three years of the project, the pedagogical
focus was on syntax (the grammar system), rather than phonology
(the sound system) or morphology (the ord-form system). From 
time to time, exercises, games, and drills were devised which em
phasized phonological or morphological contrasts-tense and lax
vowels, voiced and voiceless consonants, verb tense forms-but we 
found it necessary to develop contrastive exercises to stress sound 
contrasts which are perfectly clear in live speech, but which do not 
come across very well in areas of poor radio reception. During the 
first year, for example, children had a great deal of trouble produc
ing the initial sounds in the minimally paired pronouns "he" and"she." We suspected t!::what was happening was that the chil
dren in poor reception aLis were hearing a generalized white noise 
burst for both sounds. The children's belief that they were hearing
the same sound for both pronouns was no doubt corroborated by
the lack of gender contrast in third person singular pronouns in 
many Kenyan languages, like Swahili, which has a third person
singular pronoun /ey1e, meaning "he" or "she." Exercises to contrast 
these sounds were developed as well as others which contrasted 
initial and final voiceless stops [p], [t], and [k], another series of 
sounds whose contrasts were difficult to hear in poorer reception 
areas. Occasionally, exerci ,es were developed which pointed up
morphological contrasts such as singular/plural noun forms (boy/
boys; L( k/books; box/boxes); third person singular/non-third per-
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son singular verb forms (she sings/you sing), present/past tense 
verb forms (Iwalk/I walked). 

The second principle was to proceed from the simple to the 
complex. There is not complete agreement among curriculum de
signers and textbook writers about linguistic complexity. In gener
al, complexity is a combination of intuitively judged syntactic com
plexity and sentence length. In practice, we asked children to repeat 
or produce three, four, or five-word sentences. These sentences 
became syntactically more complex and increased in length as time 
went on. However, when children encountered unfamiliar material 
which they were required to repeat, they were not capable of more 
than 10 to 15 words. Maximum sentence length for repetition vas 
constrained by a number of factors: memory span, familiarity with 
the structures used in tile sentence, familiarity with the vocabulary 
items, number of structures in the sentence. Formative evaluation 
of early lessons showed us where wre were too complex.: For 
example, when children were required to produce a new word in a 
familiar syntactic context, they might have faltered at the point 
where the new word was encountered and failed to produce the 
remainder of the sentence. Novel syntactic structures could pro
duce a similar effect. 

Later in tile first year and from the beginning of the second year, 
we followed the principle of using global sentence-marking ele
ments; these, in the words of Rivers (1971:131), allow the learner to: 

.. ecgniz rapidly sentence shape by identification 0t clues to 
question form, negation, coordination, subordination. I It,must 
recognize clues which indicate condition, purl'pose,, temporal 
relationships. 

Cates and Swaffar (1979:11) state that: 
Syntactic functions.. which determine meaning at the level of 
the sentence or te\t ----in other words, those that have global 
relevance-are mu1LlCIh thannore important for comprehension 
functions like non and verb mop'1, hology, which havt' only local 
relevance. 

To put it another way, the global elments are basic to communica
tion, the local elements are niceti ,s. At a relatively early stage, 
children were introduced to the ';rious question forms of ihe Eng
lish language together with appropriate answer forms so that they 
would quickly internalize the contrast between W1I- and Yes-No 
questions, for example, and to recognize the afppropriateness of 
using "because" in response to "why" questions. We were able 
quickly to develop the interactive nature of the lessons through 
question and answer dialogues between tile radio characters. 
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In addition to these broad language teaching principles, the daily
lesson plans were guided by the instructional principles in the 
previous chapter. 

The following section describes some other issues we faced. We
tried to develop appropriate responses to these issues within tile
limitations of the project. This discussion, centering as it does on
language learning factors, will be of interest to English teaching
specialists primarily. 

FACTORS INFLUENCING CURRICULUM DESIGN 
The "limitations" which we originally sketched out in the design

phase of the project often turned out to be assets as much as
liabilities. For example, the use of radio as a medium of instruction 
was seen to be a distinct disadvantage, lacking as it does a visual 
component. But as time progressed, we began to realize that the 
very lack of a visual component allowed the play of the pupils'
imaginative powers, giving them the opportunity to concentrate 
more on the linguistic signal, vhich is unaccompanied by a poten
tially anibigUating and distracting visual component. A second ad
vantage of the radio medium was that it allowed us to control the 
amount of language exposure, and through the pacing, to give us
the opportunity to offer the children a much greater volume of
English-language input than in non-radio language classes. 

A second area where we originally perceived limitations was that
of the teacher. Initially, the development of "teacher-proof" lessons 
was considered. As the project developed on site, however, we
began to perceive distinct advantages to integrating the teacher as
fully as possible into the programs. We sawv that teacher participa
tion enhanced the radio "presence" and, not insignificantly, con
tributed to the teachers' self-esteem and enthusiasm to assist. 

Although radio is central to the proi2ct, it was thl coitrolling
medium of instruction, not the sole medium. Classroom props,
teacher activities, pupil classroom modeling, classroom materials,
and blackboard usage radiate from radio-focused lessons Supple
mentarv materials and activities were planned to cost as little as 
possible ari wver'. used when project staff could not effectively
teach a skill solely by radio. 

The Radio Medium 
There are numerous examples of radio used as a foreign language

instructional medium. The vast majority of these cases are those in 
which language instruction commences at an intermediate or ad-
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vanced level. Although Kenya has been a pioneer in the use of radio 
for instructional purposes, it has used radio for English instruction 
only in a supplementary fashion and only commencing in Standard 
2. Before tile RLAP began producing lessons, there was consider
able doubt at the Kenya Institute of Education about whether radio 
could serve as the major instructional medium. Many RLAP consul
tants also believed that visual contact would be necessary in the 
early stages even though lang, age operates primarily through an 
aural-oral channel. They also felt that when reading and writing 
were taught la'Ler, .K-,isual component would be even more essen
tial. As will be seen in ti.' subsequent discussion, the nature of 
radio often proved to be an ,cdvantage, not a liability. 

Friend (1980:53) cites some c.iaracteristics of radio which would 
affect curriculum design. Radio, she states: 

" is a unidirectional medium of oral communication;
 
" lacks a visual c)m ponent; and,
 
" is a mass medium.
 

Unidirectional Oral Communication and Lack of Visual Compo
nent. Language has been defined as a "systematic means of corn
-,unicating ideas or feelings by the use of conventional signs, 

sounds, gestures, or marks having understood meanings" (i'Vel
ster's Ne, Colhc'iath L)ictiolmrl1). Such a system is central to cultural 
transmission and the sharing of knowlefge. Although there are still 
many cultures in the world which communicate throughl spoken 
language alone and have no written form of the language, there are 
no cultures in the world which have a written language but no 
spoken language. This confirms the primacy of the oral nature of 
language. In many societies, where literacy is not vet common
place, spoken language is even more essential. In the initial stages 
of language learning, if tile language student is destined eventually 
to master all four language skills, it is generally accepted that some 
proficiency in speaking and listening should be developed prior to 
the teaching of reading and writiig. This was especially true in our 
case where the language learners were simaultaneously ad ieving 
literacy not only in English but also in their own vernaculjar lan
guages and in the major li f-giuibaca and national language of the 
country, Swahili. 

During the first year of the project, when the children's proficien
cy in English was near zero, one of the major problems was how to 
transmit sound-meaning correspondences to the children success
fully. Because of the oral nature of the radio channel, it was decided 
that at the very beginning of the broadcast period in Standard I the 
attention of the children would be focused on nouns and verbs 
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which could easily be illustrated by sound effects on tile radio. 
Concrete rather than abstract nouns and verbs were chosen. Thus,the sentence "That's a bird" would be juxtaposed with the sound
effect of a bird, "That's a bell" with the sound effect of a bell, "JUmna
is clapping" with the sound of clapping in the background, "Rosa isstamping her feet" with the Sound of feet stamping. Verbs included"'singing," "clapping," "laughing," etc. 

One benefit of the oral nature of radio, is that the pace of the 
programs is much faster than that of traditional classes and the 
amount of time ,.na task is greatei. A cursory observation of sever-d
traditional English classes revealed more interruptions for ques
tions, requests, etc., which were often responded to in mother 
tongue as well as mother tongue explanations of language structures. This unsuspL(:cted difference resulted in radio classes having
200-300 percent more exposure to English, even if such a crude 
measure as number of English words per half-hour is applied. 

First-vear results icfect the oral emphasis. In the summative 
evaluation test, listening scores for the radio group were 50 percent
higher than those for the non-radio group; mean reading scores 
were 25 percent higher than those of non-radio classes. 

From many of the insights we gained from the Radio Mathe mat
ics Project, we knew from the beginning that we should do whatev
er possible to allow the children time to participate in the program
actively rather than demand that tihey merely sit and listen. As
 
veteran teachers as well as learners of foreign languages, most of us
 
were aware that active participation in language learning is even 
more essential than in oti.,r subject areas. We believed that the more radio-pupil interchanges simulated real-life language behav
ior, the more likely it was that our inistructioIal package would be
effective. From the outset, radio characters talked to the children 
aid only iinifreqtuentlv to one another. We tried to develop radiocharacters and a radio style which was autl'oritative but not threat
ening. The radio engaged the children by giving instructions, hav
ing the children ask and answer questions, and having them partici
pate in songs, drills, poems, games, and other activities. Lesson 102
from Standard 2, a typical script, had the children making a verbal 
or phy.sical response about once every II seconds, for a total of
appr'oximately 155 responses in the 28-ind-a-half minute program. 

VVe tried to avoid pauses that were either too long or too short. 
Pause length was continuously assessed by both project observers
and team members themselves. This was an ongoing activity, be
cause not only were new types of activities introduced, but children 
also become quicker in their response times to familiar material. If 
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pauses were too short, children were not only unable to say what 
was required in the time allotted, but they were also unable to hear 
what followed. Ifpauses were too long, the children sensed that tile 
program was losing its liveliness and 'ucame bored and 
nonparticipatory. 

Children's attention was engaged item by item. The teacher was 
encouraged to assist the children in making a response. We also 
explained to teachers that radio characters first model new items 
and then the chiidren respond. A difficult problem here was in 
training tile teachers to encourage the children's participation but 
not to do too much. When the tea :hers "led" the responses too 
much, the level of children's responses dropped off, and most 
likely, so did their learning. It is clear that they saw the Lfacher 
doing their work for them. 

Radio does not easily allow the posibility of dihnerent responses 
on the part of the user. This is especially troublesomre with thc 
teaching of language. There is no way in niclh the radio can carry 
on a realisiic conversation with all of the Udidice or even a single 
member of it. Other than for highly titualizud greetings, one cannot 
piedict what one's interloctLor is going t( sayi.As a one-way chrl
nel of commIn clition, therefore, the radio is limited to, let us say, 
asking a question, for which the answer has already been modeled 
or for which there is only one answer. A brief illustration from a 
lesson should suffice to Make the pc'ini. 

thu table, lina?Safiri: What's that on 

Tina: It's a 1ok. Childr ',what', thot on the table? 
tPausefr I'upil Response.] 

Tina: It's a book. Again. 
PLause 1or Pupil Response. ] 

Note that even here, "It', a book" rnay not be the only appropriate 
response. 'A book" woUld also be correct in this sit uation. 

Aithough free conversationI is ruled out by tile one-wa,, aspect of 
Lhe radio, at the Standard 2 level, multiple responses were encour
aged, particularly from individual pupils. Prior to each lesson, indi
vidual Iupls were selctcd by dhe classroom teacher t,act out or 
model langdage competencies during the broadcast. Each was giv
en a name tag with the name that the radio used to call on the pupil. 
In the f(Ilowing eximple, the pupil is Rosa. 

Safiri: Rosa, where are thc eggs? 
',lUe t01"tp' RI1 s[,nse. 

Tina: (e'i ill " shop on thu top shelf.... Rolo' .. in the 
middle. 

Prior to this segment, the children (including Rosa, the pupil volun
teer) had responded, "in tono's shop," "on the top shelf," "inthe 
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middle," to various cuestions which had each of these responses 
modeled separately. The child, Rosa, therefore, had a fairly good
idea that any one of these responses might be considered a correct 
one. Also, the teacher, in the tca:her's notes, is encouraged to assist 
Rosa in the classroom. 

To allow for free conversation and more natural language use, 
teachers are given guidelines in the teacher's notes as to how free 
conversation can be organized in the complementary lessons. 

Radio as a Mass Medium. As a mass medium, radio is capable of 
carefull, controlling both the rate and the amount of exposure to 
new language material. Althoughino systematic attempt was made 
to measure the amount of English to which typical radio and ilon
radio classes were exposed, observational and anecdotal evidence 
suggests that the radio classes heard at least twice the amount (and
probably more) of spolen English (as measured by the number of 
words) ir, a half-hour period as the non-radio classes. The radio 
classes also heard English exclusively during the lhalf-hour period,
while many (but not all) of the non-radio classes heard a great deal 
of mother tongue. (One reason why radio classes heard more Eng
lish is that the pacing of the rad:io instruction did not permit 
interruptions,)' 

A common criticism of radio as a mass mediun is that superior
schools will be treated the same as inferior ones, stronger students 
the same as weaker ones. And it is those groups on the periphery of 
average performance which require special attention. To compen
sate for the lack of individualization, we attempted to provide addi
tional activities for fast children and compensatory activ~ties for 
slow ones in the complementary lessons. In spite of our misgivings
about aiming the level of instruction at the average student,
achievement test results indicated that children in schools in each of 
the three Certificate of Primary Education (CPE) performance cate
gories did better than their counterparts in lon-radio classes.' 

Another advantage of radio as a mass medium is its central con
trol over the content and the teaching methodology. 1his allows for 
more consistency than would be possible with each teacher making
decisions indiviiuallv over what and how to teach. This proved to 
be an advantage primanlv with weak teachers. 

In sunmmnary,, we perceived only two characteristics of radio as 
disadvantageous: that it is a mass medium a10 that it offers only 
one-way coMmunication. These represented n-ajor cihallenges to 
the scriptwriters and the rest of the production team, but as a result, 
the scripts were probably livelier and more effective. The availabil-
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ity of an oral channel, and by implication, the lack of a visual one, 
proved to be advantageous. 

Language-related Factors 

Individual language repertoires and societal multilingualism in 
Kenya have played important roles in decisions about curriculum 
content and design. Language skill of children entering primary 
school was a factor in shaping the content of the cUrriculum At its 
initial stages. Throughout the course of the project it was important 
to decide when language used on the radio should be completely 
comprehensible to the children and when it need not be. 

Sociolinguistic Constraints on the Curriculum. Features of both 
reindividual and societal multilingualism figured in the overall 

search design phase of the project and influenced curriculum de
sign strategies. In the selection of three project schools in each of the 
seven districts, we attempted to maximize the linguistic diversity of 
the sample while at the same time selecting languages with the 
largest number of speakers. The principal languages of the schools 
in these districts are: Swahili (Kilifi District), Kamba (Machakos 
District), Maasai (Kajiado District), Kikuyu (Kiambu District), Ka
1--njin (Keri,.ho District), Luo (Kisumu District), and Luhya (Kaka
mega District). Speakers of these languages represent over 70 per
cent of the Kenyan population. 

Classroom lainguage profiles varied from school to schoo! but 
schools could be divided into three categories: 

" The vast majority of the children were speakers of 
one mother tongue-16 schools fell into this 
category. 

" A majority of the children were speakers of one 
mother tongue, but there were significant minor
ities of other mother tongue speakers-four 
schools fell into this category. 

"There was a mixture of mother tongue speakers, 
with ro dominant group--only one school fell into 
this category. 

The official Kenvan national language policy has children learn
ing in their mother tongues for the first three years of primary 
school while they study English as a subject. From Standard 4 they 
learn in English while studying Swahili as a subject. In practice 
however, the medium of instruction in Standards 1-3 differs from 
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school to school as well, although each school can be placed into 
one of the following major categories: 

" One mother tongue 7 served as medium of 
instruction 

* Swahili was used as medium of instruction 
" English was the sole medium of instruction 
* Swahili and English were the media of instruction
" Mother tongue, Swahili, and English were com

bined as media of instruction. 
Although there is a great deal of linguistic adaptation to tocal condi
tions, project schools reveal much conformity to the official ]an
guage policy. As radio does not allow individualization of language
teaching at the school level, we designed our programs to fit the 
official policy. 

English listening and speaking skills were emphasized during the
early stages (Standard 1)of the project and the skills of reading and
writing were introduced somewhat later, beginning in the latter 
part of Standard 1with more and more emphasis in Standards 2 and
3, so that by Standard 3 new structures, notions, and vocabulary 
were also intr'oduced in the reading segments of our programs,
rather than exclusively in listening and speaking segments. One of
the reasons why the introduction of reading was delayed was the
hypothesis that early introduction might have created interference
problems because of competing sound-letter correspondences be
tween mother tongue and English. An additionai complication was,
in those schools without a common mother tongue, Swahili, a
second languagc to the children, is treated as if it were a mother 
tongue and apprcpriate literacy materials are introduced in it. 

There is a supposition among teachers of second languages that
there i!-a synergistic effect across the four skills among older, literate
language learners. It is possible that this synergistic effect does not
hold amang young language learners, since they are not vet literate
in any language. We felt that the curriculum could be more effec
tively taught if children were allowed to acquire at least the founda
tions of literacy in theii- mother tongues before learning to read in 
English. 

Richard Tucker (personal communication) summarized the evi
dence from a bilingual experiment in Montreal: 

What we found ...was that angiopl. ne children who did not 
have prior knowledge of French were able if relatively rapidly to
acquire a sufficieni oral base so that reading instruction could
begin immediately in French rather than in English, their mother 
tongue. We found, furthermore, that by the end of grade 2 
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(during which tinae English language arts instruction was intro

duced) children were reading at or above grade level in both 

French and in English. Apparently there was a very effective 
English reading skillstransfer from French reading skills to 


tlat is to a language in which they already had a solid oral base.
 

The similarities between our experience and the Montreal experi
that in both cases, reading was not introduced simultaence are 

neously in both languages (the introduction of reading in one lan

guage preceded that in the other) and that reading was introduced 
a sufficient oralin both languages after the children had acquired 

base. The major difference was that the anglophone children were 

involved in an immersion program in French which consisted of the 

full school day in that language and that our children are receiving 

only two and one-half hours of instruction a week oy radio and one 

hour and a half through complementary lessons. 

Robson (1981) examined a related but slightly different problem. 
She looked at the development of various areas of English language 

proficiency among a group of preliterate Hmong refugees who were 

marginally educated or without ay education whatsoever. In her 

study, one group received a treatment in which all of the time was 

spent in intensive English training with no attention to language 
skiLs in the group's mother tongue, Hmong, while another group 

spent part of its time developing literacy skills in 1-Imong and then 

using additional time later to learn English language skills. Robson 

discovered that the second group, which received literacy training 
in the mother tongue first, showed evidence of higher levels of 

English proficiency than the group which had received their literacy 

training only in English. 

These studies merely suggest that the sequencing approach we 

took to English language skill introduction was probably appropri

ate, although, had sufficient resources been available, it would have 

been interesting to examine alternative approaches to skill sequeric

ing in the Kenvan multilingual context with experimental rigor. 

English in K nya. Sociolinguistic factors go beyond individual 

project schools. For example, thcre is the challenge posed by the 

linguistic environment around rural schools in general. In Kenyan 
as a second language.cities such as Nairobi, English can be taugh 

Children hear it regularly outside of their English classes, both in 

the generil community and possibly in school itself. In rural com

the other hand, pupils are unlikely to be exposed tomunities, on 
any English at all outside of their classes. 

Another challenge is the difficulty in agreeing on what standard 

Kenyan Engiish really is. The traveler in Africa is struck by the 
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linguistic differences between former French and English colonies.
There is less variation across varieties of African French than acrossvarieties of African English because the French required schools to use French exclusively while the British, as one of the consequences
of indirect rule, encouraged the use of a variety of mother tonguesand lingua francas at various levels of the educational system. Not
only are there audible differences between the English spoken inKenya and, for example, Nigeria, but there are equally significant
differences between the English in different parts of Kenya spokenby people of varying linguistic backgrounds. Two Kenyans mightuse perfectly acceptable grammar but noticeably different pronunci
ation aid vocabulary. 

It is easier to define what correct Kenyan English is not. Specifically, it is not American English. Beyond that poiro, however,
Kenyan experts disagree in how closely their English should followthe British model. For the purposes of the RLAP, agreed inwe
practice to use the British model for grammar and vocabulary. TheConcise Oxford Dictionary and A Grann;mar of CoWIItenIporan! EnlIishi
(Quirk et al.) generally were used as our arbiters. On the otherhand, we accepted more variation in pronunciation and intonation,as long as the results were intelligible and did not violate the basic 
syntactic rules of English. 

This resulted in a model of spoken English within the Ev,,/ish inAction broadcasts that was a distinct improvement on what the average pupil in the average rural classroom would otherwise belikely to experience. Still, there is disagreement over whether theradio model should be closer to British English. In the absence of any consensus among Kenvan professionals, the project team attempted to take a moderate position-good Kenvan English, hut 
not necessarily English as spoken in Britain. 

Incoming Language Skills. In a test administered to a sample ofpre-school age children from various language backgrounds in rural areas of Kenya, we confirmed an early hypothesis that we could not
rely on any degree of English language proficiency which could beused as a starting point. A small number of children were able to
produce a greeting in English ("Good Morning") and a few knew 
some of the numbers from one to ten. A small number was also ableto recognize some Kenvan English when it was used within acontext of samples of Kenvan languages other than their own. Thislimited proficiency is likely to have come about through hearing the!language from parents, school-age siblings, or the radio. These
children, on the average, could name two of 10 commnonlv used
Kenyan household products when they saw photocopies of that 
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part of the label giving the product's name, but this figure dropped 
to approximately one out of 10 when they saw the names typed on a 
sheet of paper. This showed that the children had a limited degree 
of print awareness and some incipient reading skills. We felt, how
ever, that neither the English proficiency results nor the reading 
results justified starting at any level other than zero-proficiency in 
any skill area. 

Critical and Noncritical Language. The Radio Mathematics Pro
ject also had to heed self-imposed guidelines regarding syntactic 
and lexical complexity, even though it was not a language teaching 
project. Friend (1980:72) states that on that project a distinction was 
drawn between criticaland non-critical uses of language: 

Any question that we expected the children to answer or any 
instruction that we expected them to follow was what we call a 
critical use Of language. 

Non-critical language generally occurred in "asides made by the 
radio personalities or in the entertainment sections," although non
critical language also could occur within instructional segments of 
the program. The example which Friend gives is a reference to the 
Spanish word for "giraffe," which the children did not know. The 
instruction given to the children is: 

Lock at 'otur worksileet. See all the giraffes drawit on the work
sheet. T'here are five giraffes altogether. Take vour pencil and 
circle three of the giraffes. 

On the worksheet there appears only one kind of animal, the gi
raffe, and therefore it is unneccesary that the children comprehend 
exactly what kind of animal a giraffe is since it is the only one 
illustrated. Vocabulary is thus taught through verbal and pictorial 
contextualization. 

In designing RLAP scripts for broadcast, a similar technique was 
employed. For example, the word "sentence" was taught in this 
way. "Sentence" was never explained by paraphrase nor translated 
into mother tongue to enable the children to acquire ius meaning. 
Instead, the children were given worksheets with a number of 
reading examples, such as: 

(3) The first boy is taller than the second boy. 
(4) The second boy is shorter than the first boy. 

An illustration accompanied the written text, with a tall boy labeled 
"1" and a short boy labeled "2." While looking at the worksheet, 
the children were instructed via the radio: "Read sentence 3aloud." 
It was therefore not necessary for the children to understand the 
meaning of the word "sentence" since we knew that they under
stood "read," "3," and "aloud," and therefore had enough infor-
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mation at their disposal to follow the instruction correctly. At the same time the children were developing a semantic representation
of the word "sentence." 

Just as "sentence" began to acquire the semantic representation"set of words following a number bounded by a punctuation
mark," the term "word" acquired the meaning of "set of letters
bounded on either end by a space." As Friend notes, the word"giraffe" was not used in a critical way since the onuly animals ol the
worksheet were giraffes; the distinction would become critical if 
more than one kind of animal were shown. Analogously, tile chil
dren did not have to know "sentence" unless it were contrasted 
with another term like "word." 

In Radio Mathematics, the mother tongue of tie children was the 
same as the medium of instruction, Spanish. Adjustments in degree
of lexical and syntactic complexity were made to conform to the
level of language acquired by the average child at a given gradelevel. In Kenya, tile mother tongue of the children is not that of tile
medium of instruction. Much more of the linguage used n RLAP
broadcasts, therefore, must be considered Lritical rather than non
critical, with the exception of instructions directed at the teacher.

Songs and games, in addition to their secondary function as enter
tainment, had a primary' function of enhancing other material, and
 
therefore also containedl critical language.
 

CONCLUSION 
In preparing the radio curriculum, there were two major issues:


tile weight of tile Kenya curriculum and the complexity of the

factors influencing curiCullm decisions. We already have given

attention to the first issue, but we should emphasize that the heavi
lN, loaded curriculum is probably more of a disadvantage to rural
children than to urban students. With little environmental support
in the use of English in rural areas, children must rely on instruction 
and practice in school as the means of maintaiuing their English.
Urban children have that environmental support and can perhaps 
see the relevance of English to a greater exten. 

The complexity of the factors influencing decisions has obvious
implications for any instructional radio intervention where materi
als are being designed from tile ground up. It is difficult for even a
large team to bring all the skifls necessary to efficient decision
making. We all learned on the job, and the later instructional mate
rials are probably better than the beginning materials, although the
achievement results do (lotalwavs indicate this. Certainly, the effi
ciency with which we worked was easier as many of the difficult 
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decisions we had to make concerning the students, teachers, medi
um, supplementary materials, production, and the language itself 
had to be made in the first few months of the project. The decisions 
we had to make were at times so complex that we were temporarily 
immobilized. The luxury of lingering over a lesson until it was just 
right wvas denied us by the production schedule we had to meet. We 
learned to live with approximations and to use the next lessons as 
challenges to improve. 

NOTES 

I 	 The word "competency" here is used to refer to a skill or set of skills related to 
either linguisticcompetence or comnnicaftivecompetence. For further discus
sion of grammar vs. communication in svllabus design, cf. Wilkins 1976. 

2 	 "Notional" is used here in the sense of Wilkii', 1976. A series of notions which 
project staff thought important for the Stand,,.d 3 curriculum was adapted and 
integrated into the Scheme of Work for that year. "lopical" frames focus on the 
situation, i.e., the physical settings in which events enacted in the broadcasts 
occur. Typical of many second language texts, these have titles like "On the 
Sham' :,," "Going to tile Coast," etc. 

3 	 For a discussion of the formative evllation procedurc, the reader should 
consult Chapter 5. 

4 	 In Friend's schema, four characferistics arc' listed. She breaks down the first into
"oral conlllLlnicalion' a1nd 'one-\Vay Comn tlliCation0." In L it tg raidio's 
effect on language telching, it is more con'.enient to discuss its oral nature 
together with the chardcteristic of one-wa\y dunmunicatiOn. 

5 	 Occasionally, words difficult to cOtntextuli/e Or Model through radio were 
translated into mother tongue as were instrUtito, too complex to rela' directly 
te the children in English. Standard I lessons used hi'is techniLltne most often; 
Standard 3 rarely. 

6 	 In each of t1w seven project district', three ',lhttIsWere selected, one a high 
performer on tile CPI: exanination, one ait the middle lv'el, and one at the low 
performanluce level. The I'TIscores were tIit' best availble indicators of overall 
school quality. 

7 	 For ease of ciassification, although SV'.hili certainly is a "m ther ttngue," it has 
been excIuded as suchI from the categorie; of school language policy. 
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Chapter 5 
FORMATIVE EVALUATION 

Greg Owino and Maurice Imhoof 

OVERVIEW 
The RLAP applied a technique developed by the Radio Mathe

matics Project that made formative evaluation an integral part of the 
instructional development piocess. 

Radio Mathematics had developed a formative evaluation model 
based on the feedba 'k system used in industry to control continu.
ous process. Industrial application of this approach involves contin
uous monitoring of output, with any deviation fron desired out
comes causing an automatic adjustment of the input. Its 
educational application calls for the ongoing assessment of lesson 
effectiveness, with corrections being made (e.g., material being 
retaught, usually in a revised form) in future lessons as necessary. 

As applied ;n the RLAP, this system is labeled the feed forward 
revision system to underscore its emiphasis on improving instruc
tion through changes to fut.ure lessons. Forn.ative evaluation data 
were compiled, analyzed, and summarized by the RLAi) evaluation 
specialist, who then presented the results to the entire production 
team. Problems were identified and decisions made about correct
ing them. 

The feedback system developed by the RLAP consists of these 
steps: 

" Closely monitoring outcomes 
* Analyzing formative evaluation data 
"Revising upcoming lesson content and instruction

al techniques. 

Monitoring Outcomes 
The primary concern of the RLAP team was student outcomes: 

" How well pupils followed the daily 30-minute 
broadcasts. 

* Pupils' retention of concepts and skills, their levels 
of interest. 

* Student participation. 
• The quality of radio reception as it affects the pu

pils' learning process. 
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Equaly important was the teacher's role during the broadcasts: 
" How well the teacher was prepared for the lesson.
" Her performance in guiding the children throvgh

out the broadcast. 
The two main techniques used in monitoring these outcomes were
classroom observation and weekly acnievement tests. 

Direct classroom observation was carried Out in the 10 observa
tion schools. Twenty educators from the regional teacher resource 
centers assigned to the project ol a part-time basis were the project
observers. They were trained in observation techniques by the team
for 10 days before the broadcasts began in November 1981. 

A team of two observers was assigned to each of the 10 observa
tion schools. Their duties included both formative and summative 
roles such as: 

* Observing classrooms using observation sheets,
rating scales, and detailed anecdotal notes of actual 
events as they occurred in the classroom during
radio lessons. A sample observation sheet is 
shown in the Appendix at the end of this chapter.

" Administering the formative tests under the super
vision of the project's feedback coordinator. 

" Conducting interviews with teachers and children 
using both structured and unstructured interview 
techniques.

" Ensuring that teachers turned on the radios regu
larly between 9:30 and 10:00 a. m. every day.

" Ensuring that all feedback data and evaluation ma
terials were sent back to the project office in time 
for analyses.

" Administering the suinmative evaluation tests at 
the end of every year. Summative evaluation is 
discussed in Chapters 8, 9, and 10. 

In January 1982 when the broadcasts started, observers observed
three lessons each week, cornmpleting tne observation forms which
focused their attention 'AI such student outcones as: 

" low well studcnts followed the broadcast, their 
levels of interest and participation.

* Students' retention of concepts and skills. 
* Common mistakes. 
* Teacher preparation and performance.
* Quality of radio reception. 
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Observers also talked to teachers, eliciting their comments and 
suggestions about the content of the lessons and the instructional 
techniques. 

To these reports were added observations by tie RAP profes
sional staff members, each of whom observed a lesson a week in tile 
observation schools near the project site. Tile project staff treated 
classroom observation as occasions for gathering "live" data, and 
on their return to the project office discussed with the rest of the 
team what they observed. This gave the scriptwriters and the pro
ducers an idea of how well or poorly their products were working in 
the classroom. 

The field observers as well as the RLAP professional staff submit
ted the completed observation forms to the feedback coordinator 
who then summarized the data from the forms. A summary report 
of observations was compiled. A problem was reported to the team 
if it was raised by about one-quarter of the observers of a particular 
lesson. This was arrived at by talVing under each block and seg
ment of the lesson tile number of problems raised by each observer. 
A summary report is illustrated in the Appendix. 

Every effort was made to ensure that the observers reported 
exactly what they observed in the classroom. To help achieve this 
we attempted to make the purpose of the observation clear and 
specific. During the training sesSions, stress was placed on ways to 
articulate what was observed, separating facts from impressions 
and interpretations. This did not always occur, however. On sever
al occasions observers reported their opinions or interpretations, 
the reports were vague or too general, or significant events were 
recorded incompletely. This made the task of summarizing diffi
cult, and the problem was compounded by the fact that some of the 
field observers could not express themselves well in Elnglish. 

Despite these problems, classroom observations provided useful 
data and determined how instructional techniques and the content 
of the broadcasts could be improved. Observational instruments 
yielded both qualitative and quantitative data. It was from the 
observations that we learned: 

" How long instructional segments should be.
 
" What kinds of instructions were ambiguous.
 
" How fast the pace should be.
 
" What kinds of entertainment students preferred.
 
* How long we should pause for children to com

plete different tasks, such as writing words or sen
tences, writing from dictation, or reading a sen
tence or a passage. 
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Analysis of Student Worksheets and Exercise Books 
Although classroom observations are extremely valuable, some

information could not be gathered by this technique. For such addi
tional information, we turned to the children's exercise books andworksheets. At the end of every term (every three months), com
pleted worksheets were collected and returned to the project office
for the feedback coordinator to study and report on to the profes
sional staff. Although the worksheets were 11ot subjected to rigor
ous statistical analysis, we could obtain infoi mation on each exer
cise, giving the team a reasonably good idea of how well the
children were learning the various concepts covered in the broad
casts. The exercise books were examined bv the observers at the
schools, particularly assessto the writing abilities of children in
Standard 2. The feedback was then given to the team in weekly
meetings and a course of action was taken to modify instruction. 

Weekly Classroom Tests 
The RLAP formative testing goal was to measure how well the

children as a group were following the instruction. We wanted to measure learning for a large number of curriculum objectives, and
for each objective we needed to test the children as frequently as
possible to be able to measure gains. To accomplish this we de
signed weekly tests to evaluate pupils' skills in the areas of listening
and speaking, reading, and writing. Since we wanted to measure 
group gains, not individual gains, it was not necessary to test the 
same children every week or to give the entire class any one test.

In each of the 10 observation schools, five children were selected 
at random each Friday to participate in a weekly achievement test.
An average of 50 children, therefore, were tested in the 10 observa
tion schools each week. Different children were tested each week,
rotating the testing within a fixed group of classrooms so that the 
same children were tested again after about eight weeks. A sample 
test is shown in the Appendix. 

Each test had an average of I0test items drawn from the specific
language items and the stated objectives in the Scheme of Work. 
The weekly ests were administered by the field observers. Most of
the tests were individually administered largely to facilitate the
testing of speaking which does not lend itself easilv to group testing. In general, if at least 70 percelt of tile pupils sampled per
formed st.ccessfulV on a given item, no remedial instructional ma
terials were introduced into the subsequent programs. If, however, 
an item did not reach the 70 percent criterion level, the item was
analyzed and team members dis,ussed how to modify the method-
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ology and decided whether or not to introduce supplementary 
teaching material. 

Whenever a serious problem was identified either during obser
vation or testing and the team was not satisfied with the item testing 
that particular objective, a sharply focused supplementary test was 
quickly developed. This test was then administered to the children 
the following week to pinpoint the problems. Such instances were 
v ry tew. 

On some occasions, group tests were developed and given to the 
entire group of classrooms in the observation schools. Such tests 
were designed to measure specific skills, such as writing proficien
cy. Again, these were very few indeed. 

Analysis of Test Data 
The faster information from observeri was fed into the produc

tion cycle, the better the curriculum material; were. The gross 
analys.is of test results was compiled quickly because it was easy to 
quantify and analyze them. There were no complex s,atistical ana
lyses and the style of reporting was informal since tihe audience for 
the analyses of the formative data was within the project. The 
reporting of the results was theiefore made as fast as possible in a 
language that was easily comprehended by curriculum designers, 
scriptwriters, artists, writers of teacher's notes, and the rest of the 
staff members. 

Results from classroom observations were more difficult to sum
marize because observation sheets had to be closely studied, ana
lyzed, compiled, and summarized. 

Test results were reported in a form that shows the test item 
number and the results. The results form shows performance by 
item from each observation school. For each item, the number of 
pupils who attempted the item and got the item correct, got it 
wrong, or gave no response is clearly indicated (C-correct response, 
W-wrong response, and NR-no response). At the top of the form 
the Scheme of Work code for each objective tested is indicated so 
that when revisions were to be made as recommended by the team, 
the production staff knew exactly what content and/or instructional 
objective to re-'ise, record, or delete. Also indicated on the analysis 
sheet is the number of pupils who took the test in the observation 
schools and whose returns were received, the percentage of pupils 
who took the test, and the number of correct, w.rong, or no respons
es. The last horizontal column shows the percentage correct from 
total responses. A sample evaluation report is shown in the 
Appendix. 
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Weaknesses in the Testing Strategy 

Sometimes the results of a detailed analysis of tile test data
showed that the sludent performance difficulty was not with tile 
instructional techniques or tile lesson content but with the test
items themselves. Ideally, we should have tested all of our weekly
tests as rigorously as we did our lessons. To develop a good testis in
itself a time-cosu aining exercise that requires much field testing,
analysis of data, revision, and perhaps retrials which we did not 
have time for. Thus, we adopted a procedure, also followed by the 
Radio Mathematics staff in Nicaragua, in which we "tested the tests 
as we tested the children." If the item turned out to be of question
able validity, we simply ignored the results. At other times, howev
er, we devised another set of items to test tile same objective. 

On some occasions the items were too difficult and the children 
tested in a partic(Ula' week did not reach our acceptable criterion of
achievement of 70 nercent. Such instances frustrated the team be
cause the results always appeared far below expectations. In such 
cases the team analyzed the items in detail in the weekly meetings
and decided whether or not the problems were worth further con
sideration in terms of devising a better test. 

Other problems stemmed from the subjectivity of field observers 
in recording the children's responses. Sometimes our observers 
gave subjective, opinionated judgments of students' performance.
In some cases, they were stricter or more lenient as they proceeded
throu'-,h th est. The Integrative otureOf language (that is, the 
same linguistic item is used in a variety of contexts over and over)
and the fact that tests were given each week, tended to counterbal
ance anx' questionable test items If we asked a stupid or misleading
question one week, we usually balanced the data the next week 
with a better question. 

Using Feedback Data 
Formative evaluation data were presented to the team in weekly

staff meetings. Problems were identified and decisions made about 
feedforward revisions. In some cases a specific problem was solved 
by writing a limited number of segments to correct it. For example, a 
segment might be taught again using a different instructional meth
odology. In other cases, a general problem resulted in a new in
structional design principie which was then applied throughout
future le,;sons; for example, a new worksheet format, or more time 
and help given in the radio lesson to aid children in finding the 
proper place on their workheets. 
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When serious problems arose, of course, decisions were some
times made to change lessons which had already been recorded. A 
segment which was observed to fail completely, leaving pupils 
confused and not participating, resulted in such a decision. But the 

was onemphasis of the feedforward formative evaluation process 
revisions to scripts not yet recorded. This required that the instruc
tional design principles on which the materials were based be care
fully validated to ensure that problems were the exception rather 
than the rule. 

Changes Resulting from Feedback 

There are an unbelieveable number of hays in which a radio 
lesson can go wrong. Each is a separate discussion, but the follow
ing list gives examples of areas in which formative evaluation had 
influence on lessons. 

Length of radio programs 
Methodology of instructional 

segments 
Clarity of initial teaching segments 
Length of instructional segments 
Amount of instruction on different 

topics 
Mix of instructional and 

entertainment segments 
Style of transitions between 

segments 
Complexity of directions to pupils 

or teachers 
Length of directions 
Vocabulary complexity and 

appropriateness 
Frequency and duration of 

dialogues between radio 
personalities 

Frequency of students' responses 
Kinds of responses 
T'me allowed for different kinds of 

responses 
Kinds of background sounds used 

during pauses 
Speed of speech 

Signals used to indicate the ends of 
pauses 

Mix of different kinds of voices 
Mix of adult and juvenile Voices 
Cultural appropriateness of content 
Actor's pronunciation, inflection, 

delivery, ,tc. 
Appropriate, comprehensible 

sound effects 
Congruence with specified content 
Technical problems with tape 
Cueing students' responses 
Way of teaching lyrics of songs 
Spacing of review exercises 
Rate for phasing out supportive 

instructional messages
 
Format of the worksheets
 
Selection of other supplementary
 

Manipulable materials 
Frequency and style of use of the 

classroom and chalkboard
 
Layout of the teacher's guide
 
Number of activities in the
 

postbroadcast period 
Style of instructions .vritten in the 

"guides 

Some of the problems are minor. The purpose of formative evalu

ation is to improve instruction, not to make pretty radio programs. 
of the changes appear to be only cosmetic, theyAlthough some 

influence the total instructional effect. Several small problems soon 

add up to confused presentations and disinterested students and 
teachers. 
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The above-and other-changes resulted from the feedback 
process, from data collected from observation and testing. But as
pointed out, we remained flexible and receptive to any valid feed
back from other sources as well. These changes entered into the
production process at different points. Some required revisions to
lessons already taped for broadcast. Some required changes to les
sons already broadcast; these were made at tile end of the pilot
phase of the project. Most of the revisions were incorporated into
scripts being written or under review and production. The kind ofchanges to be made were carefully documented in tile summary
sheet from observation sheets, and the professional team member
responsible to effect the changes was also clearly specified on tie 
same sheet. 

ISSUES 
Since the project design required a widely dispersed sample oflinguistically diverse schools, the formative evaluation process was

also complex and cumbersome in terms of logistics and implemen
tation. Schools were located in widely separated districts-one on
the coast of the Indian Ocean and another on the shores of Lake
Victoria as extrenes. This had enormous cost implications. This
ambitious scheme seemed necessary in the beginning, however, to
insure that the lessons were effective with the widest variety of
learners. The information collected probably had decreasing value 
to the production team over the life of the project. We soon learned
that there was not much difference in the response to lessons by
children at either end of the country. Thie production team also got
better and better at writing and producing lessons that were effec
tive on first trial so that information gathered by the observers was
of less and less use to the writers; it merely confirmed what thev 
already knew. 

An alternative would have been to decrease the amount of obser
vation and thereby the involvement of the observers. This would
have had important cost considerations since transportation costs
for the observers, provided by the project, was one of the largest
single budget items over the life of the project. There were perhaps
more important, not easily measured, considerations. For example,
tile continued involvement of the observers kept their levei of cm
mitnent high. They rcmained strong advocates of the radio meth
odology. They understood the project aims and methodology. As a
result, they developed into highly professional test-item writers 
,i d administered all of the suLmmative evaluation tests for the
pi ,iect. Without their continued involvement, many of these proce
1.',s would have been additionaijy complicated. 
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CONCLUSION 
Formative evaluation was critical to the successful development 

of the lessons. The process that emerged included: 

" Development of effective instruments for testing 
and observing children. 

* Accurate testing of children.
 
" Careful documentation of classroom observations.
 
" Relevant feedback of evaluation results to the writ

ing and production team. 
* Revisions of upcoming lessons. 

The project team is strongly convinced that the two major devel
opment processes that contributed to the success of the project are 
the instructional system and the formative evaluation. Each process 
contributed to the other. Although Standard 3lessons were a bigger 
challenge, they were written more efficiently, the instruction was 
more effective, and they were better radio. 

At the beginning of the project, direct observation and testing 
identified segments of the lessons that succeeded or failed. Obser
vation helped to refine techniques for student participation and 
teacher involvement. 

Later on, feedback from radio classrooms provided a safety net, 
often confirming an effective technique. But even in Standard 3, 
between one and two unsuccessful attempts a week were modified 
in some way based on the formative evaluation. 

The following chapters on scriptwriting and studio production 
illustrate, among other things, how the formative evaluation data 
influenced and modified lesson segments. 
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Go LESSON 106--115 

08/193 

APPENDIX
RADIO LANGUAGE ARTS PROJECT SUMMARY FROM OBSERVATION SHEETS 

Side 1 The report highlights some of the maj r concerns raised by bservers. It was cornpiled after examining each obscxivation sheet noting important problemsraised bv each observer. An issue is - ieed as a gerCMal problh.n if raised repeatedly bv about one-quarter of the total observers for that lesson. 

No. raising No. of schools Problem and recommendationresolutionLESSON N BLOCK Segment Action TakenSOW CODE problem raising problem comments 

106 6 NIL NIL NIL 

17-
1 Extremely poor reception Check regularly 

H] at Lusui (Kakamega) 

t. 0lt 4-
1 Poor reception at Sotik (Kericho) 

8 
Check regularly 

118 4 G 4 
Pattern: Drill-sleep, sleepier

(Including Dave Problem: The stress was wrong. Change stress 
reporting from "lie's hungrier than she is."listning at and re-recordShould have been: 

theRLAP "ie's hungrier than she is." 
office) "Ile's lazier than shie is." 

Rec: Team to discuss
 
Team Resolution: To be re-recorded.
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APPENDIX 

FORMATIVE EVALUATION RESULTS FOR LESSONS 111-115 DATE: 4-08-83 
PERFORMANCE BY ITEM FOR CBSERVATION SCHOOL 

_ _ _ __ __ __ _rn _ _ _ _ 

- i42 /21A__ ~ g.SOW CODE I 4_'ITINII3 

3 _4_ 61 7 8_ __ 

__ _ __2_ 

ScOl1 INNR W INR C 1W .IRICl WNR C W,,NR C W NR C W NRK U,L C 

Etzz _ IfI t i tI 3 131yj7- ( .E -1 I- I________ _r-lI., 

LUSUI 
3 " 2 - - "{±,S'il-i-_.,_,,A, 

3_ 1/ 1SOTIK -5 

_tA__ __ " 1 1- 1 - -I - . 3 

1Y 3 ITOTAL 3?9131 1 y_ 2 -, 

Ca9 /0 10 4 Y2012:3 SIV s2 to I to____ 
fromtatEI ANSWE WER 2 RESO.,O.qo o,.--WONG 


NR-NO RESPONSEX\-RO\G A.\,WERC-CORRECT ANSWELR 
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APPENDIX
 
Radio Language Arts Project
FORMATIVE EVALUATION LESSONS 61-65
 

Be surc to tick the appropriate ( ) and write in the child's answer where required
 
on the answer sheet.
 
Needed for this test: test booklet, cover sheet, answer sheet, ten cent piece, piece of
 
chalk, shilling, student assistant.
 
1. 	 Greet the child in English with "Good Morning." Have the child sit down. Dowhat you can to help the child relax. Explain that you will be asking the child 

some questions and requesting tile child to do some things. Explain to the
child that he or she should answer in English, if spoken to in English. Provide 
the information requested on the answer sheet. 
Rehearse your student assistant to respond to the English command,

Kneel," outside the room where you are testing. When you are sure that 
your assistant can respond to the command, get your assistant's name. You
will need it for the test. Now, bring your assistant into the room where you 
are testing. Say to Vour assistant, "Kneel." Ask the student being examined,"What is (NAIE of assistant) doing?" Correct answcrs are: "I-ei/she is kneel
ing, Kneeling." 

2. 	 Give the child a book, a ten cent piece and a piece of chalk. Say to the child,
"Put the book there." indicating a place distant from both 'oI and the child.
Ifthe child puts the book in the right place, consider this a correct answer. 

3. 	 Sho; the child the two shapes drawn here. Ask the child, "IsNo. I the same 
as No. 2?" You should point to No. Iwhile saying, "No.I"aid at No.2 while 
saying, "No. 2.' 

1 	 2 
If the child responds, "No, it isn't," OR "No," tick the correct answer ( ). 
4. 	 Show the child the two shapes drawn below. Ask the child, "is No. 3 the 

same as No. 4?" You should point at No. 3while saying, "No. 3"and at No. 4 
while saying "No. 4." 

K 
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If the child responds, "Yes, it is," OR "Yes," tick the correct answer ( ). 
5. 	 Say to th.- child, "My name is (use your name). What's your name?" If the 

child gives you his or her name, tick the correct answer ( ). 

6. 	 Clap for a while. Make it look like you enjoy clapping. Say to the child, "I like 
clapping. Do you like clapping?" Correct answers are: "Yes, "OR "Yes, I do," 
OR "No," OR "No, I don't." 

7. 	 Show the child the following pictures. Ask, "Which one is a ball?" If the child 
answers, "This," OR "This one," AND/OR points at the correct object, tick 
the ( ) for correct answer. Write the child's answer in the space provided. If 
the child does not provide a verbal answer, indicate this as well. 

8. 	 Hold up a shilling for the child to see. Place it within sight somewhere in the 
room where both you and the child can see it. Ask the child, "Where's my 
shilling?" "It's there," OR "There," OR "You- shilling is there," are correct 
answers. If the child gestures appropriately, consider this a correct answer, 
too. 

9. 	 Ask the child to clap. While the child is clapping, ask, "What are you doing?" 
"I am clapping," OR "Clapping," are correct answers. 

10. 	 In mother tongue, ask the child to touch his or her nose. Then ask, in English, 
"Is that ,our fo;ot?" Correct answers are "No," OR "No, it isn't," OR "No, it 
isn't. It's m foot," OR "No, it's my foot." 

11. 	 In mother tongue, ask the child to touch his or her hand. Then ask, in English, 
"Is that your hand?" Correct answers are "Yes," OR "Yes, it is." 

12. 	 Say to your student assistant again in English, "Kneel." While y'our assistant 
is doing this, ask the student being examined, "What is he/she doing?" 
Correct answ'ers are: "He/she is kneeling," OR "Kneeling." 

13. 	 Tell the child the name of y'our student assistant. Make sure that vour assist
ant is in tile room. Then gesture toward vour student assistant and ask the 
child, "Who's that?" Cor-ect answers are: ''[hat's (name of assistant)" OR 
"(name of assistant)." 

14. 	 Ask your Student assistant to stamp his or her feet. While your assistant is 
doing so, ask the child, "Is he/she clapping?" Correct answers are: "No," OR 
"No, he/she isn't." 

15. 	 Have 'our student assistant continue stamping his or her feet. While your 
assistant is doing so, ask the child, "Is heishe stamping his/her feet?" Correct 
answers are: "Yes," OR "Yes, he/she is." 
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16. 	 Give the child the book, the ten cent piece and the piece of chalk. NOW, using
the child's name, say, "NAME, give me the chalk." If tilechild does so,
consider this a right answer. 

17. 	 Now take tile other objects from tile child. Hold up tile book. Ask the child,
"What's this?" Correct answers are: "Abook," OR "It's a book," OR "That's a 
book." 

18. 	 Ask your assitant to touch his or her nose. Ask the child being examined, "Is 
that the boy's/girl's hair?" Correct answers are: "No," OR "No, it isn't." 

19. 	 Ask your assistant to touch his or her hair. Ask the child bein. examined, "Is
that the bo\ 's/girl's hair?" Correct answers are: "Yes," OR 'Yes, 	 it is." 

20. 	 Say to tile child, "Touch \'our left foot." If the child does so, consider that a 
correct answer. 

21. 	 Ask tile child to look at the following pictures. 'ell the child to touch the two
pictures which are the same. Do this in mothe'r tongue. Iftile child touches
the two pictures whiich are the salle, consider this a correct answer. 
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Chapter 6 
WRITING BROADCAST SCRIPTS 

David Edgerton and Margaret Ojuando 

It is difficult to convey the liveliness and pace of an interactive 

radio lesson on the printed page, yet that is how the lessons begin

the printed page. This chapter outlines the RLAP process ofon 
script development, and describes the scripts thernselves in detail. 

Through the specific script segments discussed below, the chapter 

demonstrates the instiuctional principles discussed in Chapter 3. 

We hope the discussion will be of interest to the general reader and 

of particular use to writers, instructional designers, and others 

interested in English as a second language (ESL) instructional radio 

broadcast scriptwriting. We assume that scriptwriters developing 

similar materials are familiar with the basic concepts in ESL meth

odology, and we do not address methodological considerations 
here as separate concerns. 

To provide the reader with a feel for the lessons, we first look at 

the developnwnt of a typical 'block" of instruction. 

COMPOSING THE PRINCIPAL BLOCKS OF 
INSTRUCTION 

Here is an example, with annotation. ol a listening/speaking 

block of instruction taken intact from the production script for 

English in Action, Standard 2, Lesson 102. The entire script is in the 

final Appendix at the 	end of this book. 

1. D)rama Theme 3, Under 	aid I lold 
2. Safiri: Children, today I'm going to tell you a stor' about 

Sara and R1ono. 
3. Tina: But first let's practice the words "somebody" and 

''nobod'" 

4. 	I)rama Theme to Fnd 

use of a classroom pupil-participant,Instruction begins with the 
"Juma," to help review the meaning of the words "somebody" and 

"nobody" and allied structures. 
1. Rono: Juma, come to the front. 
2. FX Travel Music 5 
3. Sara: Jumastand in the corner at the front of the room. 
4. PPR 3 
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Sara and Rono model target material. 
5. Rono: Sara, there's somebody in the corner, isn't there? 
6. Sara: Yes. 
7. Rono: Who is it? 
8. Sara: It's Jumna. 

Then the class repeais the first modeled utterance while Ronocarries out the appropriate meaning-giving action-standing in the 
corner.
 

9. Rono. Children, say, '"There's somebody illtilecorner." 
10. PPR 5 
11. Rono: There's somebody in the corner. Again.
12. PPR 4 

Juma comes back '.o the center of the room and the process isrepeated with the contrasting utterance, "There's nobody in the 
corner." 

1. Sara: Now, Junla, come Otltof the corner. Stand in the 
front of tileroom, in the middle.

2. Rono: Teacher, please help Juma. 
3. PPR 2 
4. Rono: Now there's nobody in the corner.
5. Sara: Children, say, "Ther's nobodv in the corner." 
6. PPR 5 
7. Sara: There's nobody in the Again.corner. 
8. PI'R 4
 

Juma is sent back to his desk.
 
9. Rono: Good, Junia. Sit do\Vn. 

10. FX Tra'elNIMusic
 
The class' attention is directed 
 to the blackboard, where theteacher has written and boxed a cluster of vocabulary items: thewords "light," "da'k,' "light/lit," and 'iamp." The teacher will

point to these words as appropriate. 
1.Sara: Now, children, look at the words in the box on the 

blackboard. 
2. PPR 2 
3. Rono: Look at the word "igt." 
-. PPR 2 
5.Sara: Children, say,i "'ight." 
6. PPR 2 
7. Sara: Light. Again. 
8. PPRI 
9. Rono: Sara, is it light during the day?
 
j0. Sara: Yes, it is.
 
11. Rono: Is it light now? 
12. Sara: Yes, Rono. It's daytime now. 
13. Rono: Children, say, " t'slight during te day."
14. PPR 4 
15. Rono: It's light during the day. Again.
16. PPR 3 
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17. 	 Sara: Children, look at the second word in the box... 
the word "dark." 

18. PPR 2 
19. Rono: 	 Children, say, "Dark." 
20. PPR 2 
21. Rono: 	 Dark. Again. 
22. PPR 2 

At this point a guitar chord, a two-line exchange between Tina 
and Safiri, and student repetition of the target structure from the 
exchange form a transition into a famiiar song. 

1. Guitar: 	Strun C Miior Chord 
2. Tina: 	 Safiri, is it dark now? 
3. Safiri: 	 No, Tina. It isn't dark now. It's dark at night. 
4. Rono: 	 Children, say, "It's dark at night." 
5. PPR 4 
6. Rono: 	 It's dark at night. Again. 
7. PPR 3 
8. 	 Tina: Yes .... It's dark at night. (A little dreamil.i) 

. . . and I'm sleepy. (Ma'ybe a small yawn.) 
9. Xlophon', Intro:-5Skp S ong" 

10. 	 Tina (singing): At night it is dark and I'm sleepy, 
There is darkness all around. 
At night it is dark and I'm sleepy 
And the rain falls softly down. 

11. Xyloplone: _'Sleepy. Soni- Refrain Under Line 12 
12. Safiri: 	 Childr'n, sing with Tina. 
13. 	 Tina (singing): At night it is dark and I'm sleep', 

There is darkness all around. 
At night it is dark and I'm sleepy 
And 'he rain falls softly down. 

14. Xylphn efain Around Again 
15. Tina (singing): 	 At night it is dark and I'm sleep', 

There is darkness all around.
 
At night it is dark and I'm sleepy
 
And the rain fall:; softly down.
 

16. Xylophone Outro 

Now attention returns to the remaining items on the blackboard. 
1. 	Rono: Now, children, look at the words "light" and "lit" 

in the box, and look at the word 'lamp." 

Light/lit is new. Students have encountered lamp in reading, but 
it's likely many will not recognize it. The teacher is asked to provide 
mother-tongue translations. 

2. Sara: Teacher, please point at these words and explain 
them to the children in mo0ther tongue. 

3. FX_" Druimini and igl, 	 M i s .c8 

A repetition drill is used to reinforce the presentation of the 
irregular liht/lit. 

4. Rono: 	 Thank you, teacher. 
5. Sara: 	 Children, let's drill. 
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6. Rono: 	 Children, say, "He lights the lamp."
7. PPR 3 
8. Rono: 	 He lights the lamp. 
9. PPR 3 

10. Rono: lie lit the lamp. 
11. PPR 3 
12. Rono: He lit the lamp. 
13. PPR 3 
14. Rono: He lights the lamp every night.
15. PPR 4 
16. Rono: He lights tile lamp every night. 
17. PPR 4 
18. Rono: Fie lit the lamp last night. 
19. PPR 4 
20. Rono: He lit the lamp last night. 
21. PPR 4 
22. Rono: He lights the lamp every night. 
23. PPR 4 
24. Rono: He lit the lanp last night. 
25. PPR 4 
26. Rono: He lights the lamp every night. 
27. PIR 4 
28. Rono: lie lit the lamp las, night.
29. PPR 4 
30. Rono: ie lights the lamp every night.
31. PPR 4
 
32 Rono: He lit the lamp last night.
 
33. PPR 4
 
34. Sara: Good drill, children.
 

The day's study to this point is now summarized in the form of a 
dramatized story. 

1. Drama 	Theme 3, Under and Hold 
2. 	 Safiri: Children, I'm going t, tell you a story. Listen 

caref, lly. 
3. Drama Theme to End 
4. 	Safiri: Last night Sara and Rono were asleep. It was 

dark. Sara woke up. She said ... 
5. Sara: Rono! Wcke up: There's somebody in the room! 

(Tense, excited whisper-She thinks there's an 
intruder in her h1ouse)

6. Safiri: 	 Rono woke up. Iie !iLthe lamp.
7. FX Match Striking
8. Rono: 	 No, Sara. There's nobody in the roorn. 
9. Sara: 	 Then, what is it? (Still worried)

10. FX Cat Meow 
11. Rono: It's a cat! 

Sara: 	 Ilfs a cat! (Laughingly, relieved as they discover 
together what's in the room) 

A brief modeled discussion of the story follows. 
1. Tina: 	 Now, children... let's talk about the story. 
2. Tina: 	 Last night Sara woke up. Safiri, what did Sara say. 
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3. Safiri: 	 She said, "Rono, wake up." 
4. 	 Tina: And then she said, "There's somebody in the 

room." 
5. Safiri: 	 Children, say, "She said, 'Rono, wake up.' 
6. PPR 4 
7. Safiri: 	 She said, "Rono, wake up." Again. 
8. PPR 3 
9. Tina: 	 That's right, children. 

10. Safiri: Rono woke up. Tina, then what did he do? 
1. Tina: fie lit the lamp. 
12. Safiri: Children, say, "He lit the lamp." 
13. PPR 3 
14. Safiri: That's right! He lit the lamp. 

The modeled discussion is capped with an unmodeled compre
hension question. 

15. Tina: Children ... what was in the room? 
16. PPR 4 
17. Tina: That's right! A cat. 
18. Safiri: Children, what was in the room? 
19. PPR 2 
20. Tina: That's right! There was a cat in the room! 

And the block ends. 
21. Safiri: Good work, children. 

Analyzed in this way, no two major blocks of the many hundreds 
written would reveal exactly these elements in exactly this order. 
RLAP scripts are not mechanically stitched together; they result 
from the imaginative labors of a team of writers. Still, the blocks and 
segments, like the complete production scripts, are indeed con
structed for the most part out of a limited array of distinguishable 
parts. 

THE RLAP TEAM WRITING SYSTEM 

Good language teaching is dramatic. This characteristic makes 
the scripting of ESL radio broadcasts a particularly inviting chal
lenge for the instructional writer. The writer's goal, of course, is a 
script that is both an efficient language lesson and a listenable radio 
program. 

In interactive radio, the ESL scriptwriter provides drama through 
very frequent pauses for active student response. What do we mean 
by "very frequent?" Every few seconds-a half-dozen responses 

per minute, a good 150 response pauses in the course of a half-hour 
broadcast is the target. If more than, say, 20 seconds of air time has 
elapsed without a pause for student response, the writer should 
begin to worry. 
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This is the same relentlessly interactive atmosphere that is a 
principal distinguishing feature of any good teacher-led language
class. It is crucial to the success of English teaching by radio. In ESL 
scriptwriting, we found that with a little practice, all tile elements of 
a good broadcast-variety, pace, plot and character, tension and
resolution, the arousal and satisfaction of curiosity-were fully
available. 

During the first broadcast year, three staff members worked full
time as scriptwriters. One writer handled all the listening/speaking
material. Another worked exclusively on reading and writing. Tile
third writer acted as script coordinatoc and was responsible for
writing music, songs, and games, and for developing continuity
between instructional segments.
 

In the second broadcast year, two project staff members 
were 
occupied full time, and several others part time, with scriptwriting.
In Year Three a third staff member assumed full-time writing
duties. 

Scriptwriters, both Kenvan and American, had a variety of expe
rience, but none had previously written instructional radio lessons. 
All had experience as teachers, either working with voting children 
or teaching English specifically. In general, the scriptwriters
learned how to write interactive radio lessons by writing them. 

Each writer was responsible for designated "blocks" or "seg
ments" of each script (See "Script Format," below) and made a
specialty of one of the principal skill areas. Th'ere are marked differ
ences in particular in the way oral practice and reading practice 
were handled, so this skill-area specialization had the effect of 
making the writer's daily work a good deal easier. The writing team 
planned and developed a week's work-five broadcast scripts-at a 
time.
 

All scripts were based on two documents: the Scheme of Work 
and the Lesson Plan. The Lesson Plan referred the writer to the 
Scheme by a coded letter and number system. It broke the instruc
tional content described in the Scheme into specified amounts of
weekly broadcast time, by segne~it, and recommended an order in 
which the material was to be presented. These two documents 
made the instructional principles and methods specific to teaching
English in Kenya. Ii was the job of the scriptwriters to employ these 
methods in their lessons. 

Each writer began his or her weekly planning by referring from
the Lesson Plan to the Scheme and studying the Scheme prescrip
tions. The cover sheet on every finished script also carried a Scheme 
code and a synoptic description of the competencies or structures 
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covered in that segment. The writers were thus able to locate and 
retrieve from the script files any old production scripts they wanted 
to refer to. This is especially important for carrying out future 
revisions. 

With these documents in hand, the writer planned his or her 
segments for the week, roughing out tentative choices of instruc
tional approaches, running themes, plots, characters, and settings. 

Near the beginning of the week a script conference was held at 
which the writers presented to each other their intentions for tile 
week's work and resolved conflicts and inconsistencies. During this 
working meeting, the groundwork was laid for the week's script 
continuity-both internal continuity within each script and conti
nuity among running themes and instructional sequences from 
program to program over tile course of tle week. 

One of the full-time writers served as script editor and continuity 
writer. As the week's work unfolded, this person gathered and 
collated the other writers' draft segments, supplied musical and 
spoken continuity, adapted copy as necessary, gave the script a first 
copy editing, and passed the assembled script along for review and 
final approval. 

When script material was returned from the review process for 
revision, writers incorporated this additional work into their week
ly schedules. Other influences on the week's writing included form
ative evaluation feedback, provided at Monday-morning project 
staff meetings, based on project field observers' reports and the 
writers' own field observations in project observation classrooms. 
Although the Scheme and Lesson Plans, along with the instruction
al principles, gave guidance to the script planning and writing, it 
was the formative evaluation which confirmed success or failure of 
instruction. As one of the instructional principles, formative evalua
tion affected at one time or another every aspect of scriptwriting 
and production. Not only were individual segments influenced by 
this feedback, but also the scriptwriting process itself was partially 
shaped by tile formative evaluatio, results. This feedback was espe
cially important in the first year and a half as we gained experience 
and confidence. After that we began to get a feel for what would 
work, but the feedback was alvays used to confirm our intuition. 

While these weekly work cycles resulted in a complex and de
tailed product-the week's production scripts-the RLAP writing 
staff was in no sense a hierarchi, but rather an "action team," 
motivated by shared professional commitment and the demands of 
the workload itself. The workinig atmosphere at the RLAP office 
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was characterized by intense, intimate, and very informal daily
collaboration. This aspect of RLAP project operations-that the
writing staff was not a bureaucratized hierarchy, but an agile, flexi
ble team of peers-was, we feel, important to the project's success. 
The use of an action-team concept for script development is among
our principal recommendations to anyone intending to engage in
undertakings similar to ours. The assembly, at the outset, of a
professional staff capable of this kind of collaboration is obviously
the most important requirement for such a system to succeed. 

The remaining pages of this chapter are devoted to a detailed
description of the RLAP scripts. Our further advice to writers takes
the form of notes, cautions, and asides sprinkled liberally through
out those pages. 

RLAP SCRIPT FORMAT 
The RLAP script format system evolved over the first project

broadcast year. It was basically fixed in its final form at a planning 

FIGURE 12
 
RLAP Year Two Script Format
 

Block Segment Tinii!ng Timh 

A 1:05 1:0)5 

C 1 0:15 1:20 
2Listeningspeakig 

3 4:30 
4 1:15 

D 1 0:10 
2 1:00 

E 1 0:15 
2 3:40 
3 1:00 
4 3:40 

F 1 0:10 
2 1:00 

G 1 0:15 
2 

3 5:00 
4 1:15 

H 1 0:10 
2 3:00 

J 0:50 

122 

5:50 
7:05 

7:15 
8:15 
8:30 

12:10 
13:10 
16:50 

17:00 
18:00 
18:15 

23:15 
24:30 
24:40 
27:40 
28:30 

l)e'ScriptiOn 

Standard opening; "Goucd
 
Morning" song
 
Colntinuitv
 

segments:
 
lllaii n llCe
 
Sng ganw pace change 
Drill based on in -itenance 
material 
Continuity 
"Enhancurment" (song ol game) 
Continuitv 
Reading: mnaintenance 
"Enhancement" (song or game) 
Reading: new material 
Continuity 
"''Inhancemtnlt' (song or game) 
Continuity 
l.istening slleaking: new 
mati,'ial
 
Song'game'pace change
Drill based on new material 
Continu.,itv 
Writing practice 
"Gootdby'" song; standard close 
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meeting just prior to broadcast Year Two. Adjustments to the for
mat were made in preparation for Year Three, but the Year Two and 
Year Three formats are similar, and our general comments on script 
organization apply equally to both unless otherwise stated. 

RLAP scripts were divided into major "blocks" of material. The 
blocks, in turn, were divided into "segments" of several kinds. This 
format is shown below in Figure 12, "RLAP Year Two Script For
mat" and Figure 13, "RLAP Year Three Script Format." 

FIGURE 13
 
RLAP Year Three Script Formal:
 

NtK1g Segment ,iixirg 

A 0:50 

B 1 
2 

0:10 
3:40 

3 
4 

0:10 
3:40 

C 

D 
E 

5 
6 
1 
2 
3 
4t 
5 
6 
7 

0:10 
1:)0 
0:10 
6:45 
0:10 
1:00 
0:10 
0:45 
0: 10 
3:00 
0:50 

Running
Time 

0:50 

1:00 
4:40 

4:50 
8:30 

8:40 
9:40 
9:50 
16:35 
1:15 

17:45 
17:5 
24:40 
24:50 
27:50 
28:40 

Description 

Standard opening; "Good 
Morning" song 
Continuity 
I.istening/;speaking: 
lain tena nce 
Continuity 
Listening,7speaking: new 
material 
Cont1inuitV 
"Enllalcenient" (song or game) 
Continuitv 
Reading: new imaterial 
Continuity 
''-nhancement' (song or game)
 
Continuit'
 
Reading: mai ntlna ice
 
Continuit
 
Writing practice
 
"Goodbye" song; standard close
 

Writing assignments were divided among the members of the 
writing tearn by means of these "blocks" and "segnents." 

A fixed portion of air time was allotted to each block and segment, 
as shown. The writer of each block or segment was responsible for 
timing it accurately. In practice, the writing team exercised a good 
deal of flexibility regarding the use and placement of the indicated 
segments within the blocks. These internal segment divisions are 
not intended as rigid prescriptions, but as general formulae. Writers 
often moved Year Two segments "C-3" and "G-3", for example, 
from the middle to one end or the other of the block, or omitted it 
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entirely. Similarly, the pattern drills specified in Year Two were
often lengthened, shortened, omitted, or woven into the body of a 
segment and timing reca.culated accordingly. 

There are several reasons, in addition to pedagogical consider
ations, for developing scripts by means of a formulaic system of this 
kind. First, the regularity of each day's broadcast is a convenience to
teacher and students, who can easily tell when one task is finished
and another of a known kind is about to begin. Second, a segment
ed script structure helps to generate lively, varied pacing. Third, a
segmented, formulaic system is a good way to team-write a very
heavv load of broadcast material efficientlv. 

What instructional devices do we commoniv use in these princi
pal blocks? Most principal blocks of instructiol in1cluded several of 
the following devices: 

* Choral and individual jquestion-and-answer ex
changes between students and the radio. 

* Structured conversational engagements between 
the radio and chorally responding students, and 
between the radio and individual students. 

* Spoken and nonverbal transactions amlong stu
dents, posited and reinforced 1b"',radio voices. 

* Dialogues, vignettes, and storics that engage stu
dents as participants, or otherwise require them to 
respond by speaking or acting.
Exercises based on worksheets or blackboard mate
rial; exercises involving the display or manipula
tion of common classroom objects. 

* Songs and games. 
* Pattern drills and similar exercises. 

Whit structural elements hold together the bits and pieces of the 
principal blocks of instruction? The major techniques for unifying
the blocks into a whole lesson included: 

"Stock characters and settings
* Stock musical, verbal, and sound effects cues 
" The response-pause system 
" The pupil-participant system. 

CHARACTERS AND SETTINGS 
In Year One, the radio voices had names, but they were not

distinct, individuated characters. This was in patrt because the de
velopment of dramatic characterization techniques within the strict 
confines of the project's instructional realities was part of the evolu-
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tion of the project itself. Experience soon taught us, as well, that the 
English available to us during most of the first year simply remained 
too meager to develop much character identity through scripting. In 
addition, we felt that characters who spoke with the authority and 
dignity of teachers would be more acceptable to teachers and 
parents. 

The Year One characters were called Juma, Rosa, Chege, Akinyi, 
and, at a later stage, Mumbi, and a "Mr. B," who was in charge of 
teaching the alphabet. Rosa and Juma were the principal characters. 
Mumbi and Akinyi were ancillary characters who appeared as 
necessary. 

Year Two and Year Three scripts used four principal characters, 
named Safiri, Tina, Sara, and Rono, and an array of secondary 
characters. All were played by the project's company of two male 
and two female actors. The main secondary characters comprised 
"the Hamisi family--mother, father, target-age son and daughter, 
grandmother, grandfather, and several aunts, uncles, and cousins. 
Along with a small constellation of other minor characters--a fish
erman and his son, for example-these characters populated an 
unnamed rural community in Kenya, intended to parallel loosely 
the sort of rural environment where the audience lived. 

Safiri and Tina were the designated program co-hosts, but this 
role could be filled at the writer's convenience bv Sara and Rono. 
Sara and Rono are a youngish couple who keepa little rural general 
goods shop. Safiri and Tina intentionally were left less specific as 
regards age, occupation, family status, and so forth, for the sake 4 
scripting flexibility. 

The settings most often used in RLAP broadcasts were: Rono and 
Sara's shop; the Hamisi family's house and its environs (the garden, 
a journey by matalu from house to hospital, in front of the house, 
and so fortfh); on the way to school (a walk that takes David and 
Anna through the village); and a ciassroom. 

Specified settings are 0nV on of several techniques writers can 
use. When there was no need for that kirkd of specificity, the setting 
was simply not posited. Often a two- or three-line dialogue, with no 
setting stated, was all that was needed. With established familiarity 
of setting and characters, an implied setting was often apparent to 
listeners-Rono and Sara are usually in their shop, for example. 

1. Musical Bridge No. Four 
2. Sara: 	 Rono, please lift this box for me. 
3. 	 Rono: Ulihhfff ..... (Straining to lift it)
 

I can't, Sara. It's too heavv!
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Implicit in a great deal of RLAP script mterial was an additional
setting, the student-listeners' own classroom. Dramatic license in
this regard was established early and firmly, both because the writ
ers knew from experience that this kind of dramatic extrapolation
was natural to listeners, and out of the necessity for the radio voices 
to be "present" at will, "seeing" and "hearing" what happens in
student-listeners' classrooms, in order to conduct the lesson. 

Thus, the radio characters could speak directly about "visiting"
the students in their classroem. 

1. Drama J heme No. One: 3, Under and Hold 
4. Sara: 	 Rono! Wake up!
5. Rono: 	 I'm awake. (Sleepily) 
6. Sara: 	 Get up! 
7. Rono: 	 I'm up. (Less sleepy) 
8. 	 Sara. Get dressed!
 

Brush your teeth!
 
9. 	 R,ono: I'm gettinlg dressed! (Excited) 

I'm brushing my teeth! (Frantic-brushing his 
teeth while he says the line)

10. Sara: Good! Now let's visit the children. 
11. Dramta 'heme ltoEnd 

Or, when this kind of prefacing was not needed, radio voices 
could begin by simply initiating instruction. 

1. MusicalBridge No. Six 
2. 	 Tina: Children, look at the words in the box on the 

blackboard. 

At the writer's discretion, then, the radio characters become
classroom presences, with a flexible arrasy of traits and perceptive
limits governed by common sense and the needs of the lesson.
Students were not confused by assertions of the radio characters' 
presence among them. Listeners in general, and children in particu
lar, are unlikely to distract themselves with abstract musings about
whether or not they are "really" conversing with a radio, or wheth
er or not radio characters can "really see what's on the blackboard," 
or by face-value inconsistencies in thesc prcmiscs. No onu cared if
Rono could apparently see what was on the blackboard and at the 
same time Sara could not. No one was troubled when Tina, already"present" in the classroom, needed to ask the students to confirm 
that they had carried out a task. 

1. Safiri: Now let's look at Worksheet 14. 
2. Tina: Children, are you looking at Vorksheet 14? 

CONTINUITY DEVICES 
A total of one minute, 15 seconds (1:15) in Year Two and one

minute (1:00) in Year Three in each script was allotted to the conti-
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nuity writer for creating transitions as needed between blocks and 
segments. (The assignment of 10- and 15-second slots for continuity 
as shown in Figures 12 and 13 was intended only as a general guide 
to script flow and timing. In practice, the placement and length of 
continuity material varied greatly from script to script.) 

These continuity passages included both spoken transitions and 
the use of four-second ,"MlSicaIbridges." RLAP programming was 
produced without the benefit of studio equipment for playing pre
recorded music or sound effects on cue during production. The
"musical bridges" consisted of a predetermined set of seven guitar 
riffs played live by a studio musician. 

Often a musical bridge alone was all that was needed for continu
itv. Students recognized the musical bridges as transition signals 
and were ready to respond appropriately-by reaching for the first 
of the day's worksheets, for example-since the various kinds of 
instruction occurred at about the same pcints in each day's 
broadcast. 

A musical bridge was used for transition out of mv segment that 
did not end with a musical passage of its own. The Musical bridge 
was often accompanied by a single line or a two- or three-line 
exchange. The whole transitional passage, includ~png four seconds 
for the musical bridge, generally covero-j no more than 10 or 12 
seconds of air time. 

There were several types uf typical continuity segments. They 
might have consisted simply of a statement of the next activity. 

I. Musical-Bridge No. One 
2. Safiri: 	 Children, it's time to read. 

1. Mushical Bvidge No:. Sven 
2. Sara: 	 Let's sing the "Clapping Song!" 

They might state the next activity together with instructions 
about how to prepare for it. 

1. Musical3_ridge No. Five 
2. Tina: 	 It's time to write. 
3. 	 Safiri: Children, take your exercise books and pick up 

your pencils. 
4. FX Writing Music Up 4, Under and I od 

Or they might combine this kind of preparatory dialogue with a 
modeling of the pattern just practiced or about to be practiced. 

1. Drama Theme No. One: 3, Under ald II.old 
2. 	Rono: Sara, thC cups are on the top shelf. Can you reach 

them? 
3. 	Sara: No, Rono. The shelf is too high. I'm not tall 

enough. 
4. Drama Theme to E-nd 
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The most elaborate continuity segment in an RLAP script was 
often the first, since it introduced the day's first block of instruction. 
Cont'nuity Segment "C-i" (Year Two)/"B-1" (Year Three) immedi
ately ,,.,-wed the standard opening. To that point all that the 
students had 	done was sing the opening song and chorus "Good 
Morning!" on 	cue. This continuity segment was often a vignette 10 
to 15 seconds 	long, with a special running guitar theme, "Drama 
Theme No. One," behind the dialogue. 'File two script excerpts
above with cues for "Drama Theme No. One" are examples of 
program-opening continuity segments. 

Here is another example fr-om Year Two of an opening continuity
segment, together with the material that immediately foliowed it: 

I. Drana Theme 3,_ Under and I od 
2. 	 Safiri: David and his grandfather are walking. Da

vid wants to run. (Safiri close to mike; soft, 
confiding tone)

3. David: 	 Cont,on, grandfather! Run with me! 
4. 	 Grandfather: I can't run, David. I'm too old. (David and 

Grandfather a little oH mike, voices louder, 
as ifwe're oV'erhearing a COnlVersatioll Olt
doors from a distance) 

5.Draifm 'Ihnt._jLnd
6. Safiri: 	 Children, look at worksheet 2. 
7. 	 David: Worksheet 2 has puitt.re1 t0l Grandmother 

and Grandfather. 
8. 	 Grandfather: Worksheet 2 has pictures of )aVid aid 

Ana,too. 
The "Drana Theme No. One" was originally intended to signal


the beginning of dramatic material, but evolved 
 into a musical
bridge cue with a variety of specialized functions, some only dimly
related to anything that could be considered 'drama.' The ''drama 
theme" was generally used in Year Two, to introduce Blocks C and 
G even when the spoken continuit, was not dramatic. It also was 
used sometimes within blocks as a back-ut- theme for transitiors of 
various kinds, dramatic or not. 

L l)_rana Theme 3,Under arid I-bd 
tHil'
2. Sara: Rolo, whlt's that on blackboard? 

3, Roio: A storv
 
4 Sara: Let's r"'ad it.
 
5. Rono: All right! 
6. Dramia Tht'C1e 	to Fid 

In Year Three, two more stock "draia themes" for the guitar-a
major-key "running thene" and an "olinous" ninor-key theme
were introduced to complement increasingly complex dramatic na
terial. The original "Drama Theme No. One" became exclusively
the musical key to open Listening/Speaking Block B. With increas-
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ing frequency in Year Three, connected dramatic vignettes recurred 
throughout a program, both as an instructional tool accompanying 
practice and as a thematic continuity device. "Drama Theme No. 
Two" and "Drama Theme No. Three" were useful in helping listen
ers follow this connected, recurring dramatic material. 

1. Safiri: 	 David ran to find Anna. 
2. FX 3_Va ter 	Lapping: Under and Hold: and: 
3. FX David1'sRunning Foosteps Under I.in' _4 
4. 	 David: Anna! Anna!! (Excited: Calling out) Olnatigo is 

going to take us for a ride in his father's boa!! 
5. FX Fade 	Footsteps 
6. 	Anna: But David ...Ican't swim! (Nervosly---The idea 

a boat ride frightens her) 
7. 	 Guitar: Struln Firmly allAM or AM7 Chor- (This is sup

posed to be an "ollillOLS" .ho0rd) 
8. David: 	 I can swim, Anna! (Irving to encourage her) 
9. Anna: 	 Rut I Can't! (t",not working) 

10. Guit.: 	 'i Or AM7 
11. Safiri: 	 Children, can David swim? 
12. 	 PPR 3 
13. Safiri: 	 Yes, he can. That's right. Co'n ,,\nna? 
14. 	 PIT 3 
15. Safiri: 	 No, she can't. Ali can't swim. 
16. Drana 	 'heneNo. Thr,,: Ugnder and Itold 
17. David: 	 I'm a good SwillIlle'r, Allila! 
18. Anna: 	 BulLt I'm nolt! 
19. 	 David: Oh, come on, Anna. . . . Onvango is very good at 

sailing the boat . . . and he'll be careful. 
20. 	 Anna: All light, David. (A reluctant little voice---she real-

IVdoesn't wilnt to) 
21. 	 Drarma_Theme No. Three: IEnld last on Relative Minor 
22. Safiri: 	 Children . is Anna going to ride in the boat? 
23. 	 PPR 3 
24. Safiri: 	 Yes, she is that's right... 
25. Guitar: 	Strum A.M or AMl7 
26. Safiri: 	 . . . . but she doesn't want to. 
27. Drana 	ThIlee No. Ue and IIIld'Iwo:'dLIL line ...
28. 	 Safiri: I morrow, children, I'll tell vOn what happened 

when David and Anna \vent for a ride in the boat. 
29. 	 Drama Thene No. Iwo: EInd F&at and Firnlli. on Dominant 

ChOrd 

Note that the passage immediately above is excerpted from tile 
midst of a "block" of instructional material. It is not one of the
"continuity" passages added to a script during script assembly. 

A ,elelL'i1Icautionary u/otC oil coilitiit:writers shoulh scrulpidosly
tehiplalionl to olinlityI ffiavid0I oit 'lronll (rolold ttp," ltn'n1iing 

transitionalpassagecs' iolo s0all idj)'h'l,1cl!in i/hantas. SuIci tetl'itions 
residt from a 1niisplaet'd desire to satisfI attilt natine-sp'aker needs fior 
plausibility. This kimii of overwrit im'sis deadl/1for lam i,' INa, leariers gelm'r-
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ally, and for children in particular. Transitions should always be kept as 
quick anid spare as possible. 

Here are some guidelines for continuity writing: writers should limit 
themselves to 15 or 20 seconds of transition total, including music, and less 
time whenever possiblh; to dialogue that directlh, precisely models the 
precediligor following instructiona! material; odil to instructions or state
merits necessary,to prepare students for the work that's about to be,in. 

Here are several further examples of continuity passages from 
Year Two scripts: 

I. Drama Theme 3, Und cr and Iold 
2. Mrs. Hanmisi: 	 Anna, who's repairing your toy?
3. Anna: 	 I'm repairing it myselt! (Proudly'-and stress

"myself'') 

4. 	Mrs. Hlamisi: Yoursell? 
5. Anna: 	 Yes, mother! Mvself! 
6. 	Drama Theme10to End 

1. -M..uwikatBridg, No. One 
2. Safiri: Tina, 	 what's on the blackboard? 
3. Tina: A storv. 
4. Safiri: Al! It's time to read! 
5. Tina: Yes! 

* * 	 * * * * A* 

I. NI Ilu l 1iide 	N +i Ire 
2. Safiri: Let's buy some things at Rono's shop! 

1. M"usical IBridg.t'No. ') ne 
2. Sara: Let's sing! 

Here are two examples of longer continuity passages from Year 
Three scripts. 

1. Musical lridge No. Seve 1 
2. 1X Soft, -elet Rain: -U1der I.ow and ;told 
3. 	 Sara: Goodbve, Tina and Safiri! 
4. 	 Tina: Goodby'e! (Ad lib, olf mike)
 

Safiri: Goodbye!

5. 	 Rono: It's dark Sar. Iet's close tip the shop.
6. 	 Sara: NI1hmm ... 1od ide,, (Seepily--1maybe a little 

yawn) [his rail is making me sleepy.
7. .-X-Fade i t Very Slowly During Shep\ So '', -it. 
8. 	 Xyspiio_._ Intro: Sletp.thuI4" 

1. 	 -Dtrm a '[hen ,No. Fijt,
2. 	I:.lv.....J' !dv ning o ' n 01! Agi i .derl:Qt eps in an 


Lines 3. b
 
3. 	 Sara: I lere comes David, Ronlo! (A.'mu1sed)
4. 	 Rono: ie's ate for sch1o0 again!
5. 	 David: What time is it, Rono!? (Off mike-panting, run

ning hard) 
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6. Rono: 	 It's almost eight o'clock! Hurry, David! 
7. FX Fade Footsteps 
8. 	 Sara: David can tell the time, but he's (with a laugh) 

always late! 
9. Guitar Intro: 	 "Tirne Song"' 

OTHER MUSICAL CUES 
AI! live instrumental music arid song accompaniments in the 

RLAP studio were played by a single musician equipped with a 
steel-string acoustic guitar, a Casiotone miniature electronic organ, 
a small xylophone, a drum, and a slide whistle. 

RLAP scripts used other kinds of stock musical cues in addition to 
the "musical bridges" and "drama themes." 

Writers called for incidental musical transitions as needed. A 
guitar or Casiotone cue, for example, was sometimes used in mid
segment to signal the end of a story or vignette arid to indicate 
transition to a related exercise. 

4. 	 Tall Man: I want to cut paper. Please give me vour scissors, 
George. 

5. 	FX Fade Scissors 
6. Safiri: 	 George gave the tall man the scissors. 
7. .C..siotone: 	 Ar~egio 
8. Tina: 	 Now let's talk about the story. 

Rising or falling slide-whistle tones were used whenever stu
dents were told to stand LIP or sit down. 

1. 	Rono and Sara: (Singing)
 
These are my hands
 
And these are my feet
 
These are my eyes
 
And these are my ears.
 

2. 	 Guitar: Outro 
3. 	 Safiri: Sit down, children. 
4. 	 FX Sit-Down Whistle 

A guitar-and-drum theme, cued as "FX Travel Music," was 
played when students were told to go to the front of the room for an 
activity and when they were told to return to their desks. "Travel 
Music" was timed as follows: four seconds for a single student to 
come to the front of the room; four or six seconds for two students; 
eight seconds for three or more Students. 

Taped patches of Kenyan instrumental folk music were used as 
follows: 
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" A theme cued as "FX Mother Tongue Music," c
"FX Drum and Ring" to fill air time during which 
the teacher is requested to provide instructions or a 
translation in student's first language (generally 
between two and eight seconds long). 

" Themes cued as "FX Reading Music," "FX Writing 
Music," "FX Kayamba," or "FX Rimba" to fill emp
tv air time or more than nine seconds duration 
during reading and writing exercises. 

* The program "intro" and "outro" musical themes, 
cued P "FX Mserego" and "FX Rimba, Kayamba, 
and Kivoti." 

VERBAL CUES 
In addition to the musical and transition cues already discussed, 

RLAP broadcasts used the following standard verbal cues: 
Speaking/Listening Cues:
 

Listen.
 
Say,
 
Ask,...
 
Read, ...
 
Again. (For modeled repetitions)
 
Let's drill!
 
Let's sing!
 
Let's play.,
 

Now you do/say it!
 
Action Cu *:
 

Comu .o the front.
 
Go back to your desk(s).
 
Stand up.
 
Sit down.
 
Walk to the (door, corner, etc.)
 
Take your exercise books and pick up your
 
pencils.
 
Point at.
 
Hold up...
 
Pick up ...
 
Put down ...
 
Touch ...
 
Give...
 
Put the . . . in/on/behind/beside/under the . ..
 
Stand behind/beside/between ....
 

In Year Three, a system was developed to cue the classroom 
teacher to call on one child to respond. In this system, the radio 
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voice initiated a stimulus with the words "one child" (or "same 
child," or "another child," as appropriate). Then the radio voice 
presented the stimulus. Then a single xylophone note sounded, 
which was the teacher's signal to point to a child. Two or three 
seconds were added to tile pause for pupil response (PPR) to give 

on someone. This "teacher-appointed rethe teacher time to call 

sponse system" was used increasingly as Year Three progressed,
 
particularly to 	elicit extended or open-ended responses.
 

One child who stole tile vegetables?1. Safiri: 
2. XyophQln: 	 1note 
3. PPR5 
4. Grandmother:That's right! Harestole them! 

5. 	 Tina: Same child ... whY do you think Hare stole the 

vegetables? 
6. PPR_6 

Additional repetition cues evolved during Year Three. "Say it 
were the cue variaagain," "What did you say," and "once more" 

tions most often used. These variations were adopted in the interest 

of generating more natural and varied speech. 

Students heard these cues regularly. The cues were used consis
tently and unvaryingly. Much of the success of a radio lesson is the 

aresult of dependable cueing. Students who have not mastered 
consistent set of verbal, musical, and sound effect cues cannot 

concentrate fully on the tasks at hand. 

SONGS AND GAMES 
or games in most RLAP scripts.There were four or five songs 

Mid-block songs or games were used at the discretion of the writing 
staff. We treated the designated "enhancement" blocks as untouch
able, and tried to avoid finished scripts with only two songs or 

games. We preferred active "stand-up" games or clapping songs for 

use in the "enhancement" slots, to ensure that every script includ

ed some physical movement. 

The writing staff followed the principle that all songs and games 

should carry instructional content, and not be used simply as ran

dom diversions. Songs were written to accompany the introduction 
of a new pattern or notional cluster, "nd were likeliest to appear 

thereafter as an adjunct to further study of that pattern or cluster. 

For example, the first presentation of the adverb "too" resulted in 

the following song: 
It's too high, I can't reach it. 
It's too high, I can . reach it. 
It's too high, I can't reach it. 
It's too high for me! 
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The following songs were among those that appeared duringYear Two for purposes of contrastive tense review: 
I'm washing my hands.
 
I'm washing my hands.
 
I wash them every day!

I'm washing my hands.
 
I'm washing my hands.
 
I washed them yesterday!
 

I go, you go every day!
He, she, and they went yesterday!

We'll go tomorrow, to learn and play!

We all go to school!
 

In Year Three, practice in manipulating indirect objects was oftenaccompanied by a "plug-in" song consisting simply of repetitions ofa model direct/indirect object transformation-"Tell me a story, tellit to me," for example, or "Send me a letter, send it to me." 
A unit on mass and count nouns resulted in the "Dinner Song,"which was then often sung when dinnertime was used as a dramat

ic setting. 

We need a few cups and a little tea,

A little meat, a few potatoes, don't you see,

Some milk and some maize and, one, two, three!
 
Dinner is ready!
 
Dinner is ready!

Dinner is read, for the family! 

Standard princWlCs of :hildrn,i's writing and ESL instructionalwritingapply, to writing songs fo,. broadcast: repe'titveness, uelodic simplicity,learnabiliti/,cultural appropri:te'uL', and as close afocts on target syntax
and vocaidary as can be iaagt'd.A song, for ESL purposes,should 
amount to a repetitiondrill set to music. 

All RLAP songs consisted of only a single verse-more wouldsurely be too much for students to learn-bitt manv, like the "Indirect Object Song," were constructed to accept patterned plug-ins.
The "it's Too High" song (above) was another example. Yet anotherwas a Year Two se,,_ developed for use in accompanying exercises
with the verbfill, the adjectives ftll and enpty, and nouns construct
ed with the suffix-fl. 

1. Rono: Sara, do you want a cup of tea? 
2. Sara: Yes, please! 
3. CutT~ ea&t.EFily'
4. Sara: (Singing)
 

Please fill my cup.

5. EXCp eFilling.imctGui; Line ) 
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6. Guitar: 4-Note Echo of First Line Under FX (Line 5) 
7. Sara: (Singing)
 

Now my cup isfull.
 
Ihave a cupful,
 
A cupful of tea!
 

8. Guitar; Refrain and Hold Under 
9. Rono: Children, let's sing with Sara! 

Variants of this song were achieved with plug-ins such as "fill my 
glass/glassful of water" and "fill my hand/handful of nuts." 

A cautionary note: students must be taught to expect plug-ins, when tile 
wriler intends to use them, or new plug-itis are likely to be ignored. If 
children thoroughly learn a song one way and theni arc asked to alter the 
words, they are inclined sutnply to sing tile song as they first learnled it, 
runningover the radio voices' ne'w version, even if the proposed alteration is 
a simple and obvious pattern substitution. 

When a new song was introduced, a radio voice sang the song 
through once or twice and then students were instructed to join in. 
The first time a song was heard in any broadcast it was sung by a 
single voice. The full cast often sang subsequent repetitions, to add 
vigor to the singing, but the combined voices of the full cast singing 
a song tended to render the words indistinct. 

1. -Musical -Bridge No.- ioN-N
2. David: 	 Mv friend is tall! 
3. Anna: 	 My friend is taller! 
4. Rono: 	 Mv friend is tallest! 
5. f-X uitar or Casiotone Intro: "Tall Ta llerjFhTalest" Song 
6. 	 Safiri: (Singing)
 

His friend is tall.
 
Her friend is taller.
 

7. 	 Rono: My friend is tallest,
 
Tle tallest friend of ill!
 

8. Guitar of Casiotone Refrain, UndIr and I-od 
9. Safiri: 	 Let's all siog, children! 

10. Whole CalLL__mgiug 
His friend is tall. 
Her friend is taller 
MV friend i,I 
Tle tallest fiiend ot all! 

11. . 
12. Safiri: Once more, everybody! 
13. Whole Cast: _(Singing) 

His friend is tall. 
ier friend is taller. 
My friend is tallest, 
'Fhe tallest friend of all! 

14. Guitar or Ca:;iotone Outro 
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"Games," in RLAP broadcasts, were often movement exercises. 
These too were designed to carry' instructional weight, in addition 
to the obvious value in getting young children out of their seats for 
movement breaks at lc 'renc or twice during a half-hour of inten
sive language study. 

Rehearsing names for body parts was one obvious device for 
movement games. These activities also combined singing ar:d 
movement. 

1. Safiri: Children, stand up. 
2. FX Stand-up Whistle 
3. Nono: Children, touch \'our hands. 
4. Dru Booni: m Bo on 
5. Sara: luch 'oUr feet. 
6. Drum: _Boom 	 Boom 
7. Rollo: [ouch oLr eVes. 
8. D1ruuL: Boom Bfoom 
9. Sara: louch 'our ears. 
10. Druim: Booni Booi 

One of the most enduringly popular RLAP games, however, 
required nothing but that students stand up, turn around, and sit 
down again on Command. 

1. Guitar: "'Boy A\nd Girls Standt UP" jtiO 
2. 	Sa firi.Rono: (Singing)
 

B0o," s, stanmid up.
 
3. FX5stand-U P k'histh, 
4. 	 Sara,'Tina: (Singing):
 

Gir, ', tlnd up.
 
5. FX Stand-Lk 	 Wh'htle 
6. 	 Cast: (Singing)
 

BOV's And girls, sit down.
 
7. FX Sit-Douwn \",'ftlv 
8. 	 SaraTina: (Singing)
 

Girls, stand up.
 
). X lStand-Up Whistle
 

I(). Saliri Rono: (Singing)
 
BoYs, stand II).


l1. FX 't,lnd-lp Whistle
 
12. Ca s t: (Singing) 

Girls and boys, sit down.
 
13, l:X Sit-D -Whitle'n 

14. (.,uita;QLAt", 

PAUSES FOR STUDENT RESPONSE 
One of the most subtle tasks for writers was timing the length of 

pauses for pupil response ("PPRs," in RLAP usage, for "Pauses for 
Pupil Response''). Students respond at different rates of speed; 
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classrooms manifest a surprising variety of local styles in the speed 
of choral responses. It was hard to predict the shortening in re
sponse rates that took place over time as learners progressed. The 
writer, often had to allow for an unknowable quantity of "think 
time" in addition to actual delivery time. In some cases it appeared 
that students needed an additional second of response lead time to 
make sure that the radio had finished cueing them. The hazards of 
failure in accurately timing PPRs were considerable--too short a 
paus..: and the response overlapped the broadcast; too long, and 
there was dead air and a loss of lesson momentum. 

Writers simply i1u-;t use intuition in estimating PPRs. The sys
tems we used in timing our PPRs changed as our learners improved 
and our materials became more complex. The RLAP system for 
timing PPRs was as follows: the writer spoke the predicted student 
response, imagining a likely rate of delivery, and timed hipself or 
herself. One second was then adued to this timing for the first time 
a response was generated, and taken off again for subsequent im
mediate repetitions. 

5. 	Rono: Good, children. Now, Chege .. look at the letter 
"13"on the blackboard. 

6. PPR 2 
7. Sara: 	 Chege, try to toich tile letter -B." 

I8. PPR 2 
9. Rono: 	 Children, can he I tch it? 

10. PPR 3 
11. Ronfo: Yes, he can. Again. 
12. PPR 2 

A second or more of "think time" i,,, as added when the expected 
response appeared to warrant it. Students clearly needed less 
"think time" for a simple modeled-and-repeated question and 
answer. 

1. Sara: 	 Rolo. is he tall enough? 
2. Rono: 	 Yes, hc is. 
3. Sara: 	 Children, is he tall enough? 
4. PPR 3 
5. Sara: 	 Yes, he is. Again. 
6. I'RI2 

They needed more for an unmodeled response-or a response 
requiring a complex transformation. 

3. Sara: 	 Akinvi, where is the soap? 
4. PI' b 
5. Sara: 	 There it is! . . . (,o)' she sees it) 
6. Rono: 	 On the botton shelf . ... 

7. Sara: 	 .... in the middle. 
h. Ron: 	 Thank vou,, .-\kinviT 
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2. Sara: 	 Rono, is the third line as long as the second line? 
3. Rono: 	 No. It's longer. 
4. Sara: 	 juma .... is the first line as long as the second 

line? 
5. PPR 5 
6. Sara: 	 No. It's shorter. 
7. 	 Rono: Children, is the first line as long as the second 

line? 
8. PPR 4 
9. Rono: 	 No. It's shorter. Again. 

10. PPR 3 
11. Rono: Again. 
12. PPR 3 

TIMING YEAR 2 READING SEGMENTS 
Timing tile PPRs in reading segments is even more difficult. 

Idiosyncrasies among individual classrooms and learners vary 
enormously, and these variations can have many different causes
teachers wiho encourage odd styles in choral reading, for example, 
or a very wide gap between the good readers in a given classroom 
and the poor ones. PPRs must be generous enough so that when 
students are reading aloud chorally-a very common expedient, or 
necessity, in broadcast lessons-the chor1used responses do not 
break down in chaos because the radio is leaving too many students 
behind. 	 The timing must allow for the balance of familiar and 
unfamiliar vocabulary in a text. Poor readers need adequate "hesita
tion" time for word-by-word decoding. Even good beginning read
ers can get lost when a sentence on a worksheet extends across two 
or three lines. 

As was the case in timing pauses in listening/speaking practice,
apt timing of pauses in reading practice depended on the writer's 
experience and discretion. 

The writer always began by cueing the reading-that is, by draw
ing students' attention to a worksheet or to material on the black
board. Fie or she generally allowed three to five seconds for this 
initial locating. Next, students were directed to the place in the text
where they were to begin working-a second distinct step. A radio 
voice led them to locate "the first word in Box Q on Worksheet 12,"
for example, or "sentence 5 under the picture." Two PPRs of two 
seconds each were generally required to lead students to find their 
place in a text. 

Here is a very general rule of thumb for arriving at a PPR for 
students' first attempt to read aloud a given chunk of material-a 
word, phrase, or sentence-on their first encounter with it: the
writer speaks the material aloud, trying to produce some sort of 
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reasonable "average-student" rate of delivery, and times this deliv
ery. He or she then adds 50 percent to this timing to arrive at the 
PPR. 

We discovered that this 50 percent, for our materials, in our 
teaching context, was usually sufficient time to allow for most stu
dents' initial decoding struggles. Then, when the radio provided a 
correct model and children were asked to repeat it-the usual prac
tice-the 50 percent additional time was removed. 

1. Sifiri: 	 Children, touch sentence I under Box A. 
2. PPR 2 
3. Safiri: 	 Read that sentence aloud, children. 
4. MusicL§MtKayimba 12 
5. Safiri: 	 Again. 
6. Music: 	 Soft _Kay_,tnfa_j2 
7. 	 Tina: Mr. 1lamisi is riding his bicycle along the path. 

Again. 
8. PPR8 

1. Safiri: Children, look at the blackboard. Tina, read all the 
words under letter "a." 

2. Tina: 	 "Ate," "race," "face." 
3. Safiri: Children, look at the words under the letter "a." 

Read the first word aloud. 
4. PPR3 
5. Tina: 	 "Ate." Again. 
6. PPR 2 
7. Safiri: 	 Read the second word under the letter "a." 
8. PPR3 
9. Tina: 	 "Race." Again. 

10. PPR 2 
11. Safiri: Now read the third word under the letter "a." 

After: 	 Ask children to identify and read out individual 
words in the group. 

12. PPR 3 
13. Safiri: Now read all the words under the letter "a." 
14. Mu!,k 	 _Scft Kapamba 10 
15. Fina: "Ate," "race," "face." Again. 
16. Music: Soft Kayamba 1(0 

It was often easier for children to read from the blackboard than 
from worksheets. Since all eyes were on the same copy, the teacher 
could control the pace of choral reading-a significant consider
ation for broadcast lessons-by touching each word as the children 
read. 

RLAP reading exercises that focussed on units of material more 
than two sentences long were generally accompanied by "compre
hension questions." These were simple questions, or complex 
question sequences designed to lead students to grasp the main 
idea of a passage or to respond to inferences embedded in it. PPRs 
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for responses of this kind were timed according to length anddifficulty, like listen ing/speaking PPRs, except in cases were tile texthad been read silently. Comprehension responses accompanying
silent reading were timed more generously. 

The following script excerpt shows reading PPRs of several kinds. 
1. FX Bicycle Bell 3 
2. Tina: Whose bicycle is that, Safiri? 
3. FX BicycLje Bell 3_ 
4. Safiri: It's my bicycle. I'll ride to town after this lesson. 

Children, put worksheet 22 in front of you.
5. PPR4 
6. Safiri: Do you now have worksheet 22 in front of you? 
7. PPR 3 
8. Tina: Yes, we do. Again. 
9. PPR 2 

10. Safiri: 	 Good. Now look at Box A on the worksheet, chil
dren. 

11. PPR 2 
12. Tina: 	 Look at Mr. Hamisi, children. What's he riding?
13. P_ 3 
14. Tina: 	 A bicycle. Again. 
15. PPR 2 
16. Safiri: 	 Children, touch sentence 1 under Pox A. 
17. [PPR 2 
18. Safiri: Read that sentence aloud, children. 
19. Music: __ba12Soft Ka (Should not inter, ,re with chil

dren's concentration. 
20. Safiri: 	 Again. 
21. Music: 	 Soft Kayanba 1_2 
22. 	 Tina: Mr. Harnsi is riding his bicycle along the path. 

Again. 
23. PPR 8 
24. Safiri: Good. Now read sentence two, children. 
25. PPR_6 
26. Tina: 	 He is going to the city. Again. 
27. PPR 5 
28. Safiri: 	 Now read sentence three. 
29. PPR 7 
30. Tina: 	 Fie rides and rides and rides. Again. 
31. PPR 6 
32. Safiri: Who's riding to the city, children? 
33. PPR 3 

Note that line 32 qualifies as a comprehension question, since the answer to the question is not immediately adjacent to it. PPR 3 isadequate timing, since the expected response-"Mr. lamisi"-is a 
brief utterance. 

A further note: even 'einforce'nentrepetitions in reading nLeed to be timed 
as reading, not as listeni ng/speaking repetition practice. The writer innst
do all ie or she can to hold children's attention to the text, and to inhibit 
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their tendency simply to repeat modeled answers without focusing on tile 
readingtask. PPRs must allow tinefor children to focus and read, a longer 
process than mere listening and repeating. 

The RLAP system for timing writing response pauses is as fol
lows: for copying exercises, we allowed two seconds per letter, plus 
three seconds between each word. Additional generous focusing 
time was allowed for copying material that included extra lexical 
tasks-material that continued across more than one line, for exam
ple, or that required looking back and forth repeatedly between the 
exercise book and a dense block of text. In general, we found that 
students needed less processing time to copy from the blackboard 
than to copy from a book or a worksheet. 

We timed dictation exercises by allowing four seconds per letter 
in addition to one second for the utterance of the letter-a total of 
five seconds for each word dictated. 

Other kinds of structured writing exercises were timed according 
to the writer's best guess about the difficulty of the task. 

PPRs are dead air time unless they are filled LIp with incidental 
music or sound effects. As a rule, RLAP broadcasts cover all dead 
air over nine seconds long with music. Reading and writing materi
al generated most pauses of this length. To fill long reading and 
writing PPRs we used the soft, unobtrusively rhythmic sound of a 
kayamba, a rattle made of small seeds enclosed in a bamboo case. 

We were anxious to avoid broadcasting even short expanses of 
dead air as much for the sake of our incidental listeners as for our 
school users. Our broadcast service, the Voice of Kenya National 
Service, is one of only two frequencies, both state controlled, avail
able on the AM/FM dial. 'Fhe National Service is the only service on 
the air during School Broadcasts hours, so our audience of inciden
tal listeners was sizable. Too much dead air can cause both school 
users and incidental listeners unnecessary concerns. Some may 
begin to fumble with their receivers, thinking that their tuning is 
faulty. Others may think things have gone wrong at the station. 

PATTERN DRILLS 

The Year Two RLAP script format allowed 2:30 per program for 
pattern drills. The continuity writer wrote these drills as part of his 
script-assembly work, after he had the draft script segments in 
hand, and after he had written the continuity segments. There was 
usually time left over from the continuity time allotment. The conti
nuity writer added this surplus time to the total allotted for drills. 
He then apportioned this time to the two drill segments, "C-4," and 
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"G-4," writing drills based on the day's speaking/listening study in 
the "C" and "G"block. 

In addition to this prescribed drill material, pattern drills wereused as needed throughout the radio lessons for additional review 
as identified by formative evaluation. 

In keeping with much contemporary practice in language teaching, RLAP programming made use of a broad variety of instruction
al devices. Formal pattern drilling had an established but relatively
minor place in our radio language lessons. RLAP pattern drills werealways closely connected to other immediately adjacent material,
and always relied on freshly established meaning drawn from those 
surrounding contexts. 

Several of the old audiolinmitaltechniques, rote drillinganiong themt, canbe teuipting to ESL scriptwriters. Writers n.-,'d to be vigilant againstany
tendency to crank out rote drills inadequateh! grounded in JIlealinfil 
real-languagecontexts. 

The drills we used were standard patterned language exercises:
repetition, substitution, and transformation drills, and combina
tions and variants of these. 

In RLAP scripts, simple repetition drills were cued with thewords, "Children, let's drill," and ended with the line, "Good drill,
children," or simply, "Good, children." 

1. Muia rde No,One 
2 .Tina: Children, let's drill again.
3. Safiri: Children, say, "I'm washing myself."
4. PPR 4 
5. Safiri: You're washing yourself.
6. PPR 3 
7. Safiri: le's washing himself. 
8. PPf3 
9. Safiri: She's washing herself. 

10. PR3 

3. Safiri: They're washing themselves. 
4. PPR 3 
5. Tina: Good drill, children! 

Outside of the drill context, repetitions must be generated bymeans of the cue "again," or another stock repetition cue. Repeti
tion drills have the advantage of establishing a sustained cadence of
repetitions without the intervention of a cue. 

Substitution and transformation drills are introduced with thewords, "Children, listen," followed by 10 or 15 scconds of model
ing, followed by the line, "Now children . . You do it," followed by 
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the drill itself, and ending with a short repetition drill tag to model 
the correct pattern of responses. 

1. Musical Bride No. Two 
2. Tina: Children, listen. 
3. Safiri: I'm washing myself. 
4. Tina: I'm washing myself. 
5. Safiri: He. 
6. Tina: He's washing himself. 
7. Safiri: They. 
8. Tina: They're washing themselves. 
9. Safiri: She. 

10. Tina: 	 She's washing herself. 
11. 	 Safiri: Now, children .... you do it.
 

(Pause)
 
I'm washing myself.
 

12. PPR 4 
13. Safiri: 	 They. 
14. PPR 4 
15. Safiri: 	 She. 
16. PPR 4 

1. Tina: Children, say, "She's washing herself." 
2. APR 
3. Tina: They're washing themselves. 
4. PPR 4 

17. Tina: 	 Good, children! 

RLAP drills ranged from 0:20 to 1:30 in length. Less time usually 
was not enough to establish and sustain momentum. Drills more 
than 1:30 long were found to be trying for young learners, even in 
Year Three. 

Drill PPRs were timed as they were in other kinds of segments, 
but tightness was particularly important in the drills. Empty air 
time is deadly anywhere in the radio lesson, but is especially dam
aging to pattern practice, where the cadence of the drill helps stu
dents to perform successfully. 

During Year Two we began distributing the texts of substitution 
and transformation drills to teachers as part of the teacher's notes, 
with the correct responses written into the PPR slots. We then 
asked teachers in RLAP classrooms to have these texts in hand 
during the drills and to help their students perform the drills cor
rectly. Our original device had been to model the correct response 
after every substitution or transformation. We believe this might be 
an acceptable expedient for radio language lessons that do not 
include a related print component; but we found that it tended to 
confuse students, and that it lessened the effectiveness of the drills 
by disrupting the drilling cadence. 
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THE PUPIL-PARTICIPANT SYSTEM 
The pupil-participant system was a cornerstone of RLAP broad

casts. It was used whenever any individual response or action was 
desired. 

In Year One, pupil-participants were referred to by numbers, as"Girl I," "Boy 1," "Girl 2," 	 "Boy 2," and so on. The advantages of
number references were several. Among other things, th! devicehelped us to teach numbers Lp to 10 early in the first term, far more
easily than we could have donie otherwise. It was a simple, conve
nient the ofway, at outs'et the project, to call on individual 
participants. 

Classroom teachers were asked to make permanent labels reading "Boy 1," "Girl 1," and so on, up to 10, and to affix those labels to
children each day as indicated in the pre-broadcast teachers' notes.
During the broadcast, the teacher could then instantly spot pupil
participants as the radio called on them. 

1. Rosa: Girl 1,stand LIp.2. FX_Stand-Up Whistle 
3. Rosa: Girl 1, take Your pencil.
4. PPR 2 
5. Rosa: Girl 1, put your pencil on your desk. 
6. P1111 2
7. Rosa: Girls, ask, "Boys, where's her pencil?"
8. PPR 8 
9. Rosa: It's on her desk. Boy's, again.

10. PIPR 4 
11. Rosa: 	 Girl 1, sit down. 
12. _FXSit-Dow Whi st tle 
13. Juma: 	 Boy 2, stand up.
14. _X aid t-dp_)Whistle
15. Juma: 	 Boy 2, take your book. 
16. PPR 2 
17. Juma: 	 Bov 4 and Girl -, stand Ip.
18. EX___histle4
19. 	 Juina: Teacher, remind Bo\, 4 and Girl 4 to speak up

when saying their names. 
20. EXDrtumn adr6ing 10
21. Juma: 	 Boy 4, what's VoUr name? 
22. PPR 4 
23. Juma: 	 Boy -1,speak uip. What's your name? 
24. PPE4 
25. Juma: 	 Children, what's his name? 
26. PPR 4 
27. Rosa: 	 Girls, what's his name? 
28. MPPA 
29. Rosa: 	 Girl 4, What's your name? 
30. PPR4 
31. Rosa: 	 Children, what's her name? 
32. JIR4 
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33. Juma: 	 Boys, what's her name? 
34. PPR4 
35. 	 Rosa: Children, took at Boy 4. (PAUSE) Group 1, whai's 

his name? 
36. PPR4 
37. Juma: 	 Group 3, what's his name? 
38. PPR 4 
39. 	 Rosa: Children, look at Girl 4. (PAUSE) Group 2, what's 

her name? 
40. 1PR_4 
41. Juma: 	 Group 3, what's her name? 
42. PER4 
43. Juma: 	 Children, what's Boy 4's name? 
44. PPR 4
 
.15. Juma: Children, what's Girl 4's name?
 
46. PPR 4 
47. Juma: 	 Boy 4, Girl 4, sit down. 
48. FX Down Whistle 

The pupil-participant system, which was used for Year Two and 
for the duration of the projct, is the following: 

At the beginning of the broadcast Year Two, teachers were asked 
to make signs bearing six designatei pupil-participant names. At the 
beginning of each week, at his or her convenience, the teacher 
appointed pupil-participants ai specified in the teacher's notes. 
During pre-broadcast preparations the teacher hung the appropri
ate sign around the neck of each pupil-participant who was called 
on during that day's broadcast. During broadcasts the radio ad
dressed individual students by the designated pupil-participant

and "Akinyi" for girls, "Juma,"names-"Rosa, "Mumbi," 

"Chege," and "Owino" for boys. These students, in a sense, be
came radio characters themselves for the duration of the broadcast.
 

They performed several important functions. For one, they car
ried out many defining and contextualizing actions-movement, 
pantomime, blackboard work. The use of pupil-participants was 
the most common device in RLAP broadcasts for insuring that 
students had clearly before them the meaning of the words and 
structures they were practicing. This was often accomplished by 
instructing a pupil-participant to manipulate classroom objects or 
other common objects as an accompaniment to the performance of a 
language exercise by the rest of the class. (The teacher is asked in 
the Teacher's Notes to gather 'he needed items in advance of the 
broadcast and have them ready.) 

1.Sara: Rosa, put the duster in the box. 
2. PPR 2 
3. Rono: Sara, is there anything in the box? 
4. Sara: Yes, there is. 
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5. Rono: Children, is there anything in the box? 
6. PPR 3 
7. Rono: Yes, there is. Again. 
8. PPR 2 
9. Sara: Children, ask Rosa, "Is there anything in the 

box?" 
10. PPR 7 
11. Rono: 	 Yes, there is. That's right, Rosa.
12. 	 Sara: Children, ask Rosa again, "Is there anything in 

the box? 
13. PPR 6
 
14. Rono: 	 That's right, Rosa. There's something in the box.

15. Sara: 	 Children, say, "There's something in the box."
 
16. PPR 5
 
17 Sara: There's something in the box. Again.

18. PPR 4
 
19. Sara: 	 There's somethirg in the box. Again.
 
20. PPR 4
 
21. Sara: 	 Again.
 
22. PPR 4
 
23. Rono: 	 Now, Rosa .... take the duster out of the box. 
24. PPA

Pupil-participants also often model a pattern orally themselves 
while they carry out appropriate actions. 

1. Rono: Owino, what are you doing? 
2. PPR 5 
3. Rono: I'm walking backwards. Jama, again. 
4. PPR 3 
5. Sara: Children, what's Owino doing? 
6. PR 4 
7. Sara: He's walking backwards. Again. 
8. PPR 3 
9. Sara: Again. 

10. P _R3 

SUMMARY 
The tension between the dramatic and the static aspects of lan

guage learning makes ESL instructional broadcast scriptwriting
particularly challenging. When the challenge is met successfully,
the result is intensely interactive programming which maintains 
consistent standards of learner appeal. 

The assembly at the outset of an ESL broadcasting project of a
writing taff capable of flexible, cooperative teamwork is important
to success. We recommend a non-hierarchical "acti'n team" ap
proach to organizing the scriptwriting staff. 

RLAP scripts were developed with a set format. They were
team-written in sections and subsections ("blocks" and "seg
ments"). This system was used for the sake of efficiency in generat-
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ing very large amounts of material; but the RLAP staff exercised a 
good deal of flexibility in modifying the format as necessary for each 

finished script. 

Short musical and spoken passages were used to achieve smooth 

transitions between the finished blocks and segments. This transi

tional material was added by a single member of the writing team, 

who also assembled and copy-edited the scripts. 

RLAP scripts made use of stock characters and settings and a 

standard set of verbal, musical, and sound-effect cues. 

The "PPR" ("pause for pupil response") system was the project 

term for the scripting device by means of which air time is allowed 

for active learner responses. There are generally about 150 response 

pauses in a half-hour English in Action broadcast. Response pauses 

can very in length from two seconds to a full minute. 

system is the device in RLAP program-The "pupil-participant" 
ming for eliciting individual learner responses. It is carried out with 

the help of the classroom teacher, who appoints pupil-participants 
for each broadcast. The radio addresses these children by a set of 

designated names. They become, in a sense, radio characters them

selves for the duration of a broadcast. 

The types of exercises most often used in RLAP scripts include: 

" Question-and-answer exchanges between stu
dents and the radio. 

" Structured conversational engagements between 
students and the radio. 

" Conversations and other transactions among stu
dents, posited and reinforced by radio voices. 

" Vignettes and stories that engage students as 
participants. 

" Vignettes and stories with exercises, follow-up 
questions, or discussion. 

* Exercises involving the use of worksheets or mate
rial copied onto the blackboard by the classroom 
teacher. 

" Exercises involving display or manipulation of 
classroom objects or other common objects. 

* Songs and games.
 
" Pattern drills and similar exercises.
 

Ongoing formative evaluation by scriptwriters and field observ

ers provided information on lesson effectiveness. Ineffective seg

ments were analyzed and language competencies were retaught in 

upcoming lessons. Major problems concerned pedagogy, such as 
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length of practice, number of new linguistic items in a lesson,balance between receptive and productive skills, and so on. Otherproblems included broadcast techniques, such as the use of soundeffects, timing for pupil responses, cueing devices, and so on. 
It is the scripts which bring the curriculum to life. They mustprovide the excitement that very good classroom teachers normallyprovide. They must guide the learners and provide the examplesthat very good textbooks normally do. The scripts only achieve lifewhen the children listen to the radio and participate in the lessons.We have tried to convey how this works by showing the structure ofscripts and the process we used in writing them. Each new educational setting will require creative adaptation, but the techniques of

interactive radio can be used anywhere. 
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Chapter 7 
PRODUCING RADIO LESSONS 

Kurt Hein, Margaret Ojuando, and Mary Karue 

THE PRODUCTION SCHEDULE 
The elements of preparing and producing the script for broadcast 

that are described in this chapter are distributed throughout the 
production process described in some detail in Chapter 3. The 
process that takes the lesson from the printed page to the actual 
broadcast is described in this chapter. These activities are indicated 
in italics in the following overall production schedule. 

Week 1- Methodology written; lesson plan written 
Week 2- Draft segments written 
Week 3- Script review 
Week 4-- Draft segments revised as necessary 
Week 5- Final script approved, copied, and 

distributed 
Week 6- Teacher's Notes and complementary lessons 

written 
Formative evaluation materials written 
Pre-production completed 
Studio production, tapes reviewed 

Week 7- Post-production completed 
Teacher's Notes reviewed, revised 
Formative evaluation materials reviewed, 
revised 
Printing of materials completed 

Week 8 Print materials assembled and distributed 
to 10- Final tapes and scripts copied and filed 

Week 11- Teacher prepared for lessons 
Broadcast 

Week 12- Revisions 

SCRIPT REVIEW 
The production of an English ii Action lesson begins when the 

draft script has been completed. Even though the working script 
has been carefully composed by a team of skilled writers, it is still 
necessary for the script to undergo intensive review. While there 
are many technical reasons for reviewing the script (described in 
detail below), one important reason is that the review process has 
heiped to establish and maintain the unity of the team. 
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As mentioned throughout this book, developing a successful 
instructional radio program is a collaborative, creative effort. It 
requires constant reflection, evaluation, and analysis of what the 
project is attempting to accomplish and how best to accomplish it. It 
requires that all members of the team be willing to subject them
selves to constructive criticism; it also requires that each person be 
willing to sacrifice his or her opinions to the view of the majority. 
Considerable dialogue and constant cooperation among all mem
bers of the production team are essential if the scripts are to reflect 
even the uinimum standards of the project. It is primarily through 
the consultative script review process that our standards improved. 

Draft Script Review 
In its technical aspects, the script review process can be likened to 

the process of "quality control" commonly practiced on production
lines in manufacturing plants. In a processing pl nt, "quality con
trol" safeguards against the production and distribution of inferior 
goods. Similarly, with the Radio Language Arts Project, the pri
mary purpose of the review process was to correct any errors and 
weaknesses in the script. It was in the review process that the raw 
material brought forth by the writers was transmuted into a cohe
sive, final form, ready, to be pr,.duced. The elements of draft scripts 
most subject to "transmuting" might inclide any of the following: 

Errors in script convention. Errors in spelling, spacing, format
ting, etc. 

Omissions. Unintentional deletions of words, phrases, sound 
effects, etc. Typical errors included forgetting to include PPRs, 
forgetting to include the "Sit-down Whistle" sound effect after the 
students had been on their feet, or forgetting to instruct children to 
return to their desks. A related issue cono'rns segments written in 
conjunction with worksheets. Frequently, changes will be made to 
a draft worksheet that need to be coordinated with the script 
changes. 

Consistency of content with previous scripts. This entails check
ing to make sure that information about events, characters, loca
tions, and the like is consistent from one script to the next. For 
example, if the character Onvango is introduced as being 14 years
old and living in KisuLu, it is important that such information 
remain consistent in Ony'ango's subsequent appearances. Of 
course, characters may visit other locales, grow older, and acquire 
new attributes, but their identities will remain essentially the same. 

Consistency with Kenyan situations and values. Because the 
scripts were collaboratively written by a team, it was sometimes 
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necessary to revise the content to conform to situations that were 
uniquely Kenyan. This was true both for the type of English used 
and for the cultural acceptability of the scripts. 

Kenyan English is more similar to British English than to Ameri
can English. (On this project, standard Kenyan English wa:. defined 
most often as the English spoken by educated Kenyans.) There 
were occasions when a segment contained idioms, colloquialisms, 
or other language uncommon or unfamiliar to the Kenyan profes
sional staff. For example, an American will say, "Take me to the 
hospital," where a Keivan is more likely to say, "Take me to 
hospital." In such cases, revisions were made to conform to the 
Kenyan standard. 

Another consideration is the manner in which the radio charac
ters address or request assi:Jance from the classroom teacher. In 
Kenya, the English used in a classroom is more formal than tile 
English used in a social context and is certainly more formal than 
that used in an American classroom. This had special significance 
for the forms of address between tile teacher and the pupils, b
tween the radio characters and the pupils, between pupils in the 
classroom, and even between characters on the radio. 

If reviewers encountered what they consldered to be a problem 
with the i,:nguage in a segment, they usually consulted the writer 
and perhaps one Or two other colleagues. If the problem still could 
not be resolved, the issue was discussed and resolved in the weekly 
meeting of the entire professional staff. 

Consistency with the Scheme of Work and the syllabus. Thanks 
largely to the constant dialogue among writers and lesson planners, 
script segments usually reflected tile structures designated by the 
Scheme of Work. When discrepancies did occur, however, they 
were caught during the review p-ocess. For example, a writer wrote 
a segment that effectively taught the word "either" as an adjective 
(as in, "The flowers can bloom on either side of the house"), but 
when the segment was reviewed, it was discovered that tile Scheme 
of Work had specified that the word be taught as a conjunction with 
or (as in, "ie will be here either today or tomorrow"), so tile 
segment had to be revised. 

To improve the pedagogy. One of tile most challenging tasks 
when writing instructional scripts is to provide a variety of ways to 
teach repetitive or difficult material. Occasionally, the review proc
ess will reveal a segment that attempts to teach materials in a 
manner that is cumbersome or ineffective. Improving it might be as 
simple as extending the prescribed pupil response time, or more 
difficult, such as simplifying the complexity of a drill. Where this 
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kind of problem most commonly occurred was where there was not 
enough interaction between the radio and the pupils. Most often,
this was because the segment had too much unbroken dialogue
between radio characters. At such times, the value of having several 
minds considering appropriate ways to teach the material becomes 
apparent. Usually, the writers were relieved to receive assistance on 
a segment that they already recognized to be difficult, awkward, or 
weak. In fact, collaboration was such an essential element of the 
process that the writers frequently consulted with one another prior 
to drafting their segments. 

Internal continuity of the script. Because of the segmented na
ture of the lessons, disparate activities occur in the same script (such 
as an oral segment that locates the action on the beach and a 
worksheet that is about planting maize). Such disparities are most 
usually resolved by the continuity writer, but on some occasions the 
reviewers are likely to suggest a manner in which they can be more 
effectively treated. 

Suitability for radio production. Writing for radio is different 
from an), other form of writing. Because radio relies solely on audi
tory discrimination, it is important that what is written can be 
translated into comprehensible sounds. Sounds are often difficult 
to iden,tify on the radio. This problem is exacerbated in areas where 
children's exposure to media is very limited; they are unaccustomed 
to both the forms and the styles of mediated communication. Habit
ual radio listeners can be considered "radio literate"--they are fa
miliar with the conventional sounds associated with radio pro
grams and they can more readily perceive wighbt is Idpp .iing on the 
radio. Especially at the beginning of Standard 1, the project's target
audience did not vet have that capacity. Therefore, part of the 
review process focussed on whether or not the written material 
would make effective radio for the specific auidience. 

One way in which we kept the broadcast comprehensible was by
carefully monitoring the sound effects. We attempted to ensure that 
the sound effects were purposeful-that they helped to establish a 
context, brighten the content, or alert the children to a task (such as 
a written response to a question). Ifa sound effect did not serve to 
enhance the meaning of what was being presented, it was prefera
ble not to use one. 

During the first term of Standard I, the lessons relied heavily on 
the use of sound effects to compensate for the children's lack of 
English. For example, early segments introduced new vocabulary
items through the juxtaposition of a sound and the vocabulary itell 
as follows: 
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1.FX Cow Mooing-2 seconds 
2. Juma: That's a cow. 
3. FX Cow Mooing--2_econds 
4. Mumbi: Children, say, "cow." 
5. PPR 2 
6. Mumbi: Cow. Again. 
7. PPR 2 
8. Juma: Cow. 
9. FX Cow Mooing-2 seconds 

To rural children, the sound of a cow mooing provides strong 
association between the sound, the English word "cow", and the 
word they already know in their mother tongues and serves as a 
memory aid. 

As the children's English skills developed, dialogue and the spo
ken language became the central content of the programs. We were 
then able to produce effective programs with a minimum Of sound 
effects. Nonetheless, they are still essential to effective radio les
sons, such as when a writer needs to use sounds for the very 
necessary purpose of establishing actions and locations. For exam
pie, in a dramatic incident occurring on Lake Victoria, sound effects 
were used to establish the sounds of water lapping against the boat, 
the creaking of the boat, the flapping of the sails, and the splashing 
of a person who fell overboard. For childrenfamiliar with life along 
rivers, lakes, and the ocean, these sounds were familiar and mean
ingful. For other children who live on the arid plains, the sounds 
helped to create excitement and tension but were not "instruction
al" in the sense of providing clues to the meanings tf the words. 

Non-instructional effects shouJd be kept to a minimum since 
over-produced segments can confuse the listener and detract from 
the teaching. Simple effects may be used effectively, however, to 
provide continuity and to alert tfle listener to a change of activities. 
A single note on an instrument, a whistle, a bell, or a gong is all that 
is needed to signal a change of pace. 

The script review process will not catch everything before the 
broadcast. One problem arose when a writer wanied to describe the 
action of walking around a table. The initial script called for the 
sound of footsteps and for a character to say, "Sara is walking 
around the table." A listener might be able to understand the con
cept of walking from the sound effect, but he could not determine 
either the location or the manner of the walking. The segment had to 
be revised because the concept we were attempting to teach was the 
prepositional phrase "around the table," not the verb "walking." 
The revised segment called for the teacher to select a child to come 
to the front of the roorn to demonstrate the activity. 
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Recordkeeping and Checklists 
Two additional, essential (if somewhat arduous) parts of tile 

review process are the tasks of monitoring the content of the scripts
and charting the flow of the production cycle. Types of detailed 
records that must be maintained for each script include .he 
following: 

Conflict Charts. As explained in the pre\ious chapter, the .;eg-. 
ments frequently call for the participation of selected pupils, the use 
of a blackboard, or the provision of other materials for modeling
language in the classroom. To avoid problems such as using too 
many model students, too manv .entences and pictures on the 
blackboard, and too many materials on the teacher's desk, it was 
necessary for tile writers to maintain a daily record of these ele
ments of: their segments. A chart Was posted in a prominent posi
tion in the otfice for this purpose. WhenI a segment required that 
something be written on the blackboard, the writer recorded the 
sentences on the chart. Ifa1notHher writer was putting words on tile 
blackboard in that same lesson, he would be alerted to tile necessity 
of distinguishing his material from the sentences prepared by the 
other writer. (A co mo-t solution in this case was for the first Writer 
to number his group of sentences and locate them on the left side of 
the board. The second writer's; words could be ordered using se
quential letters of the alphabet, and positioned on the right :ide of 
the blackboard, or surrounded by a box, if necessary.) Similarly, if 
tile first writer has called for0a "Chege" anid a "Rosa"Las model 
students, a second writer could use the same names in his segment, 
thereby simplifying the classroom preparation. 

Vocabulary Records. The writers were respoinsible for presenting 
all the vocabulary words listed illthe Scheme of Work, which 
attempted to ensure that the vocabula rV used in the lesson s was 
consistent with tile syllabus. Without an accurate record of tile 
vocabulary, used in tfhe lessons, writers would not knowc if the 
words the\ used were consistent with the s'llabus. It was neces
sary, therefore, to maintain a word expo)sure count ind to deter
mine (subjectively) wher the children had received adt quate expo
sure to a vocabulary item. When introducing new vo.abular\', tile 
writers provided cO ntextu0al or direct definitions for tile new items. 
A vocabu lary item wa:; considered adequately taught after it had 
been deliberatel\ used in 15 lessons. (Note that this does not specify
15 0curr'1w('cs of a word but rather the word's deliberate inclusion in 
15 lessoms, where it may occur any nu mber of times.) After tile word 
had occurred in 15 lessons, the xyord couLnt stopped and the word 
was treated as "known" by the students. If, on looking at the 
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vocabulary record, a writer found that the word was new or had 

been used only infrequently, he would know that the word needed 

some initial or additional instructional attention before being treat

ed as an item the children were likely to understand. 

The weekly formative evaluation tests also checked mastery of 

vocabulary, and items were resequenced when mastery fell below 

the 70 percent criterion. 

Songs, Activities, and Games. There were two principal reasons 

for keeping records of the songs, games, and activities used in each 

lesson. The first was to help the writers maintain a rich v'ariety of 

material in the enhancement segments. Diversity in these sections 

of the script helped to maintain the students' enthusiasm and inter

est. Having the same activity or song repeated too frequently or too 

many times in succession can have a stultifying effect on children. 

On the other hand, it is also important not to neglect "old favor

ites," for children everywhere derive a sense of security and conti

nuity from singing and playing familiar songs and games. 

A second important reason for keeping a record of these materials 

was to assist the writers to find and select songs that could enhance 
For example, 3, segments thatinstructional material. in Standard 


were to take place in Rono's shop were able to make use of a song
 
want to buy some things," that originally had
about shopping, "We 


appeared late in Standard I. [fhe song was written and used in
 

mid-1982, prior to the arrival of a new scriptwriter. Iaving a song 

list enabled the new writer to include the song in a segment written 

18 months later. Not only oid this strergthen the continuity of the 

series, but it also avoided the unnecessary trouble of writing an 

entirely new song when an appropriate one already existed. 

Steps in the Review Process 

Normally, the first people to review the script were the lesson 
one American. 'heyplanners-for Standard 3, one Kenvan and 

were the team members most familia r with the curriculum and 

objectives. Their primary review fun ttion was to ensure that the 

script conformed to the specified lesson plan and to make sure that 

the patterns, vocabulary, and structures were being taught in an 
If tile\' thought it necessary toeffective and appropriate manner. 

on covermake any content changes, they made a note a blank 


sheet, indlicating the location in tle script, the nature of the problem
 
on how to correct the problem. Ifand, occasionally, some options 

the problem was sufficiently' large, they usually went directly to tile 

segment writer to make the necessary changes. After the planners 

had read the entire script and noted any desired changes, it was 
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passed on to another Kenyan member of the staff to be reviewed forcultural appropriateness. For example, this might include ensuringthat the forms of address used between adults and children on theradio were consistent with a normal classroom or home setting. 
After the script had been approved as culturally appropriate, it was sent to the producer who checkedI lo see that it could beproduced as written, that the prescribed format was maintaine.d

throughout, that the timing was reasonably accurate, that the writer's directions to the actors were clear, that the pauses, songs, and
musical bridges were correctly specified, and that the sound effects were feasible and appropriate. The producer also verified that tilecharacters' attributes and actions were consistent with their roles. 

As with the other reviewers, the producer noted any recom
mended changes on the cover sheet and, whenever possible, discussed the recommendations with the writer. When this review was completed, the script was sent to the final reviewer, who wasresponsible for approving the script. (The final reviewer should be one person with the best overall sense of the entire scriptwriting
process. In Standard 3our final reviever was the script coordinator,
who was responsible for putting the draft sci'ipt together.) 

Before approving the script, the final reviewer read it through,
watching for any problems or errors that might have been overlooked by the previous reviewers. (While primarily responsible for one particular aspect of the script content, each reviev 2r was alerte'd to any other problems that might exist. For example, the produc
er might suggest changes in 
 the language or methodology of a
segment.) The final reviewer was responsible for verifying that any
changes in content recommended by the previous three reviewers

(as noted on 
the cover sheet) had been discussed with the writersand either implemented, revised, or withdrawn. Frequently, thisrequired the writer and the reviewer to work together until a satisfactory resolution was achieved. When recurring problems with aparticular format or inconsistencies in the writers' methods werenoticed, the final reviewer sometimes called the writers together toexamine the problem and design a solution. This was especially
meaningful at the beginning of the year, when the script format was 
being finalized. 

FINAL SCRIPT APPROVED 
When the review process was complete, the final reviewer assem

bled the original and revised drafts into the final script and complet
ed the cover sheet, which provided a specific description of each 
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program's contents. Most of the information on the cover sheet was 
taken from the segment headers. (A sample cover sheet is an ap
pendix to this chapter.) The cover sheet included the following data 
(numbers correspond to circled numbers orn the sample cover 
sheet): 1-lesson number; 2-production date; 3--air date; a de
scription of each segment, including 4-script pagination, 5--block 
numbers, 6-Scheme of Work code, 7-a brief description of the 
structures, 8-segment number, and 9-approximate duration; 
10-cast; li-script duration; 12-new oral vocabulary; 13-new 
reading vocabulary; and 14-worksheets used in the lesson. 

The cover sheet was used to complete a series of content records, 
including a composite tabulation of vocabulary, songs, activities, 
and worksheets used in each lesson. With the cover sheet complete, 
the final script was reproduced and distributed. The original script 
was given to the producer, with copies going to tile studio techni
cian, the four actors, the musician, the Teacher's Notes writer, and 
the feedback coordinator. Once the scripts were distributed, the 
studio production team began the pre-production process. 

PRE-PRODUCTION 
The production team received tile completed script approximate

ly five days prior to recording. During this time, the producer 
reviewed the script once more and made notations about special 
cues, directions, and the like. (In Kenya's Educational Media Serv
ices (EMS), a producer Isually served as producer/director.) The 
producer made sure that the studios were scheduled and that the 
personnel necessary for the production were notified and available, 
and arranged for any extra props that were required. In addition, if 
there was a new seni or other script element, the producer consult
ed with the writer on hov it was to be produced. This might include 
requesting a scratch-tap (a draft cassette recording made by the 
writer) of the new song. Having the tape well in advance allowed 
the actors and the musician ample time to rehearse the song. Fre
quently this involved som 'visions as well, either to simplify tile 
tune to make it more suitable for children, or to match the song to 
the singing ability of the talent. 

In studios where both facilities and time are scarce, the studio 
technician (recording engineer) prepares an "effects tape" ahead of 
the recording date. An effects tape is the tape used during the 
recording of the lesson to provide all the sound effects and music 
that cannot be easily reproduced live in the studio. For each RLAP 
lesson, the technician copied the opening and closing themes and 
the reading and writing music from a tape of traditional music 
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recorded especially for the broadcast. Unusual effects, such as rain, 
a roaring lion, a crying baby, or a bus were either copied from
commercial sound effects records or pre-recorded live by the techni
cian. Tile RLAP did not have access to any cart machines, so acomplete prerecorded effects tape was necessary for each produc
tion. Some of tile more common effects, such as a door, the "travel
music," a slide whistle, and a bell were handled by the musician
and the actors in the studio during the recording session. 

During the pre-production period, the actors reviewed their
scripts and practiced their lines. In addition to rehearsing the tunes,
the musician might assist a writer in composing music for a new 
song. After all these preparations had been made, the production
team was read, to record the program. 

STUDIO PRODUCTION 
The Radio Language Arts Project, as a branch of the Educational

Media Services, was allotted three mornings a week at the SchoolsBroadcasts studios at the Voice of Kenya to produce five one-hlf 
hour lessons (one week's programs). 

The production facilities consisted of a control room and a sound
studio. Equipment provided by EMS at the Voice of Kenya included 
a Philips 12-track mixer and an Ampex reel-to-reel recorder (used
for the pre-production tape). The project provided three AKG D222
microphonc-s, an Ampex ATR-700 reel-!. reel recorder (for record
ing the master), tape stock, props, and musical instruments. 

Pre- and post-production were done on the project site at EMS.
EMS provided Ampex ATR-700 reel-to-reel recorders for editing
and copying. RLAP provided a Nagra-E portable reel-to-reel record
er (for recording in the field and for reviewing the master tapes) and 
a high-speed Telex-300 reel-to-cassette duplicator. 

On the days of production, the producer, technician, actors, andmusician arrived at the studio between 8:30 and 8:45 a.m. The
studio was already set up. The two actors sat at one table at a right
angle twoto each other, sharing a directional microphone. The 
actresses sat at another table, also sharing a microphone. The actors
and actresses were separated for acoustic reasons-the micro
phones respond differently to higher and lower voices. Because tile
equipment was limited, this arrangement allowed us to cover all
four actors using only twvo mikes. A third microphone was placed
on a stand next to the musician, who used a guitar, an electronic
keyboard, and a xylophone. One of the actors played a drum for the
travel music and some ef the activities. 
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The actors took their seats and the producer began the rehearsal 
of the first of the day's two productions. (The actors had received 
their scripts a few days in advance.) Rehearsal consisted of a full 
read-through of the script, including music, songs, and, where 
necessary, sound effects. The primary purpose of the rehearsal was 
to familiarize the actors with the material and to give them an 
opportunity to prepare their cues, practice their characterizations, 
and determine the correct pacing, delivery, pronunciation, stress, 
and intonation for their lines. Functioning during the rehearsal as 
the producer/director,the producer frequently stopped the rehears
al to provide guidance to the actors. The producer's role in these 
preparations is extremely important, for the effectiveness of the 
lesson is dependent upon the actors' ability to deliver their lines 
with absolute clarity and accuracy. The same clarity is necessary for 
all other aspects of the program as well (music, songs, games, 
sound effects, etc.). Fhis process ensures that the carefully con
structed elements of ihe final script a'e faithfully reproduced in the 
studio. It also provides the producer with one last opportunity to 
review the script for any errors or omissions (frequently, the actors 
or the musician will find these). 

Before the rehearsal, the technician sets up the control board, the 
tape recorders, the effects tape, and the master reccrding tape. He 
checks all the equipment to make sure it is functioning properly. 
During the rehearsal, he reviews his copy of the script to make sure 
he has marked all his cues and that his effects tape is properly 
prepared. He also checks voice levels. When the producer is satis
fied that the actors are sufficiently rehearsed and the technician is 
ready, the recording of the lesson begins. 

Because of time pressures and the limited production facilities, 
the lessons were produced following a var ition of the "recorded as 
live" principle. (In a live production, a half-hour program is pro
duced in one-half hour. There is no opportunity to stop the produc
tion to make corrections.) Although not produced live, the tight 
production schedule required that the English in Action lessons fol
low a similar principle. Each lesson was produced as a complete and 
final lesson, stopping production only when absolutely necessary 
(to re-record over missed cues, coughs, incorrect delivery of lines, 
to allow the musician to pick up another instrument or put a capo 
on the guitar, and so on). 

During the actual production and recording of the lesson, the 
producer joins the technician in the control room and, using hand 
signals, directs the actors and the musician through a glass win
dow. The producer must follow each line of the script, cue the 
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talent, cue the technician, and monitor the quality of the recording.The producer also listens carefully to the delivery of each line, to
insure that the proper meaning is conveyed and that the stress,
pronunciation, and intonation are accurate an"d clear. (For examnple,
it is especially difficult to discern sybillants over the air. This isimportant for many parts of speech, such as the production ofplural forms.) At the same time, care must be taken that the actors'
speech is not unnaturally exaggerated, for this too would presentan inaccurate model to the students. The producer also times eachsegment as it is being recorded and specifies whatever cuts may be necessary to keep the program roughly 28 minutes and 30 seco:-ds
long. Most cuts are made during the production; if necessary, oth
ers are made during the post-production process (described below). 

Many demands were made on the actors during production. Theactors were all paid performers, selected on the basis of their per
formance at try-outs conducted by the project. Tile two men were news readers for the Voice of Kenya; one of the women was ahousewife, the other a university student. None had previous pro
fessional acting experience. Because of such constraints as a limited
budget and the difficulty of procuring capable talent experienced ininstructional radio, they were frequently required to change roles
and assume different voices. For example, the two female actorsplayed several characters in addition to their main roles, including
young children and an elderly grandmother. (Using children asprimary characters on the program proved unfeasible, not onlybecause of the intensive, rigid schedule that conflicted with schoolsessions, but also because of the dramatic demands of the roles.) 

For both social and pedagogic reas,,ns, it was unsuitable for thelessons to be presented using British or American voices; it was
absolutely essential that the radio characters sound authentically
Kenyan. Like most Kenyans, however, the actors' mother tongues
were not English; they had learned English as I second language.
Therefore, they had to be very conscious of their delivery andknowledgeable about the requirements of an instructional language
broadcast. 

The musician is another important member of the production
team. He composes tunes that are used for the songs and theincidental music. During the recording, he must keep up with avariety of cues, for his playing provides the basic continuity and
enhancement to the sound of tile broadcasts. His job is furthercomplicated by the fact that he alternately plays a variety of 
instruments. 
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While the producer focuses on the educational quality of the 
program content, the technician is responsible for making sure that 
the program sounds good technically: seeing that the microphones 
are properly placed, that their levels are correctly adjusted, that the 
effects cues are clear anid on time, that the re-recording and dubbing 
are clean, that all the equipment is providing a good sound. The
"recorded as live" production method places unusual demands on 
the technician, for during production he must be able to handle the 
board, control the levels, follow the script, edit segments, and mix 
the effects "on the run." 

Having a skilled production team enabled the project to rehearse 
and produce five half-hour lessons in less than 10 hours of studio 
time. Rehearsal usually took less than half an hour. Recording a 
lesson usually took between an hour and an hour and a half. An 
additional two hours per week of studio time were devoted to 
revisions of previously recorded lessons (see below). Equally im
pressive was the team's ability to ma.:. in such a schedule success
fully for 39 weeks a year. 

POST-PRODUCTION 
When the producer returned to the project offices from the stu

dio, he gave the producer's copy of the script and the tape master to 
a fifth reviewer, who re-read the script to see what additions or 
deletions had been made to it. Any changes requiring a change in 
the Teacher's Notes were handed on to the Teacher's Notes writer. 

The reviewer then listened to the master tape and followed along 
in the script. The primary purpose of this review was to designate 
any further cuts that needed to be made to make the lesson the 
appropriate length. The target running time is 28 minutes and 30 
seconds (28:30), although it is acceptable if the program falls within 
approximately 15 seconds of that mark. Occasionally the program 
was shorter than 28 minutes and more material had to be added. 
Usually this was handled by giving more time to the writing activi
ty, adding an extra verse to a song, or lengthening an enhancemcnt 
activity. 

If a cut was necessary, the reviewer timed each segment and 
selected material that could be cut. Ideally, cuts were taken from the 
non-instructional parts of the broadcast, principally the songs and 
activities. If more cuts were needed, they usually were taken from a 
drill or an oral maintenance segment. This was done so that new 
material would not be affected. Cuts were seldom made from read
ing segments because they were more rigidly structured to coincide 
with the worksheets. 
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The reviewer also listened to the tape to determine if any sections 
needed to be re-recorded. On average, two lessons a week needed 
some repair-deletions, additions, or changes. Sometimes it was 
necessary to re-record some of the dialogue. This most often hap
pened when an actor's stress, pronunciation, or intonation did not 
accurately convey the meaning of a sentence. For example, a script
ed dialogue might read as follows: 

Safiri: Anna gave the ball to David.
 
Tina: She gave it to David?
 
Safiri: Yes, Anna gave the ball to David.
 

In this exchange, both Tina's line, "She gave it to David?," and 
Safiri's line, "Yes, Anna gave the ball to David," can have a variety
of meanings depending upon which word is stressed. If the word
"she" is stressed, it becomes apparent that what is significant about 
the action is that Anna, not someone else, gave David the ball. 
Conversely, stressing the word "David" would ascribe significance 
to the fact that David, and not someone else, received the ball. If the 
word "gave" was stressed, it would imply that the act of giving the 
ball was the most significant aspect of the narrative (David didn't 
take it or buy it, it was a gift). Tina's line also could be delivered in 
such a way as to indicate that she had not heard what Safiri said and 
was asking him to repeat it. Obviously, this is one of the most 
challenging aspects of teaching the English language by radio. Of 
course, the writers will usually attempt to provide directions to help
the actors and the producer understand which meaning is desired. 

After listening to the master tape and following along in the 
script, the reviewer wrote the suggested cuts and/or material to be 
re-recorded on a cover sheet. If re-recording was necessary, the 
reviewer returned the script and the master tape to the producer,
along with the editing indications. The producer marked the loca
tion of the cuts in the script and made duplicate copies of the 
sections that needed to be re-recorded for himself, the technician, 
the actor(s) and musician, and the files. Ideally, re-recording will 
occur within a week or two following production, certainly well 
before the program is to be broadcast. 

If no re-recording was necessary, the reviewer gave the script and 
tape to the technician. In the post-production facilities of EMS, the 
technician made the specified cuts and splices, re-timed the lesson, 
and made a reel copy and two cassette copies of it. 

The tapes, scripts, and edit sheets were returned once again to 
the producer, who labelled and filed the master tape, the reel copy, 
one cassette copy, the original script, worksheets, Teacher's Notes, 
and weekly complementary lessons. 
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THE BROADCAST 
Master tapes were stored at the project offices until the week of 

broadcast. Every Monday morning, the continuity announcer for 
the Sci.ools Broadcasts arrived at the office and collected the five 
tapes for the week. At 9:30 a.m., Monday through Friday, lessons 
from the English in Action series were broadcast on the Voice of 
Kenya's National Service. 

The continuity announcer aired the tapes and introduced each 
lesson. If any special announcements were to be made to the project 
teachers, such as advising them of a revision in the broadcast sched
ule, he made this announcement prior to the broadcast. 

Broadcasting in Kenya is government controlled and highly cen
tralized. Radio frequencies are very limited; there are no private 
broadcast stations and there are only two national channels, which 
are run by the government. The more popular National Service 
broadcasts in Swahili. The General Service broadcasts primarily in 
English. Vernacular language programs are broadcasi during speci
fied hours on regional repeater channels. Broadcasting on AM and 
FM, the two major channels cover the entire country and comprise 
the nation's principle broadcasting services. (A large percentage of 
Kenyan listeners also can tune in Radio Tanzania, or international 
shortwave frequencies, such as Deutschewelle.) 

Except for a two-hour period at midday, when the General Serv
ice broadcasts popular international music and English-language 
news, people who want to listen to the radio during the day have no 
choice but to tune to the National Service. Therefore, as the Schools 
Broadcasts were aired on the National Service, Ln'glisl in Action was 
heard by a large audience. 

No empirical study has vet been conducted on the nonformal 
audience, but anecdotal data indicate that the English lessons are 
well known and popular. Severcl members of the staff have been in 
shops, taxis, and other public areas where they heard the program. 
In many of these instances, tl.-' program was well attended by a 
large number of people, adults and children alike. 

REVISIONS 
In many educational broadcasts, airing the lesson is the final step 

in the process. In the Radio Language Arts Project, however, the 
process continued as the formative evaluation results influenced 
the writing of future lessons (the "feedforward" method described 
in Chapter 5). They also identified two kinds of problems that were 
handled in the post-production phase of the cycle. The first type of 
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problem was simple errors of the sort already described illthe script
review process. The more complex problems usually dealt with the 
content of a segment or the way material was presented and ad
dressed during the weekly staff meeting. When the formative eval
uations indicated a major problem with a particul,,r segment, the 
staff determined how the problem should be handled. The produc
er took notes on the type of revision required and was responsible
for seeing that the script was changed and the affected sections of 
the master tape corrected. In some cases, it required only that the 
technician edit out a section of the tape or add extra pupil response
time (using eit-r blank tape or tape prerecorded with the back
ground music for reading or -,'riting). Occasionally, it was neces
sary to alter or rewrite liies or to revise a segmenIt substantially.
When this was necessary, the producer rewrote the materials in 
consultation with the writers and distributed copies to the actors 
and the technician in advance of the recording session. (As neces
sary, re-recordings and revisions were conducted on Thursday 
mornings, following the completion of the regular recording cycle
for a week. luring Standard 3, when we were most efficient, re
recording revised segments took approximately one hour a week.) 
Revised script pages also were given to the tcacher's Notes writer, 
as the revision might require changes in the Notes, anld were added 
to all archival script copies. The original revised pages were filed 
with the original script. Once the revised material had been record
ed, it was edited into the master tape, and a new reel copy, cassette 
master, and archival cassette copy was made. Whn the revision 
process Was COmplehted, usually within four to six weeks of the date 
the lesson was broadcast, the lessons were considered to be in their 
final form. 

Producing radio lessons is a several-step process that checks the 
quality of the lessons through review, evaluation, and revision. The 
process draws on the collective experience of the entire team to 
anticipate possible errors or difficulties and to correct any mistakes 
that slip through at any step of the process. It brings the programs 
to life and gives them Polish, but more im!_-,ortantly, it ensures that 
the medium of radio is used most effectively in implementing the 
instructional system. 
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Most Children attend rural schools. 

Comininnties build Schools and equip Classrooms. 
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Chihh/i/ro tith I:p,lish Iron, firs/,\ru/. 

hitt'flittiVO rlhti) tii/rr,s Ii: ;lis/ iptslrmn'Iti. 
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Ken/an educators check the radhio currica/um. 

Radio actors leach Kcn.ilau slandar Larhds;. 
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O/nch'r"'rateno c-ilor t i t bittltcl in rd.lydt 
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Individual children are tested for fJrnaliv evalualion. 

'Teamn ,nemnbers disciiss IOrnatizie evaluation results. 
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Students help tnistrat' la,'litge collcet:;. 

Childrent itttcraltl intiiiduall.1/ filt ilt grollp . 
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Stiuldeits work hard at readiln and writing. 

Childrnc'i cllOil/ tic interactine,h'.,onls. 
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PART II 

RESEARCH AND EVALUATION 

Description of results of the Radio Language Arts Project
 
The Research Design and the Evaluation Process
 
Answers the Questions: How well did we do it?
 

How do we know that?
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Chapter 8 
RESEARCH DESIGN 

Greg Owino and Maurice Imhoof 

OVERVIEW 
The research design of the Radio Language Arts Project gives 

weight to two discrete evaluation strategies-one formative, the 
other summative. The two strategies have quite different purposes 
in the project. Formative evaluation is of major benefit to the devel
opment team. Summative evaluation helps to document success (or 
failure) for educators and other policy makers. 

F,-)rmative evaluation asks the question, "Is each segment of tile 
radio programs teaching effectively?" It is an ongoing process, 
assess3ilg the effectiveness of the instructional materials through 
observation of the lessons an periodic testing. Lesson planners 
and writers use this information for mid-course correction to modi
fy instruction in future lessons and make them more effective. 

Summative evaluation asks the question, "Did the instructional 
program have the desired effect?" It measures the overall success of 
the instructional program. It looks at the cumulative effect on stu
dents and to some extent, on teachers. 

To accommodate both kinds of evaluation, the RLAP research 
design used a ,ample of 31 schools drawn from seven Kenyan 
districts. These 31 project schools were divided into two subsets. 
Twenty-one schools were designated as summative evaluation 
schools. These schools were visited only once a year by professional 
staff for the sake of post-testing, and bimonthly by a driver to 
deliver and collect print materials. This minimized the possibility of 
any Hawthorn effect artificially improving results. 

The rem.,ining 10 schools (matched to summative schools by 
academic performance and linguistic makeup) were designated as 
observation schools for formative evaluation purposes. Formative 
evaluation data were collected from these schools several times 
each week. Because of anticipated intervention effects, observation 
schools were excluded from the summative evaluation sample. 

In light of the mission to reach rural children, these schools 
were chosen to represent Kenya's rural population. Districts were 
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ed linguistic regions and school districts on the basis of information 
available from the Ministry of Education and the Central Bureau of 
Statistics. The survey then served the purpose of confirming what 
other sources led us to believe about the language situation on a 
regional basis, to study the actual situation at the school
community level, and to recommend final selections. 

This more focused survey was conducted by the Center for Ap
plied Linguistics (CAL) in January and February 1981. During the 
survey team's preliminary reconnoitering ti-ip to Kenya in the au
tumn of 1980, CAL worked closely with the project team in deter
mining the kind of information necessary to select tile most repre
sentative schools. The survey was aimed at collecting baseline 
information concerning language use and language attitudes from a 
sample of respondents similar to those who would ultimately be 
affected by the RLAP. It was conducted by interviewing parents, 
teachers, and students from the tentatively selected 21 pilot schools 
with respect to their patterns of language use and language atti
tudes towards English, Swahili, and their mother tongue. The sur
vey collected three kinds of data: 

" Information from diverse individuals concerning 
their language use and language attitudes. 

• Information 	from individuals about previous expe
riences with radio as a vehicle for formal instruc
tional purposes. 

" Anecdotal and other supplemental information 
concerning school and community environment, 
school facilities, and receptivity of headmasters, 
parents, and teachers (Fallows 1981). 

The major instruments used in gathering the necessary informa
tion included separate questionnaires for students, teachers, and 
adults. Sample questionnaires are appended to this chapter. Other 
supplemental information was secured informally by talking with 
teachers and through observation in the schools and communities. 

School Selection Procedures 
Schools for the evaluation were selected from seven districts, 

embracing major languages spoken by about 70 percent of the 
Kenyan population. The districts were chosen because of their lin
guistic heterogeneity and accessibility for purposes of distribution 
and formative evaluation. The major ethnic-language groups in
cluded Kipsigis, Maasai, Luo, Kamba, Swahili, Luhya, and Kikuyu. 

The procedure followed in selecting the schools was aimed at 
securing a sample of representative Kenyan rural schools. The Cen-
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tral Bureau of Statistics (CBS) provided the CAL team with a list of 
10 randomly selected schools from each of the seven districts. For 
each school, CBS provided statistics on the number of students,
teacher qualification, and mean scores on the Certificate of Primary
Education (CPE) Examination which is the terminal national exami
nation for the primary cycle. On the basis of these statistics, the 
CAL team selected three matched pairs of schools, one pair at each 
rank of high (rank 1), middle (rank 2), and low (rank 3). School visits 
and discussions with school staff resulted in CAL's recommended 
list of 21 schools (thre.± in each district, one each of high, middle,
and low). These schools constituted the sumnative schools, used 
exclusively for summative evaluation purposes. 

Since summative and formative evaluation strategies are funda
mentally different in the techniques used and tile purposes they 
serve, we decided that another set of 10 schools should be selected 
from the same districts ro: formative evaluation purposes. This set 
of schools was designated "observation schools." Observations 
and formative tests from these schools were intended to provide
regular biweekly feedback 'to the RLAP team in Nairobi on the 
effectiveness of each broadcast lesson in an actual classroom situa
tion. Six observation schoos were located close to Nairobi (i.e.,
within an hour's drive) and four in the outlying districts (i.e., near 
the coast and in the far West). 

In selecting observation schools the following criteria were taken 
into accountL 

" Rurality of the school 
•Quality of radio reception 
" Willingness of the headteacher and staff to partici

pate in the project
 
" Proximity to observrs' headquarters
 
" Accessibility
 
" Match with summative schools
 

Formative and summa five schools matched
were for language
and for academic rank. That is, in the districts around Nairobi, the 
top observation school (in terms of CPE performance) was matched 
with the rank 1 summative school and the bottom observation 
school was matched with the rank 3 school. In the outlying districts,
where there was only one observation school per district, the obser
vation school was matched with the rank 2 (or middle) sunnative 
school. 

Some modifications in the list of project schools were necessary 
as a result of further first-hand contact. The najor modification was
the rejection of the surveyed schools in Kwale district, since they 
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turned out not to be predominately Swahili-speaking. Swahili
speaking schools were tentatively identified in Kilifi district and 
these schools were surveyed using the sociolinguistic methodolo
gies and included in the project. Substitutions for three additional 
schools had to be found for different rtasons, again using the socio
linguistic methodology. 

Throughout the entire school-selection process, the Kenyan edu
cation authorities were most cooperative. The District Basic Educa
tion Officers were always helpful; the personnel in the CBS provid
ed information promptly, responsively, and in a clearly 
understandable format. 

Other Information-gathering Strategies 

In addition to the formal sociolinguistic survey, a large number of 
less rigorous information-gathering strategies were employed to set 
the stage for the whole project's implementation. Knowledge of 
local history, institutions, and the wider structural contexts of cen
tral, provincial, and district educational administration was critical 
to the projects understanding of the nature of the Kenyan educa
tional system. 

Visits to schools and District Basic Education Offices. These 
visits not only elicited information but helped to develop support 
from the District Education Officers (DEOs), headteachers, and 
teachers. DEOs also helped to recruit observers from the Teachers 
Advisory Centers (TAC). These traincd and experienced teachers 
became part-time classroom observers for evaluation; the Ministry 
of Education, Science and Technology contributed the observers' 
time. 

Anecdotal notes. Whenever team members went out to a school 
to observe a lesson or on a routine check on how things were going, 
they made notes about conditions not surveyed in more formal 
ways. These included a wide variety of topics ranging from general 
impressions of school management to the effect of rain on a tin roof 
during radio broadcasts. 

Correspondence. Correspondence also played a part in the infor
mation-gathering process. There were occasions when districts and 
schools indicated what they needed, or commented on procedures 
adopted or problems encountered in the process of using our mate
rials. In this way, we received some constructive criticism which 
helped in developing stronger logistical support to project schools. 

Headmaster and teacher orientation. Several workshop/seminars 
were held for headteachers, teachers, observers, and media special-
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ists. All were two-way discussions. We informed participants about 
the project and provided modest training. They informed us about a 
variety of situations and issues involved in participating in the 
project. This helped to shape the team members' thinking and gave
them an opportunity to ask questions pertaining to relevance of the 
materials' content, suitability, and cultural sensitivity. 

All of the baseline data collection and informal information gath
ering was an attempt to strengthen the two evaluation strategies. 

SUMMATIVE EVALUATION 
Decisions about the research design for summative evaluation 

affected the instructional system design, including formative evalu
ation, and the entire production cycle. The summative eva-luation 
was a fairly conventional educational experiment, comparing two 
groups of learners, one receiving ctandard classroom instruction (as
practiced in Kenya), the other receiving the treatment (in this case,
interactive radio instruction). The broad research question was 
whether the children receiving instruction by radio learned as much 
or more English as children in conventional classes. 

The basic choice for the design was between: 
1. A simultaneous two-group design, matching control and 

experimental schools, administering a post-test in both sets 
of schools simultaneously at the end of each broadcast year, 
or 

2. 	 Using the same set of schools for both control and experi
mental purposes, administering a post-test one year to chil
dren who had not been exposed to the treatment and the 
next year to children in the same classroom who had been 
exposed to the treatment. 

The second, lapped-year, research design was chosen. This ap
proach has two major advantages: 

" It circumvents the difficulty or the impossibility of 
producing an adequate match between control and 
experimental groups. 

• 	It avoids the problem of contamination of control 
schools. 

First, ie lapped-year design avoided having to match two sepa
rate groups. The paucity of reliable data on school, teacher, and 
pupil quality woulC have cast doubt on any attempt to construct a 
comparable set of control and experimental schools. The lapped
year design was intended to ensure a closer match between control 
and experimental groups at the same schools than would be the 
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case if two different sets of schools were used. Two factors were 
involved in the lapped-year design to ensure this match: 

" Control of the teacher variable by trying to keep the 
same teacher in the classroom from one year to the 
next and exposing both experimental and radio 
children to that teacher. 

" Control of the pupil variable by avoiding schools in 
areas where significant changes in the socioeco
nomic and educational profiles of entering pupils 
were likely to occur from one year to the next. 

Second, the lapped-year design completely avoided the problem 
of contamination of control schools. There were no separate control 
schools. Control groups were tested before the broadcasts to their 
Standard began, so there was no chance that they could be exposed 
to the radio treatment unintentionally. Were a matched set of con
trol and experimental schools used, it is possible that children in the 
control schools might have listened to the radio lessons, thereby 
contaminating the results. Indeed, there are indications of wide
spread listening to the project lessons among non-project schools, 
and it may well have proven impossible to keep the control sample 
free of such interference in a two-group design. 

The summative evaluation design is summarized in Figure 14 for 
one classroom, which is the basic project unit (RLAP 1981). The 
design calls for the same teacher to teach first a control class and 
then, in the following year, an experimental (radio) class. The de
sign also requires that students stay in either the radio group or the 
control group across all the years of the project. 

In November 1981, pupils in the alpha cohort in classroom one 
(Standard 1) of this school (school A), having been taught for a year 
by teacher X without the radio English lessons, were given a post
test based on the Kenyan syllabus. Results from this test provided a 
pupil achievement record for the control group (Owino and Chris
tensen 1983). In November 19Q2, the same test was administered to 
pupils in the beta cohort. These children had spent a year in the 
same classroom (classroom one) with the same teacher (teacher X), 
but with the radio English lesson treatment. Their test results pro
vided a pupil achievement record for the experimental group. The 
amount of time devoted to English each week was held constant 
from 1981 to 1982. A comparison of results between the control and 
experimental groups could then be used to evaluate the effective
ness of this use of instructional radic. 
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FIGURE 14
 
Summative Evaluation Design for One Classroom
 

Year Radio Classrooms Control Classrg~m_5 
(_xperimental) (control 

1981 School A 
(no broadcasts) Classroom I 

Teacher X 
/ Pupil cohort alpha 

1982 School A School A 
(Standard I 
broadcasts) 

Classroom 1/ 
Teacher X 

Classroom 2 
Teacher Y 

Pupil cohort beta Pupil cohort alpha 
1983 School A ;" School A 
(Standard 2 
broadcasts) 

Classroom 2 
Teacher Y 

Classroom 3 
Teacher Z 

Pupil cohort beta" Pupil cohort alpha 
1984 School A 
(Standard 3 Classroom 3 
broadcasts) Teacher Z 

Pupil cohort beta 

The same pattern was followed during 1983 and 1984. The same 
set of schools was used for both control and experimental purposes.
Pupil achievement and other variables were measured in one year
for control purposes and in the subsequent year, after treatment, for 
experimental purpos-es. The same control and experimental cohorts
of children were followed because the RLAP was interested in
cumulative esults (i.e., the effects of three years of radio-based 
instruction versus three years of conventional instruction). 

The major summative evaluation strategy was to test student 
achievement. Summative evaluation tests, developed by the Center 
for Applied Linguistics and project staff, were used for this pur
pose. Supplementary data were collected on the test forms and
through instruments such as surveys of teacher and headmaster 
attitudes. Test answer sheets were coded in Nairobi and sent to 
CAL for all data analysis. 

ISSUES 
There are always threats to any project design. Two potential

problems threatened the su mma tive design: 
- Idiosyncrasies in the placement and transiency of 

teachers 
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* Lack of comparability in the amount of time spent 
per week on English instruction in radio and con
trol classes. 

Teachers were stable as planned in more than half of the streams in 
the project, implying that they were unstable in a large minority of 
streams. Differences between control and experimental classes in 
the amount of time spent on English in a given week appeared to be 
as much a function of poor reporting as anything else, and these 
difterences did not seem to be serious. Teacher instability appeared 
to be more of a potential problem than timetable instability. 1-owev
er, given the lapped-year design wherein the same teachers teach 
both the radio group and the control group in different years, one 
might speculate that teacher instability might have equally affected 
the radio group and the control group. 

In addition to these possible threats to the design, the project 
experienced some difficulties with the data. Student-related vari
ables, such as name, stream, nursery school attendance, school, 
sex, and attendance during the project, all showed varying degrees 
of unreliability caused by poor reporting. This Linreliability-along 
with actual pupil transiency-made many students untrackable 
during the life of the project, thereby sharply reducing tile number 
of students who could be labeled "normal progression" according 
to the specifications of the project design and causing the checking 
and editing of the database to be a very difficult task for both field 
and CAL staff. Efforts to clean up the data-other than achievement 
test scores-was a continuous process throughout tile project. Be
cause of the distances between project schools, the project office in 
Nairobi, and CAL in Washington, D.C., it was time consuming and 
costly to confirm and correct data from the schools. 

This raises the is- - of conflicts between research and develop
ment in an R&D project. The tremendous energy and time required 
for development of the treatment, where no materials existed and 
only limited principles from previous radio projects were available 
for guidance, made it difficult for project personnel to devote ade
quate time to collection of baseline data and to supplementing,
correcting, or improving that data. The immediate demands were to 
meet deadlines for production and broadcast of lessons. The longer 
range goals of summative evaluation did not receive the daily atten
tion they should have had in the field. The evaluators, several 
thousand miles distant, had to rely on field personnel for this 
information if theii evaluation was to be valid and comprehensive. 
Th,,pioblem could be partially alleviated with a larger staff, but the 
conflict resulting from dual purposes would probably remain. 
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SUMMARY 
The summative evaluation measured the effect of instruction by

radio over the life of the project, but also included testing at the end 
of each school year. The process that we followed, with the assis
tance of CAL, included: 

" Test development, item writing, and field trials 
" Item analysis and final selection of items by CAL in 

Washington, D.C. 
" Revision and final test development in Nairobi 
" Orientation for test administrators 
"Test administration by observers 
" Coding of pupil tests in Nairobi 
" Analysis by CAL in Washington, D.C. 
" Continuous clean-up of data. 

Test development is discussed in the next chapter and results are 
reported in Chapter 10. 
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APPENDIX 

OBJECTIVE INFORMATION TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE 

1.What Standard do yOl teach? 

2. How many 'ears have \'ou taught? 

3. How many y'ears have you taught 
English? 

4. Do you have plans for seeking another 
job or do you expect to remain a 
teacher? Plans _ _Remain teacher 

5.Did you train formally to become 
ateacher? No: - Yes: 
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6. (If answer to #5 is yes) Where 
did you do your teacher training? 

7. How many years did you study at the 
teacher training institute? 

8. What did you major in at the teacher 
training institute? 

9. Did your teacher training prepare 
you adequately for teaching English 
language arts? No: Yes: 

10. (Ifanswer to #9 is no) What was 
lacking in your training? For 
example, practice teaching, 
training courses, specialization 
in teaching English, etc. 

11. What langtage do you usually use 
in the English language rts 
period (circle one) 

to present information 
to give directions 
to answer questions 
to give clarifications 

a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 

E 
E 
E 
E 

S 
S 
S 
S 

0 
0 
0 
0 

12. What did you study? 

13. (Ifso) What did you most 
like and 
dislike about it? 

14. Would you do it again ifyou had 
tile opportunity? No: Yes: 

15. What materials do you use now 
for English instruction? 

16. By the time students in vou.r 
school complete Standard 3, how 
would you rate their ability 
to do the following tasks in 
English? Poor Fair Good Excellent 

write a simple paragraph a) 
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read a simple story 
follow oral instructions 
about homework assignments 
discuss their daily routines 
give a class report 

17. 	 Do you think students inyour 
school are ready to handle English 
as the sole medium of instruction 
after Standard 3? 

18. 	 (Ifno) What do they need? 

19. 	 What language do you usually use 
at school outside tie classroom 

Ath (circle one)
students 
other teachers 
headmastermistress 

20. 	 What language do you usually 
use when talking with parents of 
,our students about school matters? 
icircle one) 

21. 	 Have you used radio for instruction 
in v'our classroom? 

22. 	 (Ifyes) tor what subjects?
 
for how many years?
 

23. 	 (If x has radio experience) 
How would you rate the 
usefulness of radio instruc
tion ir; the classroom? 

24. 	 (If x has used radio in 

class) How would you rate 

the students' reaction to
 
radio instruction?
 

25. 	 low isthe radio reception 
at V'our school? 

26. 	 Have you studied via radioyOurself? 
27. 	 Which of the following themes 

do y'ou think wouLI be interesting 

Poor Fair Good Excellent 
b) . 

c) _ 
d) _ _ 

e) 

No: Yes: 

a) E S 0 
b) E S 0 
c) E S 0 

a) 	 S 0 

No: 	 Yes: 

Hin- No Somewhat Extremely
drance effect helpful helpful 

Very Somewhat Somewhat Verv 
neg. neg. Neutral pos. pos. 

Poor Fair Good 

No: 	 Yes: 
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to students in Standards 1-3 in
 
their Epiglish studies:
 

stories about holiday No: Yes:
 
folk tales No: Yes:
 
stories about America No: Yes:
 
stories about England No: Yes:
 
animal stories No: Yes:
 
other No: Yes:
 

Insufficient Adequate Very 
28. 	 (Ifteacher uses TKK) Would Helpful 

you rate the TKK teacher's edition 
sufficient for your needs? 

29. 	 What improvement. would you make? 

30. 	 Inusing radio broadcasts for 
English language arts instruction, 
which of the following formats would 
you prefer: 

a. self-sufficent materials or
 
materials supplementary to a) self-sufficient:
 
classroom instruction supplementary:
 

31. 	 b. materials totally in English 
or supplemented by inst: .- b) solely English: 
tion inanother language supplemented: 

32. 	 c. (Ifanswered b.) which 
language? c) 

33. 	 Would you like to have the 
following supplementary aids to 
the class lessons provided? 

printed materials No: Yes:
 
visual aids No: Yes:
 

34. 	 Would you like to have the following 
supplementary aids for teacher 
preparation? 

additional radio broadcasts No: 	 Yes: 

printed teachers' manuals No: 	 Yes: 
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__ 

35. 	 How could radio instruction 
improve on the present methods 
of English language classroom 
instruction? 

36. 	 Whaf (an classroom instruction 
offer that would be missing if 
radio broadcast were tile sole 
method of English instruction? 

37. 	 In what way do you think the 
children's Englisi would most 
benefit by radio instruction? 

38. 	 What kinds of s,:hool events do 
the parents of ;'our students 
participate in? 

school building contruction 
or improvements 
fundraising (haranlbee) 
parent/teacher meetings to 
plan curricula or discuss 
problems 
social events 
other 

No. Yes: 
No: Yes: 

No: Yes: 
No: Yes: 
No: Yes: 

OBJECTIVE INFORMATION STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE
 

I. 	 I,-spondent No. -.
2. 	 Region (name) 
3. 	 School (nane) 

Name 
4. 	 Interviewer (Name) 

in company of 
5. 	 Sex 
6. 	 Grade 
7. 	 Native language 
8. 	 Father's occupation 
9. 	 Mother's occupation 

(tiun-ber) 
(number) 
Address 

- (number) 

10. No. of brothers and sisters 
11. Position within si lings 
12. Religion 
13. Father's education 
14. Mother's education 
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STUDENTS
 

1. What language(s) do you speak? a) Eng 
b) Swa 
c) Other 

0 
No --
No -
No-

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

(Ifmore than one) put them in 
order, beginning with the one you 
know best and ending with the 
one ycu know least. 

a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 

2. What language do you usually 
speak with your teacher (inthe 
English class)? (circle one) 

a) E S 0 

(outside the clas3room, for example, 
at lunch break) 

b) E S 0 

3. What language do you usually 
speak with your school mates 
(inthe classroom) (circle one) 

a) E 5 0 

(outside the classroom for example, 
after school or on weekends) 

b) E S 0 

4. Ifyou don't understand what is 
said in class, what language do 
you use to ask for explanition? 

a) E S 0 

5. What language do you usually 
speak? (circle one) 

at church 
at the market 
at home with your siblings 

with your parents 
with your other relatives 

with a doctor or nurse 
with the headmaster of 

your school 
at a shop, for example, 

when you are buying your 
school uniform 

a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 
f) 

g) 

11) 

E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 

E 

E 

S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 

S 

S 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

0 

6. Is there any place 
where you must 
speak English, besides school? a) No 

0 
- Yes 

1 
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Ifyes, where? 

7. Where did you learn -nost of your 
English? 

8. Did you also learn some (exclude 
one mentioned): 

at school 
at home 
listening to the radio 
from reading signs or labels 
other 

9. Hot well would you say you 
speak English 
Vnderstand EngTsh 
reau English 
write English 

10. 	 Would you say your English is 
better than, worse than, or about 
the same as your classmates' 
English? 

11. 	 What would you like to be when 
you grow up? 

12. 	 What language do you think you'll 
use most in that work? 
(circle one) 

13. 	 What is the most important reason 
for you to learn:
 

Swahili 


English 

b) 

1 2 3 4 
School Home Radio Other 

0 	 1 
No 	 Yes 

a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 

0 1 2 3 
Not Not 
at 
all 

very 
well 

Fairly 
well 

Very 
well 

a) _ 

b) -
c) 
d) 

0 1 2 
Worse About the Better 
than same than 

a) 

a) E S 0 

a) 

b) 
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0 1 2 3 
Not 

Not at very Fairly Very 
14. 	 How well would you say you all well well well 

speak Swahili a) 
unders'.and Swahili b) 
read Swahili c) 
write Swahili d) 

0 1 2 
15. 	 Would you say your Swahili is Worse About the Better 

better than, worse than, or about than same thin 
the same as your classmates' 
Swahili? 

0 1 2 3 
Not at Not very Fairly Very 

16. 	 How well would vou say you all well well well 
read-your native language a) 

ifdifferent from
 
write-Swahili b)
 

17. 	 Have you ever had radio instruc- 0 1 
tion inyour clas3room? No Yes 

(Ifyes) for what subjects? 	 a) 

0 1 
Inwhat language? 	 a) Eng No Yes
 

b) Swa No Yes
 
c) Other No Yes
 

1 2 
Which do you prefer? Radio Teacher 

18. 	 How is it better than teacher a) 
instruction? a) 
(worse) a) 

0 	 1 

19. 	 Do your parents own a radio? a) No -- Yes __ 

20. 	 Do you listen to the radio? a) No __ Yes 

(If	yes) do vou listen 0 1
 
to tile news a) No - Yes __
 

for entertainment b) No - Yes __
 

educational programs c) No - Yes __
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21. Ifyou listen to 1 2 3 
news a) E S 0
entertainment b) E S 0
educational programs c) E S 0
what language do you usually
listen to each type of program in? 

OBJECTIVE INFORMATION ADULT QUESTIONNAIRE 

1. Respondent Number 
2. Region (name) (number)
3. School (name) (rank number) - 
4. Interviewer name (number)

incompany of 
Name 
Address 

5. Sex . 
6. Responding as a teacher: Yes No 
7. Giade taught 
8. Orcupation 
9. Spouse's occupation 

10. Native language
11. Postion inhousehold 
12. Number of Children 
13. Where brought up (16 yrs)
14. Religion
15. Last year school attended 

ADULTS 

0 11.What language do you speak? a) Eng No _ - Yes ____ 
b)Swa No Yes __ 
c)Other No _ Yes __ 

2. (Ifanswer to #1 is more than a)
one) Put them inorder, b)
beginning with the one you c)
know best and ending with the d)
 
one you know least.
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0 1 
3. What language do you speak 

at work? 
a) Eng 
b) Swa 
c) Other 

No 
No 
No 

- Yes __ 

Yes 
Yes 

4. (Ifanswer to #3 ismore than 
one) How often do you speak 

English at work 
Swahili at work 
Other at work 

1 
Few 
times 
a week 

a) 
b) 
c) 

2 
Few 
times 
aday 

-

3 
Many 
times 
aday 

4 
Nearly 
all the 
time 

5. Describe a typical situation 
where you would use each at 
work. For example-with your 
employer, or at break time 
with your friends or with 
subordinates. 

a) 

b) 

c) 

0 1 2 3 

6. Do you need to know 
English 
Swahili 

in order to do the work 

a) 
b) 

No, 
not 
at all 

Yes, it 
issome-
what 
helpful 

Yes, it 
isvery 
helpful 

Yes, it 
ises
sential 

that you do? 

01 
7. What language do you speak 

at home? 
a) Eng 
b) Swa 
c) Other 

No __ 

No __ 

No 

Yes __ 

Yes __ 

Ye__Yes_ 

8. (Ifanswer to #7 is more than 
one) Flow often do you speak 

English at home 
Swahili at home 
Other at home 

1 
Few 
times 
a week 

a) 
b) 
c) 

2 
Few 
times 
aday 

3 
Many 
times 
aday 

4 
Nearly 
all the 
time 

9. (If answer to #7 is more 
than one) Describe a typical 
situation where vou would use 
each one at home, for example 
when people come to visit, or 
with your children. 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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10. 	 What language do you usually 
use (circle one) 

at the post office 
at the bank 
with the doctor, at a 

hospital or clinic 
at the police station 
at the market 
when shopping at a store 
with your clergyman at 

church 
with your employer 
with your children's 

teacher 
at political or union 

meetings 

11. 	 What language do you usually 
use for (circle one) 

writing personal letters 

writing business letters 

filling out official forms
 

(like driver's license
 
or birth certificate) 


writing notes or messages 
to someone else 

making lists or notes to 
yourself 

writing in a diary 

12. 	 Inwhat language do you usually 
listen to (circle one) 

news broadcasts on the 
radio 

educational programs on 
the radio 

programs for pleasure, 
like music, on the 
radio 

13. 	 How many hours a week do you 
listen to the radio? 

14. 	 Do you own a radio? 

a) 
b) 

c) 
d) 
e) 
f) 

g) 
h) 

i) 

P 

a) 
b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 
f 

a) 

b) 

c) 

a) No 

E 

E 


E 
E 
E 
E 

E 
E 

E 

E 

E 
E 

E 

E 

E 
E 

E 

E 

E 

0 

S 0 
S 0 

S 0 
S 0 
S 0 
S 0 

S 0 
S 0 

S 0 

S 0 

S 0 
S 0 

S 0 

S 0 

S 0 
S 0 

S 0 

S 0 

S 0 

Yes 
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15. (Ifyes) where else do you 
listen to the radio besides 
at home? 

16. Inwhat language do you usually 
red (circle one) 

books a) 
1 
E 

2 
S 

3 
0 

magazines 
newspapers 

b) 
c) 

E 
E 

S 
S 

0 
0 

C 1 2 3 
17. How well would you say you Not at 

all 
Not very 
well 

Fairly 
well 

Very 
well 

speak Swahili 
understand Swahili 
read Swahili 
write Swahili 

18. Would you say your Swahili 
isbetter than, worse than, 

0 
Worse 

1 
About the 

2 
Better 

or about the same as the than same than 
Swahili of the people you 
work with? 

0 1 2 3 
19. How well would you say you Not at 

all 
Not very 
well 

Fairly 
well 

Very 
well 

read Your native language 
write your native language 

20. How did you learn English? 
Did you- 0 1 

study it in school No - 'Yes __ 

study it on your own No - Yes __ 

speak it at work No __ Yes __ 

speak it with your friends No - Yes -

speak it with family No _- Yes 

21. (Ifstudied English inschool) 
How many years did you stud,! 
English? 
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22. 	 How well would you say you 
speak English 
understand English 
read English 
write English 

23. 	 Would you say' your English 
is better than, worse than, 
or about the same as the 

English of tile people y'ou 
work with? 

24. 	 Are you satisfied with your 
English language skills? 

25. 	 Do vou feel it is important 

to improve the following 

skills in English? 


listening 
reading 
writing 
speaking 

26. 	 Are vou currently studying 
English in any way? 

(Ifyes) Please describe 
how_ 

27. 	 Do you find yourself in any 
situations where you must 
use English? 

28. 	 (Ifyes) Please describe a 
typical situation 

29. 	 What do you think should be 
the language of Parliment? 
(circle one) 

30. 	 What language do 'ou think 
traffic signs should be 
written in? (circle one) 

0 1 2 3 
Not 

Not at 
all 

very 
well 

Fairly 
well 

Very 
well 

a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 

0 1 2 
Worse About the Better 
than same than 

0 1 
No ____ Yes 

0 1 2 3 
Not at 
all Somewhat Very Essential 
important important important 

0 
a) No Yes 
b) 

0 
a) No Yes 

b) 

1 2 3 
E S 0 

E S 0 
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31. What language do you think 
billboards and public 
advertisements should be 
posted in? (circle one) E S 0 

0 1 
32. What languages would you a) Eng No __ Yes __ 

like your child to know? b) Swa No - Yes __ 

c) Other No __ Yes_ 

33. What isthe most important 
reason for your child to 
know 

English a) 

Swahili b) 

35. Have you taught your child 0 
any songs, rhymes, stories? a) No __ Yes __ 

0 
36. (If:rnswr is yes) In what b) Eng No __ Yes __ 

language' c) Swa No __ Yes_ 
d) Other No __ Yes__ 

37. Do you help your child 
practice or study English 

at home? No Yes 
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Chapter 9 
TEST DEVELOPMENT 

John L. D. Clark 
Center for Applied Linguistics 

Did the instructional program have the desired effect? In keeping 
with the basic investigative goal of the project, the language skill 
assessment instruments used in the Radio Language Arts Project 
were intentionally and explicitly designed as measures of pupil 
achievement over the subject matter presented in the official Ke
nyan curriculum for these grade levels. As is characteristic of 
achievement test development in general, the development strate
gy for the project language tests was to sample, fairly rigorously, 
particular items of instruction within tile English language arts 
syllabus and to prepare test questions incorporating these items. As 
a consequence of the sampling procedure, pupil performance on 
the subset of instructi(nal items included in the test materials could 
be considered indicative of probable performance on other similar 
items within the overall syllabus. 

Test development took place in several cycles as dictated by the 
overall chronology of the project, which involved the sequential 
testing of pupils in Standards 1, 2, and 3 over a three-year period. 
The following table shows the specific tests developed and used at 
each Standard. 

FIGURE 15 
Tests Used at Each Standard 

Listening Reading Writing Speaking 

Standard 1 X X 

Standard 2 X X X X 

Standard 3 X X X X 

The testing of writing was not undertaken at Standard I because 
writing is not emphasized as a curriculum goal at this grade level; 
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speaking also was not tested in recognition of the already apprecia
ble psychological and physical burden on pupils of this "beginning
school" age that was posed by administration of the listening and 
reading tests. 

Within Standard 1, the overall format and question types for the
listening and reading tests differed in several respects from the 
corresponding instruments for Standards 2 and 3, both because of 
the differing technical orientations of the two te:t development 
groups and because of the feedback that development, administra
tion, and analysis of the Standard 1 tests provided in the planning
and preparation of the Standard 2 and 3 tests. The general format 
and content of the Standard 1tests are described below, followed by 
a description of the Standard 2 and 3 instruments. 

DESCRIPTION OF TESTS 
Standard 1-Listening 

This test is divided into two parts. In the first part, the pupil
listens to a spoken English word (either a noun or a verb in present
participal form), which is repeated once. The pupil then chooses,
from among four line-drawn pictures in the test booklet, the one 
that is "like the English word" and draws - line through that 
picture. Examples: 

[Spoken stimulus: ruler, rulerj 
Response: 

ISpoken stimulus: sitting, sitting]
 
Response:
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In the second part, for each question, the pupil looks at one or 
more pictures and lines through or draws in some other way on the 
picture as directed by the master voice. For example: 

[Spoken stimulus: Put an X on the line. Put all X on tile line.] 

Response: (Pupil draws an X on the line provided.) 

[Spoken stimulus: Give some hair to the baby. Give some hair to 
the baby.] 

Response: (Pupil draws appropriateiy on tile picture provided.) 

In both parts of the test, the spoken material (both nouns and 
verbs) is pulled from the master vocabulary list for the Standard 1 
syllabus. 

Standard 1-Reading 
The Standard 1 reading test also is in two parts. In the first part, 

the pupil sees, for each question, a line drawing followed by four 
printed English words, and is asked to "draw a line through the 
written word that is like the picture." Nouns, verbs, prepositions, 
and pronouns are tested, all drawn from the Standard 1 syllabus. 
Examples: 

cap ear car chair 
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_reading sitting opening running
 

in under on of
 

we she they he 

In the second part of the reading test, tile pupil sees printed
partial sentences followed by four suggested completions, and is 
asked to draw a line through the correct completion, based on the 
master voice's rendering of the entire sentence. For example: 

[Master voice: That's a pencil. That's a pencil.] 
Pupil response: 

That's a __ 

pen book table pencil
 

[Master voice: Where is John? Where is John?] 
Pupil response: 

_ is John? 

Who Where What How
 

Standard 2-Listening 
For each question in the first part, tile pupil sees four line draw

ings in the test booklet and listens to a short spoken English sen-
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tence which correctly characterizes one of the pictures. The student 
selects the appropriate picture and marks the corresponding letter 
(A-D) immediately below the picture. The following examples show 
the testing of numbers, noun vocabulary, verbs, and language 
items identified in the syllabus as "structures" (e.g., "too + adjec
tive"-big, small, heavy, etc.). 

[Spoken stimulus. There are three bananas.] 

Shown in test booklet: 

[Spoken stimulus- This is a station.] 

Shown in test booklet: 

[Spoken stimulus: She's washing.] 
Shown in test booklet: 
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[Spoken stimulus: The dress is much too big for Mary.] 
Shown in test booklet: 

® ®_j \t @ 

For greater linguistic realism, throughout this part of the Stan
dard 2 test, the stimuli are presented in complete-sentence form 
(e.g., "There are three bananas") rather than as single-word cita
tions ("three") as is the case with the Standard 1 instruments. It 
may be noted that although more linguistic material is presented to
the pupil in the Standard 2 forimat, those components of the utter
ance that are not actually being tested remain constant across all 
four pictures. (For example, in the "She's washing" question above,
there is a "she" carrying out some action in each picture, with the 
only salient difference being the tested verb "washing".) 

In the second part of the Standard 2 test, intended to test general
comprehension of somewhat more extensive utterances, the pupil
hears a short story followed by spoken questions and marks the 
appropriate picture from among four options given in the test book
iet. For example: 

[Spoken question: Fhe old lion walked past a boy and some
CoWs. The boy shouted loudly at the cows. He chased them away 
to save them from the lion.] 

[Spoken question: Who chased the COWS away?] 
Shown in test booklet: 

[Spoken question: What did the boy' shout at?)
 
Shown in text booklet:
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The third part of the test addresses structures or other language 
aspects formally covered in the Standard 2 syllabus that do not lend 
themselves well to pictorial representation. The ,:tudent hears a 
spoken question or statement in English and marks, in the test 
booklet, the one of four short printed options that best answers the 
question. The following example tests the expression "made of 

." (i.e., composition): 

[Spoken question: What's it made of?] 

Printed options: 

® David made it. 

®1 It made noise. 

IIt's blue. 

(© It's wood. 

In the fourth and final part of the test, the pupil again listens to a 
short narrative story and answers questions about it by marking the 
appropriate word or short phrase from among four printed options. 

There is much food on the plate.
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Everything is in the box.
 

Standard 2-Reading 
The Standard 2 reading test is similar in format to the listening 

test, except that for each question the stimulus material is printed in 
the test booklet rather than being spoken aloud. Examples: 

A cot come into the room. It saw
 

Mary on the bed. It jumped onto
 
Mary's bed. It said "Miaow."
 
Mary opened her eyes,,
 

Where was Mary?
 

@ © 
What came into the room?
 

A @ @ 
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What did Mary open? 

Standard 2-Writing 
The first part of this test is a rudimentary writing exercise involv

ing the copying of short words (printed in the test booklet) into the 
appropriate spaces of a series of partial sentences. For example: 

The - mouse ran past a cot. 

The - started to chase the mouse.
 

They past a dog. 

The dog chased cat.
 

The mouse a hole in the ground.
 

It ran down the hole hide.
 

ran found small the to cat
 

The second and final part of the test is a simple dictation exercise 
in which the student writes, in the test booklet, short sentences 
spoken by the master voice. For example: 

The cow is big.
 
Read with LIs.
 
She is eating.
 

Standard 2-Speaking 
For practical and financial reasons it was not considered possible 

or even desirable to attempt to assess the speaking ability of all 
pupils in the Standard 2 radio and control groups. Instead, a 10 
percent sample, drawn at random from project schools, was identi-
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fied and administered an individual face-to-face, conversationally 
based speaking test by selected members of the project observation 
team, each of whom were extensively trained ahead of time in the 
proper administration techniques. 

The first part of the speaking test, administered "live" by the 
examiner following a printed script, consists of short conversational 
questions, such as: 

Good morning, [pupil name]. 
How are you? 
Do you have any brothers? 
Who's your friend at school? 
What games do you like playing? 
What will you do after school today? 

In the second part of the test, which assesses the pupil's ability to 
produce orally lexical items covered in the Standard 2 syllabus, the 
pupil is asked to look at each of several line drawings showing, for 
example, a leaf, a wheel, or actions such as running, washing, 
sawing, and in each instance answer the spoken question "What's 
this?" or "What is fe [she] doing?" A few drawing/question combi
nations near the end of this part were intended to elicit somewhat 
more complex responses, such as: 

[Spoken question: Girl one is big. Girl two is bigger. What about 
girl three?] 

Printed in test booklet: 

Anticipated spoken response: "Girl three is biggest./She's big-

ger./She is biggest." 

In the final part of this test, the pupil is asked to tell a story about 
each of two series of pictures. For example, a typical response to this 
series of pictures might be: "A cat is walking. She sees a mouse. The 
cat chases the mouse but the mouse runs into a hole." 

•r
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Scoring of the speaking test responses was carried out by a team 
of graduate students in lirguistics fr'.m the University of Nairobi 
who were trained in the process over a three-day period which 
included both detailed discussion of the scoring procedure and 
group and individual rating of sample test responses. For each 
question on the test (with the series-of-pictures questions rated 
separately for response to each picture), the student's response was 
evaluated on each of three criteria: (1) the number of English words 
spoken in reply to that question (as a general measure of fluency); 
(2) the extent to which relevant information had been conveyed, 
regardless of grammatical accuracy; and (3) the grammatical cor
rectness of the respon,3e. 

Extent of information conveyed was rated on a three-point scale, 
with one point assigned to a response that conveyed no compre
hensible meaning or e meaning completely unrelated to the ques
tion asked; two points for a meaning that was "approximately" 
correct (related to some extent to the field of discourse involved, but 
not directly answering the question posed); and threE points for an 
answer that was "on target" in that it comprehensibl- and directly 
responded to the informational request involved. G:&mmatical ac
curacy was judged in terms of whether the response was one that 
would be made in that context by a reasonably well-educated native 
speaker: for example, to the question "How are you?," the 
one-word answer "Fine" would be considered gramritical, but "I 
fine," ungrammatical. 

In addition to the individual question scoring, a separate dichoto
mous rating for "continuity" was also made for each of the two 
picture series. The pupil's response was considered to have conti
nuity if the reply contained temporal adverbs or other cohesive 
elements that indicated some attempt to recount tle story as a 
centinuous narrative; responses which simply described each pic
ture individually without an attempt at narrative intugration were 
scored as lacking continuity. 

The achievement tests for Standard 3, including separate instru
ments for reading comprehension, listening, writing, and speak
ing, were developed with closely similar formats to those for Stan 
dard 2, but drawing for lexicon and structure from the 
corresponding syllabus lists for Standard 3. The following are typi
cal of the type and range of questions included in the Standard 3 
tests. 
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Standard 3-Listening 

[Spoken stimulus: This is a pair of scissors.] 
Shown in test booklet: 

®®© © 

Spoken stimulus: The tall tree has been cut down.] 

Shown in test booklet: 

® ® © 

ISpoken stimulus: There isn't any food on tiatL plates.] 
Shown in test booklet: 

[Spoken stimulus: What's he called?] 
Shown in test booklet: 

® No. I callid.
 

® Yes. he did.
 

© Juma. 

@ Very loud.
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(Spoken stimulus: Are these books yours?]
 

Shown in test booklet:
 

® They are books.
 

® No, they are David's.
 

© No, they are papers.
 

@ There are many books.
 

Standard 3-Reading 

He is able to run.
 

L 0®J © 


Juma is taking the penci Isvhich
 
are in the box.
 

®@© 0
 

What would you do if you had a
 

penci l?
 

® Write a letter.
 

@ I would do it.
 

© I had some paper.
 

@ Ask for a pencil.
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Did you know that Anna is coming
 
tomorrow?
 

No, yesterday.
 

No, she's not coming. 

© No, I didn't. 

@ No, I'm coming. 

(Listening and reading tests both conclude with spoken or written 
passages of two to three sentences and accompanying comprehen
sion questions.) 

Standard 3-Writing 

[Student copies appropriate words into spaces provided.] 

More birds come to the tree. 

They all started nests. 

five days the birds had 

finished their nests, They - 

their eggs in the nests. After
 

twelve more baby
 

came out of the eggs. They
 

fly.
 

After birds making
 

laid couldn't days
 

[Dictation: Sample sentences:] 
That is Juma. 
Those are books. 
I hope she'll come. 

Standard 3-Speaking 
(Questions are generally similar to Standard 2, but based on Stan
dard 3 vocabulary.) 
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Prior to being included in the final version of each test form, all 
questions were extensively pretested on groups of approximately 
200 pupils at each of the grade levels. Available statistics for tile final 
selection of questions include information on: (1) the number of 
pupils choosing each of the response options (useful for eliminating 
or suitably revising questions for which one or more of the incorrect 
options did not serve to attract at least some of the less proficient 
pupils; (2) the percentage of pupils answering the question correct
ly (as an overall measure of question difficulty); and (3) the item's 
r-biserial co:relation. The latter statistic provided an indication of 
the extent to which generally proficient pupils (as shown by their 
performance on the test as a whole) were also tending to answer the 
particular question correctly. Questions which tile more proficient 
students were found to answer incorrectly (or conversely, ques
tions which the less capable pupils were observed to answer cor
rectly with an unanticipatedly high degree of frequency) were very 
carefully exanrined and either removed from candidacy for the final 
form of the test or suitably revised, provided that the problemmati
c il aspect of the question was fairly evident on reinspection (e.g., a 
potentially ambiguous line dra ving, unclear question phrasing, 
etc.). 

Figure 16 provides summary information on the content, format, 
number of questions, reliabiliiy, and other statistical characteristics 
of the final operational versions of each of the project tests. 

NOTES 

i [he Standard I tests were developeJ' collaborativelv by Dr. Grant 1lenning, then 
of the American University in Cairo, and project staff at the Nairobi office. The 
Standard 2 and 3 tests were prepared with the collaboration of Dr. John L. D. 
Clark of the Center for Applied Linguistics, working with the Nairobi office stiff 
and with teams of question writers drawn from school observers and other 
Kenyan aldjunct personnel. 
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FIGURE 16 
Test Characteristics 

Test 

Standard I
 
(FSETI)' 

Listening 
Standard I
 
(FSETI) 
Reading 
Standard 2
 
(FSET2) 

Listening
 
Standard 2
 
(FSET2) 
Reading 
Standard 2
 
(FSET2) 

Writing
 

Standard 2 

(FSET2) 
Speaking 

Standard 3
 
(FSET3) 
Listening 
Standard 3
 
(FSET3) 

Reading
 
Standard 3
 
(FSE [3) 

Writing
 

Standard 3 

(FSET3) 
Speaking' 

Total No. 

of Questions 


40 


40 


35 


35 


10 


36 


50 


50 


10 


36 


Maximum 

Possible Score
 

40 


40 


35 


35 


10 


Total Words 
(N/A) 

Comprehensibility 
108 


Grammaticality 
72 


Total 
(NiA) 

50 


50 


10 


Total Words 
(N/A) 

Comprehensibility 
123 


Grammaticalitv 
82 


Total 

(N/A) 

I Acronym designates "Final Sumnmative Evaluation Test" 

2 K-R(20), unless otherwise noted. 

Reliability2 

.93
 

.90
 

.78
 

.76
 

N/A4
 

.98
 

.96
 

.92
 

.95
 

.F5
 

.90
 

N/A4 

.96
 

.95
 

.86
 

.95
 

for the indicated level. 

3 	 For Standard 2 and 3 speaking tests, each response scored for: total number of 
words produced; comprehensibility (1-3 points), and grammaticality (1-2 
points). Reliability coefficients are intraclass correlations for a random sample of 
30 test tapes scored by all nine raters. 

4 	 Regular reliability statistics not applicable for this kind of test. 
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Chapter 10 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

Rebecca L. Oxford 
Centerfor Applied Lingi'istics 

Peter L. Spain 
Academy for EducationalDevelopment 

We have said already that the RLAP demonstrated the improved 
effectiveness of iadio for teacling English to primary school chil
dren, as compared to traditional instruction in Kenyan schools. 
Now let us explain why we said so. Behind this simple assertion lies 
an elaborate and rigorous evaluation of the entire RLAP effort, an 
evaluation carried out by independent educational researchers 
from the Center for Applied Linguistics in Washington, D.C. (Ox
ford ct al. 1986). The scientific underpinning for the evaluation and 
the detailed results of that evaluation ar-e the subject of this chapter, 
and are presented here not so much for the significance of any 
single detail but to valida-te the finding that the RLAP worked better 
than traditional teaching-the effeCtiveness of interactive radio in
struction rests on solid scientific evidence. At the same time, the 
evaluation makes clear that while radio instruction greatly im
proved scores, scores still can be improved considerably further. 

The purpose of the RLAP was to teach English to children in 
Standards 1-3 and to do so more effectively than traditional teach
ing could. Measuring to what degree the RLAIP achieved its pur
pose involved tests in four areas (listening, speaking, reading, and 
writing), using two groups (experimental and control), with chil
dren in all three Standards. 

The Tests 

Language skills can be assessed on four bases: 

" Listening-how well do children understand what 
is said to them? 

* Speaking-how well can children express them
selves orally? 

* Reading-how well do children understand writ
ten language? 

" Writing-how well can children express them
selves in writing? 
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The RLAP evaluators looked at all four of these skill areas. The 
previous chapter on test development describes in detail how each 
area was tested. 

The Groups 
In any experiment, groups are compared to see what effect comes 

from some experimental treatmeit that only one group receives. In 
the RIAP, the experimental treatment was radio instruction. The 
experimental group was taught the English curriculum by radio, the 
control group was taught the English curriculum in the traditional 
way. Thus the tests were administered in four skill areas for two 
different groups. 

The Children 
The actual children tested were from the first three primary Stan

dards, so each of the two groups had children from all of these 
Standards. Children in each Standard were tested to determine the 
impact of the RLAP on each of these critical school €ears-the three 
years during which students must learn English well enough to 
allow them to continue into Standard 4and beyond using English as 
their language Of instruction. 

This makes a matrix of four skill areas, two grou ps, and three 
Standards. This possible 24-cell matrix liad, by design, a few blanks. 
Writing and speaking tests w2re not given to Standard I students,
the assumption being that these youngsters' skills in English
pression 

ex
would be too undeveloped in the first year to measure 

well. Those students Who did take the speaking test were only a 10 
percent random sample of all Standard 2 and Standard 3 students
a sampling made necessary by the time needed to listen to students' 
speech individually. 

The result is a matrix that looks like this, where "X" indicates a 
test and "-" indicates no test. 

Each radio/control pair tested asks for a comparison, getting back 
to the basic qu'estion: Did the RLAP teach English more effectively
than traditional methods did-yes or no? On the basis of careful 
statistical analysis, we can place the answer to that question into our 
matrix as follows, where the answer "yes" means that at a given
Standard on a given test radio instruction surpassed traditional 
instruction. 
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FIGURE 17
 
Tests Given by Standards, Groups, and Skills Areas
 

Reading 
radio control 

listenig 
radio control 

Writing 
radio control 

Speaking* 
radio control 

Standard I X X X X . .. . 
X 

. 
X 

Standard 2 X X X X X X X 
X 

X 
X 

X X 
Standard 3 X X X X X X X X 

X V 

* rhe speaking test was made up of three parts--total number of words used, the 

meaning and comprehensibility of the words, and the correctness of grammati
cal structures. 

Statistical analysis determined that the gains measured for the 
radio group are extremely unlikely to have been brought about by 

chance-indeed chance could have determined these differences in 
fewer than one case in 10,000, a very high level of confidence. 
(Convention allows "statistical significance" to be claimed where 
chance is possible in only one case out of 20, so our confidence level 
greatly exceeds that convention.) 

FIGURE 18
 
Did the RLAP Thach English More Effectively than Traditional
 

Instruction Did?
 

Reading hIstening Writing Spakin 

Standard 1 yes yes .... 
yus 

Standard 2 yes yes yes yes 
yes 
yes 

Standard 3 yes yes yes yes 
yes 

* Comprised of total words, comprehensibility, and grammai. 
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Analysis also was done on a subgroup of the students called the
"normal-progression" group. This subgroup was made up of those
students who progressed normally from one Standard to the next
during the course of this project-that is, they received three "ears
of English instruction by radio. In many dev2loping countrV
schools, especially rural schools, an assortment of demands anl
const.raints conspire to keep children from making ioormal academic
progress-the need to work, to care for sibling:; ,o migrate: the lack
of schools, teachers, and materials; the uncertaii benefits of s.chool
ing for rural children. Kenya's situation is typical. Out of 3,908
students, only 850 were in this subgroup, meaning that the others
(over 75%) were either repeaters, droouts, transients, or not easily
located. Analysis of the normal-progression subgroup, like the 

FIGURE 19
 
Means, Standard Deviations, and Ranges for all Students
 

Reading Listening Writing Speaking*
'adio control radio (7nt160 radio cont rol radio control 

Std. 1 mean 13.1 10.7 23.4 	 15.5 
SD 7.6 7.6 8.3 8.9
 

)
range 0-38 0-400-39 0-39
 
no. 1544 1135 1544 1135 - -


Std. 2 mean 1-1.6 13.1 15.3 11.2 2.8 2.3 
 76.1 67.7 
34.3 29.0 
13.9 14.0SD 5.7 5.1 5.6 4.1 2.3 2.3 32.6 37.3 
15.1 13.6 
7.5 6.2range 0-31 0-30 1-32 0-28 0-10 0-10 	 10-148 2-167 

8-68 3-62 
2-34 1-28no. 1356 1378 1356 1378 1356 1378 158 148 

Std. 3 mean 22.9 19.1 25 7 21.6 2.7 2.1 120.2 i14.1 
46.4 39.1 
20.7 16.5SD 10.2 8.4 8.1 7.2 2.3 1.9 40.8 40.6 
15.3 1,1.8 
8.2 7.8range 0-47 0-48 3-47 0-46 0-10 0-10 	 23-255 8-201 

11-70 7-70 
3-39 2-37no. 1215 1361 1215 1361 1215 	 1361 149 161 

Speaking subscales are WT (Worn Total); N1 (Meaning/Comprehensibilitv); and G 
(Grammar).
* The range for Word Total was determined by actual usage. 
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analysis of the total group, showed a strong positive effect of the 
radio instruction; in fact, this effect is more pronounced for the 
subgroup than for the total group. It is likely that the stability of the 
normal-progression subgroup in terms of acadei c progression 
con :-buted to academic achievement, and that the radio was able to 
coni(ibute even more to students with this stability advantage. That 
is, the radio, while improving scores for all studentv, can improve 
scores for normal-progression students even more. 

These students are a minority in project schools now; having a 
majority of repeaters, dropouts, or transients is not likely to change 
substantially in t1.e near future. Radio instruction's boost to the 
majority, non-normal-progression students, is perhaps the more 
critical finding because it demonstrates radio's ability to make a 
difference among children who are buffeted by all the disadvan
tages associated with poor, rural schools. 

Figures 19 and 20, for all students and for normal-progression 
students respectively, give the actual means, standard deviations, 
and ranges. In every case, as the Figures show, the means of the 
radio group are greater than the means of the control group. This 
difference is statistically significant, indeed highly so, in almost 
every case; the only nonsignificant difference, on the word-total 
subscale of the speaking test, still favors the radio group. We might 
note that the increased size of the groups tested in all but the 

FIGURE 20
 
Means, Standard Deviations, and Ranges for Normal-Progression
 

Students
 

Reading Listening Writing Speaking 

radio control radio control radio control radio control 

Std. 1 mean 16.6 14.5 27.2 20.7 ... 
SD 8.1 8.7 6.8 8.7 . . . . 
range 0-37 0-39 4-39 0-39 . . . .. 

Std. 2 mean 16.5 14.6 17.A 12.0 3.6 2.9 
SD 6.0 5_5 5.7 4.6 2.5 2.4 
iange 2-31 3-29 2-32 0-28 0-10 0-10 

Std. 3 mean 26.2 21.2 27.7 23.0 3.4 2.5 
SD 10.7 9.3 8.6 7.7 2.6 2.1 
range 6-47 5-48 6-47 1-46 0-10 0-10 

Radio N = 399 

Control N = 451 
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speaking test (which was a 10% random sample) both increases thelikelihood of significance and confirms the consistent differences on
the basis of more individuals. The key point is that, overall, thedifferences are very positive in favor of tile radio group and that we can be very confident that these positive differences did not occar 
by chance. 

The most striking difference in mean scores appears on the listening test for Standard 1, where the radio group has a 23.4 to 15.5
advantage. Itseems that radio, which of course is an aural medium
that emphasizes listening, was more successful in producing gains
on the listening measure than on the other three measures. Gains inreading, writing, and speaking were substantial but smaller than
that for listening. Gains in listening are highest both for the total 
group and for the normal-progression subgroup, and in each case
for Standard 1. The first year of listening to radio English seems to
produce the greatest gain vis-a-vis the control groLip. 

Gains in writing were lowest. Indeed in both Standards 2 and 3,some radio students ,nswered none of the writing items correctly
just as did some control students. Two other evaluations of the
RLAP. one done by the Kenya Institute of Education and the other
done for the Ministry of Education by Professor George S. Eshiwani
of the Bureau of Educational ReseaMrch, Kenvatta University Col
lege, noted this relative weakness in teaching writing. KIE con
ducted systematic observation of RLAP classrooms; their observers
also foLInd pupil response to be weakest in writing. Asked to rate
the responses they observed, the KIE team placed writing respons
es in the "poor" category over 30 percent of the time-compared
with about five percent of the time for listenifig and reading and 20 
percent of the iimc for speaking (KIE 1984). In his interviews with85 teachers, Eshiwani (1984.) was told that the radio classes allowed 
too little time for writing practice--"lf only more could be done inwriting, then the project would be very good;" 'that one in oral
conversation-that one, it helps a great deal; but there isn't muchpractice in writing;" "As far as I am concerned, this method gives

more practice in 
 reading but not SO much in writing. The other
method gives more practice in writing." It should be noted thatthese teachers are commenting on what they see as the RLAP's least
effective area. "' teachers do give more writing practice than the
RI.AP does, their efforts are no more effective; in fact, writing scoresof the radio students significantly surpassed the writing scores of
the control group, taught in the traditional fashion. 

But these comments were all given in the context of enthusiastic 
teacher endorsements of the RLAP; indeed, Eshiwani found that 65 
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percent of the teachers said the RLAP was "much better" than 

traditional instruction and 34 percent rated the RLAP "a little bet

ter." Only one teacher said "about the same." A critical question 
put by Eshiwani to the teachers asked if the RLAP should be contin

ued, and an overwhelming 90 percent said yes-the RLAP should 

be continued. 
An attitude survey conducted by the project team also showed 

strong support for the radio instruction by teachers and headmas

ters. Several questions required teachers to comment on their stu

dents' abilities after completing Standard 3. Ninety percent of the 

teachers felt students were ready to use English as a medium of 

instruction. Sixty-one percent felt their radio students had good or 
to write, and 98 percent felt the radio students'excellent ability 


listening ability was better than that of other students (Oxford ct a!.
 

1986).
 
Another way of measuring comparative achievement is to esti

mate the magnitude of differences using a criterion not directly 
deviation of the controlaffected by sample size-the standard 

groiip. To do this, we calculate a statistic we can call "effect size." 

This is done by comparing the means of the two groups and then 
in terms of theexpressing the difference between those means 

standard devia.tion of the control group. That is, we take the mean 

of the radio group, subtract the mean of the control group, and 

divide the result by the standard deviation of the control group, 

according to the following formula: 

X radio - X control = effect size 

s.d. control 

Effect size tells LIS how great intervention effects have been in terms 

of the standard deviation of the control group, the group that did 

not receive the intervention. Figure 21 di;plays the effect sizes by 

tests of the RLAP intervention. 

What this means, for example, is that in Standard 3 reading, the 

average radio student attained a score that was above the control

group mean by .54 control-group standard deviations. Or, put an

other way, a student who scored at the mean in the control group 

would have been moved to .54 standard deviations above that 

mean by the radio instruction. 	Yet another way of saying the same 
mean" for "average student": thething is to substitute "group 

group mean of the radio group rose above the group mean of the 

control group by .54 control-group standard deviations in Standard 
3 reading. 
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FIGURE 21
Average Benefit, Expressed in Control-Group Standard Deviations, for Radio Students Compared with Control Students*
 

.46 

(,51ndard) RJ, djng listening Writing Speaking Average 13 nefit 

1 .24 .75 No writ- No speaking test .49 
ing test at at this level 
this level 

2 .35 1.17 .29 WT: .23 M: .39 G: .31 

3 .54 .61 .43 \VT: . 15 M: .49 G: .54 .46 
THREE-YEAR AVERAGE EFFE.CT SIZE .47 
S_.pteaki ng Suscales: 

VT Word Ttal 
N Nleaning.i'gLo prhensiilit. 

G = Gramar 
Normal-progression students ony for reading, listening, and writing; 10' ran
dom sample of all project students for speaking. 

This Figure clearly shows that the greatest differences betweenthe groups were in the listening tests, as witnessed by the effectsizes of 1.17, .75, and .61 control-group standard deviations. Othertests yielded smaller differences, though, consistently, radio instruction brought about positive effects as measured by effect size.Effect size is a very powerful measure of intervention impact, espe
cially in large groups. 

Effect size demonstrates the benefit that accrues from havingradio instruction, as compared with traditional, non-radio instruction. Looking at the average effect size across skill areas (effect sizemeaning a difference in performance between iadio students andcontrol students in terms of control-group standard deviations), we see .49,.46, and .46 for each of the three Standards. An average
effect size of .49 standard deviations in Standard 1 can be translated
into the 69th percentile using statistical tables. If the effect size is.49, the average or median control-group student would, by definition, be at the 50th percentile, while the iverage radio studentwould be at the 69th percentile. The difference in percentiles between radio and control groups is 19 points. Another way of sayingthis is that the benefit of having radio instruction over traditional
instruction is an improvement of 19 percentile points. 
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Effects oi Specific Variables on Student Performance 

Relationships between certain specific variables and student per
formance were examined. These variables were: district; radio re
ception; accessibility; teacher experience, education, sex, age, and 
certification level; and headmaster experience, education, sex, age, 
and certification level. 

Of all these variables, w- found that only district had a clear and 
important relationship to student performance. On the average, 
across all three project years, Kiambu was the best performing 
district in three tests-reading, listening, and writing. The worst 
performing district, quite consistently, was Kisumu, regardless of 
method of instruction. (We should note that all the project schools 
were rural-due to the rural focus of the project.-which of course 
means that these data say nothing about an urban areas in any 
district. When referring to districts, we are reallv referring only to 
their rural areas, not to districts as a whole.) 

What underlyin1g variable across districts might explain such 
findings? No single \riaole explained the difference. There are a 
number of untested possibilities. The higher scoring; district 
Kianibu is in close prximlitV to Nairobi where adl ts may travel to 
work and use English more extensively. There may be economic 
advantages in such a di.,trict as well which affect the schools and the 
school population. Lower scoring districts may be handicapped by 
limited or only recent access to schooling. 

We did not measure certain other variables, like socioeconomic 
factors, that may very well have influenced student performance 
and created some of the district-by-district and schooi-by-school 
differences found in the results. So, while some districts scored 
better on these achievement tests than other districts did, this find
ing is only suggestive of further analysis to determine radio's effect 
on districts of varying profiles. In what kinds of districts did radio 
contribute more? In what kinds of districts did radio contribute less? 
It is also notable that certain variables like teacher's education level 
and teacher's certification level, generally thought to be related to 
student achievement, were not associatod with differences in 
achievement on these measures. 

Possible socioeconomic factors include the drought of 1984, 
which hit hard in Machakos, Kajiado, and Kisumu and may have 
affected students' nutrition; the tribal differences, particularly con
trasting the nomadic Measai with more sedentary groups; the gen
erally better educationai facilities on the tea estates, as in Kericho, 
compared with non-estate areas; and the tribal and linguistic min-
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gling of children in the tea-estate schools, resulting in the use of 
Swahili for instruction in Standards 1 to 3. In project schools in 
Kilifi, on the coast of the Indian Ccean, most children spoke Swahi
li, with the result that the motivation to learn English may have 
been lower than elsewhere. Furthermore, in these project schools 
on the coast, radio reception was poor, and project materials had to 
be delivered by non-project drivers, with the result that deliveries 
did not always arrive with the timeliness that they arrived in other 
project schools. 

None of these factors was studied systematically, but anecdotal 
information about tieir presence suggests possible relationships for 
future study. 

Discussion 
The data are abundantly clear in affirming consistently higher 

scores among the radio group. As noted, the differences in group 
means between radio students and control students are consistent
ly in favor of the radio students and statistically significant in almost 
every case. Because of the high number of students involved, statis
tical significance is more likely than in a smaller sample, so a policy
maker may ask how these differences compare with other educa
tional interventions, and it is the effect-size me'asure that is most 
useful for comparisons like this. Figure 22 presents some effect sizes 
from several projects, including Radio Language Arts. 

This com-iL,,son with other educational inno\'ations most 
squarely addresses the question: Flow big a difference did Radio 
Language Arts make in Kenya? And the answer is that this project 
rates very well alongside other successful projects in other settings,
and in ternm, of cost-effectiveness, appears to far surpass some of 
the,'e other projects. The RLAP's net effect size was just slightly
below that of its "parent" project, Radio Math in Nicaragua; it 
might be argued that language teaching in this Kenya setting was at 
least as difficult as mathematics teaching in the Nicaragua setting,
and perhaps quite a bit more so. But even taking the comparisons in 
Figure 22 at face value, these numbers, along with the consistently 
positive and consistently significant advantages of radio reported in 
Figures 19 and 20, place the innovative Radio Language Arts Project
in Kenya among the leading projects of its kind anywhere. A rule
of-thumb is that an effect size of .20 is considered a clear success. 

Of special note, analysis of computer-assisted instruction (CAI) 
in 28 separate settings in United States elementary schools shows 
an average effect size of .47. The average control-group student 
would be at the 50th percentile, compared with the 68th percentile 
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FIGURE 22
 
Effect Sizes and Percentiles for Several Projects Involving
 

Educational Innovation
 

Effect Size Percentile 

Ni. :ragua Radio Mathi .69 76th 

Thailand Radio Math .41 66th 

Nicaragua textbook' .36 6-1th 

U.S. coMnputer-assisted instructinOn' .47 68th 

Kenya Radio Language Arts .47 68th 

Jamesine Friend, personal communication. Listed here is the average effect size 

for the first th,'ee years. In the fourth, and fini wear, 1he scores were lower, an 
anomaly that might be ascribed to the political tumult that year that reduced 
days in school. Including year four, the average becomes .52 and the percentile 
becomes .70. 

2 Friend, J., K. Galda, and 13.Searle. '"'ra nsfer of Instructional lechnology: Radio 

Math in Nicaragua and 'Ilailand." ULnpublished Iimneo, no date. 
. Jamison, D., [3. Searle, K. Galda, an1d '. I lel,'neman. 1981I. "Implementing 

Elementary Mathematics Education in Nicaragua: ,\1 Ixperiliental ttldy of 
tile impact of lextboOls and Radio on Achieveenltll." Journal of 1Fducational 
Psychology, 73:. 

. Kulik, J., C. Kulik, and R. lBangert-DroWns. 1985. '"'heEffectiveness of Compu
ter-based Education in Elementary Schools." Journal of( Computer, in IIu, an 
Behavior, 1:59-7-1. 

for the average CAI student. These results are no better than the 
radio versus control difference; in our project. 

We also m.st point out that neither the Kenvan radio group nor 
the control group performed as well in writing or speaking, the 
expressive skills in language ability, as they did in reading and 
listening, reflecting, no doubt, the greater difficulty involved in 
active mastery of a new language (speaking and writing) than in the 
more passive recognition of a new language (reading and listening). 
For most tests, there was a wide range of scores for both groups3. In 
fact, some students in each group scored very low in these expres
sive areas, sometimes getting no answers correct, and other stu
dents in each group scored very high on these same tests. So the 
radio instrLlction did not make these groups into very different 
popIlations-a good deal of overlap persisted. In no case did the 
range of scores for the radio group and the range of scores for the 
control group diverge totally or even to any notable degree on the 
same test. Variability, which shows up in the standard deviation, 
was also quite similar in both groups. So, while there was signifi-
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cant difference between means of the two groups, the range of 
scores and the variation within groups were not all that different. 

Another policy question that must be considered deals with actu
al achievement versus possible achievement. Figure 23 displays tile 
percentage of correct items on each test, for each group, in each 
Standard. 

FIGURE 23 
Percentage Correct for Each Test,
 

By Groups and Standards
 

GROUP GRC U1
 
Level 
 rest # of Radio C\ontrol Radio Control 

items All All Normal Normal 
['Prgression Progression 

I Reading 40) 32.8 26.8 41.5 36.3

2 Reading 35 41.7 37.4 
 47.1 41.7
3 Reading 50) 45.8 38.2 52.AI 42.4
 
1 Listening 40) 58.5 38.8 o8.0) 
 51.82 Listening 35 43.7 32.0 49.7 34.3

3 Listening 510 51.4 .13.2 55.4 46.1)

2 Writing 10 28.0 21,() 3o.0) 
 29.0
3 Writing 10 27.)0 21.0) 34.0 25.0 
2' Speaking: 

Meaning. 1)8 31.8 2f. ... 

Comprehensibili ty
 
Grammar 72 22.1 19.4 .

3- Speaking:
 
Meaning 123 37.7 31.8 -


Comprelhnsibilit
 
Grammar 82 25.2 20.1 -


The possible ranve forword total wa, determined b actual usage. 

Only in listening skills did the radio group answer more than half
the questions correctly on any test, and the control grouo never did.
What we are seeing is that tlhese tests, based directly oil the official
curriculum, overwhelmed all students-although 'radio students 
were consistently less overwhelmed than those in the control 
group. It is true that the radio improved scores compared to tradi
tional teaching, but we are still left with a tremendous amount of 
room for improvement. The KIE evduation confirmed this low
overall achievement, despite the gains brought about in the radio
classes. A separate study comparing urban and rural students (Ox
ford and Imhoof 1986) found that 1"garobi children scored higher
than rural ch'."ren, even rural children in radio classes. When we 
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consider the richer English-language environment of Nairobi, this 
is probably not surprising. 

We necessarily acknowledge this gap between current achieve
ment and potential achievement, even in project schools. In doing 
so, we are not discouraged by the improvements still needed; rath
er, we are encouraged by the achievements already realized, in a 
relatively short time, among a school population with considerable 
disadvantages. Despite those disadvantages--the complex of con
straints stemming from rural isolation-the radio instruction 
brought about consistent, unequivocal gains in achievement. AID 
specifically mandated the RLAP to work with the rul!poor, pre
cisely because the children of the rural poor usually achieve so little 
in school. 

In addition to these achievements, the RLAP won overwhelming 
favor among teachers and headmasters, as reported in attitude 
studies done among these groups both b-, the RLAP and by Prof. 
Eshiwani. Teachers and headmasters gave highly favorable ratings 
to radio instruction and felt that radio students had an advantage 
over other students in many areas of learning. Well over 90 percent 
of the teachers and headmasters wanted the radio instruction to 
continue. 

While the achievements of the radio group are notable, the 
RLAP's generation of so much enthusiasm among rural teachers 
and headmasters may be more telling in the long run. If rural 
students are to continue to improve, as they mrust, their teachers 
must be lively and hopeful and convinced that the rural environ
ment need not hold these children back forever. The RLAP has 
demonstrated that rural children can be brought forward, contrary 
to the beliefs of those who may have seen no hope for such disad
vantaged schools. Breaking through these beliefs, as much as any 
particular test score differences, may be the RLAP's most lasting 
contribution to Kenya's schools. 
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Chapter 11 
STRATEGIES FOR AND COSTS 
OF DISSEMINATING INTERACTIVE 
RADIO INSTRUCTION 

Frances Kemmerer 
State University of Ne71 Yrk at Albany 

Jamesine Friend 
Friend Dialogues 

INTRODUCTION 
Radio students learned more English than students receiving 

conventional instruction according to the evaluation results of the 

Radio Language Arts Project. Teachers and headmasters who par

ticipated in the project strongly support use of the radio lessons. 

These factors, together with the low cost of radio, constitute a 

strong argument for widespread dissemination of the lessons. 

This chapter suggests two plans for nationwide dissemination of 

the RLAP program. The plans differ only in their assumptions 
about the amount of time required for full dissemination. The first 

assumes it will take nine years, the second that it will take six years. 

In many respects, Kenya offers ideal conditions for wide-scale 

implementation of a new instructional radio course. The nation has 
area long history of 	involvement in educational radio. Teachers 

use of radio in the classroom, many schools alfamiliar with the 
areready have receivers, broadcast and printing capacities well 

developed, and technical expertise is available. Given this strong 
base, the barriers to nationwide implementation (not all resource 

schools have receivers and not all are in range (:f the current trans

mitters) are relatively minor. 

The need to place additional radio receivers in the schools and to 

build additional transmitters suggests a three-stage expansion strat

egy. In the first stage, service will be provided to *ill schools that 
new radio receiverscurrently have receivers. In the second stage, 

will be distributed to all schools within the range of the current 

transmitters. And, in the third stage, the transmitting facilities will 

be extended to the entire nation, and radio receivers will be distrib

uted to the schools in outlying areas. In the nine-year plan, Stage 1 
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will take three years, Stage 2 two years, and Stage 3 four years. Inthe six-year plan, Stage I will take two years, Stage 2 one year, and 
Stage 3 three years. 

The bulk of this chapter is devoted to questions of cost; thevarious components of the cost of implementation are analyzed,
and an estimate of the cost per student presented. 

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 
The RLAP staff-fr-om the Kenya Institute of Education and theAcademy for Educational Development-produced 585 half-hourEnglish language lessons, 195 lessons each for Standards 1, 2, and3. These lessons are now on tape and available for rebroadcast

without additional production cost. The staff also developed Teacher's Notes for Standard I and Standards 2 and 3 of 180 and 260printed pages, res-wect~ve, and worksheets for pupils. The Teacher's Notes include an outline of the lesson and suggestions for theteacher. Student worksheets are bound into reusable booklets. TheTeacher's Notes and student booklet will reqLuir,2 recurrent expenditures. The Standard I workbook is 19 printed pages, and the Standard 2 and 3 booklets 48 pages each. Students provide their own
exercise books for writing practice. 

The RLAP educators tested lessons andthe worksheets in 31rural schools in seven districts chosen to represent the variety ofmother tongues spoken in Kenya. Radios, batteries, and radiomaintenance were supplied by the project, as were Teicher's Notesand supplementary materials. The project also provided a one-day
orientation session for participating teachers and headmasters. KIEdonated the studio space, recording facilities, and air time to the
project, and made the time of teacher tutors available for evaluation
 
activities.
 

In sum, the developmental period was characterized by substantial Kenyan and AID investments of time and money in the preparation of lessons and print materials and in evaluation activities. 

DISSEMINATION COSTS 
The major costs associated with the introduction of a new radiocurriculum are realized, of course, in its developmental period.With respect to dissemination decisions, these represent "sunkcosts;" which is to say they are irrelevant in forecasting future cost.Dissemination costs include both one-time investment costs, such as the purchase of additional receivers, and continuing costs, such as print materials production and distribution. The latter recurrent 
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costs are, for the most part, replacement costs since the RLAP 
classrooms will not require the language textbooks currcntly used. 
Many of the recurrent costs related to the RLAP would become 
add-ons only if schools were given the option of using either the 
radio lessons or the current language program. 

A host of factors influence the costs of expanding radio-based 
instruction, in general, and the RLAP in Kenya, in particular. These 
include existing transmission and reception capabilities, as well as 
capacities for teacher training, distribution of printed materials, and 
management. To the extent that these capabilities are well devel
oped already, the cost of dissemination will be lower. 

Transmission 
Questions about transmission include the availability of broad

cast time, the range of the transmitter, and the quality of the trans
mission. (Transmission quality is affected not only by the type and 
power of the transmitter but by the adequacV of maintenance.) 

In Kenya one of the chief constraints to immediate wide-scale 
dissemination is the scarcity of broadcast time. While many coun
tries with national radio systems have insufficient progranmling, 
particularly duiriing the daytime hours, this is not the case in Kenya 
KIE alone has a five-hour schedule of instructional support pro
grams. The staged design of the Radio Language Arts lessons re
quires an added one-half-hour each year with full implementation 
requiring one and one-half hours. The estimated value of the air 
time KIE "purchases" from the Voice of Kenya is ,120 per hour. 

The already crowded KIE broadcast schedule leaves two options. 
Either the RLAP must be substituted for current programs or a new 
radio channel cieated. The estimate is that a new channel with the 
same -an'eas the present one, roughly 84 percent of the schools, 
would call for either 20 FM 50w-100w transmitters or 9 AM 
20kw-100kw transmitters. (Shortwave tran.-mrission, which is of 
course less expensive than either FM or AM, is considered inappro
priate for radio instruction because of the fra.gility of its signal.) 

In addition to the decision to create a new channel, a decision 
must be made on whether the benefits outweigh the costs of trans
nitting to all the schools in Kenya. At the present time the schools 
in the Siaya, Kakamega, Busia, Mandera, and Kilifi districts may 
have poor ieception. (See Appendix at end of this chapter.) Surn
mary information on the number of schools and classrooms within 
the current reception range is presented in Figure 2.1. 
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Depending on the number and type of transmitters purchased, 
new tranimission sites may have to be constructed. To the extent 
that the physical infrastructure for the new channel can use the 
existing system, costs will be limited to new antennas, additional 
electrcal power, and r2ntal of studio-transmitter links. New sites 
also would require the construction and electrification of facilities
and the building of access roads. Costs for FM and AM transmitters 
including antennas, studio links, etc., but with no site develop
ment, are $12,000 and $5,000, respectively.' 

Unless air time on the new channel is fully subscribed, its initial 
cost will be far higher than the cost of rental from the Voice of 
Kenya. Presumably, however, a new KIE channel would carry all 
educational broadcasting, including the RLAP, and thus would be
used at least five hours a day for 24 weeks during the school year (to
broadcast current KIE education programs) and an additional one
and-a-half hours a day for the RLAP for 39 weeks. Ideally, KIE could 
sell the remaining air time until it can fully use the new channel 
itself. 

FIGURE 24
 
The Number of Schools and Classrooms
 

in Good and Poor Reception Areas
 

Schools Classrooms* 

Standard I Standard 2 Standard 3 
Good Reception 10,061 18,591 N.,883 13,826 
Poor Reception .1 90 

Total 11,966 22,250 17,767 16,555 

* The number of classrooms was obtained by dividing the total number of students 
in each Standard by the average number of students in a classroom (40). On the 
average, there are two streams or classrooms per Staidard. 

NOTE: Poor reception includes those schools with low quality reception, as well 
as those completelv outside the range of the transmitters. 

Source: Ministry of Education 1983 statistics; information provided by personnel 
at KIE. 

Reception 
The second major constraint to rapid full-scale disser.ination is 

the number of receivers currently in the schoo.'. While the goal of
the government is to provide each school with a radio, and while 
the government and the World Bank have worked together to place 
over 12,000 radios in schools, the number of receivers which remain 
in operation is not known. Even if all these radios are in place and 
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working, there is justifiable concern that the government's goal of 
one radio per school falls short of the real needs of radio instruction 
in general, and of the RLAP, in particular. This is true for several 
reasons. First, the average number of streams per Standard (classes 

a per grade) is two. Thus, at the very minimum, one radio with 
detachable speaker which can be placed in a separate classroom is 

Second, if a second channel is created and educationalnecessarv. 
broadcasting is divided between the two channels, the dedication of 
the radio receiver to the RLAP would foreclose its use by other 
teachers in the school. Third, receiver failure would mean that 
students would t- deprived of the radio broadcast for at least 
several weeks because no extra receivers would be available and 
because radios would have to be sent to KIE in Nairobi for repair. 
Finally, aithough the theft of radios does not appear to be a major 
problem, theft too represents a serious threat to uninterrupted 
instruction. 

Cost of reception is dependent not only on the number of receiv
ers needed but on the type of power available for these receivers. 
Although precise statistics have not been compiled on the number 
of schools with electricity, typically only the city schools have elec
tricity. This pattern will not change dramatically in the next five 
years. The data in this chapter's Appendix indicates that city 
schools represent only 2.6 percent of all schools and 3.1 percent of 
schools in the broadcast range of the current transmission system. 
The average monthly electric bill for a city school is $9.38. Use of a 
radio for the RLAP would increase this bill by a fraction. The re
mairting 96.9% of th,' -chools are dependent on batteries as a source 
of electrical power. XA. this is a relatively more expensive source,le 
of power per kilowatt hour, it is justifiable given the initial costs of 

electrification. To bring electricity into a school in areas where elec
tricity is already available is $7,500 (cost of the line and the trans

former) unless electrification is part (-f a government program, in 
which case charges may be lower. The cost of a set of the five or six 

batteries required by most school receivers is approxinately $.94 

cents. Each of the RLAP classrooms was supplied with two sets of 
batteries a month because they were used in radio-cassette players 
and to receive other school broadcasts. Since only radio reception is 

necessary for the RLAP dissemination, three sets of batteries per 

year per classroom would be sufficient, so the total cost per year 
would be $2.81. 

Distribution 

Reliance on batteries, however, raises the issue of the adequacy 
of the currenm' school distribution system, an issue also relevant to 
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print materials. Nzioka, in a 1984 study of educational broadcastingin Kenya, found that while most schools received broadcast schedules, "the majority of schools do not receive the support materials"(Nzioka 1984). To what extent this distribution problem is limited toradio curricula or is indicative of a more widespread phenomenon isnot known. At the very least, these findings suggest the needupgrade distribution mechanisms 
to 

as a precondition for wide dis
semination of the RLAP. 

Printed Materials
 
The actual printing of materials does not seem 
to be a problem.The Jomo Kenyatta Foundation prints most school texts, and KIEalso has a small printing facility. Student booklets are estimated tocost between $.11 and $.21, depending on the number of pages andthe total quantities ordered. Teachers' manuals are more costly(S.47 to S.80) because of their length. Of course, the higher initialcost of the Teacher's Notes will be offset by a longer period of use, aprobable five or six years compared to two or three for the students'

materials. 

Teacier Training 
KIE currently broadcasts instruction,; to teachers on the use of itsschool programs. Nzioka (1984) found, however, that teachers rarely heard these broadcasts because the broadcasts were aired outsideof school hours and many teachers did not have radios at home. TheRLAP project team also determined that the project teachers preferred face-to-face orientation to lengthy instructions broadcast into

the classroom as part of the lessons.
 
The typical Ministry of Education, Science, and Technology strategy is to send trainers to the seven proviinciJl capitals to provide
in-service programs to the Provincial Inspectors (7), District and


Assistant Primary Inspectors (195), and Assi:;tant Education Officers and Teacher Advisory Centre Tutors (530). The estimated costof a one-day in-service prograin, assuming two KIE trainers spendtwo nights and one day in each capital and one-day orientationsessions for 732 people (trvel and lunch), would be approximately$4,375. Ove,"half of this amount would be spent on travel. Whilethe Ministry does not always subsidize the coft of travel to in-service workshops, the savings from non-reimbursement of travelexpenses need to be measured against the costs which would resultfrom poor attendance. Representation from all districts is crucialsince these supervisory people aire teachers who provide appropriate orientation to the classroom teachers. Since in-service activities 
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are regular responsibilities of the inspectors, education officers, and 
tutors, this kind of training at the district level would not necessar
iiv increase the government's recurrent expenditure. 

Program Management 
Because of KIE's experience with school broadcasting, the mar

ginal cost of the addition of the RLAP to other radio instruction will 
be much less in Kenya than it would be in countries with little 
experience in radio and few trained individuals on staff. While the 
scope of work during the developmental period required a team 
consisting of eight professionals, an administrative assistant, a stu
dio engineer, a distribution coordinator, one secretary, two typists, 
and a driver, a much smaller core group would suffice for dissemi
nation purposes. This team might consist of a program coordinator, 
one professional educational broadcaster, one office assistant, and 
one typist. Annual salaries and housing allowances would cost 
approximately $49,706 per year. 

The unit costs of the resources which may be required for dissem
ination of the RLAP lessons are summarized in Figure 25. Estimated 
prices are listed in both Kenyan shillings and U.S. dollars. Where 
appropriate, an estimate of the lifetime of the resource is also 
provided.2 

STRATEGIES FOR DISSEMINATION 
The constraints posed by the need for "nvestment in a new radio 

channel, the acquisition ad distribution of an adequate supply of 
radios, batteries, and print materials, and the development and 
refinement of large-scale di.tribtition and teacher training systems 
call for a gradual approach to dissemination. 

Under such a stepwise plan, the RLAP services would be provid
ed first to those schools which already have an adequate number of 
receivers and are within range of the current transmitters. The 
second stage would extend service to all the schools in good recep
tion areas which did not have an adequate number of receivers in 
stage one. During the third stage, the program would reach all the 
schools that had previously been unable to receive clear radio sig
nals. This assumes, of course, that new transmitters had been put in 
place. Completion of the third stage would therefore mean that all 
the schools in Kenya had access to the RLAP program. 

Just as geographical extension of the program is accomplished 
stepwise, it is also necessary to stagger the introduction of the 
RLAP lessons. Since the lessons were designed so that the sets of 
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FIGURE 25
 
Resource Price List
 

Shillings_ DQol1ars Lifetime 
1. Radio Receivers 

Cost of radios 
Cost of an average repair 

560.00 
200.00 

35.00 
12.50 

5 years 

2. Power 
Average school monthly 

elEctric bill 150.00 9.38 
Cost of hookup (minimum) 
Batteries per year per class 

120,000.00 7,500.00 

3 sets (5 or 6 per set) 
@ Sh 15.00 per set 45.00 2.81 1year 

3. Frint 
Teacher's Notes 

Std 1 (130 pages)
12,000 copies 7.58 .47 

6 years 

4,000 copies 10.08 .63 
Std 2, 3 (260 pages)
12,000 copies 9.68 .61 
4,000 copies 12.87 .80 

Student Worksheets 
Std 1(19 pages)
600,000 copies 1.71 .11 

4 years 

200,000 copies 2.05 .13 
Std 2, 3 (48 pages each)
600,000 copies 2.82 .18 
200,000 copies 3.39 .21 

4. Transmission 
FM transmitters, 50-150w 
AM transmitters, 20-100kw 
Air time per hour 

192,000.00 
80,000.00 

1,900.00 

12,000.00 
5,000.00 

119.U0 

12 years 
12 years 

5. Administration 
Salaries and Allowances 

Program Coordinator 
One Professional 
One Assistant 
One Typist 

121,1t0.0U 
72,1,0.G0 
53,880.00 
21,840.00 

7,568.75 
4,505.00 
3,367.50 
1,365.00 

Exchange Rate: U.S. $1 = Kenyan Sh. 16 

skills introduced in one year form the basis for work in the succeed
ing year, it is essential thiat students begin the lessons in Standard 1 
rather than enter the program midstream. Consequently, in the first 
year of dissemination only Standard 1 lessons would be broadcast. 
Standard 2 and 3 lessons would be added in years two and three. 
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Alternative dissemination schedules are provided in Figures 26 
and 27. These two plans are purely illustrative of the possibilities for 
expanding program access while at the same time investing in 
communications, teacher training, and materials distribution infra
structures. They differ primarily in their assumptions about class 
size, 40 pupils per stream (class), and the dropout rates from Stan
dards 1 to 2 and 2 to 3. The decline in the number of beginning 

No adclassrooms across Standards reflects these dropout rates. 
justments have been made for population growth. Figures 28 and 
29 outline the teacher training and print material requirements of 
each plan for each year. 

Figures 30 and 31 show tile cost per student under differing 
assumptions about tile number of students to be reached and the 
number of receivers and student workbooks to be distributed. Fig
ure 30 assumes that all students, whether they are currently in areas 
with good, poor, or no reception, will be included in the project, 
that each student will be supplied with one set of worksheets, and 

FIGURE 26
 
Number of Classrooms Receiving
 
Radio Language Arts Programs:
 

Nine-Year Plan 

Cta~srLooms 

Standa.rd. Standard_2 Standard 3 
New Total New Total New Total 

Stage 1 Year 1 
Year 2 
Year 3 

500 
2,500 
9,000 

500 
3,000 

12,000 
399 

1,996 
399 

2,395 372 372 

Stage 2 Year 4 
Year 5 

2,591 
4,000 

14,591 
18,591 

7,186 
2,069 

9,581 
11,650 

1,860 
6,696 

2,232 
8,928 

Stage 3 Year 6 
Year 7 

1,000 
2,659 

19,591 
22,250 

3,194 
799 

14,844 
15,643 

1,928 
2,976 

10,856 
13,832 

Year 8 22,250 2,124 17,767 745 14,577 
Year 9 22,250 17,767 1,978 16,555 

Assumptions: 

1. There are, on average, 40 students per stream, or classroom, and two streams 

per Standard. 

2. 12,000 classrooms already have receivers. Even with two channels, the RLAP 

programs for different Standards would not be aired at the same time so 

receivers could be shared among Standards. 

3. Every classroom will have aradio receiver (12,000 now in schools; 44,572 to be 

added for full implementation). 
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that each classroom will have its own radio receiver. Figure 31 assumes that only those students currently in good reception areaswill have access to the RLAP lessons, worksheets will be supplied toevery two students, and radio receivers will be shared among Standards. Both tables assume that there are 12,000 receivers alreadyavailable in schools. These two tables also assume that every classroom will be supplied with three sets of batteries per year and that,on the average. there are only two streams per Standard in eachschool. It should be noted that thu difference in the costs presentedin Figures 30 and 31 is underestimated since the cost of the new

transmitters is no included in Figure 30. 

FIGURE 27 
Number of Classrooms Receiving

Radio Language Arts Programs:
 

Six-Year Plan
 

Cl assroom" 
Sntac diI Sta1ndard 2 Standard 3Ne'v ]ot'lI New Total New TO ta I

Stage I Year 1 500 50(0
Year 2 11' 500 12,00(1 399 399 

Stage 2 Year 3 6,591 18,91 9, 183 9,582 372 372
Stage 3 Year 4 3,659 22,2-(1 5,263 14,845 8,557 8,929Year 5 11,150 2,922 17,767 -1,9011 13,833Year 22,250 17,767 2,722 16,555 

Assumptions: 
1. There are, on average, 40 students per stream or classroom and two streams 

per Standard. 
2. 12,000 classrooms already have receivers. Even with two channels, the RLAPprograms for different Standards would not be aired at the same time soreceivers could be shared among Standards. 
3. Progression rates from I to 2 and 2 to 3 are .7985 and .9318, respectively. 
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FIGURE 28
 
Resources Required for the Nine-Year Plan
 

Classroom Individual 

Student Work-
Teachers to Teacher Guide Student Workbooks books, One per 

Train, Guides Replacement One per Student Two Students 

500 20,000 10,000 

2,899 115,960 57,980 

11,368 578 454,720 227,360 

1,637 12,510 465,480 232,740 

12,765 4,489 510,600 255,300 

6,122 6,659 244,880 122,440 

6,434 7,699 257,360 128,680 

2,869 8,793 114,760 57,380 

1,978 9,281 79,120 39,560 

56,572 40,009 2,262,880 1,131,440 

Workbook
 
Replacement
 

33,990 

147,670
 

264,040
 

391,690
 

452,910
 

517,250 

545,940 

2,353,490 

* Replacement rates of .17 and .25 were calculated for teacher and student materials, respectively. 
"0 
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Resources Required for the Six-Year Plan 

Classroom Individual 

Student Work-
Teachers to Teacher Guide Student Workbooks books, One per 

Train, Guides Replacement One per Student Two Students 

500 20,000 
11,899 475,960 237,980 
16,146 2,108 645,840 322,980 
17,479 4,853 699,160 349,580 

7,826 7,824 313,040 156,520 
2,722 9,155 198,880 54,440 

56,572 23,940 2,262,880 1,131,440 

rates of .17 and .25 were calculated for teacher and student materials, respectively. 

Workbook
 
Replacement
 

10,000 

123,990 

285,450 

460,240 
538,500 

1,408,180 



FGURE 30
 
Cost per Student per Year
 

at Full Implementation in Kenya
 
(in U.S. dollars)
 

Studentet CoSta Per Student Cost 
Textbooks*

Classroom C 
.06 

Teacher tzaining* 
Teacher texts* 

.03 

.15 
Radio receiver* 7.27 
Radio maintenance 2.25 
Batteries 2.81 

Total 12.51/40 .31 
Transmission Costs 

Air Time 35,100.00/N of students .02 

PXganMeC(ts 
Personnel 16,805.00/N of students .01 

.40 

* 	These costs have been "annualized" at 10% over their respective lifetimes to 

reflect a combination of interest and depreciation on the undepreciated portion 
of the original capital. 

Assumptions: 

1. 	An existing channel is extended to reach the entire population but at no cost 
to the project. 

2. 	Reusable workbooks are provided to every student. 
3. 	Every classroom will have a radio receiver (12,000 now in schools; 44,572 to be 

added for full implementation). 

4. 	Each classroom uses three sets of batteries per year. 
5. There are 40 students in each classroom. 

While it would be useful to demonstrate the effects of the alter
nate assumptions about transmission on a per student cost, that is, 
the effect of expanding present transmission or establishing a new 
channel, adequate information is not available to do this. Such 
information would include the type of transmitter desired, how 
much transmission site development is necessary and what that 
development will cost, and what proportion of air time is likely to be 
subscribed in the nex, few years. 

The unknowns with respect to transmission, as well as the ab
sence of a government dissemination strategy, make it difficult to 
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FIGURE 31
 
Cost per Student per Year of Implementation
 

to Schools and Students
 
in Good Reception Areas in Kenya
 

(in U.S. dollars)
 

Student Costs 
Textbooks* 

.C1assrQ~n.Costs 

Per StudvnLCQS. 
.03 

Teacher trainilg* .03 
Teacher texts* 
Radio receiver* 
Radio maintenance 
Batteries 

.15 
1.29 
2.25 
2.81 

Total 6.53/40 .16 
Transmission Costs 

Air time 35,100.00/N of students .02 
Prqgjizzr Costs 

Personnel 16,805.00/N of students .01 

.22 

These costs have been "annualized" at 10% over their respective lifetimes to
reflect a combination of interest and depreciation on the undepreciated portion
of the original capital. 

Assumptions: 
1. An existing channel is extended to reach the entire population but at no cost 

to the project. 
2. 	Reusable workbooks are provided to every student. 
3. 	Every classroom will have a radio receiver (12,000 now in schools; 44,572 to be 

added for full implc mentation). 
4. 	Each classroom uses three sets of batteries per year. 
5. 	There are 40 students in each classroom. 

estimate the marginal cost of adopting flih RLAP nationwide. If the 
RLAP totally replaces the current English language program, the
marginal cost would equal the cost of the RLAP less the cost of the 
current program. As sutmmarized in Figures 30 and 31, the differ
ence would be defined by those costs strictly associated with radio 
instruction--namely, receivers, receiver maintenance, power, and 
air time. The RLAP texts and central office personnel would simply
replace those of the current non-radio program. Depending on
assumptions, the marginal cost for adopting the RLAP would vary
between $.22 and $.40 per pupil. Most of these costs are attributable 
to 	the purchase, maintenance, and powering of receivers. Full im-
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plementation in all Standard I through 3 classrooms, with a radio in 
each classroom, would require the purchase of an additional 44,572 
receivers. Even with this extraordinary purchase, the per pupil 
costs remain low as shown in Figure 30. Of course, to the extent that 
the receivers are considered necessary for othei KIE programs, then 
their cost also might be shared. This spreading of radio costs over all 
programs, "required" or not, would reduce-all else being equal
the marginal cost of the RLAP to a few cents per pupil. 

The sensitivity of costs to alternate assumptions suggests the 
need for both feasibility and cost studies related to the transmission 
issues, as well as government definition of at least the parameters of 
on_ or more implementation plans. In addition to these studies, the 
likelihood that dissemination plans based on different amounts of 
resources (Figures 30 and 31) will have different educational conse
quences, suggests it might be wise to test several approaches in the 
first year of dissemination. This would permit identification of the 
educational consequences of such treatments as students sharing 
v%orkbooks and Standards sharing receivers. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The data presented in this chapter indicate that the RLAIP can be 

implemented at a relatively low long-run recurrent cost to the Ke
nyan government. This is due primarily to the relatively low cost of 
radio education and to the presence of well-developed infrastruc
tures in Kenya for broadcasting and printing. 

Since many schools at present are outside of transmission range, 
they do not have access to school broadcasts. It can be argued that 
these schools are precisely those in most need of additional re
sources. Radio, in general, and interactive instructional radio pro
gramming (such as the Radio Language Arts lessons) in particular, 
offer a unique opportunity to provide much needed resources to 
even the most remote schools at a relatively low cost. Thus, the 
one-time investment in extending transmission may be fully justi
fied on the basis of both equity and efficiency. 

NOTES 

I 	Estimates were provided by the Educational Commu nication Center, 
SUNY-Albanr. 

2 The information on costs was obtained in interviews with pe.sonnel from KIE, 
the RLAP, AED Washington, and the Educational Comm itnication Center, 
SUNY-Albanv. 
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APPENDIX 
Numbers of Schools and
 

Standard 1, 2, and 3 Enrollments 1983
 

Std I Std 2 Std 3
Province/ No. of No. of No. of No. of
District Schools Students Students Students 

Kiambu 303 31,727 28,159 27,591
Murang'a 347 39,035 34,281 33,014
Nyeri 319 26,465 24,319 24,018

Nyandarua 161 13,05) 11,513 
 11,363
Kirinyaga 163 15,35 13,496 13,54

TOTAL 1,293 125,621 111,798 109,533 
fO0 _AST
 
Kwale 201 13,637 11,569 9,425

Kilifi* 256 21,492 16,691 14,449
Lamu 39 2,1 '7 1,728 1,651

Tana River 78 4,667 
 2,994 2,302
Taita-Taveta 134 8,00I;'i _7 7370 

TOTAL 703 49.920 10,428 35,200
 
EASTERN
 
Machakos 1,081 6,4,51.1 55,510 51,831
Kitui 537 24,946 24,470 22,690

Ernbu 189 13,998 12,280 11,756

Meru 706 47,137 35,719 32,598

Isiolo 27 1,749 1,474 1,258

Marsabit 33 1,925 1771
 

TOTAL 2,573 154,269 131,224 121,55,t
 
RIFVAL LEY
V 
Trans N:,oia 152 18,297 14,959 13,966
Uasin Gishu 224 16,456 13,390 13,925
Nandi 319 21,076 16,307 14,995
 
Keiyo

Marakwet 205 14,192 7,307 7,878
West Pokot 188 8,270 6,871 6,024

Nakuru 263 25,294 22,640 21,815
Kajiado 121 6,225 5,233 5,019

Narok 138 9,562 6,889 6,222

Laikipia 144 7,514 6,399 6,271

Kericho 481 40,938 33,176 29,910

Baringo 324 16,310 10,343 10,178

Sartburu 54 2,735 2,399 1,945

Turkana 
 59 8 4, t06 2,444 

TOTAL 2,672 195,547 150,886 140,492 
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Std I Std 2 Std 3 

Province/ 
District 

No. of 
Schools 

No. of 
Students 

No. of 
Students 

No. of 
Students 

NYANZA 
Siaya* 525 36,111 	 27,070 25,847 

21,246 20,471Kisumu 454 32,730 

Kisii 842 61,794 44,612 39,130 
989 6 43__707 37,700South Nyanza 

TOTAL 2,810 197,256 136,635 123,208 

WESTERN 
Kakamega* 820 64,945 55,566 53,832 

Bungoma 428 39,800 30,325 26,771 
Busia* 284 221 15,051 14 174 

TOTAL 1,532 127,106 100,942 94,777 

NORTH- EAST.ERN 
Garissa 22 1,331 1,074 961 

Wajir 23 1,254 904 796 

Mandera' 20 1 43 993 838 

TOTAL. 65 4,020 2,971 2,595 

MUNICIPAL 
16,992 

Mombasa 66 7,805 7,917 7,751 
Nakuru 35 3,705 3,)60 3,36-

Thika 15 1,150 1,149 1,035 
Kisumu 34 3,712 3,825 3,764 
Kitale 12 865 713 674 
Eldoret 10 1,552 1,512 

Nairobi 141 17,484 17,155 

35,7 7 7  
TOTAL 313 36,273 	 34,839
 

GRAND
 
TOTAL 11,966 890,012 710,,61 662,198*
 

*Districts witn poor reception
 

Source: Minitry of Education, "Primary School Statistics 19h3," undated.
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PART III 
SUMMARY 

Overall Summary of the Radio Language Arts Project 
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Chapter 12 
SUMMARY 

Maurice Imhoof 

"At the beginning, I thought I was doing useless work, for the 

pupils had not 3een the radio itself. They didn't know to speak 
I-ng!ish. But now we find it being very useful to us teachers and 
to the children too. I see that there is a great difference between 
the pupils using the radio and the ones who have not used it." 

-Kibiko School Teacher, Kenya 

CAN WE TEACH ENGLISH BY RADIO? 

According to teachers in Kenya, we can. Primary school teachers 
and independent Kenyan evaluators all remark on the English flu

ency of students receiving radio instruction in the Radio Language 
Arts Project. They compare the radio students favorably with chil

dren two or three grades iThead in conventional classes. Teachers 
involved in the project are enthusiastic supporters of the radio 

methodology and more than 90 percent want it to continue in their 

schools. 

WHAT IS THIS NEW RADIO METHODOLOGY? 

Called interactive radio instriction, it uses the low-cost technology 

of radio as a tool for delivery of carefully designed instruction. The 

major feature of this instructional system is the high frequency of 

active student participation in the lessons. Once every few seconds, 

the young learners are required to respond to the radio by speaking, 
reading, writing, singing, chanting, or performing physical actions 

appropriate to the radio cues. The methodology then is an effective 
by frequent student participainstructional design, characterized 

tion, combined with radio as the delivery medium. 

HOW DOES INTERACTIVE RADIO INSTRUCTION 

DIFFER FROM OTHER EDUCATIONAL RADIO? 

Interactive radio instruction carries the major burden of instruc

tion. It not only delivers the instruction through the radio medium, 
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it also shapes the instruction through the instructional design system. In general, other educational radio supports regular classroominstruction in which the teacher and textbooks are the major
components. 

IS INTERACTIVE RADIO INSTRUCTION NEW
 
TO THE RLAP?
 

No, the RLAP is one of several projects testing the effectivenessof radio to deliver cost-efficient, quality instruction to learners. Itwas developed in a number of carefully controlled and researchedprojects over the past decade, in responso to the limited educationalopportunities of many rural children in developing countries.These projects, recognizing the widespread availability of radio,have created a breakthrough in our ability to reach more childrenwith better instruction at lower per student cost. Developed andsupported by the U.S. Agency for International Development, projects include the Radio Mathematics Project and the Radio AssistedCommunity Basic Education Project, as well as the Radio Language
Arts Project in Kenya. 

IS INTERACTIVE RADIO INSTRUCTION FOR

TEACHING ENGLISH DIFFERENT FROM RADIO FOR
 
TEACHING MATHEMATICS? 

The content certainly influences the instructional design and theradio methodology. Language practice provides a natural, dynamic
context for .nteraction between speakers. Teaching math skills or
scientific information or methodology requires different kinds of
practice and, therefore, different radio instruction. But radio alsoconstrains language practice. Certain open-ended questions andconversations are difficult to control or correct by radio. Each subject seems to have its own strengths and constraints although theunderlying principles of interactive radio instruction are the same. 

DOES RADIO REPLACE TEACHERS? 
Radio was the major medium of instruction, but teachers had animportant role during the broadcasts, in pre- and post-broaccastactivities, and in teacher-led complementary lessons. The radiolessons were designed to assist teachers in the classroom, enhancingtheir effectiveness in teaching a difficult and important skill. Teachers and headmasters welcomed this support. Although the pro-
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grams were designed to assist underqualified teachers, all teachers 
felt the programs helped the children to learn more English. 

WHY CHOOSE ENGLISH LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION? 

In Kenya and many other countries, success in school depends in 
large measure on the ability to use the English language as a medi
um of instruction. The primary significance of the RLAP and other 
projects that make up the interactive radio experience lies in the 
emphasis on applications of radio to teaching basic skills needed for 
school success. The RLAP systematically evaluated the effective
ness of interactive radio in teaching English as a second language to 
young children for whom English becomes the mredium of instruc
tion at the fourth-grade level and documented the techniques used 
to achieve these results, building further evidence that the interac
tive methodology is successful. 

CAN THE ENGLISH LESSONS BE USED 
IN OTHER COUNTRIES? 

The lessons can be adapted for use elsewhere. The lessons are 
based on the Kenyan English curriculum for primary grades, but 
the curriculum is very similar to many beginning English as a se
cond language curricula. Cultural and geographical references can 
easily be replaced with diffe,'ent vocabulary. The RLAP itself adapt
ed the Kenyan textbook-based curriculmm for use on the radio. The 
process for adapting the curriculum, and the lessons produced 
based on the curriculum, provide the model for extensions to other 
countries which face similar educational problems and use English 
as an educational tool. 

DID THE LESSONS PRODUCED IN KENYA ADVANCE 
THE INTERACTIVE RADIO METHODOLOGY? 

We believe they did. New techniques for encouraging student 
participation were required to teach language. One important tech
nique was the use of children in the classroom to provide active 
audiovisual aids to learning. These children often were asked to 
perform activities for the rest of the class to watch. For example, a 
child was asked by the radio to walk around a chair. While the child 
walked, the class was asked questions, directed to comment, or in 
other ways required to observe what the child was doing to clarify 
difficult linguistic concepts. Other techniques were used to achieve 
individual student participation. The radio, assisted by the class-
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room teacher, called on individual children to answer questions and 
give comments. 

HOW WERE LESSONS DEVELOPED? 
A several-step development process was followed in which team

members, sometimes assisted by consultants: 
• Collected baseline data on schools and languages
" Selected project schools 
" Carried out a sociolinguistic survey on language 

use in school communities 
" Designed the evaluation research 
" Adapted the Kenyan English curriculum to radio
• Tried out sample radio lessons in schools
" Developed the format for radio lessons, pupil

worksheets, and teacher's notes 
o Developed the production process and schedule 
" Designed the formative and summative evaluation 

process and instruments 
"Oriented project teachers and headmasters. 

After this developmental phase, the regular production cycle of
writing, producing, and broadcasting began on a daily basis. Form
ative evaluation based on classroom observation, ilso on a daily
basis, and pupil testing helped writers to revise anid correct prob
lems in the lessons. Summative evaluation measured the program's
effectiveness at the end of each year and over the total three-year
period. 

WHAT EDUCATIONAL PRINCIPLES
 
GUIDED LESSON DEVELOPMENT?
 

One of the strengths of interactive radio instruction was theinstructional design principles on which it was based. Several of
these were applications of approaches validated by the Radio Math
ematics Project, the first of the interactive radio experiments: 

" Systematic instructional development
* Distributed learning 
• Active learning 
" Immediate reinforcement
 

0
Rigorous formative evaluation. 
Other principles, specifically related to the use of radio, included: 

* Intensive use of radio 
* The teacher/radio partnership 
* Cost control 
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HOW DID WE KNOW ENGLISH INSTRUCTION 
WAS EFFECTIVE? 

One method was through formative evaluation carried out dur
ing lesson development. Observers evaluated each instructional 
segment by observing children in the classroom. Observers also 
administered weekly tests to children in the formative evaluation 
radio classrooms. Less than a 70 percent achievement rate required 
the project staff to examine the methodology and often rewrite 
upcoming segments or make other corrections. 

HOW WELL DID THE PROJECT SUCCEED 
IN TEACHING ENGLISH? 

The major method of judging Success was comparing achieve

ment scores of students receiving instruction by radio with those 
receiving conventional instruction. Radio students achieved higher 
scores in all language skills-listening, reading, speaking, and writ
ing-than other students. Scores at the end of each year and cumu
lative scores for all three years favored the radio children. Scores 

higher for those students who received instruction bywere even 
radio for the entire three years. 

WERE THERE OTHER MEASURES OF SUCCESS? 

Tests do not tell everything. Responses from teachers and head
masters were even more enthusiastic. They commented especially 
on the confidence with which radio children used English. 

WERE THE ACHIEVEMENT GAINS GOOD ENOUGH? 

This is a question for education planner- and policy makers. 

Neither the children in conventional nor in radio classes are master
ing the entire curriculum. Although radio students are doing better, 
there are other questions regarding the curriculum and opportuni
ties for learning in the i'ural schools that need to be addressed. 

WERE THERE SPECIAL PROBLEMS RELATED 

TO ACHIEVEMENT GAINS? 

There was considerably more student mobility than anticipated. 
Movement into and out of the experimental classrooms was very 

high. The total number of students who remained in the experi
mental classes throughout the three years was only about 30 per

cent. Presence of irregular students no doubt affected the achieve
ment results of radio students as it could well have of conventional 
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students. Repeater and dropout problems are larger educational
issues for Kenyan educators. 

ISN'T DEVELOPING RADIO PROGRAMS COSTLY? 
Implementing interactive radio instruction for teaching English inKenya would cost approximately $.40 a pupil a year. At this cost, allchildren in the first three grades could receive English instructionby radio. Naturally, costs will vary from country to country depending on the school broadcasting system in place, but tile recurrentcosts for radio instruction are low. Additional efficiencies, such asteaching other subjects by radio, can reduce tile costs even further.Although the cost of developing any instructional system is high,once developed, interactive radio instruction remains cost efficient. 

WHAT WERE THE NON-MEASURABLE BENEFITS
 
OF THE PROJECT TO ENGLISH TEACHING?
 

This book has been mainly about the tangible outcomes of aneducational intervention that used interactive radio instruction. Ithas described various systems and the processes that developedthose systems, and it has reported measurable results in achievement and attitudes. These systems and results are only the surfaceof much deeper processes that remain essentially out of the range ofour evaluation tools. We do not know, for example, what longrange effect on students or teachers the project may have.
 
We have observed 
 that the students in the radio classroom areactive and animated as they learn by radio. We can speculate thatthe use of interactive radio instruction has opened uIp the possibilityof more creative and relevant teaching and a greater partnership

between teachers and learners. 
We have seen ,ind heard the enthusiasm of teachers and headmasters for radio instruction and have measured their overwhelming positive attitudes toward the radio lessons. We can speculatethat, whatever the effect of the radio lessons thcmselves, the attention given to improving the quality of instruction and the demonstrated achievement results will continue to affect teachers beyond

the life of the project. 
English is a critical school skill for Kenvan children. Their fullparticipation in school, and in the society at large, depends on theirsuccessful mastery of English. We have demonstrated to children,and perhaps also to their parents, that it is a skill that rural children can master to the level that the schools require. 
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We can speculate that the radio lessons have brought the use of 
English naturally into the classrooms, and that the radio lessons 
have opened the door for rural children to participate in the broader 
Kenyan environment through improved educational opportunities. 
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AFTERWORD
 

An "Afterword" offers an opportunity to look to the challenges 
ahead. In its broadest sense, the challenge is to provide quality 
education to children worldwide; in a narrower sense, to reach rural 
school children who could learn English through interactive radio. 
Choosing a middle path, I will address the challenge of what re
mains to be done to raise student achievement. 

Clearly, the Radio Language Arts Project has made great strides 
in improving student performance in English. Student achievment 
gains were very impressive-the final overall effect size of 0.46 for 
Standard 3 is substantial. (Effect sizes provide a rough, though 
standardized, calibration of how successful an intervention has 
been. See Chapter 10, Summary of Results.) Some of the reported 
effect sizes, those over 1, as for the listening skills for Standard 2, 
are phenomenal. (Effect sizes of 0.2 are considered successful for 
educational interventions in the United States.) But, even with 
these impressive gains and the advantages offered to the rural 
students by radio instruction, the radio students were outper
formed by the urban students. 

The extent of the "rural/urban gap" was demonstrated in an 
informal comparison test that the project carried out in Nairobi. At 
the very end of the project, a small sample of Standard 1, 2, and 3 
students who had not had radio instruction was given the same 
English language achievement tests that the project's radio and 
control students had taken earlier. The results of that test could be 
analyzed to yield an informative, albeit crude, measure of this 
"rural/urban gap." 

Table 1 below displays the differences in student performance 
means between the rural control group and the urban group. The 
rural control group provided performance scores with none of the 
effects of the radio intervention. Since the urban group had not 
received any radio instruction, the groups were comparable in that 
neither received any special interventions and that both repre
sented the output of the educational system "as is." 
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TABLE 1
Mean Differences Between Urban and Rural Control 

Urban Rural Dirne 
~iconrQ}) (Urban, rlStandard 1 (n=259) (n =451)

Listening 37.4 20.7 16.7
Reading 32.8 14.5 18.3
 

Standard 2 (n = 249) 
 (n:=451)
Listening 27.7 12,0 15.7
Reading 27.4 14.6S 12.8
Writing 6.5 2. 3.6
 

Standard 3 
 (n = 266) (n - 451)
Listening 42.3 23.0 19.3
Reading 40.7 21.2 19.5
Writing 6.3 2.5 3.8 

The disparity is evident, even with this prelimi,.ary measure.
Given the scores of the rural students, the differences in the urban
and rural means appear sizable. But the term "sizable" offers little
perspective for seeing its magnitude. With full appreciation for themlaxim, "Figures don't lie, but liars figure," I propose a measure for 
the "rural/urban gap." 

To quantify the magnitude of difference between the rural andurban student performance, I suggest expanding the use of effect
sizes (1) to measure performance differences between urban and
rual cohorts, and (2) to quantify targets of performance improve
ment for rural students. Effect size measures the effectiveness of an
educational intervention in bringing about performance gains; here
it provides a measure of "the effect size gap"-how much rural
students must gain to perform comparably to their urban brethren. 

A look at the mathematics involved in the calculation of effect size
and effect size gap may make the potential usefulness clearer The
substantive difference between the two is the substitution of the
mathematical terms. Effect sizes are calculated by using the differ
ence in the means of the control and treatment groups, the effect
size gap is calculated by using the differences in the means of the 
rural and urban cohorts. 

In essence, the urban mean (substituted for the treatment group
mean) becomes a target for what a planner would have rural stu
dents achieve. For the purpose of measuring the rural/urban gap, 
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using the urban mean is appropriate. In fact, any relevant number 
can be used as a target score, for example, a desired performance 
score on an achievement test, although ceiling effects may have to 
be taken into account. 

The formula for determining effect size is: 

[mean (treatment)]-lmea n (control)] 

effect size =
 
standard deviation (control)
 

Similarly, the formula for determining "effect size gap" is: 

[mean (urban)l-[mean (rural))
 
"effect size gap" 
 = 

standard deviation (rural) 

Effect sizes (and effect size gaps) are expressed in decimals. Re
member that an effect size of "1" means that the average perform
ance of members of the treatment group is, on the whole, one 
standard deviation superior to the performance of the control 
group. It is as if the whole normal curve shifted forward by one 
standard deviation. Sometimes percentiies are useful to demon
strate exactly how far one standard deviation is. An effect size of 
"1" means that an educational intervention enables the students 
who, unassisted, would be in the 50th percentile (average perform
ance) to score in what would be the 83rd percentile for that group. 

';romthis vantage point, one can see the potential -applications. 
Since effect size gap is measured by the same standard as effect size 
(both use the standard deviation of the rural, i.e. rurai control, in 
the denominator), one can use the two to gain insights not only to 
how wide the rural/urban gap is, but in what needs to be done to 
bridge it. An effect size gap tells educational planners how much 
rural students must gain to perform comparably with urban stu
dents; an effect size tells planners how much rural students could 
be expected to gain using a particular intervention. Planners can 
benefit from both pieces of information-how far the rural students 
have to go and how far any one intervention can take them. 

Now let's look at Table 2. The first column reports the differences 
in the means of the urban and rural students (from Fable 1). The 
second column contains the standard deviations of the rural control 
group. Finally, the "rural/urban gap" is measured in terms of effect 
sizes. 
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TABLE 2
 
Effect Size Measurement of the Rural/Urban Gap
 

Mv-an-Differences S.D. Effect Size Gap
(Urban-Rur CRual) 

Standard 1 
Listening 16.7 8.7 1.9
Reading 18.3 8.7 2.1 

Standard 2
 
Listening 15.7 
 4.6 3.4
Reading 12.8 5.5 2.3
Writing 3.6 2.4 1.5 

Standard 3
 
Listening 
 19.3 7.7 2.5
Reading 19.5 9.3 2.1
Writing 3.8 2.1 1.8 

The differences in terms of effect sizes-what achievements have 
to be made on the part of the rural students in order to compete with
the urban-are substantial. An effect size of 2 is tantamount to
moving an average rural student from the 50th percentile to the 98th 
percentile of that rural cohort. 

No planner would attribute the effect size gap entirely to the 
quantity anLI quality of instruction; the socioeconomic-culturp' advantages of urban living have a profound effect on educational
opportunity. So targets for educational interventions would have to 
be adjusted downward to provide for the-.e advantages. 

~loreover, any rural/ruban gap measure is likely to be quite wide
in English compared to other subjects. In terms of learning English,
urban students not only benefit from the general advantages of 
urban living, but also from more out of school opportunities to learn
English. In Kenya, for example, much television programming is
done in English, and urban students are more likely to have access 
to TV. Furthermore, English is in common use in Nairobi.
 

Still, considerable 
 strides must be made in education in rural 
areas. 

Educational planners in various countries may begin presently
determining the effect size gap for each subject area across every
grade level. The figures used in this illustration were simply a
by-product of testing the effects of interactive radio instruction in 
Kenya. Test results which could be used to determine the rural/
urban effect size gap are readily available in any country which has
nationwide standardized testing, such as schoo! leaving exams. 
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When planners begin focusing on which intervention to choose 

to reduce the rural/urban gap, until the advent of one miraculous, 

self-contained educational "black box" intervention, combinationsof 
Combinations ofinterventions will be the best interim solution. 

interventions could be highly complementary, such as radio and 

tape recorders, so that students could practice on their own or make 

up missed lessons. Other combinations may not be complementary 

at all. 
Using the effect size gap measure, choices for educational inter

ventions are not simply constrained by the questions: What's the 

cost? and, How many students would be reached? 

Rather, more questions can be asked: How much more will the 

students learn (the predicted effect size gain)? How much will the 

rural/urban gap shrink? 
take on new nuances because it isEquity and quality issues 

possible to look at the cost-effectiveness of interventions to bring 

about effect size gains. Are limited budgets better spent raising the 

performance of all rural students marginally, or the performance of 

a few measurably? The choices become starker because decision

makers have more predictive information, but the choices are never 

easy. 
My discussion here has been quite preliminary. No doubt, trans

formation of a standard measure (effect size) to measure standards, 

to set achievement targets, will be controversial. The implications of 

mathematical, statistical, and educational assumptions made here 

(many of them implicit) will have to be examined elsewhere. My 

purpose was to advance, tentatively, a notion of measuring the 

rural/urban gap, and provide that gap measure along with interven

tion effect size measures as useful pieces of information for educa

tional planners. 

I have used this opportunity for a last word, an "Afterword," not 

to wax proud about the accomplishments of the Radio Language 
to set fort", the terms of the challenge ofArts Project, but rather 

bridging the rural/urban gap. The Radio Language Arts Project has 

achieved an important success; the improvements in students' per

formance in rural Kenya are most encouraging. The project has 

demonstrated conclusively that interactive radio does make a differ-
AID commends the project's accomplishence in rural schools. 

not by toasting one's accomplishments. But it is wiser to end, 
ments, but by looking to the challenges ahead. 

Julianne Gilmore 
USAID Project Officer 
Kenya Radio Language Arts 
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TEACHER'S NOTES
 
STANDARD TWO-LESSON 102
 

Content: 
New:
 
Oral: short, shorter, tall,taller
 
Reading: Worksheet 25
 
Writing: big, bigger
 

Revision:
 
Oral: somebody, nobody, light, dark
 
Reading: Story on the blackboard
 

New words: 
Oral: breakfast, dark, day, every, floor, happy, heavy, lamp, lift, light, 

lit, middle, night, remember, somebody, sweep, than, woke, 
young 

Reading: Worksheet 25, sentences oil the blackboard 

You 	will need: 
nothing 

The 	children will nee,: 
workbooks, pencils, and exercise books 

Before the broadcast: 
children, Rosa and Chege, who are exactly the samle height, 

and a very short girl to be NIlumbi. Also select another boy o be Juna.
1. 	 Select two tall 

2. 	 Explain the meaning of the verb "light/lit" and the wor' "lamp" to the 

children. (as in "He lit the lamp.") 
them to worksheet 25.3. 	 Distribute workbooks and have childrenl impen 

4. 	 Make sure the children have pencils and exercise books. 
RADIO: I'm tall. 
PUPILS: I'm taller than you. 
RADIO: I'm taller than you. 
PUPILS: I'm taller than vou. 
RADIO: I'm old. 
PUPILS: I'm older than you. 

Songs: 
1. The Sleepy Song. 
2. 	 It's Too _ _ . 
3. 	 The Tall, Taller, Tallest Song. 

Activities: 
1. 	 Clap and Count 
2. 	 Morning Activities Poem 
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RADIO LANGUAGE ARTS PROJECT STANDARD TWOENGLISH IN ACTION COMPLEMENTARY LESSON ALESSON PLAN 

Objectives: 
1. Compare size, height, and length.
2. Read Read With Us pages 40-43.
3. Compiete sentences 1-6 on page 40 of Read With Us. 

Clas Oryanization:-
Whole class, groups, and individuals 

Materials Ne-ded:
 
Teacher: 3 strings of different lengths
 
Pupils: 
 1. pencils and exercise books 

2. copies of Read With Us
 
Preparation:
 

1. Distribute copies of Read With lUs.
2. Identify three children who can be described as "tall, taller, tallest."3. Draw three circles on the blackboard. The circles should be different sizes sothat they can be described as "big, bigger, biggest." 

Intrp dcti on-
Tell the pupils that they will talk about different sizes today. They will also read pages 40-43 of their Read With Us and do a writing exercise. 

Development:
1. Ask the three children to come to the front and stand in the order, "tall, taller,

tallest."
2. Draw tho pupils' attention to the difference in the heights. Show them the tallchild, tht taller child, and the tallest one. Do this several times and have thechildren repeat after you. You can use the children's names.3. Have the children tell you which child is the shortest and which one is the 

tallest. 

4. Show the three pieces of string to the children and draw the pupils' attentionto the differences in length. Show them the long piece of string, the longer,and the longest and describe them thus with ',he children saving after you.5. Select two strings. Ask the children to tell you which of the strings is longer.Then ho!d out all three strings and ask which is the longest.6. Using similar moves, teach "big, bigger, and biggest," referring to the circles 
on the blackboard. 

7. Tell the pupils to turn to page 40 of Read With Us. Tell them to look at thepictures on page 40. Read the words describing the three boxes and chickenaloud and havt. the children read after you. Draw their attention to the 
differences it size.

8. Read the six sentcnces on page 40 with the children and then tell them toread the same sentences without you.
9. Read about the boxes with the children and then have them read the same 

sentences without you. 
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Standard Two 
Complementary Lesson A 
Page 2 

10 	 Read about the chicken with the children and then have the children read 
without you. 

11. 	 Ask the boys to read page 42 aloud while the girls read it silently. 
12. 	 Tell the girls to read page 42 aloud while the boys read it silently. 
13. 	 Have the boys read page 43 aloud while the girls follow and read it silently. 
14. 	 Have the girls read page 43 aloud while the boys read it silently. 
15. 	 Tell the pupils to write the sentences at the bottom of page 40 of Read With Us 

in their exercise books, completing them by filling in the missing words. Tell 
them the missing words are on the same page. 

RADIO LANGUAGE ARTS PROJECT STANDARD TWO 
ENGLISH IN ACTION COMPLEMENTARY LESSON B 
LESSON PLAN 

Objective:
 
Do exercises A, B, and C on pages 43 and 44 of Read With Us.
 

Class Organization:
 
Who!e class and individuals
 

Materials Needed:
 
Teacher: Read With Us
 
Pupils: copies of Read With Us
 

The Lesson
 
Introduction:
 
Tell the pupils that they will do exercises A, B, and C on pages 44 and 45 of Read
 
With Us.
 
Development:
 
1. 	 Tell the pupils to look at the pictures and the word about each picture in 

exercise A. Tell them to select the correct letter or letters given under the 
exercise and write out the words in full. They need not draw the pictures. 

2. 	 Tell the children to write out the sentences in exercise B in full. The words to 
be used in completing the exercise are given after sentence 9. 

3. 	 Tell the children to study the pictures in exercise C on page 45. Tell them to 
write out sentences 1-8, completing them using the words given after 
sentence 8. 

4. 	 Collect the exercise books for marking. Additional Note: Make sure that all 
the children complete one exercise before starting the next one. If some 
children cannot complete the three exercises during the lesson, have them do 
so during their free time. 
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Standard Two
 
Complementary Lesson B
 
Page 2
 

Songs, 
The 	Go To School Song 

I go to school everyday! 
He, she, and they went yesterday!
We'll go tomorrow, to learn and play! 
We all go to school! 

The Sometimes/Never Song 
Sometimes I sing, sometimes I talk. 
Sometimes I laugh, sometimes I cry.
Sometimes I run, sometimes I walk. 
But I never, never fly! 

The Riding On His Bicycle Song 
He's riding on his bicycle.
 
He's riding on the grass.

He isn't on the bicycle.
 
No, he is on the grass.
 

The Too High Song
 
It's too high; I can't reach it.
 
It's too high; I can't reach it.
 
It's too high; I can't reach it.
 
It's too high for me!
 

The Months Song
 
January, February

March, April, May, June.
 
July, August,
 
September, October,
 
November, and December.
 

It's Too Heavy
 
It's too heavy; i can't lift it.
 
It's too heavy; I can't lift it.
 
It's too heavy; I can't lift it.
 
It's too heavy for me.
 

Songs: 
Please Fill My Cup 

Please fill my cup. 
Now my cup is full. 
I have a cupful. 
A cupful of tea! 

His 	Friend Is Tall 
His friend is tall. 
Her friend is taller. 
My friend is the tallest, 
The tallest friend of all. 
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Standard Two 
Complementary Lesson B 
Page 3 

His 	Book Is ThiY: 
His book is thick. 
Her book is thicker. 
My book is thickest, 
The thickest book of all. 

I'm Brushing My Teeth 
I'm brushing my teeth. 
I'm brushing my teeth. 
f brush them everyday. 
I'm brushing my teeth. 
I'm brushing my teeth. 
I brushed them yesterday. 
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English in ActionEtnlihri Ton RADIO LANGUAGE ARTS PROJECT 
Lesson 102

Standard Two Script Time: 28:53 

Pages Block Seg 

S A -

B -

2 C SL I 

3,43,6 - 2 

7,8,9 - 3 

10,11,12 - 4 
13 D 1 

14,15 - 2 

16 L R I 

17-20 

21 3I 

22-27 1 

28 F-

29 - - 2 

TYe 

-

-

M 

"11 

M 
-_ 

E 

. 

M 

I 

F 

Seg. Seg. Running
SOW odeud' Cop..ntency DcUp.iin No lime i "i e 
- Standard Opening 1 1 :05 
--- Good Morning 

- ContinuitY 1 1:20 

A 13 A 1-2 Sonlebod.v, nobYod, light 34 4 5 

A 13 1 uark 4:31 5.50 

- Drill: light,, lit 1 5 :t! 
-I. 

Cnttv 
:10 7:15 

Clap onice, twice M1)0 8:15 

. Continuitv :15 8301 

onA 3 . I Slory ,n blaikbard 2 5 340 12:It) 

.... "Morning Words" I:() 13:10 

A 11) I WorC,Ih t 2" 25 3:.h It,:50 

-- Continuitv Ii) ] 7I) 

-- It's too li 'av II),) 18 )0 

.30 Sl. 

31-35 - 2 

36-39 - 3 

40,41,42 - 4 

43 II -

44,45,46 - 2 

-

1 

I 

I 

w 

IIM 

-- L oiiniiiitv 15 IS 15 

A'19A I short shorter, tall taller 25 

A,19 B I Ilis frind i, tall 5.(X) 23:15 

- Drill: short, taill, old--v7 1:19 24:310 

- Continuitv :10 2-1:4 

AYI4,1DI blig bigger, smnall:,nallvr 25 3(00 2740 

47 E 

happy, happier 

- Standard Close 5) 283) 

CAST: 

(X) Safiri (X) Musician 
(X) Tina ) 
(X) Rono ) 
(X) Sara ) 

Content review: 
Congruence review: 
Production review: , 

Approved: 

NUW VOCAIIUI ARY sleepy l'tFOLLCII ONI IMFb 28 :5h 
Oral: ,wI&L,jd).jo&lxy,liI.hl,l lai p klaL. ldd', 
day. n]ghi,vycr wake :, ee l r 

.aklast.porridgeruemnber. lift, heay,,ihui Ultu,
.hpy._ 

_ 

Rliading: light, it.li . , dark 
.sui3tetinin bb29 
Workshets:. 
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RADIO LANGUAGE
 
ARTS PROJECT
 

English in Action
 
Standard Two 

Writer: Hein/Brooke 
Lesson: .2 Block: A 
Segment: I Skill! 
Script page: 1 of: 47 

Segment page: 1 of: I 

1. THEME MUSIC UP 10, THEN UNDER 15 
2. 	 SAFIRI: This is ENGLISH IN ACTION, 

Standard Two, Lesson 102. 

3. TINA: 	 Good morning, Safiri. 

4. SAFIRI: 	 Good morning, Tina. 

5. THEME MUSIC UP AND OUT 

6. TINA/SAFIRI: Good morning, children. 

7. PPR 3 

8. MUSIC INTRO TO "GOOD MORNING" SONG 

9. TINA: Children, sing with us! 

10. TINA/SAFIRI: (SINGING) 

Good Morning, Good Morning, how are you?
 
Good Morning, Good Morning, how do you do?
 
Good Morning, Good Morning, how are you?
 
Good Morning, Good Morning, how do you do?
 

11. MUSIC SONG OUTRO 

12. TINA/SAFIRI: Good morning! 
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RADIO LANGUAGE
 
ARTS PROJECT
 
English in Action
 

Standard Two
 

Writer: Edgerton 
Lessor,: 102 Block: C 
Segment: 1 Skill: Cont. 
Script page: 2 of: 47 

Segment page: 1 of: 1 

1. DRAMA THEME 3, UNDER AND HOLD 

2. 	SAFIRI: Children, today I'm going to tell you 
a story about Sara and Rono. 

3. 	TINA: But fC'st let's practice the words"some
body" and "nobody." 

4. DRAMA THEME TO END 
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RADIO LANGUAGE 
ARTS PROJECT
 

English in Action
 
Standard Two
 

Writer: Edgerton 
Lesson: 102 Block: C 
Segment: 2&3 SkilI:S/L-M 
Script page:.3 of: 47 

Segment page: 1 of: 12 

BEFORE THE BROADCAST 

1. RONO: Juma, come to the front. 	 Select Juma. 
Write the following on the 
blackboard 

2. FX TRAVEL MUSIC 5 	 with a box around it: 

light 
dark 

3. SARA: Juma, stand in the corner at the front light, lit 
of the room. lamp 

During the broadcast 

4. PPR 3 	 be ready to point to the 
words in the box as appro
priate. Also be ready to 

5. RONO: Sara, there's somebody in tne corner, 	 give the children a quick 
isn't 	there? mother tongue translation 

of "light/lit" and "lamp" 
6. SARA: Yes. 	 (as in, "Fie lit the lamp.") 
7. 	 RONO: Who is it? During this lesson, Safiri 

will tell a very short story. 

8. 	 SARA: It's Juma. Then the children will be 
asked questions about the 

9. RONO: Children, say, "There's somebody 	 story, and will be expected 
in 	the corner." to answer without further 

plompting from the radio. 

10. 	 PPR 5 The questions (and appro
priate answers) are as 

11. RONO: There's somebody in the corner. Again. 	 follows: 

-What did Sara say? 
12. 	 PPR 4 -She said, "Rono, wake 

up." or 
-She said, "There's 
somebody in the room." 
-Then what did Rono do? 
-He lit the lamp. 
-What was in the room? 
-A cat. 
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RADIO LANGUAGE
 
ARTS PROJECT
 

English in
 
Action
 

Standard Two 
Writer: Edgerton 
Lesson: 102 Block: C 
Segment: 2&3 Skill:S/L-M. 
Script page. 4 of: 47 

Segment page:2 of: 12 

1. SARA: 	 Now, Juma, come out of the corner. 
Stand in front of the room,
 
in the middle.
 

2. RONO: 	 Teacher, please help Juma. 

3. PPR 2 

4. RONO: 	 Now there's nobody in the corner. 
5. 	 SARA: Children, say, "There's nobody in 

the corner." 

6. PPR 5 
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RADIO LANGUAGE
 

ARTS PROJECT
 
English in Action
 

Standard Two
 

Writer: Edgerton 
Lesson: 102 Block: C 
Segment: 2&3 Skill:S/L-M 
Script page: 5 of: 47 

Segment page: 3 of: 12 

1. SARA: 	 There's nobody in the corner. Again 

2. PPR 4 

3. RONO: 	 Good, Juma. Sit down. 

4. FX TRAVEL MUSIC 5 

5. 	 SARA: Now, children, look at the words 
in the box on the blackboard. 

6. PPR 2 

7. RONO: 	 Look at the word "light." 

8. PPR 2 

9. SARA: 	 Children, say "light." 

10. PPR 2 

11. SARA: 	 Light. Again. 

12. PP1R 1 

13. RONO: 	 Sara, is it light during the day? 

14. SARA: 	 Yes, it is. 
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RADIO LANGUAGE
 
ARTS PROJECT
 

English in Action
 
Standard Two 

Writer: Edgerton 
Lessor: 102 Block: C 
Segment: 2&3 SkilI:S/L-M 
Script page: 6 of: 47 

Segment page: 4 of: 12 

1. RONO: 	 Is it light now? 

2. SARA: 	 Yes, Rono. It's daytime now. 

3. RONO: 	 Children, say, "It's light during the day." 

4. PPR 4 

5. RONO: 	 It's light during tile day. Again. 

6. PPR 3 

7. 	 SARA: Children, leok at the second word 
in tile box ... tile word "dark." 

8. PPR 2 

9. RONO: 	 Children, say, "Dark." 

10. PPR 2 

11. RONO: 	 Dark. Again. 

12. PPR 2 
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RADIO LANGUAGE 
ARTS PROJECT 
English in Action 

Standard Two 

Writer: Edgerton 
Lesson: 102 Block: C 
Segment: 2&3 Skill:S/L-M 
Script page: 7 of: 47 

Segment page: 5 of: 12 

1. GUITAR: STRUM C MAJOR CHORD 

2. TINA: 	 Safidi, is it dark now? 

3. 	 SAFIRI: No, Tina. It isn't dark now. 
It's dark at night. 

4. RONO: 	 Children, say, "It's dark at raght." 

5. PPR 4 

6. RONO: 	 It's dark at night. Again. 

7. 	 PPR 3 
A Little8. TINA: Yes ... it's dark at night 

* . . and I'm sleepy. Dreamily-
Then A 

Little Yawn 
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RADIO LANGUAGE
 
ARTS PROJECT
 
English in Action
 

Standard Two
 

Writer: Edgerton
Lesson: 102 Block: C 
Segment: 2&2 Skill:S/L-M 
Script page: 8_ of. '47 

Segment page: 6 of: 12 

1. XYLOPHONE INTRO: "SLEEPY SONG" 
2. 	 TINA: (SINGING):
 

At night it is dark and I'm sleepy,

There is darkness all around.
 
At night ii is dark and I'm sleepy

And the rain falls coftlv down.
 

3. XYLOPHONE: "SLEEPY SONG" REFRAIN 
UNDER LINE 6 

4. SAFIRI: 	 Chidren, sing with 'ina. 
5. TINA: 	 (SINGING): 

At night it is dark and I'm sleepy,

There is darkness all around.
 
At night it is dark and I'm sleepy,
 
And the rain falls sottly down. 

6. XYLOPHONE: REFRAIN AROUND AGAIN 
7. 	 TINA: (SINGING): 

At night it is dark and I'm sleepy, 
There is darkness all around.
 
At night it is dark ad I'm sleepy
 
And the rain falls softly, down.
 

8, XYLOPHONE OUTRO 
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RADIO LANGUAGE
 
ARTS PROJECT
 

English in Action
 
Standard Two
 

Writer: Edgerton 
Lesson: 102 Block: C 
Segment: 2&3 Skill:S/L-M 
Script page: 9 of: 47 

Segment page: 7 of: 12 

1. 	 RONO: Now, children, look at the words "light" 
and "lit" in the box, and look at the 
word "lamp." 

2. 	 SARA: Teacher, please point at these words and 
explain them to the children in 
mother tongue. 

3. FX DRUM 	AND RING MUSIC 8 

4. RONO: 	 Thank you, teacher. 

5. SARA: 	 Children, let's drill. 

6. RONO: 	 Children, say, "He lights the lamp." 

7. PPR 3 

8. RONO: 	 He lights the lamp. 

9. PPR 3 
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RADIO LANGUAGE
 
ARTS PROJECT
 
English in Action
 

Standard Two
 
Writer: Edgerton
 

Lesson: 102 Block: C
 
Segment: 2&3 Skill:S/L-M
 
Script page: 10 of: 47
 

Segment page: 8 of: 12
 

1. RONO: He lit the lamp. 

2. PPR 3 

3. RONO: He lit the lamp. 

4. PPR 3 

5. RONO: He lights the lamp every night. 

6. PPR 4 

7. ROf'O: -e lights the lamp every night. 

8. PPR 4 

9. RONO: He lit the lamp last night. 

10. PPl,, 4 

11. RONO: He lit the lamp last night. 

12. PPR 4
 

'3. RONO: He lights the lamp every night.
 

14. PPR 4
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RADIO LANGUAGE 
ARTS PROJECT 
English in Action 

Standard Two 
Writer: Edgerton 
Lesson: 102 Block: C 
Segment: 2&3 Skill:S/L-M 
Script page: 1!1 of: 47 

Segment page: 9 of: 12 

1. RONO: He lit the lamp last night. 

2. PPR 4 

3. RONO: He lights the lamp ever), night. 

4. PPR 4 

5. RONO: fie lit the lamp last night. 

6. PPR 4 

7. RONO: He lights the lamp every night. 

8. PPR 4 

9. RONO: He lit the lamp last night. 

10. PPR 4 

11. SARA: Good drill, children. 
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RADIO LANGUAGE 
ARTS PROJECT 
English in Action 

Standard Two 
Writer: Edgerton 
Lesson: 102 Block: C 
Segment: 2&3 Skill:S/L-M 
Script page: 12 of: 47 

Segment page: 10 of: 12 

1. 	 DRAMA THEME 3, UNDER AND HOLD 
2. 	 SAFIRh Children, I'm going to tell you a story.
 

Listen carefully.
 

3. 	 DRAMA THEME TO END 
4. 	 SAFIRI: Last night Sara and Rono were asleep.
 

It was dark. Sara woke up.
 
She said...
 

SARA: Rono! Wake up! (TENSE, EXCITED
 
There's somebody in WHISPER - SHE
 
the room! THINKS THERE'S
 

AN INTRUDER IN
 
HER HOUSE)
 

6. SAFIRh 	 Rono woke up. He lit the lamp. 

7. 	 FX MATCH STRIKING 
8. RONO: 	 No Sara. There's nobody in the room. 
9. PARA: 	 Then what is it? (STILL WORRIED) 

10. 	 FX CAT MEOW 

11. 	 RONO:) 
SARA:) It's a cat!! (LAUGHINGLY, 

RELIEVED AS THEY 
DISCOVER TOGETHER 

WHAT'S IN THE ROOM) 
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RADIO LANGUAGE 
ARTS PROJECT
 
English in Action
 

Standard Two
 

Writer: Edgerton 
Lesson: 102 Block: C 
Segment: 2&3 Skill:S/L-M 
Script page: 13 of: 47 

Segment page: 11 of: 12 

1. 	 TINA: Now children ... let's talk about 
the story. 

2. 	 TINA; Last night Sara woke up. Satiri, 
what did Sara say? 

3. SAFIRI: She sdid, "Rono, wake up." 

4. 	 TINA: And then she said, "There's somebody 
in the room." 

5. 	 SAFIRI: Children. say, "She said, 'Rono, 
wake up.' 

6. PPR 4 

7. SAFiRI: 	 She said, "Rono, wake up." Again. 

8. PPR 3 

9. TINA: 	 That's rght, children. 

10. 	 SAFIRI: Rono woke up. Tina, then what did 
he do? 
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RADIO LANGUAGE 
ARTS PROJECT 
English in Action 

Standard Two 
Writer: Edgerton 
Lesson: 102 Block: C 
Segment: 2&3 Skill:S/L-M 
Script page: A4 'of: 47 

Segment page: 12 of: 12 

I. TINA: He lit the lamp. 
2. SAFIRI: Children, say, "He lit the lamp." 

3. PPR 3 
4. SAFIRI: That's right! Hc lit the lamp. 
5. TINA: Children... what was in the room? 

6. PPR 4 
7. TINA: That's right! A cat. 
8. SA IRI: Children, what was in the room? 

9. PPR 2 
10. TINA: That's right! There was a cat in the room! 
11. SAFIRI: Good work children. 
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RADIO LANGUAGE
 
ARTS PROJECT
 

English in Action
 
Standard Two
 

Writer: Edgerton 
Lesson: 102 Block: D 
Segment: _ Skill: Cont. 
Script page: 15 of: 47 

Segment page: I of: 1 

1. MUSICAL BRIDGE NUMBER ONE 

2. SARA: Let's play the "Clap and Count" game! 
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RADIO LANGUAGE 
ARTS PROJECT 
English in Action 

Standard Two 
Writer: Ojuando 
Lesson: IL? Block: D 
Segment: 2 Skill:.E 
Script page: 16 of: 47 

Segment page: 1 of: 2 

1. SAFIRI: 	 Children, stand up. 
2. FX STAND UP WHISTLE 
3. 	 SAFIRI: Children, clap and count with Rono and
 

Sara.
 
4. PPR2 
5. SARA: Clap once and count, children. 
6. FX ONE CLAP A 'D COUNT 
7. RONO: Clap twice and count. 
8. FX TWO CLAPS AND COUNT 
9. SARA: Now clap three times. 
10. FX THREE CLAPS AND COUNT 
11. RONO: Clap four times. 
12. FX FOUR CLAPS AND COUNT 
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RADIO LANGUAGE
 
ARTS PROJECT
 

English in Action
 
Standard Two
 

Writer: Ojuando 
Lesson: 102 Block: D 
Segment: 2 Skill: E 
Script page: 17 of: 47 

Segment page: 2 of: 2 

1. SARA: Clap five times. 

2. FX FIVE CLAPS AND COUNT 

3. RONO: Clap once. 

4. FX ONE CLAP AND COUNT 

5. SARA: Clap three times. 

6. FX THREE CLAPS AND COUNT 

7. RONO: Clap twice. 

8. FX TWO CLAPS AND COUNT 

9. SAFIRI: Now stop: (Pause) sit down, children. 

10. FX SIT DOWN WHISTLE 
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RADIO LANGUAGE
 
ARTS PROJECT
 

English in Action
 
Standard Two
 

Writer: Edgerton 
Lesson: 102 Block: E 
Segment: I Skill:Cont. 
Script page: 1. o": 47 

Segment page:l of: I 

1. MUSICAL BRIDGE NO. TWO 
2. TINA: Let's practice reading. 
3. SAFIRI: What do you want to read, Tina? 
4. TINA: There's a story on the blackboard. 
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RADIO LANGUAGE
 
ARTS PROJECT
 

English in Action
 
Standard Two 

Writer: Ojuando 
Lesson:jDZ Block:.E,. 
Segment:_2- 3 Skill: R-M 
Script page: 19 of: 47 

Segment page: 	I of: 5 

1. 	 SAFIRI: Look at the story on the blackboard, lRdqra! 
On the blackboard.children. 
1. 	1wake up at six 

o'clock every morning.2. PPR 2 
2. I get out of bed. 
3. 	1wash my3. 	 SAFIRI: Children, look at sentence one on 

the blackboard. hands and face 
4. 	1put on my clothes. 
5. 	1make breakfast. 
6. Then I sweep the floor.4. PPR 2 

5. SAFIRI: 	 Read it aloud. 

6. PPR 7 

7. 	 TINA: "I wake up at six o'clock every 
morning." Again. 

8. PPR 5 

9. TINA: 	 Again. 

10. PPR 5 
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RADIO LANGUAGE
 
ARTS PROJECT
 

English in Action
 
Standard Two
 

Writer: Ojuando 
Lesson: 102 Block: E 
Segment: 2-3 Skill: R-M 
Script page: 20 of: 47 

Segment page:2 of:__ 

1. SAFIRI: Read sentence two, children, Before 

On the blackboard. 
1. I wake up at six2. 	PP& 5 o'clock every morning. 

3. TINA: "I get out of bed." Again. During 
1. Help the children read 

the sentences when 
asked to.

4. PPR3 2. 	Touch the sentences 
when the children read. 

5. SAFIRI: Now read sentences one and two agiin. 
6. MUSIC: KAYAMBA 13 
7. 	 TINA: "I wake up at six o'clock every morning.
 

I get out of bed." Again.
 
8. PPR 9 
9. SAFIRI: Very good. Now read sentence three. 

10. PPR6 
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RADIO LANGUAGE
 
ARTS PROJECT
 
English in Action
 

Standard Two
 

Writer: Ojuando 
Lesson: 102 Block: E 
Segment: 2-3 Skill: R-M 
Script pagc:_21 of: 47 

Segment page:3_ of: .5 

1. TINA: 	 "I wash my hands and face." -gain. 

2. PPR 4 

3. SAFIRI: 	 Read sentence four, children. 

4. PI.TF 

5. TINA: 	 "I put on my clothes." Again. 

6. PPR 4 

7. 	 SAFIRI: Good. Now read sentences three 
and four again. 

8. MUSIC: 	 KAYAMBA 13 

9. 	 TINA: "I wash my hands and face. I put 
on my clothes." Again. 

10. PPR 9 
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RADIO LANGUAGE 
ARTS PROJECT 
English in Action 

Standard Two 

Writer: Ojua-ndo 
Lesson: 102 Block: E 
Segment:_2-3 Skill: R-M 
Script page:22 of: 47 

Segment page: 4, of: 5 

1. TNA: Again. 

2. PPR9 
3. SAFIRI: Now read senten,-e five. 

4. PPR 5 

5. TINA: "I make breakfast." Again. 

6. PPR 3 

7. SAFIRI: Good. Now read the last sentence. 

8. PPR 5 

9. TINA: "Then I sweep the floor." Again. 

10. PPR 3 

11. SAFIRI: Read sentences five and six again. 

12. PPR 9 
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RADIO LANGUAGE 
ARTS PROJECT 
Engl'sh in Action 

Standard Tw3 

WnLc;: Ojuando 
Lesson: 102 Block: E 
Segment:.2-3 SkillRM 
Script page: 23 of: 47 

Segment page:5, of:_5. 

1. TINA: 	 "I make breakfast. Then I sweep the 

floor." Again. 

2. PPR9 

3. SAFIRI: 	 That was good reading, children. 
Now say the morning poem with Tina. 	 T~yache, 

Please assist the 

4. TINA: 	 I wake up in the morning. children to do the 

I wash my face. actions with the
 

I put on my clothes, poem.
 
I drink a cup of porridge.
 
And then I run to school. 

5. SAFIRI: 	 Again, children. 

6. 	 TINA: I wake ,-p in the morning. 
I wajh my face. 
I put on my clothes. 
I drink a cup of porridge. 
And ther.I run to school. 

7. SAFIRI: 	 That was very good, chdidren. 
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RADIO LANGUAGE 
ARTS PROJECT 
English in Action 

Standard Two 

Writer: Sedlak 
Lesson: 102 
Segment:4 
Script page: 24 

Block: E 
Skill: R-I 

of: 47 

Segmcnt p3ge:1 of:.5 

1. 

2 

3. 

MUSICAL BRIDGE NO. THREE 
TINA: Children, put worksheet 25 in f-ont of you. 
_1._1R 3 
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RADIO LANGUAGE
 
ARTS PROTECT
 
English in Action
 

Standard Two
 

Writer: Sedlak 
Lesson: 102 Block:_E 
Segment:4 Skill: R-I 
Script page: 25 of: 47 

Segment page:2 of:_5 

1. SAFARI: low, children, look at box 0. 

2. PPR 2 

3. SAFARI: Touch the shopkeeper. 

4. PPR 2 

5. SAFARI: Is the shopkeeper young or old? 

6. PPR 2 

7. TINA: Young. Again. 

8. PPR 2 

9. SAFARI: Read sentence 9 aloud. 

10 PPR 7 

11. i'INA: The shopkeeper is young. Again. 

12. PPR 4 

13. SAFARI: Now toc':h the carpenter. 

14. PPR2 
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RADIO LANGUAGE
 
ARTS PROJECT
 

English in Action
 
Standard Two 

Writer: Sedlak 
Lesson: 102 Block:_E 
Segment:A.4 Skill:.R-
Script page: 26 of: 4Z 

Segment page:_3 of: 5 

1. SAFIRI: 	 Is the carpenter young or old, children? 

2. PPR2 

3. TINA: 	 Old. Again. 

4. PPR 2 

5. SAFIRI: 	 Now read sentence 10 aloud. 

6. PPR 6 

7. TINA: 	 The carpenter is old. Again. 

8. PPR 4 

9. SAFIRI: 	 Read sentence 11 aloud. 

10. PPR 7 

11. 	 TINA: The shopkeeper is younger than the 
carpenter. Again. 

12. PPR 4 

13. 	 SAFIRI: Children, is the shopkeeper younger tha 
the carpenter? 
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RADIO LANGUAGE 
ARTS PROJECT 
English in Action 

Standard Two 

Writer: Sedlak 
Lesson: 102 Block: E 
Segment:_ Skill: R-I 
Script page: 27 of: 47 

Segment page: 4 of: 5 

1. PPR 3 

2. TINA: 	 Yes, he is. Again. 

3. PPR 2 

4. SAFIRI: 	 Read sentence 12 aloud. 

5. PPR 7 

6. 	 TINA: The carpenter is older than the 
shopkeeper. Again. 

7. PPR 4 

8. 	 SAFIRI: Children, is the shopkeeper older than 
the carpenter? 

9. ':PR 3 

10. TINA: 	 No, he isn't. Again. 

11. FPR 2 

12. SAFIRI: 	 Now look at box P. Touch the tree. 

13. PPR 2 

14. SAFIRI: 	 Read sentence 13 aloud. 
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RADIO LANGUAGE
 
ARTS PROJECT
 
English in Action
 

Standard Two
 

Writer: Sedlak 
Lesson: 102 Block:.E 
Segment: 4 Skill: R-I 
Script page: 28 of: 47 

Segment page:5 of:5 

1. PPR 6 

2. TINA: 	 The tree is tall. Again. 

3. PPR 4 

4. SAFIRI: 	 Read sentence 14 aloud. 

5. EPR6 

6. TINA: 	 The grass is short. Again. 

7. PPR 4 
8. SAFIRI: 	 Children, is the tree tall or short? 

9. PPR 2 

10. TINA: 	 Tall. Again. 

11. PPR1 

12. SAFIRI: 	 Is the grass tall or short? 

13. PPR 2 

14. TINA: 	 Short. Again. 

15. PPR 1 
16. 	 SAFIRI: Very good. Let's read more about the 

tree end the grass tomorrow. 
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IKADIO LANGUAGE 

ARTS PROJECT
 
English in Action
 

Standard Two
 

Writer: Edgerton 
Lesson. 102 Block: F 
Segment:l Skill; Cont, 
Script pa.-e: 29 of: 47 

Segment page:_I of: 1 

1. MUSICAL BRIDGE NO. FOUR 

2. SARA: 	 Rono, please lift this box for me. 

3. 	 RONO: Uhhff .... (STRAINING TO LIFT IT) 
I can't, Sara. It's too heavy! 
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RADIO LANGUAGE
 
ARTS PROJECT
 
English in Action
 

Standard Two
 

Writer: Edgerton 
Lesson: 102 Block: F 
Segment: 2 Skill: E 
Script page: 30 of:_4Z 

Segment page:lI of: 1 

1. 	 GUITAR OR CASIOTONE INTRO:
 
"TOO HIGH (HEAVY)" SONG
 

2. 	 RONO (SINGING): It's too heavy, I can't lift it. 
It's too heavy, I can't lift it. 
It's too heavy, I can't lift it. 
It's too heavy for me. 

3. 	 GUITAR OR CASIOTONE OUTRO 

4. 	 SARA: Let's all sing with Rono! 

5. 	 GUITAR OR CASIOTOrJE INTRO 

6. 	 Whole Cast (Singing): It's too heavy, I can't lift it. 
It's too heavy, I can't lift it. 
It's too heavy, I can't lift it. 
It's too heavy for me. 

7. 	 GUITAR OR CASIOTONE REFRAIN 
UNDER AND HOLD 

8. 	 RONO: Let's sing it once more! 

9. 	 Whole Cast (Singing): It's too heavy, I can't lift it. 
It's too heavy, I can't lift it. 
It's too heavy, I can't lift it 
It's too heavy for me. 

10. 	 GUITAR OR CASIOTONE OUTRO 
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RADIO LANGUAGE 
ARTS PROJECT 
English in Action 

Standard Two 

Writer: Edgerton 
Lesson: 102 Block: G 
Segment:.1 Skill:..CL 
Script page: 31 of:47 

Segment page:1 of: 1 

1. DRAMA THEME 3, UNDER AND HOLD 

2. TINA: What are Sara and Rono doing? 

3. SAFIRh They're working in their shop. 

4. DRAMA THEME TO END 
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1. 	 SARA: Look, Rono. 

I can touch the top shelf! 


2. RONO: 	 You're tall, Sara! 

3. SAFIRI: 	 Children, is Sara tall? 

4. PPR 3 

5. RONO: 	 "Yes, she is." Again. 

6. PPR 2 

7. 	 SARA: Rono, try to touch the top 
shelf. (teasing) 

8. 	 RONO: I c:n't Sara. I'm too short. 
'iSTRETCHING TO REACH) 

9. SAFIRI; 	 Childfen, is Rono short or tall? 

10. PPR 3 

RADIO LANGUAGE 
ARTS PROJECT
 
English in Action
 

Standard Two
 

Writer: Ojuando 
Lesson: 102 Block:G 
Segment: 2-3 Skill:S/:L 
Script page: 32 of: 47 

Segment page: 1 of:9 

Before: 
Select: 
1. Two tall children, 

Rosa and Chege, of 
exactly the same 

height. 
1 Mumbi who is much 

shorter than Rosa 
and Chege. 

Durinjg:
Help the children 
identify the sizes 
during the segment. 
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RADIO LANGUAGE
 
ARTS PROJECT
 
English in Action
 

Standard Two
 

Writer: Ojuando 
Lesson: 102 Block:_.G 
Segment: 2-3 Skill:S/L-I 
Script page: 33 of: 47 

Segment page:_l of: 9 

1. 	 SARA: "He's short." Again. Muitungu: 
Alert the teacher to 

2. 	 PPR 2 select children who 
are not self-conscious 

3. SARA: I'm taller than you, Rono. 	 about their sizes. 

4. RONO: Yes, Sara, you are taller than me. 

5. SAFIRI: Rosa and Mumbi, come to the front. 

6. MUSIC: TRAVEL MUSIC 6 

7. SAFIRI: Mumbi, stand beside Rosa. 

8. PPR 2 

9. SAFIRI: Children, look at Rosa and Mumbi. 

10. PPR 2 

11. SARA: Rono, is Rosa tall or short? 
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RADIO LANGUAGE
 
ARTS PROJECT
 
English in Action
 

Standard Two
 

Writer Ojuando 
Lesson: 102 Block: G
Segment: 2-3 Skill:S/L-I
S.ript page: 34 of: 47 

Segment page:3 of:9 

1. RONO: She's tall. 

2. SAFIRI: Children, is Rosa tall or short? 

3. PPR 3 

4. RONO: "She's tall." Again. 

5. PPR 2 

6. SAFIRI: Children, is Mumbi tall or short. 

7. PPR 3 

8. SARA: "She's short." Again. 

9. PPR 2 
10. SARA: Rono, is Rosa taller than Mumbi? 

11. RONO: Yes, she is. 
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RADIO LANGUAGE 
ARTS PROJECT
 
English in Action
 

Standard Two
 

Writer: Ojuando 
Lesson: 102 Block:.. 
Segment:_2.. Skill:S..l 
Script page: 35 of:AZ 

Segment page: 4 of: 9 

1. 	 SARA: Children, say, "Rosa is taller 

than Mumbi." 

2. PPR 4 

3. SARA: 	 Again 

4. PPR4 

5. SARA: 	 Again 

6. PPR4 

7. SAFIRI: 	 Children, is Rosa taller than Mumbi? 

8. PER3 

9. RONO: 	 "Yes, she is." Again. 

10. PPR2 

11. SAFIRI: 	 IsMumbi short, children? 

12. PPR 3 
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RADIO LANGUi#GE 
ARTS PROJECT 
English in Action 

Standard Two 

Writer: Ojuando 
Lesson: 102 Block:_. 
Segment: 2-3 Skill:LA-
Script page: 36 of: 47 

Segment page:5 of:9 

1. RONO: 	 "Yes, she is." Again. 

2. PPR 2 
3. SARA: 	 Rono, is Mumbi shorter or (aller 

than Rosa?
 
4. RONO: 	 She's shorter than Rosa. 
5. 	 SARA: Children, say, "Mumbi is shorter 

than Rosa." 

6. PPR 4 

7. SARA: 	 Again 

8. PPR 4 

9. SARA: 	 Again. 

10. PPR 4 
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RADIO LANGUAGE 
ARTS PROJECT
 
English in Action
 

Standard Two
 

Writer: Ojuando 
Lesson: 102 Block: G 
Segment: 2-3 Skill:S/L-I 

Script page:37 of: _47 

Segment page: 6 of: 9 

1. SAFIRI: Good. Now, Chege, come to ihe front. 

2. MUJI: TRAVEL MUSIC 4 

3. SAFIRI: Chege, stand beside Mumbi. 

4. FPR 2 

5. SAFIRI: Children, look at Chege. 

6. _PR2 

7. SAFII: Is Chege tail or short? 

8. PPR 3 

9. SARA: "tie's tall." Agein. 

10. PPR 2 
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RADIO LANGUAGE
 
ARTS PROJECT
 

English in Action
 
Standard Two
 

Writer: Ojuando
Lesson: 102 Block:(q 
Segment: 2-3 SkilU:S/L-I 
Script page: 38 of: 47 

Segment page:7 of.9 

1. 	 SAFIRI: Is Chege taller or shorter than
 
Mumbi, ch.ldren?
 

2. PPR 4 

3. SARA: 	 "He's taller than Mumbi." Again. 

4. PPR 3 

5. SARA: 	 Again. 

6. PPR 3 

7. 	 RONO: Children now say, "Chege is as 
tall as Rosa." 

8. PPR 4 

9. RONO: 	 Again. 

10. PPR 4 
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RADIO LANGUAGE
 
ARTS PROJECT
 
English in Action
 

Standard Two
 

Writer: Ojuando 
Lesson: 102 Block: G 
Segment: 2-3 SkII:S/L-I 
Script page:. 39 of: 47 

Segment page:8 of: 9 

1. 	 SAFIRh That was very good, children. 
Rosa, Mumbi, and Chege, go back to 
your desks. 

2. MUSIC: 	 TRAVEL MUSIC 4 

3. SAFIRI: 	 Now, children, listen to our new song. 

4. MUSIC: 	 Intro To TallTaller Tall'st Song 

5. 	 SAFIRI: (Singing) 
His friendi is tall. 
Her friend is taller. 

6. 	 RONO: (Singing) 
My friend is tallest. 
The tallest friend of all. 

7. MUSIC: 	 GUITAR BRIDGE 
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RADIO LANGUAGE
 
ARTS PROJECT
 

English in Action
 
Standard Two 

Writer: Ojuando 
Lesson: 102 Block: G 
Segment: 2-3 Skill:S/L-I 
Script page: 40 of: 47 

Segment page: 9 of: 9 

1. 	 SAFIRI: Chilaren, sing.
 
His friend is tall.
 
Her friend is taller.
 

2. RONO: 	 (Singing) 
My friend is tallest,
 
The tallest friend of all.
 

3. MUSIC: 	 GUITAR BRIDGE 
4. 	 SAFIRI: Again. 

His friend is tall. 
Her friend is taller. 

5. 	 RONO: My friend is tallest, 
The tallest friend of all. 

8. MUSIC: 	 GUITAR OUTRO TO SONG 
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RADIO LANGUAGE
 
ARTS PROJECT
 

English in Action
 
Standard Two
 

Writer: Edgerton 
Lesson: 102 Block:_G 
Segment:_4_ Skill:S/L-l 
Script page: 41 of: 47 

Segment page:I of: 3 

1. TINA: Children, listen. 

2. SAFIRI: I'm tall. 

3. TINA: I'm taller than you. 

4. SAFIRI: I'm old. 

5. TINA: I'm older than you. 

6. SAFIRI: I'm short. 

7. TINA: I'm shorter than you. 

8. SAFIRI: I'm sleepy. 

9. TINA: I'm sleepier than you. 

10. SAFIRI: Now children ...you do it. I'm tall. 

11. PPR 3 

12. TINA: I'm taller than you. 

13. PPR 3 
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RADIO LANGUAGE
 
ARTS PROJECT
 

English in Action
 
Standard Two
 

Writer: Ojuando 
Lesson: 102 Block: G 
Segment: 4 Skill: S/L-1 
Script page:_42 of: 47 

Segment page:2 of: 3 

1. SAFIRI: I'm old. 

2. PPR 3 

5. TINA: I'm older than you. 

4. PPR 3 

5. SAFIRI: I'm short. 

6. PPR 3 

7. TINA: I'm shorter than you. 

8. PPR 3 

9. SAFIRh I'm young. 

10. PPR 3 

11. TINA: I'm younger than you. 

12. 'PPR3 

13. SAFIRI: I'm sleepy. 

14. PPR 3 
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RADIO LANGUAGE
 
ARTS PROJECT
 
English in Action
 

Standard Two
 

Writer: Edgerton 
Lesson: 102 Block: G 
Segment: 4 Skill: S/L-I 
Script page: 43 of: 47 

Segment page: 3 of: 3 

1. TINA: I'm sleepier th in you. 

2. 	 PPR3 

.. SAFIRI: I'm happy. 

4. PPR 3 

5. TINA: I'm happier than you. 

6. PPR 3 

7. SAFIRI: Good drill, children. 
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RADIO LANGUAGE 
ARTS PROJECT 
English in Action 

Standard Two 
Writer: Edgerton 
Lesson: 102 Block: H 
Segment: I- Skill: Cont. 
Script page: 44 of: 47 

Segment page:.I of: I 

1. MUSICAL BRIDGE NO. ONE 
2. TINA: 	 Children, it's time to write. 
3. 	 SAFIRI: Today let's write some new words from 

Worksheet 25. 
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RADIO LANGUAGE
 
ARTS PROJECT
 
English in Action
 

Standard Two
 

Writer: Edgerton 
Lesson: 102 Block: H 
Segment:2 Skil:_W 
Script page: 45 of: 47 

Segment page: 	 1 of: 2 

1. FX WRITING MUSIC 2, UNDER AND HOLD 

2. 	 TINA: Children, take your exercise books and 
pick up your pencils. 

3. PPR 3 

4. SAFIRI: 	 Now look at Worksheet 25 again. 

5. PPR 2 

6. TINA: 	 Look at Box M. 

7. SAFIRI: 	 Look at sentence 1. 

8. PPR 2 

9. TINA: 	 Sentence I . "The bucket is big." 

10. SAFIRI: 	 Write the word "big." Write the word "big.' 

11. FX WRITING MUSIC UP 8, UNDER AND HOLD 

12. TINA: 	 Children, now look at sentence 3. 

13. 	 SAFIRI: Look at sentence 3... "The bucket 
is bigger than the comb." 
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RADIO LANGUAGE 
ARTS PROJECT
 

English in Action
 
Standard Two
 

Writer: Edgerton 
Lesson: 102 Block: H 
Segment: 2 Skill: W 
Script page: 46 of: 47 

Segnl'ent page: 2 of: 2 

1. TINA: Children, look at the word "bigger." 

2. SAFIRI: Write the word "bigger." 

3. FX WRITING MUSIC UP 14,UNDER AND HOLD 
4. TINA: Good, children. Put down your pencils. 

5. FX FADE WRITINGMISK 
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RADIO LANGUAGE
 
ARTS PROJECT
 
English in Action
 

Standard Two
 

Writer: Hein/Brooke 
Lesson: 102 Block:J_ 
Segment:I Skill:_ 
Script page: 47 of:47 

Segment page:_I of: I 

1. 	 MO TO GOODBYE SONG 

2. 	 TINA: Children, it's time for us to go. 

3. 	 MUSIC: REPEAT INTRO 

4. 	 SARA/RONO 
TINA/SAFIRI: (SINGING) 

Goodbye, Goodbye, it's time
 
for us to go.
 
Goodbye, Goodbye, it's time for
 
us to go.
 

5. 	 MUSIC: SONG INTRO 

6. 	 SARA/RONO 
TINA/SAFIRI: Goodbye! 

7. 	 FX THEME MUSIC UP AND UNDER TO LINE 10 

8. 	 SAFIRI: English in Action, Lession 102, Standard 
Two, was produced by the Radio 
Language Arts Project at the Kenya
 
Institute of Education.
 

9. 	 FX THEME MUSIC UP AND OUT 
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RADIO INSTRUCTION MATERIALS AVAILABLE 

Samples of the complete instructional program: 

Scripts
 
Audio Tapes
 
Teacher's Notes
 
Student Worksheets
 

Available for a handling charge from: 

Academy for Educational Development
 
Clearinghouse on Development Communication
 
1255 23rd Street, N.W.
 
Washington, D.C. 20037 U.S.A.
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FILM/VIDEO AVAILABLE 

RADIO: 	 THE INTERACTIVE TEACHER 

This film shows how the Radio Language Arts Project in Kenya 
effectively used interactive radio instruction to teach English in 
rural primary schools. The 20-minute color film demonstrates 
the process used in developing the radio lessons and shows 
third-grade students participating actively during the broad
casts. Evaluation results based on student achievement testing 
are reported. Interviews with teachers also document the ef
fectiveness of the project. A short, printed guide summarizes 
highlights of the film. 

Format: 	 16mm film; 3/4" U-Matic NTSC; 1/2" VHS and Beta 

NTSC; 3/4" PAL 

Languages: English, Spanish, French 

The film, produced by the Academy for Educational Develop
ment in 1985 for the U.S. Agency for International Develop
ment, is available for loan or purchase from: 

Academy 	for Educational Development 
Clearinghouse on Development Communication 
1255 23rd 	Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20037 U.S.A. 
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SELECTED PROJECT DOCUMENTS 

<"Reading by Radio: A Position Paper on the Use of Radio in Teaching Reading 
Skills for Educational Development," Maurice Inhoof, March 1981. 

"Writing the Instructional Radio Script," Esta do Fossard, April 1982. 

"Revised Implementation P!-an,' October 1982. 

"Selecting Project Schools," Field Notes #1, Maurice imhoof, November 1982. 

"Sequencng Reading Skills-forTeaching English by: Radio,"--Field Notes #2, 
Maurice Imhoof, December 1982,. 

"Thle School Classroom and the Radio Classroom," Field Notes #3, Esta do 
Fossard, September 1983. 

"Important Considerations in Planning a Radio Project," Field Notes #4, Maurice 
Imhloof, November 1983. 

"English by Radio: Implications for Non-Formal Language Education," Maurice 
P.'-	 Imhoof, Philip Christensen, and Kurt Hein. Published as Occasional Paper 

#12, by the Non-Formal ducation Information Center, Institute for 
International Studies in Education, Michigan State University, East 
Lansing, Michigan 48824, December 1983. 

"Teaching English by Radio," Maurice Imhoof, February 1984. 

A Look at Methodology," David Edgerton and Philip A.S. Sedlak, August 1984. 

"Radio and the Educational Needs of Africa," Alex T. Quarmyne. The keynote 
address presented at the conference on "New Directions for Education by 
Radio;" in Nairobi, Kenya, September 24-28, 1984. 

"Interactive Radio in the Classroom: Ten Years of Proven Success," Clifford H. 
Block, Philip R. Christensen, Maurice Imhoof, and William A. Smith, 
September 1984. 

"Nairobi, Cassette, and Observation Students of the Kenya Radio Language Arts 
Project: A Special Evaluation Report," Rebecca L. Oxford and Maurice 
Imhoof, October 1985. 

"Final Report-Evaluation of the Kenya Radio Language Arts Project," Rebecca 
L. Oxford, John L.D. Clark, John C. Hermansen, Philip R. Christensen, 
and Maurice Ihnoof, June 1986. 

These documents and a list of all other documents produced under the project are 
available from:
 

Academy for Educational Development
 
Clearinghouse on Development Communication
 
1255 23rd Street, N.W.
 
Washington, D.C. 20037 U.S.A.
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